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“You think you’ve had a lot of fun/But you ain’t got nothing, you’re on the run”

On the cover:
David Bowie by 
Dave Hogan/
Getty Images 
(Collector’s cover); 
© Frank W. 
Ockenfels 3 
(Export cover)

B
Y now most of us, I guess, will have a view on ‘lost’ albums. 
Should an album that has been deliberately withheld from 
release – in some instances for several decades – finally be 
given its moment in the sun? Does the excitement of hearing, 
say, Neil Young’s Homegrown – only 45 years late! – somehow 

rob it of its mystique? Or, with hindsight, can a once lost album now help 
us understand more clearly the motives of an artist during a certain 
period in their career? There are tantalising counter-narratives to 
consider – what if Springsteen had released the electric band version
of Nebraska instead of the sparse, haunted acoustic one? There’s a
lot of thinking to be done, in other words.

David Bowie’s Toy, from 2001, is remarkable for several reasons. Most 
obviously: it is a rare instance of this most forward-looking artist 
reconnecting with his early, pre-fame self. But what does Toy say about 
Bowie at the start of the second millennium, staring back through the 
decades to his young, hungry self? And once he’d reckoned with his past, 
how did Toy’s disappearance from the schedules affect him?

More significantly, perhaps, Toy represents one of the last substantial 

pieces of unreleased work from Bowie. Some kind of soundtrack for The 
Man Who Fell To Earth exists – but how extensive it is and in just what 
shape the material is seems uncertain. But Toy is the whole thing – an 
actual album by a genuinely great artist recorded during a period of 
transition. You can read about it on page 90, in Peter Watts’ deep dive into 
its genesis, creation and afterlife. As long-serving Bowie guitarist Earl 
Slick tells Peter, “Even now he’s gone for five years or more, the surprises
keep coming.”

There’s much more than Bowie in this issue, of course. We cover a lot of 
ground: from Dion to Modern Nature, Gil Scott-Heron to REM, Laraaji to 
The Waterboys, Pink Floyd to Michael Chapman, plus CharlesLloyd, 
Dead Moon and Nubya Garcia. There’s definitive reviews 
of The Beatles, Radiohead, Damon Albarn, Richard 
Dawson and Endless Boogie, an exclusive on the new
Led Zeppelin documentary and a brilliant story involving 
Martin Sheen’s dentist. Dig in!

Michael Bonner, Editor. Follow me on Twitter @michaelbonner
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Led Zeppelin 
filmed playing 
“Dazed And 
Confused” for 
Supershow at 
Staines Studio, 
March 18, 1969
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NYONE hearing
Led Zeppelin’s 1969
debut album would
be forgiven for
thinking that they

exploded into the world fully
formed. In fact new documentary
Becoming Led Zeppelin,
recently premiered in Venice,
maps out a pre-Zeppelin back
story of dogged dues-paying on
the club circuit for Robert Plant
and John Bonham; and of
copious session work for Jimmy
Page and John Paul Jones. But
when they did get together, says
director Bernard MacMahon,
they started from scratch at their
first rehearsal: “These guys
essentially all met for the first

time in a basement.”
How they came to effectively

invent a whole musical genre
within a single year is
chronicled in a film crammed

with early-years
anecdotes and rare

concert footage, the
performances
thankfully not

excerpted but played in full.
The band’s rapid evolution is
illustrated by two versions of
“Communication Breakdown”,
the first at London’s Roundhouse
in front of a baffled audience.
“Then the same song goes out a
week later [at San Francisco’s
Fillmore West], with a feral
intensity,” says MacMahon, “and
it’s almost unrecognisable.”

One of the film’s virtues is to
convey the alchemy that the
quartet very quickly achieved.
As Jimmy Page says, “Riffs would
just come out on the night and
disappear into the ether. We had
that ESP about us.” The real find
for MacMahon and producer/

co-writer Allison McGourty was
material that allowed the late
John Bonham to have an equal
say alongside his bandmates.
Interviews with him were
extremely rare, but the
filmmakers found a 1971
recording for Australian radio
as well as footage of Bonham
as a child, in 8mm home movies
by his father.

MacMahon is insistent that
the documentary is about the
music, and not a Hammer Of The
Gods-style exposé. “This is the
apprenticeship,” he says, “the
pulling out of Excalibur and the
forming of the Round Table.”
Once the knights were
assembled, it was head-on. As
Page confirms, “There’s this
explosion that doesn’t stop.
I was going at, like, a million
miles per hour. That’s what the
film has managed to capture.”
JONATHANROMNEY

Becoming Led Zeppelin will be
in UK cinemas and on streaming
services soon

Theband’s
instantESP
capturedinnew
early-years
documentary,
BecomingLed
Zeppelin

Zeppelin takes off!
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“Iwasgoingat
amillionmiles 

per hour”
JIMMY PAGE



THIRTY years ago, David
Gedge of evergreen indie
icons The Wedding Present

had a lightbulb moment. By
releasing a limited-edition vinyl
single every month throughout
1992, these gruff-voiced
Yorkshiremen could transform
themselves from marginal Peel
Session perennials into unlikely
chartbusters, an audaciously rare
feat in pre-Britpop days.

Three decades later, Gedge is
reviving his Hit Parade concept with
24 Songs, another 12-single sequence

set for monthly release across 2022.
During lockdown, besides allowing
his black-dyed hair to turn fully
white in Tom Jones style, Gedge
has been writing prolifically and
stockpiling songs with the latest
Wedding Present lineup, which
now includes Sleeper guitarist Jon
Stewart. “I’ve always liked 7”
singles,” Gedge explains. “When
I was a kid, that’s what pop music
was: going down to Woolworths
and buying a 7” single.”

An agreeably noisy collection
of social-realist love songs, the
original Hit Parade was also a

brilliant marketing wheeze.
Limited to 14,000 copies apiece, all
12 singles jumped straight into the
Top 30 on release, with rough-edged
heartbreak waltz “Come Play With
Me” even making the Top 10. But
stardom was a surreal experience,
as The Wedding Present found
themselves becoming Top Of The
Pops regulars alongside Simply
Red, Erasure and Right Said Fred.

“We totally felt like outsiders,”
Gedge says. And after a few months,
the novelty appeal began to wear
off. “We kept making excuses, our
bass player’s injured his arm or
something. Ha! It was possibly
unheard of for a band to be turning
down Top Of The Pops.” Despite the
relative success of the Hit Parade
concept, such indifference didn’t
really endear The Wedding Present
to their major-label backers, who
moved them on soon afterwards.
“For a big label like RCA, 14,000
singles wasn’t a massive amount
when you had artists like Take That
and Annie Lennox selling millions,”
shrugs Gedge. “We
were always an odd
band for them. Our first
release for RCA was a
collection of Ukrainian
folk music. Normally a
band doesn’t sign to a
major label and do

something as career-destroying
as that!”

In 1992, The Wedding Present’s
calendar-based caper felt like a bit of
a last hurrah for the 7” single. Now,
of course, vinyl is back in a big way,
to the point where the few surviving
pressing plants are suddenly in
huge demand. To avoid a “logistical
nightmare” for Clue Records, the
Leeds-based indie label releasing
this new run of singles, Gedge had to
start planning months in advance.
“It’s a massive lead time for vinyl,”
he nods. “It’s not like the RCA days
when we recorded it just before
Christmas and it was out January 6
or whatever.” Naturally, each single
will also be available digitally.

The first missive from 24 Songs is
a duet with Louise Wener entitled
“We Should Be Together”, proving
that Gedge's lyrical obsession with
love, lust and heartbreak has not
wavered since The Wedding
Present’s early days. “Obviously I do
write about relationships quite a
lot,” he admits, “but I’ve always felt

there’s no age limit to
that. People still have
those same impulses
and feelings and
resentment and
jealousy and all the
rest of it, even 30 years
later.” STEPHEN DALTON 

Single again

“I do write about 
relationships a lot, 
but there’s no age 

limit to that”
DAVID GEDGE

Thirty years on, The Wedding Present
are reprising their classic wheeze by 
releasing one 7” single per month in 2022
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Single-minded: 
The Wedding 
Present in 2021; 
(right) 24 Songs



“I FIRST came to your country 
in ’64,” notes Charles Lloyd, 
the veteran saxophonist who 

returns to play the London Jazz 
Festival in November. “There was a 
group called The Beatles, and they 
came to America, and the unions 
had a reciprocity thing. So I played 
the Royal Albert Hall with 
Cannonball Adderley.” This 
exchange trip at the height of 
Beatlemania typifies the 
saxophonist’s career. He knew Elvis 
when he was a truck driver, was at Big
Pink for The Basement Tapes, and it’s 
his sax and flute you can hear on The 
Beach Boys’ “Feel Flows”. But far 
from being some lucky Zelig figure, 
rock royalty sought Lloyd out. Robbie 
Robertson remembers watching him 
“in awe” in 1964, with his long hair, 
sharp threads and “Southern, 
modern, fresh” sound. 

Born in Memphis in 1938, Lloyd 
began playing with the likes of 
Howlin’ Wolf in his teens. “Wolf
was a towering guy, very powerful,” 
he laughs. “We played little school-
houses, country stuff. I was heading 
for the stars – Bartók, Stravinsky and 
Charlie Parker. Modernity was calling 
me. But I was blessed to have the roots 
of those blues guys.”

By 1960, aged 22, Lloyd was a 
successful jazz musician in 
Greenwich Village, where his 
apartment became a hip meeting 
place. “Yeah, I had that bohemian 
life,” he recalls. “It was beautiful. My 
friend Ornette Coleman had moved to 

New York, and Monk wanted me to 
play with him, but I was afraid to just 
go to his door when he asked.”

The classic quartet Lloyd formed in 
1965 with Keith Jarrett on piano was 
the first jazz act to play to rock crowds
at San Francisco’s Fillmore, and their 
1967 album Forest Flower: Live At 
Monterey sold a 
million copies. 
Lloyd’s limpid, 
mellow music, 
schooled in blues 
and Indian 
meditation, was a 
natural hippie fit. 
“The Dead were big 
fans, so we used to 
get high and hang 

out,” he remembers.
In 1970, though, Lloyd broke

up his band and vanished into the 
Californian wilds of Big Sur. “Fame 
happened at a very young age,” he 
explains. “I had been medicating 
myself and the drug dealers were 
trying to find me. So I had to heal 
myself. I needed to be in deep nature, 
and be done with the lust and gold.” 
Bob Dylan tried to dissuade him.
“He says, ‘Robbie says you’re getting 
ready to go out to the coast. Well, 
man, don’t go out there, that place is 
going to fall into the sea!’ I said, ‘Well 
so be it!’” He didn’t fully return from
exile ’til 1988.

Lloyd’s recent records on Blue Note
may be his best. 2018’s Vanished
Gardens is a deep blues project with
Lucinda Williams, while this year’s
Tone Poem distils his sound to its
purest. “I’m still very young,” insists
the octogenarian, “and I’ve got a
ways to go. I’m drunk with the
music.” And soon, Charles Lloyd will
be back in London. “Will you tell the
sensitives that we’ll be there paying
homage to the deep spirit? You don’t

have to know the
music. You just have
to know yourself...”
NICKHASTED

Charles Lloyd plays
The Barbican as
part of the EFG
London Jazz
Festival on
November 20

“I’ still 
very
young”
Charles Lloyd has 
played sax with 
Howlin’ Wolf, The 
Band and The 
Beach Boys. At 83, 
he remains “drunk 
with the music”

A QUICK ONE
As we mourn the 
passing of one of 
rock'n'roll’s greatest 
drummers, Uncut
presents the updated, 
deluxe and definitive 
guide to the greatest 
rock’n’roll band in the 
world: The Rolling Stones.  
Classic interviews 
rediscovered. Every 
album reviewed in 
depth. Satisfaction: 
guaranteed. It’s
on sale in all good 
newsagents now…
With the 30th 
anniversary of Loveless
fast approaching, 
we’ve also created an 
Ultimate Genre Guide to 
the introspective white 
noise phenomenon of 
Shoegaze. Deep new 
writing on Spacemen 3, 
MBV, Slowdive, Ride and 
more; a nugaze playlist 
from Sonic Cathedral; 
and an old-school 
influences mixtape 
from Sonic Boom, Lush
and Chapterhouse.
Plus: Lord Tarquin 
reviews his early diaries! 
Available exclusively 
from uncut.co.uk…

St Vincent, Lydia 
Lunch and Matthew 
Herbert are among the 
documentary subjects 
appearing in person 
at this year’s Doc’N Roll 
Film Festival, starting on 
October 28. There are 
also new films about 
Prince, Talk Talk, Guy 
Clark, Karen Dalton and 
Basque punk. Check 
the full schedule at 
docnrollfestival.com... M
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CHARLES LLOYD

The Grateful 
Dead,SF, 
circa 1968



“IT’S truly amazing to see your
life story in a book,” marvels
Toody Cole of Portland DIY

garage-rock legends Dead Moon,
“something like the most killer
family photo album and war stories
all wrapped up in one.” She’s
reflecting on the newly updated
Off The Grid, an oral history and
photobook documenting Dead
Moon’s two-decade glory ride.
Loaded with great stories, it’s
testament to the sustaining power
of rock’n’roll beyond the reach of
music industry interference.

The group were formed in 1987 by
Toody (bass) and her late partner
Fred (guitar and vocals), releasing
10 albums of primitive, high-energy
thrills. Their vision was one of

duelling forces and malevolent
energy, darkness and light, riven
with catharsis on songs like “Dead
Moon Night” from 1989’s Unknown
Passage. The couple had already
put in the hard yards: Fred started
out in ’60s freakbeat combos The
Weeds and Lollipop Shoppe, with
Toody joining him in early-’80s

punk trio The Rats. But when
the Coles connected with
drummer Andrew Loomis,
hey found what Toody calls

“a magical combination”.
She outlines Dead Moon’s
thos: “Stripped-down,

straight-ahead, in-yer-face
usic… DIY as a lifestyle, not

treet cred.” Rigorous but not
dogmatic, the Coles made

nique yet practical decisions;
uying the mastering lathe that

cut The Kingsmen’s “Louie
Louie”, for example, gave them
greater control over the means of
production. “The lathe only cuts

in mono – it’s that old, from 1954.”
Between 1987 and 2006 the

group toured constantly, first
along the US West Coast, then
taking Europe by storm in
the ’90s. “You could feel the
electricity between the band
and the audience,” Toody recalls.
“I guess we were a bit of
fresh air.”

Their shows quickly
gathered a reputation
for fearsome intensity,
something reinforced
by Fred’s love of ritual,
with the group
gathering around a lit
candle jammed into
a Jack Daniel’s bottle:
“All is forgiven, it’s OK,
let’s rock!” Dead Moon’s
hardcore dedication
became an inspiration
for the likes of Dave
Grohl, Eddie Vedder and J Mascis,
who tells Uncut: “I look to Fred as
a role model, someone whose life
I want to emulate.”

Their uncompromising vision
led Dead Moon to make choices
based on connection rather than
careerism: they knocked back a run
of shows with Nirvana in 1992 to
honour a commitment
to tour New Zealand,
playing 19 shows
across the two islands.
It’s an experience
Toody recalls
fondly: “Incredible
countryside! And back
before the country got

med, there
ere still

hardcore
punk rockers
o be won

over. No
egrets about
missing
out on
playing with
Nirvana.”

Back in
Portland,
Dead Moon

set up their Tombstone
compound, housing
music and thrift stores.
Some of the buildings
were constructed by
Fred himself, and the
Coles’ sons helped
run the shops. The site
soon became the stable
centre of an often
chaotic scene.

The group broke up in
2006, though there were
a few reunions before

Loomis passed from cancer in 2016.
The following year Fred succumbed
to liver disease, but not before he
was able to attend the first Dead
Moon Night in Portland, an all-day
tribute to the group in honour of
their importance to the city. “It was
humbling,” sighs Toody, “it really
was.” But as much as Portland is

Toody’s home, her heart
remains out there on the
road: “Damn, I miss it.”
JON DALE

Dead Moon: Off The 
Grid is out now, 
published by 
Ventil Verlag

Dead Moon fever!

“All is forgiven, 
it’s OK, let’s rock”: 
Dead Moon at 
the Satyricon 
club, Portland

“Stripped-down, 
straight-ahead, 

in-your-face 
music... We were 
a bit of fresh air” 

TOODY COLE

Bassist Toody Cole recalls her wild ride 
with the influential Portland DIY rockers

“A magical 
combination”:  
Dead Moon’s 
Fred and Toody 
Cole and (left)  
Andrew Loomis
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DOWN thelinefromherhomeinBristol,
TorMaries–betterknownasdeadpan
DIYpost-punkwelterweightBillyNomates

–isdiscussingtheprocessofwritinghersecond
album.“There’salotofgettingitwrong,I’llbe
honestaboutthat.ButactuallyI’verealisedgetting
itwrongissoimportant.Youhavetotryeverything
andask, ‘What is therecordIwanttomake?’”

This year, Maries followed her punchy 2020
debut No with the “Emergency Telephone” EP,
displaying a rapidly evolving sound that veers
towards The Gossip or Le Tigre. Along the way she
has skewered trust fund hippies, protein shakes,
class structure and depilation while being fêted
by Florence Welch, Sleaford Mods (she guests on
their song “Mork n Mindy”, they on her
“Supermarket Sweep”) and Portishead’s Geoff
Barrow, who produced her debut.

Raised in the small Leicestershire town of
Melton Mowbray, Maries left when
she was 18 and “went on various
adventures with different bands”,
largely playing fiddle. In 2019, after
the bands had faltered, and following 
a period of depression, she went to 
see Sleaford Mods. There, she felt 
something reignite, captivated by the 
power and possibility of pared-back, 
minimal performance. “If you’re 
really in something and you’re putting
all your energy behind it,” she says, “it
doesn’t feel like it needs any theatre, it
doesn’t need to be grandiose.”

Maries had just reconciled herself 
to giving up on music, and was 
contemplating moving to the Canary 
Islands to become a cactus farmer 

(“I’ve not written it off,” she insists). But following
that gig she decided to have “one last stab” at a
recording career.  She began putting music out via 
Instagram and connected with the Sleafords’ 
manager, who in turn introduced her to Barrow. 
“The biggest thing Geoff has given me is 
confidence as a writer,” she says. “It’s like, ‘Bloody 
hell, you believe I can do it’, and that’s crazy.”

Keytothe Billy Nomates sound is Maries’ voice, 
whichemerged slightly left-of-key as a product of 
theout-of-tune piano in her family home, but has 
grownincreasingly soulful and capacious as her 
careerhas gathered pace. “I just like to be playful 
withmyvoice,” she says. “Going for the scream, 
goingfor the shout, and then shifting into delicate 
melody.” Before going on stage she always gives 
herselfa pep talk: “This is your stage and you’ve 
chosento do this by yourself, which was maybe 
stupidbut here we are. How are you going to fill it? 
Whatare you going to do? Give ’em it. Tell ’em.”

The second Billy Nomates album is scheduled 
for release next year, and Maries believes it will 
“throw everyone for six”. She laughs, faintly 
nervously. “It’s just experimenting with the idea 
that you can be strong, you can be soft, you can 
be vulnerable and you can be angry. I feel it’s the 

licence of being a modern woman: you 
can have it all.” 

The writing of it has been a long and 
sometimes lonely process; a lot of trial 
and error, all that getting it wrong. “If 
you’re going into new territory, you 
have to do some barmy shit. For a long 
time I was recording slamming doors 
and going through drawers, and 
playing a little organ through a space 
echo…” She laughs again. “There are 
days I think, ‘Oh god, I’ve fallen into 
every second-album cliché ever!’ But
I’ve not run away to the cactus farm
yet.” LAURA BARTON

Billy Nomates is touring until Oct 27;  
find dates at iambillynomates.com

Billy Nomates

Tor Maries, 
aka Billy 
Nomates: 
“You have 
to do some 
barmy shit”

UNCUT PLAYLIST
On the stereo this month...

GARCIA PEOPLES
Dodging Dues NO QUARTER

Strongest effort yet from the 
new-gen jam band: catchier 
songs, crunchier guitars, 
dreamy harmonies and

the guiding hand of the omnipotent
Matt Sweeney. 

STEALING SHEEP & THE 
RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
La Planète Sauvage FIRE

Liverpool trio merge with circuit-bending 
veterans to conjure a new score for 
René Laloux’s 1973 animated sci-fi trip. 
Released on Delia Derbyshire Day!

BON IVER & FLOCK OF DIMES
“Ever New” TRANSGRESSIVE

From Keyboard Fantasies Reimagined, 
Beverly Glenn-Copeland’s tingliest 
moment was always primed for an 
ambient gospel deconstruction by
Justin Vernon and Jenn Wasner. 

LIGHT CONDUCTOR
Sequence Two CONSTELLATION

Lakes superior! Besnards main-
man Jace Lasek reconnects 
with Young Galaxy’s Stephen 
Ramsay for a second dose of 

heavyweight analogue synth nirvana. 

HOUEIDA HEDFI
Fleuves de l'Âme PHANTASY SOUND

Tunisian percussionist artfully combines 
Arabic instrumentation – violin, oud, 
bendir drums – with dub basslines, 
samples and electronics, overseen by 
The Knife’s Olof Dreijer.

DANIEL CASIMIR
Boxed In JAZZ RE:FRESHED

Nubya Garcia repays a favour to her 
long-time double bassist on this album of 
lush, orchestrated jazz yearning.

SPRINGTIME Springtime JOYFUL NOISE

Yes! It’s an Aussie slowcore supergroup 
comprising members of The Drones,
The Necks and Dirty Three. Includes a 
terrific, strung-out cover of Palace’s 
“West Palm Beach”.

HELD BY TREES
“Mysterium” TWEED JACKET

The exacting quietude of late Talk Talk is 
tough to imitate. But by recruiting no less 
than seven Hollis vets – plus ex-Pretender 
Robbie McIntosh – David Joseph gets close.

JIM WALLIS 
& NICK GOSS Pool TIP TOP

Modern Nature drummer 
reunites with his old My Sad 
Captains bandmate for stirring 
oceanic drift built on field 

recordings of an Adriatic tanker.

SPIRITCZUALIC 
ENHANCEMENT CENTER
Carpet Album KRYPTOX

Multinational “spectral trance-jazz 
ensemble” who slyly acknowledge the 
absurdity of such. Among their heady 
rituals here: “Sell It To HBO” and “Persian 
VHS Dealer”.
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“Her one-off 
sound consistently 
draws me in. Like 
all great music it 
somehow feels 
familiar but at 
the same time 
unfamiliar” 
Jason Williamson

I’M YOUR FAN

Increasingly soulful 
electronic punk from 
the straight-shooting 
one-woman band



WWW.EAR-MUSIC.NET | f EARMUSICOFFICIAL | EARMUSICOFFICIAL

T H E C O M E B A C K S P E C I A L

Released in shops October 29th
2CD MEDIABOOK | TRIPLE VINYL LP | LIMITED EDITION TRIPLE VINYL (CRYSTAL CLEAR)

DVD MEDIABOOK | BLU-RAY MEDIABOOK | LIMITED EDITION ART BOOK BOXSET

THE THE music resonated powerfully throughout the 80‘s and 90‘s, then stopped performing for 16 years.
On June 5th 2018 the band returned to play ”The Comeback Concert at The Royal Albert Hall.“ 

”When you combine the right songs with the right musicians, and an audience that never forgot, its like coming home.“ Pete Paphides
This is incredible evening is captured forever both in a stunning fi lm by legendary director Tim Pope and on audio 
Includes ”Uncertain Smile“, ”The Beat(en) Generation“, ”Sweet Bird of Truth“,  ”Infected“ and „This is The Day“.

”Part comeback, part requiem, all extraordinary.“ James Hall, The Telegraph

”Johnson retains a gravel-voiced gravitas, and his band are taut and kinetic on barbed missiles such as 
‘Armageddon Days (are here again)’… THE THE really shouldn’t leave it 16 years until their next tour.”  Ian Gittins, The Guardian

L I V E  AT  T H E  R O YA L  A L B E R T  H A L L



1 COURTNEY BARNETT
Write A List Of Things To Look
Forward To
Barnett’s new album, Things Take
Time, Take Time, might be her finest
yet – and here’s a pivotal track, the
first thing she wrote for it, and a
blueprint for the record’s mix of
nimble melodies, lockdown blues
and appreciation for the small
things in life.

2 MODERN NATURE
Performance
The second full-length from Jack
Cooper’s collective is a jazz-tinged
work of rare ambition and beauty.
Channelling Can, this is Island Of
Noise’s most rhythmically driven
track. Read our feature on page 50.

3 ENDLESS BOOGIE
Disposable Thumbs
At almost six minutes, this is one
of the shorter, punchier tracks on
the group’s new double album,
Admonitions. The result could be
a supercharged Crazy Horse,
Creedence led by Hawkwind’s
Dave Brock, a Bakersfield Stooges…
whatever you hear in it, it’s
fine listening.

4 BEDOUINE
The Solitude
Azniv Korkejian reached back
into her archive of unused songs
for her third album, but the
tracks on Waysides are in no way
afterthoughts. Indeed, “The
Solitude” is one of her strongest,
most multi-layered creations yet,
a perfect representation of the
songwriter’s lonely lockdown.

5 RICHARD DAWSON
& CIRCLE
Lily
Henki, reviewed at length
on page 32, finds Dawson
teaming up with the Finnish
experimental rock group, one of
his favourite bands. The result is
seven hairy, digressive epics,
teetering on the ecstatic side of
ridiculous. Here’s one of the
album’s highlights, its video
starring snooker ace Steve Davis.

6 TOBACCO CITY
Neon Lights
This Chicago quintet make
country music, but tinged with
touches of cosmic psychedelia and
R&B. One of the slow, sliding peaks
of their latest album, Tobacco City,
USA, “Neon Lights” is a choogling
delight with sublime harmonies
and pedal steel.

7 DAMON ALBARN
The Nearer The Fountain,
More Pure The Stream Flows
The title track of Albarn’s second
solo album is a glacial wonder;
inspired by the landscapes of
Iceland, its lyrics adapted from poet
John Clare’s “Love And Memory”,
it’s an experimental, pastoral
ballad unlike anything he’s created
before. Read the full review and
Q&A on page 22.

8 NEW AGE DOOM & LEE
“SCRATCH” PERRY
Step In Space
Recorded just before Perry’s
passing, the collaborative album
between the dub legend and the
Canadian collective (including two
of Bowie’s Blackstar players)
touches on a whole range of musics,
from metal to free jazz. That it all
holds together on tracks like this is
testament to the talents involved.

9 DEAN WAREHAM
The Last Word
I Have Nothing To Say To The Mayor
Of LA, our Album Of The Month
reviewed on page 18, finds the
Galaxie 500 and Luna singer/
guitarist on fine form. It’s his first
album in seven years, so he’s got
a lot to fit in, including songs
about Eleanor Marx and political
decay, all exquisitely produced
by Jason Quever.

10 CURTIS HARDING
Can’t Hide It
Atlanta’s ‘slop’n’soul’ maestro 
returns in November with his third 
album, If Words Were Flowers, 
reviewed on page 30. A mélange of 
psychedelic soul, hip-hop, jazz 
and R&B, it’s thrillingly retro but 
never old-hat, as “Can’t Hide It” 
amply demonstrates.

11 JULIE DOIRON
Thought Of You
It’s been almost a decade since the 
Canadian’s last solo album, but the 
frequently ferocious I Thought Of 
You makes up for lost time. Here’s 
the quasi-title track, a high-energy 
burst of an apology.

12 DANNY GEORGE 
WILSON
We’ve Got A Lot To Learn
A Spirit cover featuring Wilco’s
Jeff Tweedy and former Teenage 
Fanclubber Gerry Love, this is a
star-studded taster for the Danny 
And The Champions Of The World 
leader’s Another Place, reviewed
on page 35.

13 JACKSON + SELLERS
The World Is Black
Jade Jackson and Aubrie Sellers are 
Nashville country through and 
through, but on their joint debut 

album they’ve bravely explored 
some more unexpected avenues, 
from harsh post-punk guitars and a 
Suzi Quatro cover to the haze of fuzz 
that sugarcoats this track.

14 THE SURFING 
MAGAZINES
Caribbean Ginger Cake
Badgers Of Wymeswold is the 
second album by this indie 
supergroup formed from members 
of The Wave Pictures and Slow Club. 
“Caribbean…” finds singer and 
songwriter David Tattersall at his 
evocative best, unfurling lyrics 
about the titular cake and “little 
turquoise pills” before letting rip 
with a stunning guitar solo.

15 DAVID ORNETTE 
CHERRY
Cosmic Nomad
Don Cherry’s son sidesteps his 
father’s legacy with an album of 
eclectic, experimental soundscapes, 
Organic Nation Listening Club (The 
Continual). Here’s the closing track, a 
blissfully chaotic mix of jazz, sound 
design and mayhem, topped with 
wonderfully insistent tambourine.IA
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CARGO COLLECTIVE: AN AMALGAMATION OF RECORD SHOPS AND LABELS DEDICATED TO BRINGING YOU NEW MUSIC
IRELAND: DUBLIN - SPINDIZZY / KILKENNY - ROLLER COASTER RECORDS NORTHERN IRELAND: SABLE STARR RECORDS SCOTLAND: DUNDEE - ASSAI / EDINBURGH - ASSAI / GLASGOW - LOVE MUSIC / GLASGOW - MONORAIL / WALES: ABERYSTWYTH - ANDY’S RECORDS / BANGOR - BENDING SOUND /  CAMA-
RTHENSHIRE - TANGLED PARROT / CARDIFF - SPILLERS / NEWPORT - DIVERSE / SWANSEA - DERRICKS / SWANSEA - TANGLED PARROT NORTH- WEST: BARROW-IN-FURNESS – TNT RECORDS / LIVERPOOL - 81 RENSHAW LTD / LIVERPOOL - PROBE / MANCHESTER - PICCADILLY RECORDS / PRESTON - ACTION 
RECORDS NORTH-EAST: BINGLEY - FIVE RISE RECORDS / HARROGATE - P & C MUSIC / HEADINGLEY - VINYL WHISTLE / HUDDERSFIELD - VINYL TAP / LEEDS - CRASH / LEEDS - JUMBO RECORDS / NEWCASTLE - J G WINDOWS / NEWCASTLE - BEATDOWN / NEWCASTLE - BEYOND VINYL / NEWCASTLE - REFLEX 
/ SCARBOROUGH - RECORD REVIVALS / SHEFFIELD - BEAR TREE / SHEFFIELD - RECORD COLLECTOR / SHEFFIELD - SPINNING DISCS / STOCKTON ON TEES - SOUND IT OUT MIDLANDS: BEDFORD - SLIDE RECORDS / CAMBRIDGE - LOST IN VINYL / CAMBRIDGE - RELEVANT / COVENTRY - JUST DROPPED IN / 
DERBY - REVEAL RECORDS / LEAMINGTON SPA - HEAD / LEAMINGTON SPA - SEISMIC RECORDS / LEIGHTON BUZZARD - BLACK CIRCLE RECORDS /  - DAVID’S MUSIC / LOUTH - OFF THE BEATEN TRACK / NOTTINGHAM - ROUGH TRADE / OXFORD - TRUCK STORE / STOKE ON TRENT - MUSIC MANIA / STOKE ON 
TRENT - STRAND RECORDS / WITNEY - RAPTURE SOUTH: BEXHILL ON SEA - MUSIC’S NOT DEAD / BLANDFORD FORUM - REVOLUTION ROCKS / BOURNEMOUTH - VINILO / BRIGHTON - RESIDENT / BURY ST.EDMUNDS - VINYL HUNTER / GODALMING - RECORD CORNER/ HASTINGS - CLOTH AND WAX / LEIGH-ON-
SEA - FIVES / LONDON - BANQUET GRAVITY / LONDON - CASBAH / LONDON - FLASHBACK / LONDON - ROUGH TRADE EAST / LONDON - ROUGH TRADE TALBOT RD / LONDON - SISTER RAY / LUTON - VINYL REVELATIONS / NORWICH - VENUS VINYL / ROMSEY - HUNDRED / SOUTHSEA - PIE & VINYL / SOUTHEND ON 
SEA - SOUTH RECORDS / ST ALBANS - EMPIRE RECORDS / WATFORD - LP CAFE / WIMBORNE - SQUARE RECORDS / WHITSTABLE - GATEFIELD SOUNDS / WINCHESTER - ELEPHANT RECORDS SOUTH WEST: BRISTOL - RADIO ON / BRISTOL - ROUGH TRADE / CHELTENHAM - BADLANDS / FALMOUTH - JAM / FROME 
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CARGO COLLECTIVE

EMMA RUTH RUNDLE
ENGINE OF HELL

SARGENT HOUSE LP / CD 
Emma Ruth Rundle’s forthcoming Engine of Hell is stark, 
intimate, and un�inching. The album captures a moment 
where a masterful songwriter strips away all �ourishes 
and embellishments in order to make every note and 

word hit with maximum impact.

EXPLOSIONS IN THE SKY
BIG BEND  

(AN ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK FOR PUBLIC TELEVISION)
TEMPORARY RESIDENCE LTD 2LP / CD 

Explosions In The Sky’s �rst new release in 5 years is a 
euphoric soundtrack for the public television 
documentary about Big Bend in Texas, USA.

MARTA DEL GRANDI
UNTIL WE FOSSILIZE
FIRE RECORDS LP / CD 

An award-winning vocalist out in new territory �lled with 
lush strings, electronic ambience and classical 

structures; Her music crosses borders from West 
Coast ‘60s to ambient exotica, from plaintive Lynchian 

etherealism to dramatic Morricone scores.

COME
DON’T ASK DON’T TELL  

EXPANDED EDITION
FIRE RECORDS 2LP / 2CD 

Remastered and expanded edition of this seminal record. 
Includes ‘Wrong Sides’ disc with b-sides and unreleased 

tracks, alongside new artwork and liner notes. “Devastating, 
with slow, burning songs that shudder and wince” NY Times

DUMMY
MANDATORY ENJOYMENT
TROUBLE IN MIND LP / CD 

Employing pummeling guitars and celestial ambience 
within the same breath, Dummy’s drone-pop style 
includes in�uence from ‘60s melodicism, ‘90s UK

noise pop, spiritual jazz, Japanese new age, and Italian 
minimalism.

ASHLEY SHADOW
ONLY THE END
FELTE LP / CD 

Armed with palpable hope & melancholy, Ashley 
conceived this material in contemplative solitude with 
collaborators Bonnie “Prince” Billy, Paul Rigby (Neko 

Case), Joshua Wells (Black Mountain), Colin Cowan 
(Elastic Stars) & Ryan Beattie (Himalayan Bear).

YOVA
NINE LIVES

QUARTERTONE RECORDINGS LP / CD 
“Champions of sophisticated pop” (Electronic Sound) 
YOVA duo Jova  Radevska and Mark Vernon reunite the 
original PJ HARVEY rhythm section of Rob Ellis and Ian 

Olliver with Daniel O’Sullivan, Terry Edwards, and BJ Cole 
for their debut album.

MILDRED MAUDE
SLEEPOVER

SONIC CATHEDRAL LP / CD 
The Cornish trio’s improvised noise seems to be 

teetering on the edge of chaos, but something incred-
ibly beautiful at the same time, like a cross between 

Sonic Youth and Slowdive.

SIMON BROMIDE
FOLLOWING THE MOON

SCRATCHY RECORDS LP / CD 
Bromide frontman ejects himself from own band to 

create alt. americana homage laced with the 
bittersweetness of Love and Nick Drake - includes guest 

appearance from Terry Edwards.

ENDLESS BOOGIE
ADMONITIONS

NO QUARTER 2LP / CD 
Endless Boogie emerge from fugue state with a new 

double LP conceived and recorded between NYC, TX & 
Stockholm. Major growls, Eklow riffs, Sweeney �avors. 

Mystery players appear as specters in the mirror.

ANDY SUMMERS
HARMONICS OF THE NIGHT

FLICKERING SHADOW CD 
‘Harmonics of the Night’ is the third in what he conceived 

of as a trilogy of recordings from Andy Summers. 
Following on from ‘Metal Dog’ & ‘Triboluminescence’, 

it began its life as a guitar improvisation for a museum 
installation of Andy’s own photos.

SEAFOAM WALLS
XVI

DAYDREAM LIBRARY LP 
Miami’s Seafoam Walls have been exploring a unique 

blend of soul, jazz, dreampop and indie rock since 2016 
and are set to release their debut album via Thurston 

Daydream Library Series label.

TOM RODWELL
WOOD & WASTE

FIREPLACE LP / CD 
Slide guitarist Tom Rodwell unites �eshly rhythms and 
surreal short stories for nine numbers liberated from 

tradition, irresistibly performed - a fever dream of 
psych- calypso, misanthropic gospel and mythic soul.

WYE OAK
CUT ALL THE WIRES

MERGE RECORDS LP / CD 
“Moody, achy, beautifully blustery rock songs about the futile 

pursuit of normalcy and contentment.” — NPR MUSIC.

DEERHOOF
ACTUALLY, YOU CAN

JOYFUL NOISE RECORDINGS LP / CD 
For their eighteenth studio album, Deerhoof has used their 

agility, wit, and outlandishness to create a new shared 
language of revolution — all powered by lyrical labyrinths, 

musical dynamism, and thrashing melodies.

LUNAR VACATION
INSIDE EVERY FIG IS A DEAD WASP

KEELED SCALES LP / CD 
The debut album from Atlanta indie-pop band Lunar 

Vacation is “a unique sonic universe that is both 
welcoming and intriguing,” and “a vibrant display of 

colourful melodic bliss.



Dion, August 
2021: still having 
“a lot of fun” 
making records 
at the age of 82ST
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theneighbourhoodbackthen?
NelYomtov,LongIsland,NY
Oh my God, I could go on forever.
Bronx Zoo was one block away
from my house. They had every
animal imaginable: lions, tigers,
elephants, sea lions, seals, all
kinds of eels; they had monkeys
and gira�es and llamas. We used
to try to get on the rhinoceros! We
were crazy kids: “Let’s ride the
damn hippopotamus”. I’m tellin’
ya! I was very blessed to grow up
in that neighbourhood. Of course
it was like the concrete jungle, but
right next to Bronx Zoo was the
Botanical Gardens, so we had this
llusion of country. It was great
we ran around, skated, rode

ycles, climbed trees. I still have
mories of growing up there. It gave
f con�dence with all kinds of
could always relate to anybody…
lf-righteous people!

yourememberaboutthe
DancePartytour,beforethe
dy?Whatdoyouthinkrock
dbelikeifRitchie[Valens]and
dy[Holly]hadlived?
ntKnabe,viaemail
e experience of the tour before
e crash was just unbelievable.

was a young kid, 19 years old, it

was the greatest thing that ever happened 
to me. My whole world was opening up: 
you had Ritchie Valens from the San 
Fernando valley, you got Buddy Holly from 
Lubbock, Texas, you had the Big Bopper.… 
it was so interesting to me. In the back of 
the bus, man, we’d get out our guitars and 
we’d be jamming. We were experimenting 
with our new Stratocasters to see who 
could make them ring the loudest! It was 
the most fun I’d ever had. Then the plane 
crash took it out of me. It made me ask a
lot of questions on all levels: spiritually,
mentally, emotionally – what is life about,
why am I here, where am I going? In a lot
of ways, that crash made me the person I
am today. I miss those guys and it really
deepened my relationship with God and
life and people and music, and made me
a very grateful man.

I’velistenedto“RunaroundSue”
sinceIwasakid.Doyouremember
thedayyourecordedit?
SimonHarvey,viaTwitter
Oh yeah. I love that song and I knew it had
something. I remember telling the band,
“No cymbals! I don’t want a drumkit,
we’re just gonna clap our hands.” Because
I wrote it at a party – everybody was
banging on cardboard boxes and tables
and just hitting bottles. We had a ri� going
and I sang for like 45 minutes. So when
I went into the studio I wanted to keep it
very primitive. I know how to get a great
groove because I’m a rhythm singer. I
don’t have the greatest voice in the world
but I have great rhythm!

Whatwasit likebeinginthestudio
whenBobDylanwentelectric?
SamuelNewman,Carlisle
I thought somebody let him out of a cage,
man. It was wild. I’ve never seen anything
soexcitingsince.Tohearhimdo“Highway
61”, it was like, ‘Hold on to your ass!’ Very,
very special. I’m glad I experienced it.
See, I was the �rst rock’n’roller signed
to Columbia records. Tom Wilson was

�e irrepressible rock’n’roller
shares his stories of a life well
lived, from riding rhinos in 

Bronx Zoo to watching
Dylan go electric – and even
getting on the good side of
Lou Reed. “I’m tellin’ ya!”

T
HE framed photographs on 
the wall behind Dion DiMucci 
tell the story of a remarkable 
six-and-a-half-decade career 
that has followed the arc of 

rock’n’roll itself. “That picture right there 
is with Kim Wilson, Dave Edmunds, 
Graham Parker and Steve Cropper,” he 
points out proudly, in his boisterous 
Bronx accent. “This one is Springsteen 
and his band on the Jersey Shore…”

The Boss is among the mind-boggling 
array of A-list talent that Dion has enlisted 
for his new album Stomping Ground, 
simply by � ring o�  a few emails. 
“On the new album there’s a 
song called ‘Dancing Girl’,” he 
explains, grooming his goatee 
with a tiny comb (a startlingly 
youthful 82, Dion is not about to 
let things slide now). “I said to my 
wife, ‘Mark Knop  ̈er would kill 
this!’ And you know, he loved it. 
I sent one to Eric Clapton because 
I just heard him on it. I think I have 
a gi©  of who should be on it, that’s 
the funny part about it. Because 
they respond really positive to the 
track when I send it to them.”

Having experienced more than 
his fair share of knockbacks and 
disappointments down the years, 
these days Dion’s main priority is 
just to enjoy himself. “I tell ya, it’s 
a lot of fun doing this. Every time 
I work with somebody, it’s totally 
surprising and upli© ing. Man, it just
my mind because the artists that I se
these tracks to are very distinctive, ve
amazing. I’m limited! They’re way o
my head. And when the track is � nis
I’m like, ‘Wow’. The only thing I hate
about it is, it ends!” 

During the ’50s and ’60s, I lived 
in the Belmont section at 795 
Garden Street, the same building
that Ernie Maresca lived in. What
are your childhood memories of 

I have great 
rhythm!

ANAUDIENCEWITHDION

Interview by SAM RICHARDS
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The man 
from 
Belmont : 
in London, 
1963



producing me, and he was also producing
Bob Dylan. And one day he grabbed me in
the hallway and said, “What do you think
if I take one of Bob’s acoustical versions
of ‘Maggie’s Farm’ and we add something
to it, do you think he’ll go for it?’ I thought
Bob Dylan would blow his brains out
in anger, but I guess he went for it – and
never looked back.

Your‘folky’early-’70salbums
SanctuaryandSuiteForLateSummer
aretwoofmyall-timefavourites.
Whatpromptedyourmoveinto
thatterritory?
ColinDaffern,Salford
Like a lot of people in the ’60s, I was really
into drugs – just kinda riotous living,
y’know? But I was listening to a lot of blues
and folk stu�, and I had an apartment in
Greenwich Village, so I was hanging out
with Richie Havens and Tim Hardin. And
then I cleaned up. April 1, 1968, I looked
up to heaven and said: “God, I don’t know
what I’m doing, please help me.” And I
haven’t had a drug or a drink since. When
that happened, I moved down to Florida
and I had this acoustical guitar and I
started writing all these songs, and that’s
how those folk albums came about. Down
near the college in Coconut Grove they
had a folk house called The Flick. I used
to go down there with my guitar, I met
this poet, we started writing songs, and
those albums came about in that period
of time. I was in a very solitary place, I
wasn’t travelling, I was very focused on
getting my life together. When I was a kid,
I thought that if I could get a hit record,
that would make me a great boyfriend,
that would make me a great dad, and
everybody would love me. Well, you
wanna know somethin’? Your kids don’t

care, they just want to sit down
and have Cheerios with you
in the morning. They couldn’t
care less if you’re in the Rock
And Roll Hall Of Fame. So
my priorities really changed.
When I was trying to �ll my
life with wealth, pleasure,
power and honour it was
disastrous. But once you get
connected to the centre...

I’mobsessedwith
[1975’s]BornToBe
WithYou.Howdoyou
feelaboutthealbum
nowandisittrueitwas
almostscrappedowing
todisagreementswith
PhilSpector?
OliMcDowell,
Manchester
It was a very contentious
time recording that album.
A lot of stress, a lot of anger.
It was a crazy session – when Phil
Spector recorded, the control room
was �lled with Bruce Springsteen,
Little Steven, Sonny & Cher, Jack
Nicholson, all kinds of people!
There was, like, two drummers, two
bass players, 10 guitar players, 10
horn players, over 50 musicians. Phil
wasn’t the easiest guy to get along with
but I learned a lot. Listen, who didn’t lo

Phil Spector’s production? 
I had all these negative emotions 
that I’d placed on the album, but 
once you get away from it you 

realise that none of those emotions 
are on the album itself. The music is 
so much more than what you’re going 
through personally. That’s no joke, 
that album – it’s really artistic stu� , 
man, it stands up.

Youdidbackingvocals on Lou 
Reed’s“DirtyBoulevard” and he on 
youralbumYoFrankie. What are 
yourbestmemories of Lou Reed?
RajinderJanjua,via email

Lou Reed loved me! He really 
liked being around me, and I 
liked being around him. I think 
he knew I would tell him the 
truth. I always thought of him 
as like these guys in Russia – I 
think they call them the holy 
monks, and when you try to get 
close to them for the answers to 
life, they go crazy on you and 
run in the woods. Lou Reed 
had that kinda thing going on. 
It wasn’t just a joy in busting 
people’s chops – he’d write songs 
to stir things up, but he wanted 
to see what was the real deal, 

whatwasauthentic. And that’s 
why we got along. Lou Reed was 
somethin’ else, man. He’s not the 
greatest guitar player in the world, 
he’s not the greatest singer in the 
world, but for some reason when 
he put everything together, it was 
undeniablydistinctive and sublime. 

Howaboutforming a 
supergroupwith the four 
survivingmusicians featured 
onthecoverofSgt Pepper:
PaulMcCartney, Ringo Starr, 
Dylan....andyou!
vidEnglish,Acton, MA
hat sounds great. Good idea! You’re 
alking about a great drummer, 
nd Dylan and Paul McCartney 

were the greatest writers of the 20th 
entury – and beyond. So not a bad 
uartet. Good company, for sure. 

atisthesongyou enjoy playing 
ostandwhy?
lenaAyondePenate, via email

You wanna a pick a song, let’s pick “The 
Wanderer”. I still like doing that song – it 
rocks, it gets people on their feet. It’s just 
a lot of fun, what can I tell ya?

Stomping Ground is released by KTBA 
Records on November 5

“Your kids couldn’t care less
if you’re in the Rock And
Roll Hall Of Fame”

“That’snojoke,
thatalbum”:
NewYork,1975,
theyearBornTo
BeWithYou
wasreleased

“Undeniably 
distinctive”: 
Lou Reed, 1989
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TAKE 295

1 DAMON ALBARN (P22)
2 BEDOUINE (P24)

3 ENDLESS BOOGIE (P28)
4 RICHARD DAWSON & CIRCLE (P32)

5 LINDA FREDRIKSSON (P34)
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C
ONSISTENCY can be
a curse. Now into his
fourth decade in action,
Dean Wareham has a
catalogue that contains
unimpeachable masterpieces
– Galaxie 500’s On Fire and

the one-two mid-1990s punch of Luna’s Bewitched
and Penthouse among them. But truth be told, he
has yet to make a bad record. Luna’s less-ballyhooed
later albums are understated but sparkling gems,
and Dean’s duo records with his longtime partner
Britta Phillips update the Lee Hazlewood & Nancy
Sinatra template to marvellous e�ect. He’s nothing
if not reliable. But that steadiness means that, at this
stage, even longtime fans might be guilty of taking
Wareham for granted.

We shouldn’t do the same with I Have Nothing To
Say To The Mayor Of LA. This
10-song collection, Wareham’s
�rst solo LP in seven years,
belongs in the upper echelon
of his oeuvre, whether
with Galaxie 500, Luna or
otherwise. He’s in his comfort
zone here – dreamy guitar
pop matched with lyrics that
�nd the balance between a
cockeyed sense of humour and
straightforward emotion. But
the LP has more than enough
new wrinkles to keep things
interesting, enough surprises

to always keep you on your toes. Wareham 
may not be interested in a dialogue with the 
Mayor of Los Angeles, but he still wants to 
connect with his listeners.
It’s the overall sound of I Have Nothing To 

Say… that draws you in at � rst. Produced and 
mixed by Jason Quever (Papercuts, Skygreen 

Leopards, Cass McCombs) at the semi-clandestine 
Panoramic House in Stinson Beach, California, the LP 
has a warmth and directness that results in a timeless 
feel. Wareham and Quever’s guitars shimmer, 
Phillips’ bass is melodic and full, and Roger Brogan’s 
drums are crisp. Most interestingly, Wareham’s vocals 
are mixed to the fore, a distinguishing characteristic 
compared with some of his previous e� orts, where 
he’s been content to stay in the background. He’s 
always been an underrated singer, making up for 
what he lacks in range with impeccable phrasing 

and e� ortless coolness, that 
unmistakable New Zealand-
meets-New York accent of his 
strangely seductive. Like Lou 
Reed, one of Dean’s formative 
in�uences, he does a lot with 
what he’s got.

Putting the vocals front and 
centre pays o� , since the lyrics 
here are among Wareham’s 
strongest in years. There have 
been times in the past when 
his words have felt a bit like 
an a�erthought, pleasant-
enough word games slotted 

DEAN WAREHAM
I Have Nothing To Say To The Mayor Of LA

DOUBLEFEATURE

First solo album in seven years from the man who gave 
us Galaxie 500 and Luna. By Tyler Wilcox
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Wareham in 
2021: political 
overtones and 
impeccable 
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in between the solos. That’s not the case on I Have 
Nothing To Say…, ironically enough given the title. 
While it’s far from a Billy Bragg record, Wareham 
has politics on his mind, labour and capital, the 
haves and the have-nots. Much of the album was 
written in the lead-up to last year’s chaotic US 
presidential election, amid the ongoing pandemic 
and civil unrest, and those issues seep in 
throughout. The songs have a nervous, uncertain 
energy that place them �rmly in the present day, 
even as Dean casts his eyes back to 19th-century 
dandies, the doomed daughter of Karl Marx and 
the Hollywood blacklist of the 1940s and ’50s. 
There’s anger here, too. “I’m getting hot under the 
collar tonight”, he sings in “Corridors Of Power”, 
lashing out at the one-percenters who are still 
calling the shots. “People who live in houses 
like that don’t know”. The album o�ers up more 
questions than answers, but a�er all, answers are 
few and far between these days. 

Things kicks o� in �ne, easygoing fashion with 
“The Past Is Our Plaything”, �tted with one of 
Wareham’s trademark sing-song melodies and 

chiming guitars. With 
lyrics inspired by The Man 
In The Red Coat, Julian 
Barnes’ 2019 examination 
of La Belle Époque France, 
it handily establishes 
one of the album’s main 
preoccupations – memory 
and the passage of time. 
As such, it’s both hopeful 
and sad. “We’re making 
it up as we go”, Wareham 
sings, suggesting some 
level of blissful freedom, 
of agency. But the �nal 
verse brings this “beautiful 
dream” crashing down to 
earth. “The planes have been 
grounded, there’s nowhere 
to go/The city we loved is 
now lost/The towers have 
fallen, my brother is gone/
As blue turns to grey”. It’s 
a gut-punch, delivered 
casually, but with ine�able 
melancholy.

That melancholy reaches 
its apex with “The Last 
Word”, which tells the 
story of Eleanor Marx – 

Karl’s daughter, an early feminist
and Madame Bovary translator –
who committed suicide in a rather 
Bovary-like fashion, heartbroken and 
despondent. Wareham and Phillips’ 
voices blend beautifully, bringing a little 
sunlight into the gloom, and the almost-
bossa nova beat brightens Eleanor’s 
“long, sad years”. It’s a tragic tale, but 
sensitively told. Same goes for “Red 
Hollywood”, which pays quiet tribute 
to actor John Gar�eld, who refused to 
name names during the entertainment 
industry’s mid-century “Red Scare” 
and died young, some say of the resulting stress. 
“I’m so tired of living in the shadows”, Wareham 
whispers over a metronomic drum machine, 
sounding appropriately exhausted.

Not that I Have Nothing To Say… is just a bummer. 
There’s plenty of wit and spark, even in its darkest 
moments. “Cashing In”, one of the album’s 
catchiest cuts, is a carefree kiss-o�, Wareham 
looking back on a career full of ups and downs 

– not without a trace of bitterness, to 
be sure, but mostly with the hard-won 
wisdom of a survivor. As the guitars 
curlicue around him, he gives us the 
LP’s �nest one-liner: “Every fuck was 
a �ying fuck”. A perfect moment, funny 
and triumphant all at once.

Ever since Galaxie 500 jammed out 
Jonathan Richman’s “Don’t Let Our 
Youth Go To Waste” on the band’s 
1988 debut, Wareham has excelled at 
�nding the ideal covers to complement 
his originals. He doesn’t reinvent these 
songs, generally; he just drapes his 
essential, elegant Wareham-iness over 
them. I Have Nothing To Say… doesn’t 
disappoint in this regard. First up, we 
get a true obscurity: “Under Skys”, a 
tune by the little-known late-’60s Boston 
garage-psych group Lazy Smoke. 
Wareham and co give it a loose and 
lovely reading, highlighted by creamy 
chorus harmonies, a hook nicked from 
John Barry’s “Midnight Cowboy” theme, 
and one of the longer guitar solos on the 
album, an instrumental break that dri�s 
in and out like a dayglo daydream. Next 
comes something more familiar – Scott 
Walker’s classic “Duchess”, a gorgeous, 
oblique ode to a mysterious muse. 
Drawn from 1969’s Scott 4, the song �ts 
Dean like a glove, with a deliciously 
languorous pace, gentle strums and 
an almost prayer-like ambiance. 
Transportive stu� – and hearing it, 
you’ll be surprised that Wareham didn’t 
tackle this one decades ago.

I Have Nothing To Say… comes to a 
close with the elegiac “Why Are We 
In Vietnam?”, with Wareham stuck 
in Echo Park, pondering the military 
industrial complex, alternate tunings 
and middle age. It recalls Galaxie 
500’s “Snowstorm” a bit – just two 

simple chords, cycling back and forth. “I know I 
know I know the rule/I’m just another molecule”, 
Wareham sings, his voice fragile but unbroken. 
“I’m not supposed to sing the song/I must be doing 
something wrong”. Lyrically, Dean might leave us 
with a sense of helplessness in the face of larger 
forces, but the music tells us something di�erent 
as the song slowly swells towards a majestic 
conclusion. He’s not giving up, he’s moving on. 

SLEEVE NOTES
1 The Past Is Our 
Plaything
2 Cashing In
3 The Last Word
4 Robin & Richard
5 The Corridors 
Of Power
6 As Much As It 
Was Worth
7 Under Skys
8 Duchess
9 Red Hollywood
10 Why Are We In 
Vietnam?

Produced and 
mixed by: Jason 
Quever
Recorded at: 
Panoramic 
House, Stinson 
Beach, California; 
additional 
recording by 
Britta Phillips in 
Echo Park
Personnel 
includes: Dean 
Wareham 
(vocals, guitars), 
Roger Brogan 
(drums), Britta 
Phillips (bass, 
vocals, keys), 
Jason Quever 
(guitar, organ, 
cello, drums on 
“Under Skys”)
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“Every fuck was 
a flying fuck”: 
Wareham the 
witty survivor

DEAN WAREHAM
Dean Wareham 
DOUBLE FEATURE/SONIC CATHEDRAL, 2014
Produced by My Morning 
Jacket mastermind Jim James, 
Wareham’s self-titled solo 

debut boasts a slightly more contemporary 
sheen than previous efforts. But the songwriter’s 
personality still comes through – if not loud, then 
clear – on the LP’s nine tracks. Wareham saves 
the best for last: the hazy closer, “Happy & Free”, 
is a spacey reverie, floating somewhere out in 
the starshine. 8/10

DEAN WAREHAM &
BRITTA PHILLIPS
Mistress America
MILAN, 2015
Wareham’s working 
relationship with Noah 

Baumbach stretches back decades (he’s even 
appeared as an actor in a few of the indie 
auteur’s flicks). For Baumbach’s 2015 Mistress 
America, Dean and Britta Phillips crafted a 
synth-y, ’80s-inspired soundtrack, highlighted 
by the supremely catchy, New Order-esque title 
song. The music is great in the film but stands up 
very nicely on its own. 8/10

DEAN WAREHAM & 
CHEVAL SOMBRE
Dean Wareham Vs 
Cheval Sombre
DOUBLE FEATURE, 2018
A team-up with longtime friend 

Cheval Sombre (New York-based poet and 
songwriter Christopher Porpora), this covers 
record is billed as “western dream pop”. And it’s 
a description that fits to a tee, as Dean and 
Cheval trade lead vocals on a selection of 
dusty classics, from the trad-folk chestnut 
“Wayfaring Strangers” to Dylan’s “Tomorrow Is 
A Long Time”. A charmingly low-key effort.  8/10

HOW TO BUY...

ANOTHER GALAXIE
Three Dean Wareham albums from the last decade that are more than worth your time
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“Thegreatthingabout
nowisthatyoucan
communicatedirectly
withyourfans”

I’vebeenlookingatbeautiful
photosofPanoramicHouse
whereyourecordedyournew
album.How’dyouendupin
StinsonBeach?
[Producer] Jason Quever had
worked there before. It’s kind
of on the downlow – even if
you go to their website, you
can’t really tell that there’s a
recording studio there. You
have to know someone, and
[the owner] knows Jason. It’s
got all kinds of great gear, and
it’s a nice place to record, up
there in northern California.
It was kind of misty and rainy
when we were there and it was
just good to get away from LA.
Recording at home, it can be
hard to focus.

Thisisyourfirstsolo
recordinsevenyears.
Havethesesongsbeen
gestatingforawhile?
No, they haven’t. They’re new.
Jason had been pushing me for
ages to write songs and get back
in the studio, but I’m always
busy. He called in June of last
year and said, “Look, someone
has cancelled at this studio,
and they’ve got a week open
in November.” So, we put down
some money and booked it. That’s the
sort of thing that really makes me get to
work. I’ve gotta have a deadline.

Howdidthevarious
lockdownsoflastyear
effectyourcreativity?
I got productive. A year and a half of
not touring a�orded me the time to sit

Dean Wareham on 
finally getting back in 
the studio: “I’ve gotta 
have a deadline”

down and write some songs. Britta and
I made another record too, out of the
livestreams that we did last year – The
Quarantine Tapes. We’re lucky to be two
musicians under one roof. That helps.
I’m a terrible engineer, but Britta is much
better at recording. She’s more patient
with the so�ware.

“CashingIn”makesmethink
oftheold1990sdebates

overbands“sellingout”,
hichseemalittlequaint
retrospect.
as in Tompkins Square Park with
otographer] Richard Kern and
r kids, and we were talking about
meone who had just sold all their
� to a university. And I joked,
h, he’s selling out.” And Richard
d, “Well, he’s not selling out, he’s

shing in.” And I just thought that
ould be a funny line for a song. It

ook me a while, but I
ept trying. Frankly, I’m

t sure what it means
how the hell am I

ashing in? Someone
ease show me how
cash in! [Laughs]

nyway, I don’t know if it
as better or worse in the
90s for bands. David

owery from Cracker,
’ll tell you it was much
tter back then. And
aybe it worked for him.

ut music is always a
ugh way to make a
ing. The great thing

about now is that you can communicate 
directly with your fans. 

I Have Nothing To Say… definitely 
has some political overtones, 
which feels new for you. 
I made a decision to write some political 
songs instead of writing about my little 
world all the time. I’ve always been a 
political person. But political music can 
be pretty bad, kind of trite. Someone 
like Eugene Chadbourne is great. I 
think you want to have a little sense of 
humour when you’re bringing politics 
in. “Corridors Of Power” is a like comical 
call to revolution. That was one where I 
thought, ‘This probably won’t go on the 
record.’ But we got into the studio and 
the rhythm track was so good, and I had 
a drink or two and sang it with some 
energy. Then I thought, ‘This is fun, this
has gotta go on the record.’

Therearesomeprettyobscure
historicalfigureswhomade
theirwayintothisalbum.
Eleanor Marx hangs over this record.
She was a pioneering socialist and
feminist who really has disappeared
from history. She played such a huge role
in popularising her father’s work, and
Ibsen’s plays too, and she was pivotal
in establishing the socialist movements
in France, Germany and the USA,
where she did a couple of lecture tours.
And really, I was just sorta stunned
when I learned that she killed herself
à la Madame Bovary. Maybe telling a
story like that is akin to doing a cover
of “Under Skys” or “Duchess” – just to
make people aware of it.

“Duchess”isfantasticsongfor
youtosing.
I’ve ripped that song o� a couple of times
in the past [laughs]. Sometimes when
you hear a song, you think, ‘Oh, that is
really great – maybe I can steal from it!’
Or you can just cover it. So, I’ve done
both with that one. I thought it would be
a B-side at �rst, but some things that you
think will turn out really good turn out
not to be, and others that you have no
expectations for end up being great.

Yougotbackontheroadwith
Lunarecently.What’sthestatus
ofthebandthesedays?
At this point it’s something we do for
fun. Of course, we earn some money on
tour, so that’s nice too. But I don’t wanna
return to the ’90s when we were on a
treadmill of touring and making records.
Ultimately, I think it’s better to make
records when you are ready. I saw Geo�
Dyer read in Brooklyn years ago – he’s a
favourite writer of mine. He was talking
about the pain of starting a new book,
and about writer’s block, which he said
is not a medical condition. Maybe it just
means you have nothing to say, and you
need to wait ’til you do.
INTERVIEW: TYLER WILCOX

Q&A

“How the hell am I 
cashing in?”: Dean 
ponders one of the 
new songs on I Have 
Nothing To Say…
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indoors:
Wareham 
and  Britta 
Phillips 



F
OR more than 20 years, 
Damon Albarn seems to 
have been desperate to 
escape the su�ocatingly 
restrictive straitjacket of 
Britpop and engage with 
a wider world. There have 

been collaborations with musicians from 
Mali, Senegal, Nigeria, Syria, Japan, 
Cuba and Iceland; charity projects in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo; Chinese 
operas commissioned in Paris; hook-ups 
with everyone from Bobby Womack to Lou 
Reed, from De La Soul to Erykah Badu. 

As a routine example of Albarn’s rootless 
cosmopolitanism, his second solo LP 
– and his 28th album, or thereabouts, 
as a leader across sundry out�ts – was 
commissioned by a festival in Lyon and 
started in Iceland, taking inspiration 

from the house Albarn built outside 
Reykjavík 20 years ago. “I always wanted 
to get a small chamber orchestra and 
play the outlines of what I could see from 
my window,” he says, referring to Mount 
Esja and the Snaefellsjökull volcano and 
glacier. But, a�er some early sessions 
with an Icelandic string ensemble, the 
pandemic halted the project in early 2020. 
Albarn returned to England for lockdown, 
completing the album at his home studio 
in Devon with help from his long-term 
guitarist Simon Tong and his music 
director and saxophonist Mike Smith. 
What started as an expansive, symphonic 
project started to take on the dimensions 
of a home-studio creation, a clatter of 
antique drumboxes and multi-tracked 

instruments. And, 
for all its exotic 
genesis, The Nearer 
The Fountain, More 
Pure The Stream 
Flows is soaked in 
a peculiar English 
melancholy. 

Albarn has o�en 
explored notions 
of Britishness. On 
the whimsically 
tacky seaside 
postcards of Blur’s 
Parklife the feeling 

was almost celebratory; in his opera Dr 
Dee he attempted to reclaim a magickal, 
transgressive Olde England that seemed 
to chime with the multicultural optimism 
of the 2012 London Olympics; by the time 
of The Good, The Bad & The Queen’s 2018 
album Merrie Land the mood was one of 
despair – a chaotic, woozy eulogy for a 
post-Brexit Britain. On The Nearer The 
Fountain…, even when he is ostensibly 
singing about Iceland, the bleak, drizzly, 
isolated island he depicts sounds more like 
Britain than anywhere else. 

On “The Cormorant” – an atmospheric, 
aqueous piece based around a digital 
rumba rhythm and a ragged tapestry of 
Wurlitzer electric pianos and FX-laden 
guitars – he sings about being “imprisoned 
on this island” over a tangle of mysterious 
chords that never quite resolve. “Royal 
Morning Blue” started life as a lyric
about a storm that eclipsed any view of a 
mountain from Albarn’s bedroom window 
– a poetic allusion to how snow can cause 
an enormous volcanic mountain range 
to “put on robes and disappear” – but the 
song’s insistent Casiotone drum machine, 
parping baritone saxes, rambunctious 
piano and spectral guitar start to sound 
like an examination of the end of empire.

“Darkness Into Light” is a deliciously 
sad 6/8 ballad about the Arctic winter in 
which “Crushed satellites dance/In silent 

DAMON ALBARN 
The Nearer The Fountain, 
More Pure The Stream Flows
TRANSGRESSIVE

8/10
A second solo LP: started in Iceland, soaked 
in English melancholy. By John Lewis

A different view: 
the pandemic 
forced Albarn to 
modify his project
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SLEEVE NOTES
1 The Nearer The 
Fountain, More 
Pure The Stream 
Flows
2 The Cormorant
3 Royal Morning 
Blue
4 Combustion
5 Daft Wader
6 Darkness To Light
7 Esja
8 The Tower Of 
Montevideo
9 Giraffe Trumpet 
Sea
10 Polaris
11 Particles

Produced by: 
Damon Albarn with 
Samuel Egglenton
Recorded at: 
Staðahverfi, 
Reykjavik, Iceland; 
Studio 13, Devon, 
and Studio 13, 
London
Personnel: Damon 
Albarn (vocals,
piano, harmonium,
slate marimba,
Wurlitzer electric
piano, Rhodes
Chroma, Elka
Space Organ,
Hammond S1000,
Monochord,
Farfisa organ,
bells, electronics,
acoustic guitar,
bass guitar), Simon
Tong (electric
guitar, acoustic
guitar, drums),
Mike Smith (sax,
Elka Space Organ,
harmonium),
Samuel
Egglenton (drum
programming,
bass guitar),
André de Ridder
(violin, string
arrangements),
Alexina Hawkins,
Shelley Sorensen
(viola), Sigrun
Jonsdottir,
Sigrun Kristbjorg
Jonsdottir
(trombone),
Josephine
Stephenson
(cello, backing
vocals), Bergrún
Snæbjörnsdóttir
(French horn),
Romain Bly
(French horn, slate
marimba), Rakel
Bjorn Helgadottir
(French horn),
Caimin Gilmore,
Laura Nygren
(double bass),
Arni Benediktsson
(field recordings)

conga” but, even here, the arrangement
resembles a twisted piece of British glam
rock, like early Human League covering
Showaddywaddy. In all these songs there
are references to “particles” – plague-
carrying germs spreading around the
world.Therearealsoseveral instrumentals
that sound like something out of Bowie’s

Berlin trilogy: the throbbing, Eno-esque 
minimalism of “Esja”, the bleary, Low-
style majesty of “Gira�e Trumpet Sea”, 
and the discordant, industrial drones and 
tenor sax freakouts of “Combustion”. 

Even the title track, a eulogy to Tony 
Allen, the Nigerian drummer and mentor 
who anchored several of Albarn’s lineups 
over the last two decades, comes in the 
form of a reworked verse by the 19th-
century English poet John Clare. “It’s 
fruitless for me to mourn you, but who 
can help mourning?” sings Albarn. “To 
think of life that did laugh on your face in 
the beautiful past”. Not only are Clare’s 
200-year-old words appropriate for his 
grief, but Albarn clearly feels some kinship 
with Clare, the “Northamptonshire 
peasant poet” who railed against the 
Industrial Revolution, who romanticised 
a lost England, who was driven mad by the 
ecological damage wrought upon the land 
where he grew up. 

Yet there is hope, both thematically and 
melodically. Albarn’s non-Blur, non-
Gorillaz projects are o�en the receptacle 
for his least catchy songs – there aren’t 
many themes from Wonder.land or
Monkey that even his biggest fans hum
in the shower – but this album ends on
two strong melodies that introduce joy
to the project. “Polaris” is a reference to
the North Star, a navigation source for
seafaring folk in the North Atlantic, and its
clockwork tango beat and arena-friendly
singalong tune seems to a§rm a faith in
humanity’s collective spirit. Best of all
is the closer “Particles”, one of Albarn’s
�nest melodies, a woozy, drumless ballad
based around a pretty Wurlitzer electric
piano ri� and a creepy electronic drone
that gives the song a hymn-like quality.
The “particles” to which he refers in earlier
songs as potentially dangerous materials
are now signs of happiness. “I have cried
for you darling, are you coming back to me/
For the particles are joyous as they alight
on your skin”.

Damon Albarn: “Anything where
change happens is necessary…”

DoyouregardJohnClareasabit
ofahero?
Mymumintroducedmetohim.Hewasa
working-classpoetinthe19thcenturywho
wasveryintonatureandallusions,andwho
checkedhimself intoaretreatbecauseof
mentalhealthproblems.Thisparticularpoem–
“LoveAndMemory”–reallystruckachordwith
me,especiallyaftermydearfriendTonyAllen
passedawaylastyear.Thiswasalwaysgoing
tobethetunethatsetthetoneoftherecord.

HowmuchofaninfluenceistheDevon
landscapeonthisalbum?
Onetrack,“TheCormorant”, isprobablymy
favouritethingI’veeverdone. Irecordedit just
asavocal,sittingonaDevonbeach,watching
thiscormorant,whocomesatabout4.30
everydaywhenthesea’scalmenoughtodo
abitoffishing.Sometimesit’saccompanied
byacoupleofseals. Iwasswimmingouttoa

buoynearthebeachduringlockdown,butthe
currentsareveryunpredictableandI’vehad
afewscarymoments. Ifyoulookatthesame
spaceforlongenough, itrevealseverything.

Whatarethe“particles”thatseemto
bearecurringmotifthroughout?
IwasonaplanetoIceland,satnextto
this lovelyAmericanwoman,arabbi
fromWinnipeg,andwehadafantastic
conversation.Shesaidshe’dcometo
“escapetheparticles”. “Don’tworryaboutthe
particles,”shesaid.“They’reheretostirstuff
up, likeTrump.Inhimself,he’sofnovalue,but
he’llstirstuffupandpositivestuffwillcomeout
ofthat.”SoImeditatedonthatidea. Ifchange
isnecessary,andsometimesdevastating,we
havetotryandpullbackandwaitforbeauty
tofollow.We’reall infearofparticles,we’re
allwearingmaskstoavoidthem.Buttheyare
joyousnonetheless.Anythingwherechange
happensisnecessaryandpartofwhatthe
universeisallabout,thosekindofextremes.
INTERVIEW: JOHN LEWIS

Q&A

JUSTIN ADAMS &
MAURO DURANTE
Still Moving 
PONDEROSA 

7/10
Worldmusic’sanswerto
TheWhiteStripes

A serial collaborator 
who has played 
with everyone 
from Robert Plant
to Tinariwen,
Adams here mixes

his rich hinterland of desert blues,
Arabic quarter-tones, spacey
experimentalism and garage-
rock with the thundering frame
drum, �ddle and keening vocals
of southern Italy’s premier folk
artist Durante. The Mississippi-to-
Mediterranean blues of the opener
“Dark Road Down” sets the tone
and sounds like Ali Farka Touré
jamming with ZZ Top on a
Neapolitan holiday. The potency of
Adams’ guitar-playing is familiar
enough, but he also emerges for the
�rst time as a �ne singer, with a deep
and bluesy growl which bears the
inªuence of his years backing Plant.
NIGEL WILLIAMSON

COURTNEY BARNETT
ThingsTakeTime,
TakeTime
MARATHONARTISTS

9/10
Melbourneminiaturist’s journal
oftheplagueyear

“I might change
my sheets today”,
mutters Courtney
Barnett on “Rae
Street”, but if her
solo lockdown in

2020 did not give the Australian
songwriter many exciting ways
to �ll her day, her third solo LP
shows it gave her plenty of time
to think. In her familiar Modern
Lovers style, the 33-year-old with
a voice like an unmade bed marvels
at the timeless power of human
connections on “Write A List Of
Things To Look Forward To” and
�nds her reason for hope on “Take
It Day By Day” as she sings: “Don’t
stick that knife in the toaster”.
Worth waiting for, waiting for.
JIM WIRTH

AtoZ
This month… 
P24 BEDOUINE
P26 DION
P28 ENDLESS BOOGIE
P30 LINDA FREDRIKSSON
P31 PARQUET COURTS
P32 CURTIS HARDING
P34 RICHARD DAWSON 
P35 STRAND OF OAKS

He sings 
about being 
“imprisoned 
on this island” 
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Azniv Korkejian
“I was having an
existential crisis…”

Whengoingthrough
theoldsongs,what
struckyoumost?How
sentimentaltheystill felt.
Eventhoughithadbeenso
long,Istill feltconnectedtoa
lotofthesongs. Idon’tknow
whysomeofthemnever
madethecutbutIadmit,
therearemomentsthatfeel
reallyyoung–maybeit’s
thephrasing.SometimesI
couldrememberwhatIwas
listeningtoaroundthetime
eachwaswritten,whichwas
afunrecollection.

Whywasitimportant
tosharethese
songsnow?
I’vealwaysapproached
writingasjournaling
andneverwithaclear
destination. Ididn’twant
topickfromthesame
reservoiranymorebutthe
thoughtofthrowingthem
awaydidn’tsitwell,either.
Eventually itoccurredto
methatI’dhavetocreatea
spaceforthem.Atfirst itfelt
superrandom,thenitstarted
tomakemoresense.

Wasworkingon
Waysidesasanity-
saverin2020?

Itgavemesomepurpose,
whichapparentlyhelpswith
baselineanxiety. Itstarted
asasimple,DIYpandemic
projectandthenwithGus’s
helpevolvedintoamore
thoughtful,moretraditional
release.Hewasjust
supposedtomixitat
firstbutsincewehadthe
timewedecidedtoleanin
andfleshoutthesongsin
awaythatstillpreserved
theoriginalapproach. I
wasbasicallyhavingan
existentialcrisisbeforeI
decidedtorunwithitand
givingmyselfsomethingto
lookforwardtoreallyhelped.
INTERVIEW: SHARON O’CONNELL

SLEEVE NOTES
1 The Solitude
2 It Wasn’t Me
3 I Don’t Need
The Light
4 Easy
5 This Machine
6 The Wave
7 You Never
Leave Me
8 Sonnet 104
9 Forever Everette
10 Songbird

Produced by:
Azniv Korkejian,
Gus Seyffert
Recorded at:
Korkejian’s
home, Yucca
Valley, California;
Sargent
Recorders, Los
Angeles
Personnel: Azniv
Korkejian (vocals,
acoustic guitar,
piano, organ,
drums on “Sonnet
104”), Gus
Seyffert (electric
guitar, bass, synth,
vibraphone,
cello), Josh
Adams (drums),
Mike Andrews
(acoustic guitar,
mandolin),
Gabriel Noel
(cello)

Q&A
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IN 2020, with their 
ª ow of inspiration 
from new experiences 
staunched, some 
singer-songwriters 
and musicians found 
themselves turning 

to their own archives, � nding not only 
purpose in the reassessment process 
but potential for new projects, too. Azniv 
Korkejian was one of them. The former 
sound editor for � lm and TV had already 
released two albums as Bedouine: her 
self-titled debut of 2017 introduced a folk 
newcomer whose sweet, sombre voice 
was at the centre of re� ned yet intimate, 
� ngerpicked guitar songs given the 
Spacebomb orchestral treatment; two 
years later she delivered Birdsongs Of A 
Killjoy, another pristine, temporally non-
speci� c set with a quietly magnetic pull. 
Now comes the aptly named Waysides, an 
album of songs that might have languished 
for ever, had it not been for the pandemic.

Rather than write new material for 
her third record last year while she was 
holed up in her LA home, Korkejian used 
the time to si�  through the pile of demos 
she’d amassed and selected the strongest. 
None of the songs – the oldest date back 

about 15 years, the most 
recent is from 2017 – were 
sub-par, they simply 
hadn’t � tted into the 
previous two LPs. She’s 
described the process 
as “like spring cleaning, 
letting go to start anew”, 
which suggests giving 
these mis� ts new life 
might allow her to 
explore new territory 
on the next record. 
The pause also gave 
Korkejian a chance to 
learn a few cover songs, 
one of which, Christine 
McVie’s “Songbird”, 
features here. All tracks 
were produced either by 
the singer herself or Gus 
Sey� ert, who worked 
on both Bedouine and 
Birdsongs Of A Killjoy; he 
adds electric guitar, bass 
and synth to Korkejian’s 
vocals, guitar, keys and 
(on one song) drums. 
Other players weigh in 
on mandolin and strings.  

Together they bring a subtle but marked 
di� erence to Waysides, which is a slim 
set (10 songs, 38 minutes) but in no way 
slight. Full-band presentation isn’t a 
new thing for Korkejian but here its e� ect 
is palpable warmth, rather than her 
customary so�  breeziness, and there’s a 
surprisingly robust swing to some of the 
treatments, notably on lilting opener “The 
Solitude” and the slow waltz that is “This 
Machine”, with its organ trills and guitar 
twang. If Korkejian’s � rst two albums 
could broadly be categorised as folk, then 
Waysides is more country inclined, though 
it’s country by way of California, with a 
golden glow and immaculate analogue 
production. Earlier comparisons to Vashti 
Bunyan and Nick Drake no longer ring as 
true – these songs are characteristically 
steady and authorial, but more ª esh-
and-blood, somehow. Sibylle Baier’s 
poetically prosaic Colour Green is less of 

a touchstone and if Karen Dalton’s spirit 
still hovers nearby, it’s due to the slightly 
dusty timbre of Korkejian’s voice, nothing 
more. Waysides is rather de� ned by its 
classicism, which isn’t an easy trick to pull 
o� : by de� nition, harmony and restraint 
aren’t performative qualities, so for 
many records of this kind, nostalgia and 
retroism do the heavy li� ing. The cover 
portrait of Korkejian, sepia background 
and typeface alike have been carefully 
designed to echo a bygone era but there 
are no strident throwbacks here. And 
though there are scents of familiarity in 
Waysides’ grooves – something of Dusty
In Memphis, maybe, Adrianne Lenker, 
Bert Jansch via Bakers� eld – they 
evaporate almost as soon as they appear. 

It’s the kind of listen whose rich but 
unfussy loveliness belies its deeply 
personal lyrics. The exquisite “I Don’t 
Need The Light”, where Korkejian’s voice 
swoops from sweetly translucent to 
bruised and sombre, speaks to her long 
experience with depression. “Some days 
I don’t ever draw the curtains/I don’t mind 
a dark a� ernoon”, she sings, against a 
see-sawing melody lightly spangled 
with synth. And later, on sitting with 
melancholy rather than � ghting it: “It’s 
sad but I’m calm and it’s quaint when a 
dull pain sets in”. Equally alluring in a 
di� erent way is “You Never Leave Me”, 
an ode to wandering spirits and the kind 
of connection that physical separation 
can’t sever, set to twangling guitars 
and murmurous organ. The wild card is 
“Forever Everette”, a portrait of a soured 
relationship that builds from � nger-picked 
hush to a gust of something like anger, 
with multi-tracked vocals and a closing 
splash of tremolo. Korkejian describes this 
song as an “outlier” and it’s true – it stands 
slightly apart even from what is essentially 
a group of orphans. She tells Uncut that 
despite initial uncertainty about the 
project, “now it feels like a celebration 
of songwriting to me, no matter how 
disconnected the songs. Very liberating, 
actually.” Hers may be a personal and 
singularly unshowy celebration, but the 
pleasures of Waysides are shared.

BEDOUINE
Waysides THE ORCHARD

8/10
A long pause – and a pile 
of old songs – enables 
singer-songwriter’s third. 
By Sharon O’Connell

Azniv 
Korkejian, 
aka 
Bedouine



NEW ALBUMS

BEN CHASNY
AnIntimateLandscape
KPM

7/10
LingeringlibrarymusicbySix
OrgansOfAdmittanceguru

The oblique and
unmentionable
relationship
between art and
commerce is rarely
more pronounced

than on library music – that is
songs, sounds or fragments of music
recorded solely for some unspeci�ed
commercial purpose. These need to
be strong enough to inspire emotion
when applied to video or radio, but
subtle enough to be open to a range
of di�erent potential uses. Invited
to record an album by library music
doyens KPM, Chasny produces a
series of repetitive but memorably
rippling melodies on acoustic guitar.
It’s an interesting academic exercise
that has resulted in a gently beautiful
and coherent recording.
PETER WATTS

DAVID ORNETTE CHERRY
OrganicNationListening
Club(TheContinual)
SPIRITMUSE

7/10
Mabel’suncleleadsapan-global
spiritualodyssey

Son of trumpet
legend Don Cherry
(and step-brother
of Neneh), David
Ornette Cherry is not
a virtuoso, but more

of a conceptualist, multi-tasking on
piano, thumb harp, Malian ngoni
and wooden ªute at the centre of a
“fourth world” ensemble. There are
electronic grooves overlaid with
spiritual poetry; there are largely
ambient pieces (“Najour” is a duet for
birdsong and ngoni, “Hidden Sounds”
a ghostly improvisation for violin and
mbira recorded in a cavernous space).
Best of all is “Eagle Play”, a spiritual
jazz freakout in which Cherry’s piano
locks in unison with Ralph Jones’ ªute
while drummer John L Price ªails
around entertainingly. JOHN LEWIS

JARVIS COCKER
ChansonsD’EnnuiTip-Top
ABKCO

7/10
RenownedFrancophiletackles
Gainsbourg,Bardot,Hardy
andmore

Chansons D’Ennui
Tip-Top is described
as a “musical
extension of The
French Dispatch”, Wes
Anderson’s latest �lm,

but it will surely have a life of its own,
its basic ingredients – Jarvis Cocker
singing vintage French pop – being
so seductive. Backed by his Jarv Is
band, Cocker, who lives part-time in
Paris, croons his way through these
dozen well-known songs, largely from
the 1960s, only letting go during a
cover of Jacques Dutronc’s “Les Gens
Sont Fous, Les Temps Sont Flou”. The
faithful arrangements deprive the
collection of any real edge – “Elle Et
Moi” should be sexier – but this is not
the place for surprises.
PIERS MARTIN

COLDPLAY
MusicOfTheSpheres PARLOPHONE

6/10
Aimsforthestars,sometimes
shootsitself inthefoot

The garish “Higher 
Power”, which began 
the countdown to 
Coldplay’s ninth, Max 
Martin-produced 
album, suggested 

their desperation to please had 
reached new heights, and their 
lighter-fuelled collaboration with 
BTS, “My Universe”, won’t have 
reassured those o�ended by such 
relentless cheer either. Nonetheless, 
despite Chris Martin’s underdeveloped 
lyrics – “Be an anthem for your times” 
at least explains his motivation – 
there’s something reassuring in 
their ham-�sted urge to bring people 
together, whether on glam-stomper 
“People Of The Pride” or well-meaning 
power ballad “Let Somebody Go”, 
and instrumentals harking back to 
earlier Eno adventures o�er pleasant 
reprieves. WYNDHAM WALLACE

LOUIS DE BERNIÈRES
Despatches KHAKI ANGEL

6/10
CaptainCorelliauthorbelatedly
reachesforhismandolin

A folk-club performer 
way back when, 
Louis de Bernières 
was drawn away
from a life of ªoor
spots by a successful

career as a novelist. Making up for
lost time, the 66-year-old’s debut
album slathers 20 songs across two
CDs, and if de Bernières – like his
touchstones Leonard Cohen and
Bob Dylan – is not exactly a singer,
Despatches is at least an intriguing
folly. Elegantly embellished by
members of the Bookshop Band, the
creepy “Iphegenia” and “Lavender &
Roses” place Despatches somewhere
between the 1970s bedsit ballads of
Al Stewart and the outsider artlessness
of Current 93. JIM WIRTH

BITCHIN’ BAJAS
SwitchedOnRa
DRAGCITY

7/10
Analoguesynthsbeamingdown
toEarthfromSaturn

The music of jazz pioneer
Sun Ra walked a tightrope
between the revelatory
and the ersatz; though
he’s perhaps best known
for the mystical free-jazz

blowouts of his Arkestra, Ra was a
musical connect-the-dots, e�ortlessly
weaving between genres like bebop,
disco and Disney. So it makes sense
that Chicago’s synth trio Bitchin’ Bajas
would hitch a ride with Ra, amplifying
the convivial otherworldliness of his
music by grabbing hold of mythic
melodies like “Outer Spaceways
Incorporated” and “We Travel The
Spaceways” and �lling them with
their analogue fantasia, alien chants
going intergalactic on gently fried
circuit boards.
JON DALE

THE BRKN RECORD
TheArchitectureOf
Oppression–Part1
MRBONGO

8/10
Requiredlisteningfor‘white
privilege’sceptics

Helmed by 
Jake Ferguson, 
Heliocentrics’ 
co-founder, master 
of David Axelrod 
production 

techniques and – crucially – anti-
racism activist, The Brkn Record’s 
debut is a profound, intense 
document of the British black 
experience incorporating spoken-
word and street recordings into its 
melange of soul, funk, jazz and 
psychedelia. London-based Nigerian 
poet Dylema rages compellingly 
against Mussorgsky-inspired menace 
on “Assimilation”, and Ugochi 

Nwaogwugwu underscores “On The 
Daily”’s Rotary Connection grooves, 
while “Lifeline”’s ominous echoes of 
The Velvet Underground’s “Venus In 
Furs” can’t suppress Zara McFarlane’s 
expressive vocals. “The Babylon 
Encounter”’s surreptitious taping 
of a ‘stop and search’ encounter, 
however, is troublingly revealing.
WYNDHAM WALLACE

CARAVAN
It’s None Of Your Business
MADFISH

7/10
Canterburyscenesters’stunts
stillcunning

The only prog band 
deemed acceptable 
to 1980s indie 
folk, Caravan’s 
gawky humour and 
Buzzcock-ish ear 

for a lovelorn chord change happily 
persists, their �rst studio album since 
2013 a less priapic descendant of 
1973’s impish For Girls Who Grow 
Plump In The Night. At 74, Pye 
Hastings is quietly abuzz at the joys 
of post-Covid existence, as depicted 
on love song with ªute “I’ll Reach 
Out For You”. Sardonic opener 
“Down From London” showcases 
Caravan’s pop smarts, while they 
make complex fun on the title track, 
exploding into Steve Hillage-style 
Euro-rock around the nine-minute 
mark. Business most certainly good.  
JIM WIRTH

JOHN CARPENTER, 
CODY CARPENTER
AND DANIEL DAVIES
Halloween Kills OST
SACRED BONES

7/10
Horrormasterbackonthe
bigscreen

John Carpenter’s 
return to the live stage 
might not have gone 
so devilishly smooth 
were it not for the 
contributions of his 

son Cody and godson Daniel Davies, 
who helped transmute the horror 
auteur’s iconic scores into high-camp 
rock epics. Carpenter is no longer in 
the director’s chair, but this score to the
latest in the Halloween franchise sees 
his sonic hallmarks – repeating piano 
motifs, desolate synthesisers and 
sudden moments of gut-wrenching 
tension – intact. Even without visuals, 
a track like “Unkillable” vividly 
communicates the sense of being 
pursued by a malign, relentless force.
LOUIS PATTISON

Ben 
Chasny: 
making 
ripples

Cherry 
picking: 
David 
Ornette
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THEON CROSS
Intra-I NEW SOIL

7/10
SoulandfireonLondonjazzer’ssecond

As a core member of Sons 
Of Kemet and a collaborator 
with the likes of Moses 
Boyd and Nubya Garcia, 
tuba player and composer 
Theon Cross is a signi�cant 

�gure on London’s rejuvenated jazz scene. 
His second album is a rich, meaty fusion of 
jazz, grime, hip-hop, dancehall and reggae, 
with a guestlist that includes rapid-�re MC 
Consensus and poet/drummer Remi Graves. 
Cross is an innovative and eloquent player, 
by turns boisterous and deeply soulful, and 
contrasts/complements between the tracks’ 
tones and moods impress throughout, but 
the slow-clanking, bluesy dub of “Forward 
Progression” and a divinely sombre “Trust 
The Journey” are among the highlights.
SHARON O’CONNELL

DION
Stomping Ground KTBA

7/10
Veteranreturnswithmoreice-cool
collaborations

Dion DiMucci kicked 
back with a plethora of 
famous pals on 2020’s 
Blues With Friends, and 
its follow-up boasts just as 
impressive a guestlist. It’s 

taut urban blues business as usual; Rickie 
Lee Jones packs an especially powerful 
punch duetting on “I’ve Been Watching”, 
Eric Clapton’s lean Stratocaster plays call-
and-response with DiMucci’s plaintive, 
testifying vocal on “If You Wanna Rock ‘n’ 
Roll”, and Mark Knop�er’s embellishment of 
“Dancing Girl” recalls the elegant simplicity 
of his earliest work with Dire Straits. Pick 
of the bunch, though, is Patti Scialfa on the 
Staples-like country gospel of “Angels In 
The Alleyway”, punctuated by hubby Bruce 
Springsteen’s wailing harmonica.
TERRY STAUNTON

JULIE DOIRON
I Thought Of You YOU’VE CHANGED

8/10
Firstsoloalbuminnineyearsfrom
Canadianguitarheroine

“There was never a plan/No 
need to explain”, sings Julie 
Doiron on “You Gave Me The 
Key”. It’s a casual enough 
way to kick o� your �rst solo 
album in nine years, but 

Doiron’s been busy in the interim, playing 
in Julie And The Wrong Guys and Weird 
Lines and collaborating with Mount Eerie 
on 2019’s Lost Wisdom Pt 2. I Thought Of You
is livelier than the meek, melancholic music 
Doiron made earlier in her career, “Thought 
Of You” and “Cancel The Party” replete with 
witty lyrics and ripping leads. Intimacy is 
still her trump card, though: see the wistful, 
romantic “Dreamed I Was”. LOUIS PATTISON

DOS SANTOS
City Of Mirrors INTERNATIONAL ANTHEM

8/10
Latin, jazz and then some: must-hear 
postcards to Puerto Rico

AMERICANA ROUND-UP

AMERICANA
Country, bluegrass and beyond

THE Yuletide season is traditionally a quiet 
one for new releases, but there are 
a few things to savour. On the heels of The 
Cry Of The Heart, this year’s Connie Smith
comeback, BEAR FAMILY are issuing The Latest 
Shade Of Blue: The Columbia Recordings 
1973–1976. A 4CD boxset that covers the 
second major phase of Smith’s career, 
following her switch from RCA Victor. 
Expect to hear hits like “Ain’t Love A Good
Thing” and “You’ve Got Me 
Right Where You Want Me” 
alongside hard-to-find cuts 
and her distinct take on Hank
Williams’ gospel oeuvre. 
Canadian folk-roots maestro 
Bruce Cockburn has been at 
it for over 50 years now, a 
body of work celebrated on 
Greatest Hits (1970–2020) 

PROPER, due in early December. Curated by 
Cockburn himself, the double album houses 
30 songs, from early favourites “Going To 
The Country” and “Musical Friends” to 
1979’s “Wondering Where The Lions Are” 
and later treasures like “Last Night Of The 
World”. Having recently whetted the 
appetite with the standalone “Year Around 
The Sun”, songwriter-producer Simone 
Felice will release a fresh, as-yet-untitled 

solo album early next year, his 
inaugural effort for new label 
CHRYSALIS. Recorded at his 
mountaintop studio in the 
Catskills, it will mark his first 
major outing since 2014’s 
Strangers. Felice also 
headlines London’s Lexington 
at the end of October. 
ROB HUGHES

MARGO Cilker’s Bandcamp bio 
may be unorthodox, but it does 
appear to sum up her peripatetic 
outlook. “I once Google-
searched the de�nition of ‘pine’ 
and the example provided 

was this: ‘Some people pine for the return of 
the monarchy,’” she writes. “I’m le� to pine for 
other things, like Basque wine, moonlight and 
cowboys.” Reared in California, she’s spent the 
best part of the last decade on the move, variously 
setting up camp in places like South Carolina, 
Montana, the Basque Country or her current 
home of Enterprise, Oregon, where she lives with 
husband and fellow singer-songwriter, Forrest 
Van Tuyl. This wanderlust forms the travelogue 
theme of the strikingly assured Pohorylle. Most of 
it deals with the con�icted nature of what Cilker 
does. “I’m a woman split between places/And I’m 
bound to lose loved ones on both sides”, she sings 
on the dri�ing, wistful “Wine In The World”. But 
her de�ning mission is perhaps best expressed 
on “That River”, whose protagonist leaves town 

just as the moon comes up, running a fever and 
heading into uncertainty: “Fortune favours the 
bold/And the faraway from home”.

Produced by Sera Cahoone, who gathers a 
sympathetic band (including The Decemberists’ 
Jenny Conlee and Joanna Newsom’s sometime 
violinist Mirabai Peart), Pohorylle is classic 
Americana – mostly carried by piano, guitar and 
strings – awash with grace, wisdom and allusive 
wordplay. Cilker only has a handful of EPs to 
her name, but it feels like the work of a truly 
seasoned talent. The wonderful “Tehachapi”, 
with its swinging piano and Dixieland horn 
break, makes reference to Little Feat’s “Willin’”, 
which namechecks the titular Californian 
city. Inspired by Oregon poet Kim Sta�ord, 
“Barbed Wire (Belly Crawl)” is a meditation on 
obstacles to freedom, lent drama by a sweeping 
arrangement. And while “Brother, Taxman, 
Preacher” suggests there may be an easier way 
to go, Cilker instead appears determined, as 
outlined on “Chester”, to tip her hat to the wind 
and push on. ROB HUGHES

MARGO CILKER
Pohorylle

LOOSE

8/10
Dazzling full-length debut from Oregon-based songwriter

Connie 
Smith



Inspired by the
multiplicity of
Macondo – the
imagined location
of Gabriel García
Marquez’ endlessly

in�uential One Hundred Years Of
Solitude – City Of Mirrors is a complex
travelogue, an exploration of the
band’s Puerto Rican roots, and an
exercise in mixing musical and
cultural boundaries. Based in Chicago
and fronted by Alex Chavez, Dos
Santos draw in�uence from across
the Americas, blending traditional
cumbia with soul, afro-jazz, alt.rock,
maybe a little dub, creating a uniquely
upli�ing Latin Americana. “A Tu Lado”
rejoices in the purity of melody, while
Khruangbin fans will delight in the
ghostly, slinking grooves of “A Shot In
The Dark”. MARK BENTLEY

DURAN DURAN
FuturePast BMG

7/10
GrahamCoxon,MikeGarsonand
GiorgioMoroderjoin’80spopgods

Who’d’ve thought
that Andy Taylor’s
replacement in
Duran Duran would
be Blur’s Graham
Coxon, who co-writes

and plays on most of the band’s 15th
album? You can see his in�uence
on tracks like “Future Past”, which
sounds like a late-era Blur power
ballad, and on some delightfully
skew-whi� guitar lines. But he’s just
one of the interesting guests here.
Shouty Japanese pop-punk quartet
Chai guest on wonderfully bleepy
“More Joy!”, Giorgio Moroder assists
with the thrilling digital disco of
“Beautiful Lies”, Bowie’s pianist Mike
Garson guests on the elegant ballad
“Falling”, while producer Erol Alkan
adds a dance�oor-friendly sheen to
proceedings. JOHN LEWIS

ELBOW
FlyingDream1 UNIVERSAL

9/10
NinthstudiosetfindsMancquintet
inagentlermood

A� er the personal 
and political turmoil 
that haunted 2019’s 
brooding Giants Of All 
Sizes, Elbow seem to 
have managed some 

quality sleep. There’s a gorgeously 
somnambulant yet so� ly romantic feel 
to these 10 songs, particularly in the 
opening pairing, where the delicate title
track sees Guy Garvey feeling “like I’m 
falling snow”, before “A� er The Eclipse” 
urges “come out into the sun”. The lyrics 
are likeably surreal – does he really refer

longingly to “Sue Johnston in corduroy 
and Marigolds”? – and it bene� ts 
from masterfully subtle arrangement 
touches, whether bucolic woodwind, 
sparse organ, woozy clarinet or the 
so�  gospel echoes of the London 
Contemporary Voices. JOHNNY SHARP

NEAL FRANCIS
In Plain Sight BELLA UNION

7/10
Chicagopianoman’ssofter,
yachtiersecond

This Illinois 
songwriter’s 2019
debut turned heads
with a distinct
penchant for vintage
Southern soul, and

Francis’s laconic, undersung vocal
style seemed to complement the piano-
led grooves. In Plain Sight updates his
focus to a smoother, turn-of-the-’80s
sound, even if big Billy Joel-ish ivory
rolls on “Alameda Apartments”
are o�set with gooey analogue
synth noodles and the wry lyrics of
“Sentimental Garbage” suggest its FM
rock textures are being deliberately
designed to �t unnaturally against
the singer’s cool indie-kid warble. You
can’t fault the songcra�, though, as
“Dreams”’ romantic reverie and hooky
freeway anthems such as “Can’t Stop
The Rain” transcend Francis’ rather
detached delivery. JOHNNY SHARP

NUBYA GARCIA
Source+WeMove CONCORDJAZZ

7/10
Nu-jazzer’sdebutreimagined

Onitsreleaselastyear,
Uncut called Garcia’s
solo studio debut
“deeply melodic,
brilliantly played, and
blessed with a spirit

that feels generous and boundless”.
All of which remains true on this
reworking, but with the addition of
a more beat-driven, electronic club
groove, courtesy of a di�erent artist/
producer remixing eight of the nine
original tracks. From Blvck Spvde’s
pared-down “Inner Game” to Keiya A’s
haunting chop-up of “Stand With Each
Other”, the results are radical without
losing sight of Garcia’s original vision.
If you’ve never got the point of remix
albums, here’s one to make you think
again. NIGEL WILLIAMSON

MYRIAM GENDRON
MaDélire:SongsOfLove,Lost
&Found FEEDINGTUBE/LESALBUMSCLAUS

8/10
Sombrefinger-picker’ssecond

Montreal’s Myriam 
Gendron earned a 
small but devoted 
following in 2014 
with Not So Deep As 
A Well, a remarkable 

collection of Dorothy Parker poems set
to skeletal chamber-folk backing. She 
returns at last with a new album that’s 
even better – still sparsely arranged 
but with expanded sonics, including 

guest spots from underground
luminaries Bill Nace and Chris
Corsano. Ma Délire: Songs Of Love, Lost
& Found is a darkly romantic e�ort,
drenched in longing, o�en drawing
from age-old sources. Gendron knows
how to deliver a sad song with pathos
and precision, her sombre vocals and
expert �ngerpicking cutting right
to the bone. Watch out, this one’s a
heartbreaker. TYLER WILCOX

BENDIK GISKE
Cracks SMALLTOWNSUPERSOUND

8/10
Stunningsoloturnfrominnovative
Norwegiansaxophonist

The�rstthingyou
noticeaboutCracks
is itssheersenseof
physicality–its long,
keeningnotes, the
wayGiske’s�ngers

poundpneumaticallyatthekeysof
hissax.Thesecondthingisitsbeauty,
whichseemstospringdirectlyfrom
thisphysicality.Hearhow“Flutter”
pirouettes,strikinggorgeousmelodies
evenasitseemstoenteritsdeath
throes.Cracks is�ercelyminimal–just
thepealsofGiske’stenorsaxophone,
withreverbanddelayappliedby
producerAndréBratten.Butusing
circularbreathingandarhythmicsense
derivedfromelectronicclubmusic,
Giskespinsthelikesof“Cruising”and
“Void”intoboldextendedpiecesthat
aregrippingintheirpoignancyand
intensity. LOUIS PATTISON

GUIDED BY VOICES
It’sNotThem.ItCouldn’t
BeThem.It IsThem!
GUIDEDBYVOICESINC

7/10
EverlastinggobstoppersofUS
indiehitalbum34

Dayton, Ohio’s most 
proli� c musical son, 
Robert Pollard’s 
creativity, work-
rate and lyrical 
non-sequiturs have 

long since reached Mark E Smith 
proportions. Guided By Voices’ base 
template remains a roughed-up take 
on the sound of REM, circa Reckoning, 
but their second studio album of 2021 
has its own idiosyncratic mood board:
mariachi horns on “The Bell Gets 
Out Of The Way”, a string section on 
“High In The Rain”, unsettling séance 

speak on “Razor Bug”. Triumphant 
closer “My (Limited) Engagement”, 
meanwhile, sounds like (yet another) 
outsider art tour de force for the 
primary school-turned-lo-�  visionary. 
Never indi� erent, never quite the same.
JIM WIRTH

HAND HABITS
Fun House SADDLE CREEK

7/10
Embracingcollaborationwhile
exploringtheself

Hand Habits’ 
Meg Du� y had an 
introspective year, 
but not an isolated 
one: in spring 2020, 
as the world went into 

quarantine, the songwriter moved into 
a houseshare with fellow musicians 
Sasami Ashworth and Kyle “King Tu� ” 
Thomas. Building on February’s “Dirt” 
EP, Du� y’s third album – produced 
by Ashworth and engineered by 
Thomas – is their most collaborative 
but also most pointedly personal, 
reckoning with loss, queerness and 
self-actualisation through music that 
is as adventurous as it is immediate. 
“Aquamarine” is an early highlight, 
its apocalyptic disco beat somehow 
the perfect backdrop to Du� y’s 
musings on inheritance and childhood 
trauma; “No Di� erence”, an expansive 
country song with backing vocals from 
Perfume Genius. LISA-MARIE FERLA

LILLY HIATT
Lately NEW WEST

8/10
JohnHiatt’sdaughtercontinues
toimpress

Hiatt’s last LP, the very 
� ne Walking Proof, 
was unfortunate 
enough to arrive 
just as lockdown 
hit, depriving it of 

vital momentum. Her response was 
to double down, diarising solitude, 
re� ection and the anxiety of the times. 
The upshot is a captivating set, aided by 
a full band that shi� s between artful, 
countryish ballads (“Simple”, “Ride”) 
and cabin-fever rockers (“Face”, the 
abstract “Gem”). Steve Hinson’s pedal 
steel is a key ingredient, particularly 
on the outstanding “The Last Tear”, 
whose journey from glum to giddy is 
also capped by a melodic fuzz solo.
ROB HUGHES
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WHEN Paul “Top
Dollar” Major
promises to “go
full condor” in
Admonitions’ opener
“The O�ender”,
he doesn’t need to

explain what he means. Besides recasting
Endless Boogie’s sexagenarian frontman
as an ’80s action-movie hero about to open
a can of whup-ass, the line serves as a
handy description for the many moments
when he and his bandmates launch
out of their signature motorik-choogle
groove, spread their ragged wings and
soar toward the sun. A gesture that seems
majestic, foolhardy and potentially a little
ridiculous, it’s fundamental to the mission
this ragtag crew set for themselves every
time they’ve jammed on stage or in a
studio in their almost 25 years together.

It’s hardly surprising to learn they toyed
with the idea of calling the new album
‘Full Condor’ before opting for something
that doesn’t evoke images of a shirtless
Chuck Norris quite so strongly. Endless
Boogie nevertheless achieve full �ight on
Admonitions with the same regularity as
they have on each of their four preceding
studio albums, starting with 2008’s Focus
Level. They’ve done the same throughout
the generous trove of limited-run releases
like 2020’s The Gathered And Scattered,
a 4LP set of rehearsal recordings dating
back to the �rst years a�er the band
was formed in Brooklyn by friends with
various connections to Matador Records

and to the vinyl-collector circles in which 
Major has long been a revered � gure.

Yet Admonitions also sees them head 
toward untravelled patches of sky. While 
“The O� ender” and “Jim Tully” are primo 
20-minute-plus showcases of Endless 
Boogie’s original AC/DC-meets-Neu! 
formulation, other songs – like “Bad 
Call”, a punchy piece of pub-rock raunch 
– prove they can be more economical, too. 
Elsewhere, Kurt Vile adds special sauce 
to the mesmerising “Counterfeiter”; and 
the more ominous vibe of Admonitions’ 
�nal side is equally suggestive of Endless 
Boogie’s eagerness to not just go full 
condor but full everything else, too.

This welcome expansion of the band’s 
greasy ethos may be inevitable given the 
pandemic’s impact on their usual just-
crank-it-out ways of working. The seven 
songs on Admonitions are principally 
drawn from two spates of sessions in New 
York and Sweden shortly before their 
tour plans for Australia and Europe went 
out the window in the spring of 2020. 
The lockdown limbo gave guitarist and 
de facto leader Jesper Eklow more time 
to tinker with what they had in the can. 
Whatever adjustments he made didn’t 
obscure the raw energy of the longest of 
the new tracks. While “The O� ender”

delivers the requisite supply of grinding 
ri� age and Major’s trademark squalls 
and growls, it’s “Jim Tully” – named 
a� er a tough-guy writer who was a hero 
to Hemingway – where they make their 
full ascension as the mid-song gear shi�  
prompts � ery exchanges between Major 
and guest guitarist Matt Sweeney. Both 
tracks should also assuage the fears of any 
fans who fretted about the more sluggish 
nature of 2017’s Vibe Killer.

The resurgence of the old � res are even 
clearer on Admonitions’ shorter tracks, 
which, since we’re talking about Endless 
Boogie, may still near the 10-minute 
mark. “Disposable Thumbs” sees them 
happily double down on a groove that’s 
two parts Bo Diddley to one part Klaus 
Dinger. “Bad Call” is even more fun: a 
tight, Flamin’ Groovies-worthy rocker 
with lyrics railing against the sin of 
serving meat on skewers (“Mama don’t 
like that city chicken/’Cause it comes on 
a stick!”). Consisting of a jam excerpt 
reworked by Kurt Vile, “Counterfeiter” 
strikes a pleasing balance between the 
band’s usual drive and attack with their 
Philly pal’s more languid sensibility.

The biggest surprise arrives in the 
� nale, at which point the wilder energy 
of the preceding three sides dissipates 
into a cloud of murk and menace. In “The 
Conversation”, unsettling snatches of 
dialogue (“Antisocial behaviour? What’s 
that?”) are set against a hollowed-out 
dirge by Eklow and drummer Harry 
Druzd. Despite the cheeky title of Eklow’s 
solo piece that concludes Admonitions, 
“The Incompetent Villains Of 1968” is 
even creepier, marked as it is by a sense 
of desolation that evokes the ultra-
minimalist metal of Earth’s Sub Pop 
recordings. To hear Endless Boogie’s 
psych-blues-boogie stripped and shorn 
of its ferocity is oddly poignant in what it 
suggests about the impact of isolation on a 
band who have always taken such evident 
delight in each other’s company. 

Even so, Admonitions remains a � ery 
testament to Endless Boogie’s creative 
rejuvenation. And while this instalment 
of the saga may end with that imaginary 
action hero looking like a far cry from his 
usual condor self, don’t be fooled – he’s 
just saving it for the sequel. 

How Jesper Eklow
added “creepy dark 
things” to the new LP

Do you think this record is 
different to how it might 
have been if the process 
not been so protracted 
owing to the pandemic? 
Itended up being a little 
darker, maybe. I had some 
other things I was going to put 
on there, but then I ended up 
with others that just seemed 
right, like the solo guitar thing 
at the end. We’ve had that 

angleinourmusicbeforebut 
it’s neverreallycomeacross 
on our records. Those creepy 
dark things worked really well 
with the others. It also makes 
the first record the more 
upbeat of the two. It’s not 
that we do any drugs, but you 
could say there’s the cocaine 
LP and the heroin LP!

Were you happy to have 
this chance to show what 
else the band can do?
Maybe, but I work better 
under pressure. Since I had 

so much downtime for a year 
and a half, I kept going back 
to tinker with things. Normally 
we would have recorded it, 
done some overdubs and 
mixed it and been like, “OK, 
we’re done!” There’s a little 
more brooding over this one.

So by Endless Boogie’s 
standards, this would be 
your Tusk.
Yes! Though this is Tusk if it 
were recorded with Peter 
Green still in the band. 
INTERVIEW: JASON ANDERSON

SLEEVE NOTES
1 The Offender
2 Disposable
Thumbs
3 Bad Call
4 Counterfeiter
5 Jim Tully
6 The
Conversation
7 The
Incompetent
Villains Of 1968

Recorded at:
Seaside Lounge,
Brooklyn, NY;
Svartsjölandet,
Svartsjo, Sweden;
Llano, Texas
Personnel: Paul
Major (guitar,
vocals), Jesper
Eklow (guitar),
Harry Druzd
(drums), Mike
Bones (bass),
Matt Sweeney
(guitar on “The
Offender” and
“Jim Tully”), Kurt
Vile (resonator
slide guitar,
synth, vocals on
“Counterfeiter”)

Q&A
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ENDLESSBOOGIE
Admonitions NO QUARTER

8/10
Psych-boogie crew sprawl and soar on 
double album that redefi nes what they do. 
By Jason Anderson

Kick up the jams: 
(l-r) Mike Bones, 
Harry Druzd, Paul 
Major, Jesper Eklow



NEW ALBUMS

some results can feel incomplete,
it’s riveting to hear the structures
Allen creates even for Wasser’s most
sinuous compositions, the elastic
almost-funk of “Enter The Dragon”
being the strongest evidence of this
collaboration’s viability.
JASON ANDERSON

ELTON JOHN
TheLockdownSessions
EMI/MERCURY

6/10
Mixedbagofmid-pandemic
collaborationsfromthePearly
QueenMumofPop

Elton’s most
endearing trait has
always been his
relentless enthusiasm
for new music, from
his days as cheerfully

brazen Pick Of The Pops hack to
his Radio Rocket Hour showcasing
upcoming talent from Lizzo to The
Weather Station. On The Lockdown
Sessions, a rum selection of Zoom
collaborations with everyone from Dua
Lipa to Lil Nas X, that old keenness is
still there, though only on “It’s a Sin”,
his Brits team-up with Olly Alexander,
and remarkably a posthumous duet
with Glen Campbell on “I’m Not Going
To Miss You”, is it matched with real
emotional he�. STEPHEN TROUSSÉ

LILY KONIGSBERG
LilyWeNeedToTalkNow
WHARFCAT

8/10
NewYorker’spunk-pop
splatterdiary

Followingacheekily
titleddebutcomp,
TheBestOf…, the
NewYork-based
songwriterdelivers
aheavilydisguised

break-upalbum,whichsecretesits
sorrowbeneathwavesofgushingpop.
Thealbumlastslessthan25minutes
andincludesinstrumental interludes
andplayfulbreakdowns.Mostlyit’s
asherbet-rushofmelodicenergy.
Thedelicious“SweatForever”and
“That’sTheWayILikeIt”establish
thede�anttone,butthecakeistaken
bytheradio-unfriendlyelectronica
of“ProudHome”,whichcelebrates
anintergenerationalcrushwiththe
repeatedline“You’vegotalotof fucking
thingstobeproudof”. ALASTAIR McKAY

LOTIC
Water HOUNDSTOOTH

8/10
Berlin-basedavant-popexplorer
mixeshighartwithhighdrama

Combining intricately
layeredelectronica
with impassioned 
vocals and avant-
garde sound design, 
Lotic is the recording 

persona of J’Kerian Morgan, an African-
American transwoman based in Berlin. 
But while themes of race and gender are 
woven into this richly sensual second 

album,notablythede�antspoken-
wordpiece“Changes”, theydonot
de�neherkaleidoscopicworkoverall.
Lotichaspreviouslyworkedwith
Björk,aconnectionthatresonatesmost
stronglythroughthebreathy, lusty,
shimmeringelectro-classicalballads
“ComeUntoMe”and“Apart”.Thereis
painbehindthebeautyhere,notably
theseven-minuteepic“Oblivious”,
which frames unrequited love as a
sonic horror movie of loops, shudders
and wounded rage. STEPHEN DALTON

AIMEE MANN
QueensOfTheSummerHotel
SUPEREGO

8/10
Humanfragilitymagnified;hidden
horrorstotheforefront

AimeeMann’slatest,
atheatrical-style
follow-uptoher
Grammy-winning
2017releaseMental
Illness, takesafeverish

stepintosoulmusic’savant-garde,into
life’sdarkestcorners.Expandingupon
charactersandstoriesherefromthe
stageadaptationofGirl,Interrupted,
Mann’sstrikingvocals,empathetic
andemotional,weavethroughanxiety
anddepression,crisisandloss.Melodic
arrangementsabound,andstringsand
woodwindsareprevalent,pushing
thetroublesomestoryof“InMexico”,
whileanguishsurroundsthepounding
rhythmsof“GiveMeFi�een”.On
“SuicideIsMurder”,Queens…’central
cut,Mann’sincisivepianocounterswith
gentleirony.LUKETORN

PORTICO QUARTET
Monument GODWANA

7/10
Instrumentalistsmoveintoelectronic
terrainwithdynamicresults

Following quickly 
on from 2021’s earlier 
ambient LP Terrain, 
the London out�t 
return with their most 
electronic o�ering to 

date. The band’s jazz tendencies have 
gone nowhere – such as the de� but 
stirring horn work on “Ultraviolet” 
or “AOE” – but these moments are 
o�en embellished by lashings of 
synth, subtle beats and crisp grooves. 
It’s an expansive yet streamlined 
record, as exempli�ed by tracks 
such as “Impressions”, which marry 
minimal electronica with unfurling
post-rock soundscapes. The result is
a dynamic and punchy record that
�nds the band sounding comfortable
yet unpredictable as they immerse
themselves more in electronic sounds.
DANIEL DYLAN WRAY

JON HOPKINS
MusicForPsychedelic
Therapy DOMINO

8/10
Anotherlushlisteningexperience

Takingamoreinward-
lookingturn,Hopkins’
latest isguidedbythe
naturalworldand
theconsciousness-
raisingphilosophyof

RamDass(heofBeHereNow…no,not
theOasisalbum).Wetravelthrougha
seriesofcalminglandscapes, fromthe
tranquilityofopener“Welcome”across
thethree-part“Ecuador”series.The
sci-�undercurrentsof“DeepInThe
GlowingHeart”hintatawall-breaking
psychexperience,whilethe�nal
trackincorporatesaudioofRamDass
himself,backedbyHopkins’ tugging
pianochords.There’sasenseof journey
here,andwhileitsNewAgethemes
maydissuadesome,Hopkinsaµrms
hisgeniusforfashioningunparalleled
landscapesfromsound. ANDREW PRICE

IDLES
Crawler PARTISAN

7/10
Thefollow-uptoUltraMonoisarich
panoramaofaddiction

We begin in a vehicle’s
wreckage, with a
displaced spinal
cord unhappily
visible, and Joe Talbot
growling amidst a

buzzing, roiling soundscape. What
follows is a partly personal account of
addiction, with Talbot sympathetically
imagining lives that keep crashing in
the same car. Punk rock and post-punk
templates are smashed as needed by
guitarist Mark Bowen and co-producer
Kenny Beats: “The New Sensation”
is mashed-up new wave; “The
Beachland Ballroom”, a rogue Motown
7” by a hoarse punk crooner. The
shared humanity Talbot is reaching
out for comes when “Progress” lets
literal sunlight break through the
howling, head-on storm and humour
glints in the gutter. NICK HASTED

THE IMMEDIATE FAMILY
TheImmediateFamilyQUARTOVALLEY

7/10
Boogiemerchantsswaggerinstyle

Immediate Family’s
core of Danny 
Kortchmar, Leland 
Sklar, Russ Kunkel 
and Waddy Wachtel 
have between them 

compiled an incalculable catalogue 
as sessioneers behind roughly every 
LA rock aristocrat you can think of. 
Le� to their own devices, they favour 
breezy boogie evocative of ZZ Top, 
especially on the swaggering “Slippin’ 
And Slidin’” and “Everything That’s 
Broken”. Other peaks include a couple 
of reclamations from Wachtel’s work 
with Warren Zevon – �ne versions of 
“Things To Do In Denver When You’re 
Dead” and “Johnny Strikes Up The 
Band”. ANDREW MUELLER

JACKSON+SELLERS
Breaking Point ANTI-

8/10
Arockingcollaborationbytwo
countrysingers

On their joint debut, 
Jade Jackson + Aubrie 
Sellers cover songs 
by roots legend Julie 
Miller and glam-punk 
icon Suzi Quatro, 

which should give you an idea of 
their adventurous range of sounds 
and in�uences. Written and recorded 
during the pandemic, Breaking Point
veers from scouring post-punk guitars 
to slurred reggae beats to swooning 
bootgaze drones, but the duo tie 
everything together with shimmery 
harmonies rooted in classic country. 
Neither singer-songwriter is anything 
close to a Nashville traditionalist 
(although Sellers is the daughter of 
Lee Ann Womack), but this set pushes 
them farther a�eld than any of their 
solo albums have. STEPHEN DEUSNER

JESSICA’S BROTHER
Just Rain FIKA

7/10
Londongothiccountrytrioskim
throughrockhistory

The second album 
by this London trio 
might be an example 
of what Douglas 
Coupland described 
as “decade blending”, 

stylistically �itting through rock 
history from one song to the next. The 
title track is a piece of grungy slacker 
rock that immediately gives way 
to the pretty glockenspiel-assisted 
Laurel Canyon folk-rock of “Finding 
Snowdrop” and the thoroughly 
English folk-waltz “Boat Song”; there’s 
also the Springsteen-in�uenced “Land 
Ahoy!” and the Daniel Johnston-ish 
outsider folk of “Big Boy Now”. Singer 
Tom Charleston is also a decent 
storyteller – “Darling I Wanted To 
Know” is a darkly amusing boy/girl 
conversation ballad in the style of 
“Something Stupid”. JOHN LEWIS

JOAN AS POLICE 
WOMAN/TONY ALLEN/
DAVE OKUMU
The Solution Is Restless
ROUGH TRADE

8/10
Joan Wasser gets an Afrobeat 
pulseononeofthelegendary
drummer’sfinaloutings

Two recent losses cast 
a pall over the latest 
of Joan Wasser’s ever-
intriguing adventures, 
namely those of Tony 
Allen, iconic rhythm 

provider for Fela Kuti, and Hal Willner, 
Wasser’s mentor on several projects 
and a master at fostering alchemical 
combinations of musicians like the 
one here. Years a�er meeting via Africa 
Express, Wasser and Allen reunited for 
improvisational sessions in Paris with 
The Invisible’s Dave Okumu. While 
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ON Curtis
Harding’s third
solo album, music
is a fundamentally
hopeful medium.
“Now in this present
darkness, all ears

just listen,” he raps on “Hopeful”, his �ow
nimble and bouncy and slightly rushed
out of excitement. “A mass has formed to
cure the common condition.” The song
demonstrates Harding’s expansive
approach to songwriting – to forming that
mass – and shows how he deploys such
disparate musical styles to create new
textures. On the song’s chorus he’s joined
by a gospel choir joyously chanting
that title and pushing him along his
righteous path. The jazz-fusion bridge
melts into a cacophonous outro, driven
by a thundering drumbeat, a wailing
psych-rock guitar and great swoops of
cinematic strings. Even as the distortion
at the edges of the music threatens to
unravel the song, “Hopeful” remains
grounded in its determination to believe in
something better. Hope isn’t hope unless
it’s hard won.

That and every other song on If Words
Were Flowers is a fantasia of sound,
intricately arranged and produced,
constantly shi�ing and morphing from
one idea to the next, full of historical
references intermingled with oddball
sounds from his own imagination.
Harding embraces old-school soul,
private-press R&B, trippy psych rock,
so� jazz, hard funk, catchy pop, gospel,

rap and everything in between.
The Atlanta-based artist – who croons

and bellows and shouts and seduces and
preaches just as well as he raps – is part
of a wave of artists who’ve emerged in the
wake of the 2000s soul revival. Like Leon
Bridges out in Texas and Boulevards up
in North Carolina, Harding rummages in
the past to �nd the sound of the present,
with nods to Curtis May�eld and Mahalia
Jackson, to Parliament and even Pink
Floyd, to Miles and Stevie. His music isn’t
really “vintage” because it sounds too
immediate, too playful in its mix of so
many di�erent styles.

Harding comes by this range of
in�uences naturally. Born in Saginaw,
Michigan, he grew up traveling with his
mother, a gospel singer, as she drove
from one church to the next. His �rst
performances were harmonising with her
at the pulpit. As an adult, he was active
in Atlanta’s busy hip-hop scene, working
as a publicist for LaFace Records, co-
founding the rap group Proseed and
recording with Dirty South icon Cee-Lo
Green. But his curiosity drew him to a
range of Atlanta artists, including the

metal band Mastodon and garage-rock 
mainstays The Black Lips. Only recently 
has he focused on a solo career, releasing 
his debut, Soul Power, in 2014 and his 
follow-up, Face Your Fear, in 2017.

A�er touring heavily behind Face Your 
Fear, Harding began writing If Words 
Were Flowers in 2019, but the pandemic 
prompted him to rethink the album’s 
sound and message. He scrapped several 
songs completely, retooled several others 
and wrote a few new ones that might 
better re�ect the turmoil around him. 
So there’s a loneliness lurking in songs 
like “With You” and “So Low”, as though 
suddenly every human connection 
became unbearably tenuous. On “Where 
Is The Love” he depicts a “world covered 
in darkness, disease and despair, too”, 
yet that elastic Stax horn line, that 
insistently shu¹ing beat, and a chorus 
that invites you to shout along all make 
the song sound determinedly upbeat.

Harding understands keenly that these 
musical styles are freighted with social 
and political weight, and he uses them to 
comment on the times just as his heroes 
did. For example, when he invokes 
The 5th Dimension on “The One”, a 
love song about a romantic or sexual 
reunion, Harding resettles that group’s 
theatrical positivity into a new era 50 
years removed from the Age of Aquarius. 
It expands the song’s scope, so that he 
could easily be singing to a lover or to 
his listeners: “I know loneliness, but I’m 
gonna try my best to be all that you need 
and a good friend,” he promises. 

The album’s title comes from 
something his mother once told him: 
“Give me �owers while I’m still here.” 
On the title he takes that request and 
turns it into a statement about creativity 
and the goal of making music. “If words 
were �owers, I’d give them all to you,” 
he sings. “They carry power, so proud 
and beautiful.” He’s accompanied by 
a church choir, scratches of guitar, 
a forlorn trumpet and a bellowing 
bass saxophone, as if he’s arranging 
instruments like �owers in a vase. On 
this generous and kaleidoscopic soul 
album, Harding holds nothing back.

Curtis Harding
“I had time to refine”

Whatmadethattitle
phrasestandout?
Iwasthinkingaboutthe
commonthreadbetween
wordsandflowers. In
conversationwepickwords
toexpresswhateverit iswe’re
tryingtoconvey.Youcanbe
simpleoryoucanarticulate
inawaythatdecoratesthe
conversation.Thesameis
truewhenyou’repickingout
flowersforsomeone.Thisis
theapproachItakewhen
writingaswell.

Howmuchofthe
albumwaswrittenand 
recordedbefore the 
pandemic,and how
didthatchange 
yourdirection? 
I’d say half. I had some other 
tunes, but once there was a 
definite sense that we were 
on a full lockdown, I had 
time to refine and create 
something that reflected the 
emotional state of the world. 
It felt like an opportunity to 
say and do more. Making 
the record gave me 
something to do other than 
making banana bread and 

watching reruns of Fuck, 
That’s Delicious.

What were the sessions 
like for this album? 
The first sessions were me 
in my space writing until I 
had enough material to take 
upstate. The biggest song 
challenge was “Hopeful”. I 
rewrote that track probably 
four times until I reached back 
into my hip-hop roots and 
pulled out lyrics that did the 
tune justice. [Producer] Sam 
Cohen wouldn’t let me quit on 
that track, and I’m thankful. 
INTERVIEW: STEPHEN DEUSNER

SLEEVE NOTES
1 If Words Were
Flowers
2 Hopeful
3 Can’t Hide It
4 With You
5 Explore
6WhereIsTheLove
7 The One
8 So Low
9 Forever More
10 It’s A Wonder
11 I Won’t Let
You Down

Produced by:
Curtis Harding,
SamCohen
Recordedat:Velvet
TouchSounds,and
StandardElectric,
Atlanta;Lucy’sMeat
Market,LA
Personnel:Curtis
Harding(vocals,
guitar,bass,keys),
SamCohen(guitar,
bass,drums),Curtis
Whithead(guitar),
AaronStern(bass),
DarronDodd,David
Christian,(drums,
percussion),
StuartBogie(bass
clarinet,tenor
saxophone),Billy
Aukstik(trumpet,
sax),LudovicLouis
(trumpet)

Q&A

Constantly 
shifting: 
Curtis 
Harding
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CURTIS HARDING
If Words Were Flowers ANTI

8/10
A lockdown rethink results in a  third LP 
full of hopeful soul. By Stephen Deusner



NEW ALBUMS

George Evelyn’s
Nightmares On Wax
has been a rare staple
of Warp Records, his
genre-shi�ing sound
gradually settling

into a spli�-friendly hybrid of soul,
hip-hop and jazz. Evelyn made Shout
Out! To Freedom following recovery
from cancer, and good vibes are
much in abundance, from the slinky
classical soul of “Imagineering” to
the cosmic jazz of “Wonder”, Haile
Supreme’s vocals twinned with
gentle sax from Shabaka Hutchings.
Shame about Greentea Peng’s rap on
“Wikid Satellites”, a tirade against
the “dirty politicians” who “poison our
injections”, which – during a pandemic
– seems ill-judged. LOUIS PATTISON

ORQUESTRA AKOKAN
16Rayos DAPTONE

8/10
Retro-soullabelcreateathrillingly
authenticsliceofCubanmambo

New York’s Daptone
label is best known for
records by the likes of
Sharon Jones and Lee
Fields, which recreate
the ambience of Stax

recordings from the 1960s. Here they
go to the legendary Egrem studios in
Havana to do the same with Cuban
son and mambo from the ’40s and
’50s, creating a riot of parping baritone

saxes,squealingtrumpetsandcomplex
hand percussion. What raises it above
pure nostalgia are the arrangements:
members of fêted Cuban jazz bands
such as Los Van Van and Irakere
add elements of post-revolutionary
American jazz to the vintage Cuban
big band template. JOHN LEWIS

PARQUET COURTS
SympathyForLife ROUGHTRADE

8/10
NYCpost-post-punkersstaypunchy

Though the spiky 
racket of their early 
releases at the start 
of the 2010s was 
suggestive of a band 
rapidly burning up 

their fuel reserves, Parquet Courts 
have proved surprisingly hardy. 
A�er introducing new variables in 
the more danceable yet still skronky 
avant-pop that emerged from their 
collaboration with Brian Burton/
Danger Mouse on 2018’s Wide Awake!, 
the New Yorkers open their ��h LP
with an arresting show of bravado in 
“Walking At A Downtown Pace”, one 
of many songs here that exude the 
indie-band-hits-the-dance�oor energy
of reference points like Bummed and
Screamadelica. The sinister slow-burn
of “Application Apparatus” and Tom
Tom Club-worthy quirk of “Trullo” are
further indications of their rude state
of health. JASON ANDERSON

MAKAYA McCRAVEN
DecipheringTheMessage
BLUENOTE

6/10
“Organicbeatsmusic”master
improvswithArtBlakeyandco

Chicagodrummer/
producerMcCraven
subjects jazzimprov
tohip-hoptechniques
–morphingShabaka
Hutchingsinto

futuristicextremesinUniversalBeings
(2018), thenreimaginingGilScott-
Heron’sswansongasWe’reNewAgain
(2020).RaidingBlueNoteisahip-hop
standby,butMcCraven’s labeldebut
deployshisownmusicianswithHorace
Silverandtherest,givingasteamy
hip-hopstutter toBlakeybeatsalready
halfwaythere,andlettingtheaching
melodyofKennyBurrell’s“Autumn
InNewYork”simmerundernew
rhythmiccross-winds.“BlackRhythm
Happening”byEddieGale,whose
radicalcareerspannedSunRaand
BootsRiley’sTheCoup, ishipperthan
McCraven’streatment,butthisBlack
Panthers-eraoutlier’sresurrection
showsBlueNote’songoingevolution.
NICKHASTED

MODERN NATURE
IslandOfNoise BELLAUNION

9/10
Secondalbumofheavenly,
see-sawingfree-popmantras

On IslandOfNoise,
ModernNature’s
JackCooperfolds
togethermuchof
whathe’salready
done–illuminated

pop,mantric jams,exploratory
improvisations,post-Canterbury
prog–andlocatesacommonthread,
expandingoutwardswiththehelp
of free-musicpioneerssaxophonist
EvanParkerandbassist JohnEdwards.
Thewarmhomelinessdri�sinto
untetheredterritory–songslike
“Performance”and“Masque”are
driven,yet there’s turbulencedeep
within. Ifanything, it recalls the
musicmadeinBristolandGlasgow
afewdecadesago,whengroupslike
AppendixOut,MovietoneandCrescent
wereessayinganexpansiveBritish
melancholy.Thisvinylboxset includes
IslandOfSilence,aninstrumental
reworkingofthealbum. JONDALE

TOM MORELLO
TheAtlasUndergroundFire
MOM+POPMUSIC

6/10
EclecticcollaborativeLPfromRage
AgainstTheMachineman

Put together 
during lockdown, 
Morello’s follow-up 
to 2018’s The Atlas 
Underground features 
a similarly diverse 

musical landscape and huge range of 
collaborators. Chief among those are 
Bruce Springsteen and Eddie Vedder, 
who both lend vocals to a raucous 

cover of “Highway To Hell”. It’s not all 
heavy rock, though. Morello draws his 
collaborators from a wide musical pool, 
which provides everything from the 
shimmering “Driving To Texas” with 
Phantogram, contemporary R&B with 
Mike Posner (“Naraka”) and techno 
with Palestinian DJ Sama’ Abdulhadi 
on “On The Shore Of Eternity”. This 
unpredictability is its greatest asset.
PETER WATTS

MARISSA NADLER
The Path Of The Clouds 
BELLA UNION

8/10
Songwriterfindsinspiration
inquarantine

Marissa Nadler’s 
ninth album began 
as a writing exercise. 
Binge-watching 
episodes of Unsolved 
Mysteries during 

the pandemic, she began to imagine 
herself in the stories: as hijacker DB 
Cooper, parachuting to a new life; 
as the brothers who escaped from 
Alcatraz; as a murder ballad survivor, 
turning the tables on death. The result
is a lyrical treasure trove, but the 
biggest surprise of the self-produced 
album is the richness of the sound. 
Nadler’s usual sparse, gothic folk 
style is emboldened by well-chosen 
collaborators from Simon Raymonde to 
Emma Ruth Rundle, the guitar squeal 
on the title track personifying Cooper’s 
leap to freedom. LISA-MARIE FERLA

NEW AGE DOOM & LEE 
“SCRATCH” PERRY
Lee “Scratch” Perry’s Guide 
To the Universe WE ARE BUSY BODIES

7/10
Legendary dub wizard goes out 
onahighwithdrone-metal
jazz-fusionproject

An autumnal 
collaboration that 
became a posthumous 
tribute, this inspired 
fusion project was 
recorded just months 

before legendary dub alchemist Perry 
departed to the astral plane. Expanding 
to include Bowie’s Blackstar veterans 
Tim Lefebvre and Donny McCaslin, 
Canadian collective New Age Doom 
scatter Perry’s gnomic ruminations 
on life and death, sin and salvation 
across a dense, churning maelstrom 
of sludgy drone-metal and howling 
free-jazz. As with the recent Floating 
Points & Pharoah Sanders album, it 
sometimes feels here like Perry’s slight 
contributions are being stretched a 
little thinly. Even so, cosmic dub-noise 
symphonies like “Fly In The World!” 
and “Conquer The Sin” are mighty 
�nal testaments to an unquenchable 
experimental spirit. STEPHEN DALTON

NIGHTMARES ON WAX
Shout Out! To Freedom WARP

7/10
Guest-packed ninth from 
downtempo veteran
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PARQUET COURTS 
Andrew Savage on long jams and big-city life

REVELATIONS

“Y eah, it’s probably better 
that our songs aren’t 40 
minutes long,” laughs 

Andrew Savage, reflecting on 
the jams that Parquet Courts 
would record as a way of 
developing the songs for their 
new album, Sympathy For Life. 
Handily, they had xx producer 
Rodaidh McDonald acting as 
the Eno to their Talking Heads, 
sifting through the long, 
exploratory improvisations.

Savage is proud to still live in 
Brooklyn, even as some of his 
peers have moved out for 
various reasons, the pandemic 
being a major one. The video
for Sympathy…’s “Walking

At A Downtown Pace”, a manic 
film summing up the speed of 
NYC life, shows just how rooted 
in the city Savage and fellow 
guitarist/vocalist Austin Brown 
still are.

“I’m an artist that is in and of 
New York,” Savage says. 
“There’s a struggle-to- survive 
mentality that you have to have, 
as it’s such a harsh, inhospitable 
city. But this is a great way of 
living life. I’m so proud to say that 
I’m a professional musician, an 
artist, but it is hard. Some people 
have made the unfortunate 
decision to move to LA… but 
there are crazy people 
everywhere, right?” TOM PINNOCK
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WHEN Richard Dawson
picked his favourite records 
for Uncut in 2017, his choices 
provided an unusually deep 
insight into his music. Mix 
Éliane Radigue, Orchestra 
Baobab and Sun Ra and you 

may, if you’re as talented and hard-working as 
the Newcastle songwriter, end up with records as 
special as Peasant or its 2019 follow-up, 2020.

Dawson’s � rst choice for that list, however, 
his earliest mind-blowing moment, was Iron 
Maiden’s self-titled debut. Their in� uence has 
always been present in his music, from his 
bellows and screeches, and Peasant’s dissection 
of medieval matters, to the chugging gallop of 
2020’s “Jogging”. Henki, however, is Dawson’s � rst 
actual heavy metal album. He’s long been a huge 
fan of Circle, and described being invited onstage 
with them at Helsinki’s Sideways Festival in 2019 
as “like being a teenager and suddenly being 
asked to go onstage with Iron Maiden”. The group 
soon suggested making a full album together, and
the bulk of it was tracked in their hometown, Pori,
before the pandemic hit.

While Dawson o� en � irts with conceptual and 
aural overload, teetering deliriously close to ‘too 
much’, his Finnish collaborators joyously hang-
glide across that abyss – over their 30-year career 
they’ve produced a mountain of albums, and gone
through almost as many members as they have 
genres. Generally, though, a Circle album will 
encompass metal, heavy rock, ambient drones, 
free jazz, electronica, folk and even funk.

Perhaps it’s a surprise, then, that Henki
sounds as cohesive as it does. There’s no sense of 
compromise or awkwardness in these seven long 
tracks – Dawson and Circle � t together naturally, 
as if they’d been lifelong collaborators.

Adding Dawson means four guitarists, and 

Henki makes the most of its six-stringers: 
“Methuselah”, “Ivy” and “Silphium” feature 
brilliant harmonised solos, while one section of 
“Ivy” shows o�  intertwining ri� s on both electrics 
and acoustics. There are pile-driving, heavy-rock 
rushes: the manic metal that opens “Pitcher”, 
taste be damned, and in the charging middle 
section of “Methuselah”, a reminder of just how 
thrilling unselfconscious rock can be.

The word “section” is necessary: these songs are 
twisting labyrinths, artfully built out of disparate 
materials. What Dawson said of Maiden in 2017 – 
“I loved the raw sound of it, but there’s also stu�  in 
there that’s as complex as classical music” – could 
also apply to Henki: “Silphium”, a 12-minute epic 
originated by the singer, incorporates sinuous 
motorik, a jazzy breakdown and � nally free 
improv suggestive of King Crimson at their most 
abstract. At the eight-and-a-half-minute mark, the

opening section begins to re-condense from thin 
air and the motorik begins again.

The music is only half the appeal, though. While 
Dawson has previously learnt about 
the art of weaving and researched fatal 
incidents in a 17th-century scrapbook 
to prepare lyrics, for Henki he immersed 
himself in the subject of ancient � ora. 
“Silene” is sung from the viewpoint of a 
seed, buried by a squirrel 32,000 years 
ago and “preserved in the permafrost/
Surrounded by woolly rhinoceros 
bones/Unearthed by a research team 
from Moscow…” That its eventual 
“germination inside of a test-tube”
feels ecstatic is testament to Dawson’s 
power to draw an emotional story out
of scienti� c and historical material.

“Ivy” deals with Greek myths, 
from Ikarios, “taught the secret of 
winemaking” by the gods and promptly 
murdered by shepherds who believed he 
had poisoned them, to Midas, tormented 
by his greed: “The petals of his � ower 
petri� ed, falling scentless/Reaching out 
tohold his daughter, he recoiled in horror 
as she froze in his embrace.” “Silphium” 
begins and ends in Cyrene, a port in 
present-day Libya whose main trade was 
the mysterious Silphium plant – “the 
silvery cold of a coinface,” sings Dawson, 
beautifully alluding to the plant’s 
appearance on Cyrenean currency.

There are modern historical � gures too: 
“Cooksonia” is narrated by the late botanist 
Isabel Cookson and mentions her colleague 
Ethel McLennan, while “Methuselah” references 
Donald Currey, a geographer who unwittingly 
felled a 5,000-year-old tree while “searching for 
the oldest living bristlecones/On a former glacier in 
the Snake Ridge of old Nevada”.

Not that Henki is that cerebral, of course: this 
is the sort of album where the word “lightning” is 
followed by the sound of thunder. It is, in other 
words, a lot of fun. Everybody wins, too: freed 
from his complex � nger-picking, Dawson is able to 
soar gloriously over Circle’s layers of sound, while 
the group are stronger with his mighty voice and 
melodies elevating their tumult. The rest of us are 
just lucky to be able to dive into these seven songs, 
as heavy as Redwood trunks and as complex as 
cladoxylopsids. Cue thunderclap.

Richard Dawson&Tomi
Lappänen: “We have a 
primeval spirit in common”

How did you hear about
each other?
RICHARD DAWSON: Janne 
[Westerlund] and I connected over 
Twitter years ago, and I’d always 
had this dream that I would love to 
make an album with Circle. But it 
was actually them who asked me, 
I’d never summoned up the courage.

What similarities do you hear 
between your music?
TOMI LAPPÄNEN: Both are drawing 
influences from various genres, 
and equally respecting the worlds 
of experimental and pop. Our 

vocalistMikaandRichardboth have 
a greatfalsettoandaprimeval spirit 
in common.
DAWSON: Something I really 
respond to, and have in common, is 
that they don’t avoid the ridiculous, 
but it’s deadly serious as well. Circle 
are influencing me all the time.

Where did the plant-based 
ideas stem from?
DAWSON: With my last few records 
I’ve been thinking a lot about time. 
But with this record, Janne said 
he wanted the process and what 
we made to be less like songs, and 
more like a plant. Obviously, we’re 
all engaged with matters of the 
climate, and I was wondering how 
to write about that without being 

too direct. So it seemed like a nice 
opportunity to do that, while still 
being able to talk about time too. 
And also to try and imagine writing 
from the point of view of a seed… 
not that a seed necessarily has an 
opinion… and probably wouldn’t 
have too much to say in English. But 
lots to say with quiet.

Do you expect to work 
together again?
LAPPÄNEN: Yes, we have lots of 
plans! We are now part of Richard’s 
magic circle! We also made an 
album in a day with Richard during 
the Henki sessions, a rhythmless, 
genre-free happiness cassette, 
called Hymiö.
INTERVIEW: TOM PINNOCK

Q&A

RICHARD DAWSON 
& CIRCLE
Henki WEIRD WORLD

9/10
Flora show: Newcastle bard and Finnish psych-rockers get 
heavy. By Tom Pinnock

SLEEVE NOTES
1 Cooksonia
2 Ivy
3 Silphium
4 Silene
5 Methuselah
6 Lily 
7 Pitcher

Recorded at: 
Musiikkihuone & 
Ektro Studio, Pori, 
Finland; Blank 
Studio, Newcastle
Personnel: Pekka 
Jääskeläinen 
(guitar), Julius 
Jääskeläinen 
(guitar), Jussi 
Lehtisalo (bass, 
vocals), Mika 
Rättö (keyboards, 
vocals), Tomi 
Leppänen 
(drums), Richard 
Dawson (vocals, 
guitar), Janne 
Westerlund 
(guitar, vocals)



NEW ALBUMS

(Wilds)” and “Wicked And Wild”.
These are recorded almost as demos,
in a more intimate and lo-� way than
usual, bringing him even closer in
sound as well as spirit to the likes of
Townes Van Zandt and Ron Sexsmith.
PETER WATTS

SLEIGH BELLS
Texis
LUCKYNUMBER

6/10
RaucoussixthofferingfromNew
Yorknoise-popduo

Beneaththeirhigh-
speedindustrialparty
musicveneer,
SleighBells’
secret has 
always been 

their melancholic heart. While 
that’s no less true of their 
sixth album – Alexis Krauss’ 
usual feather-light vocals are 
heavy with introspection on 
“Knowing”; “True Seekers” is 
graceful and lovelorn – Texis
sounds like a band having 
more fun than they have had 

inyears.“Herewego,herewego”,
KrausschantsoverapulsingDerek
Millerri�ofpurestrobelightningon
opener“SWEET75”,while“Locust
Laced”featurescrunchingelectric
guitarsandadementedcheersquad
rhyming“I feel likedynamite”with“I
feel likedyingtonight”. LISA-MARIEFERLA

SNAIL MAIL
Valentine
MATADOR

8/10
Formerprodigalteenstarendures
heartbreakonpolishedsecond

Releasing her debut
at 19, Lindsey Jordan
was heralded as a
future star of indie
rock. Three years on,
her songwriting cra�

and palette has expanded, taking in
synth soundscapes, slinky R&B and
hook-laden pop rock. The opening
“Valentine” glides from hushed vocals
and engul�ng synths to euphoric indie
rock, setting the tone for an album that
wrestles with the fallout of love and
heartbreak. But elsewhere the album
– co-written and produced with Brad
Cook – is a quieter a�air. Sweeping
strings and sparse piano merge de�ly
with Jordan’s melancholic voice on
“Light Blue”, while the �ngerpicked
“c. et al.” is bare-bones heartache
wrapped up in tender beauty.
DANIEL DYLAN WRAY

SPACE AFRIKA
HonestLabour
DAIS

8/10
Manchesterduo’shandsome
butlugubriouselectronics

Space Afrika 
operate in the same 
paranoid zone as 
Burial and Massive 
Attack, producing 
drizzly dub-infused 

electronics that channel the urban 
ennui of their hometown. Sprightlier
than their 2018 debut, Honest Labour
sees Joshua Inyang and Joshua Reid 
remixing their environment with 
mordant curiosity and looking for 
new ways to express themselves, 
whether that’s pairing ghostly drones
with orchestral swirls or strung-out 
R&B with Autechre-esque boom-bap.
With each track the listener sinks 
deeper into their world, and though 
the punchier rap numbers like “B£E”
cut through, these scru«ly celestial 
miniatures add up to present a 
compelling picture. PIERS MARTIN

NATHANIEL RATELIFF & 
THE NIGHT SWEATS
The Future STAX

8/10
Denverbigbandupstheanteon
masterfulthirdalbum

The �rst two Night 
Sweats albums 
cemented the band’s 
status as the new 
kings of soul rock, but 
The Future goes wider 

stylistically and deeper thematically, 
embedding Rateli�’s devastating 
lyrics in taut arrangements that stand 
alongside their sources of inspiration. 
The frontman and his septet sculpt 
grooves and hooks that immediately 
grab hold, starting with the title cut, 
on which Rateli� uncannily channels 
Dylan amid rousing brass and 
yearning pedal steel. “Face Down 
In The Moment” evokes Woodstock-
era Van Morrison, “Love Don’t” 
boasts a galloping Get Happy grove, 
“Love Me Till I’m Gone” simmers 
with Memphis soul and the glorious 
“What If I” mashes up mid-’70s 
Doobie Brothers and Tower Of Power, 
pacing this delectable instant classic.
BUD SCOPPA   

VANESSA ANNE REDD
Sweet Way Around 
SHARK ATTACK

7/10
EclecticthirdfromLondon-based
singer-songwriter

There’s an abrasive 
streak that runs 
through this strong 
third album by 
British-German 
songwriter Vanessa 

Anne Redd, a gritty growling note 
in the music and her vocal melodies 
that makes sure that songs like 
“Dark Minds”, the lo-� stream-of-
consciousness “Bus Driver” and
strangely �amboyant rocker “Another
One Besides” have something to
snag against. It’s an approach that –
along with Redd’s artful storytelling
– ensures Sweet Way Around never
gets predictable. The title track is the
showstopper, a song that starts in
shoegazer territory but builds into an
almost operatic outburst of joyous
overlapping vocals. PETER WATTS

CARLOS SANTANA
BlessingsAndMiracles
BMG

6/10
Withalittlehelpfromhisfriends…

On 1999’s 
Supernatural, 
Santana revitalised 
his career by teaming 
his burnished guitar 
with the voices 

of singers such as Lauryn Hill and 
Matchbox 20’s Rob Thomas to sell 30 
million copies and win eight Grammy 
awards. Billed as a belated follow-up, 
Thomas is again among the guests 
on Blessings And Miracles alongside 
Chris Stapleton, Kirk Hammett, 

rapper G-Eazy and Chick Corea among 
others. “Move”, featuring Thomas, is a 
thrilling mix of swaggering pop hooks 
and sweltering Latin grooves and the 
album’s undoubted highlight. Yet, 
elsewhere, you can’t help wondering 
if Santana’s �uid guitar playing really 
needs “help” from such a ragbag of 
heavy friends. NIGEL WILLIAMSON

ANDY SHAUF
Wilds ANTI-

8/10
ExcellentouttakesLPfromtalented
Torontosongwriter

It’s been a strong run 
from Andy Shauf 
since 2016’s Anti- 
debut The Party, and 
Wilds capitalises on 
that success in the 

form of an album rounding up some 
of the waifs and strays that didn’t 
make 2020’s The Neon Skyline. As 
Shauf tends to write concept albums, 
excellent material can get cut because 
it doesn’t �t a theme – and in this 
case that means beautiful examples 
of his storytelling style such as “Judy 
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Space Afrika: 
boom bap, rap 
and dark dub
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NATHANIEL RATELIFF
“I had never intended the Night Sweats to be over”

REVELATIONS

N athaniel Rateliff 
weathered a tough 
stretch following the 

release of the Night Sweats’ 
2018 LP, Tearing At The Seams, 
as his marriage ended and he 
lost his close friend Richard 
Swift, who’d produced both the 
band’s albums. After dealing 
with the pain on the intimate 
2019 solo album And It’s Still 
Alright, he reassembled his 
band to back him on a few 
shows in support of the solo 
album. “My hope was that, by 
performing those songs, it 
would ultimately help us have 
more subtlety in our approach 
to making music together. It did 
have a positive effect on us.”

That’s evident from the 
strides they’ve made on The 
Future. “With this album,” 

Rateliff explains, “we started 
out by getting locked in on 
a groove or song to see how 
far we could go with that. Bill 
Withers was a big influence 
on us, specifically his ability 
to create something really 
funky and melodic at the 
same time. Once we had 
the song structures in place, 
the fun part was creating 
something sonically that 
was inspiring around both 
the music and lyrics.

“I wrote this record from 
a place of hope,” he says. 
“I believe the future will be 
determined on how much we 
care about each other, and my 
hope is that this record it will 
inspire people to be willing to 
understand each other better.”  
BUD SCOPPA
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ONE encouraging by-
product of the recent jazz 
resurgence is the number 
of singer-songwriters 
who have recruited more 
adventurous musicians 
to open up their sound. 

Listen to the saxophones billowing all over 
The Weather Station’s Ignorance or Cassandra 
Jenkins’ An Overview Of Phenomenal Nature, to 
name two of this year’s � nest – not to mention 
Modern Nature’s gradual co-option of the entire 
British free jazz scene. The idea of combining 
confessional songwriting with jazz freedoms is 
hardly a new phenomenon – Van, Tim and Joni, 
among others, might have something to say 
about that – but it’s certainly unusual to � nd an 
artist approaching this fertile ground from the 
opposite direction. 

Saxophonist Linda Fredriksson is a product 
of Helsinki’s thriving contemporary jazz scene, 
epitomised by the label We Jazz. Their playful 
trio Mopo won the Finnish equivalent of a 
Grammy for 2014 album Beibe, and they’re 
also a member of the more avant-leaning 
Superposition. Two members of the latter 
play on Juniper, but this is very much a solo 
project in terms of vision and execution. While 
Fredriksson references sax greats Eric Dolphy 
and Pharoah Sanders, their approach here was
equally in� uenced by Neil Young, Feist, and 
particularly Su± an Stevens’ Carrie & Lowell, 
the 2015 album dedicated to his mother and 
stepfather. Touchstones don’t come more 
personal than that.

Fredriksson says they o� en write songs at 
home on their battered acoustic guitar before 
transposing them to the jazz idiom. But in this 
case, co-producer Minna Koivisto persuaded 
them that the demos were the essence of the 

whole project, and that they should 
build the recordings carefully around
these scratch home recordings rather
than simply overwriting them. Some 
tracks feature up to � ve additional musicians 
– Koivisto on synth, Tuomo Prättälä on 
keyboards, Olavi Louhivuori on drums, Mikael 
Saastamoinen on bass and Matti Bye on piano 
– but you can still sometimes hear the buzzing 
strings of Fredriksson’s old acoustic, the dry 
ambience of a living room and the glitching of 
the iPhone mic that recorded it. Other songs 
are enhanced by � eld recordings of seagulls 
or the sounds of wind on rocks, captured 
near Fredriksson’s family summer-house in 
Taalintehdas, on the Archipelago Sea. It makes 
for an album rich in small details, instantly 
welcoming and endearingly vulnerable,
proud to wear its heart right on its sleeve.

Frediksson actually only sings on one track,

casually trilling a wordless melody 
on “Lempilauluni” (“My Loved 
Song”) as if humming along absent-
mindedly to a half-remembered song 
on the radio. But strangely it feels like 
more, because the album works so 
hard to maintain the kind of crackly 
intimacy more commonly found on 
folk records. And you don’t actually 
need to hear Fredriksson singing 
lyrics to understand what they’re 
trying to say. It’s almost as if they are 
talking through their saxophone: 
every breath, every creak, every 
touch of the keys is captured as 
crucial punctuation between 
emotional bursts of melody.

Juniper documents a di«  cult but 
ultimately transformative few years 
for Fredriksson. “Nana – Tepalle” is a 
moving elegy for their grandmother, 
composed during the agonising 
period as she lay dying; “Transit In 
The So�  Forest, Walking, Sad, No 
More Sad, Leaving” is an ode to the 
restorative powers of nature, and the 
isolated places where Fredriksson 
would � ee to escape the cumulative 
microaggressions of city life. But 
during these solitary sojourns, as 
Juniper was taking shape, Fredriksson 
began to see new horizons opening 
up. As a result, the album is also 
acelebration of “the beginning of 
something new”, the precise nature 
ofwhich is hinted at by the cautiously 
joyful “Neon Light (And The Sky Was 

Trans)”. A� er four minutes of tracing the song’s 
graceful topline, Fredriksson’s sax can’t contain 
itself any longer, twirling and bouncing o�  solid 
walls of synth in a frenzy of pure excitement. 

The way Fredriksson tells a story with their 
instrument bears some comparison with the 
work of Shabaka Hutchings, particularly his 
last album with the Ancestors. But o� en Juniper
really does sound like it could be the new 
album by Su± an or Feist, except with all the 
vocal lines played on sax – and losing none of 
the detail or emotional impact in the process. 
It’s beautiful, clever and unique. Whether 
solo or with one of their bands, via words or 
instrumentals, Linda Fredriksson feels like an 
artist with plenty more to say.

Linda Fredriksson: “I wanted to be more
nice to myself”

You’ve already got two groups – why did 
you want to make a solo record?
I wanted to see what would come out if I started to 
work by myself. I always enjoyed listening to singer-
songwriters, simple things with guitar or piano and 
a good melody. I wanted to see what would happen 
if I would combine these two things that are super-
important to me: the free aesthetics of improvised 
music and this very minimal world where you tell 
stories with small building stones. 

More than just a solo album, it feels like 
an album born of solitude…
I had this super-big need to withdraw from many 
things and really look into what was going on with 

myself.Working in the music scene, the rough 
sideofithas been the gender balance and there 
has been so many sexist and homophobic and 
transphobic jokes. It took a long time to realise that 
I feel so much better when I’m not around this. I can 
choose what I do with my life and who I’m working 
with, so the album was part of this big change in my 
life that I wanted to be more nice to myself. 

Did you have to rethink your approach to 
the saxophone?
Definitely, the scenery this music happens in really 
affected the way that I’m playing. I had this battle in 
my mind: this is my first solo album, should I play more 
complex things? But since I was working so much 
on my own, it was easier to be honest to the music 
and play the things that I actually heard instead of 
presenting fast chops!   INTERVIEW: SAM RICHARDS

Q&A

DISCOVERED 
Searching out 

the best albums 
new to Uncut

LINDA FREDRIKSSON 
Juniper WE JAZZ

9/10
Avant-jazz saxist tackles intimate indie-folk, with 
stunning results. By Sam Richards

SLEEVE NOTES
1 Neon Light (And 
The Sky Was Trans) 
2 Juniper
3 Nana – Tepalle 
4 Pinetree Song
5 Transit In The 
Softest Forest, 
Walking, Sad, No 
More Sad, Leaving
6 Lempilauluni
7 Clea

Produced by: Linda 
Fredriksson and 
Minna Koivisto
Recorded at:
E-studio, Sipoo plus 
various homes, 
cottages and other 
locations
Personnel: Linda 
Fredriksson 
(saxophone, bass 
clarinet, guitar, 
synths, drum 
programming, 
field recordings), 
Tuomo Prättälä 
(Rhodes, Moog, 
piano), Minna 
Koivisto (synths), 
Olavi Louhivuori 
(drums), Mikael 
Saastamoinen 
(bass), Matti Bye 
(piano)



STRAND OF OAKS
InHeaven
GALACTICANA/THIRTYTIGERS

8/10
NewlyAustin-basedartistturns
darknesstolightoncathartic
seventhlong-player

Tim Showalter has
channelled his grief
a�er losing loved
ones and the agony
he endured getting
straight into a set

of nakedly emotional songs, while
producer Kevin Ratterman has erected
a reverberant wall of sound to match
the scale of his outpourings. The
incendiary soloing of My Morning
Jacket guitarist Carl Broemel mirrors
the singer’s barely contained intensity
on opening epic “Galacticana”,
massive power ballad “Hurry” and
“Jimi & Stan”, in which Showalter
imagines Hendrix and his departed
kitty together in heaven (hence
the album title). Broemel’s deeply
felt playing fuses with Showalter’s
shimmering synths, Ratterman’s
percussive thunder and, on “Easter”,
James Iha’s intricate picking, to li�
the album to the sonic �rmament
occupied by The War On Drugs.
BUD SCOPPA

ANDY SUMMERS
HarmonicsOfTheNight
FLICKERINGSHADOW

7/10
ThePolicemanpresentsaswirling
soupoffragmentaryguitar

Conceivedasanaural
accompaniment
toanexhibitionof
hisphotography,
AndySummers’
latestLPsuitably

resonateswithanambient,gallery-
likeminimalism.It’seasytoimagine
perusingmodernartwithinaspacious
hallastheshimmering�re�ylicks
of“ACertainStrangeness”dance
aroundyourears.Thepassivityof
thisopenerprovestobeanoverriding
themeacrosstheremaining11tracks,
withSummersskatingaroundbrief
motifsashe�irtswithmelodyand
deliversspine-tinglingharmonics,
culminatinginthehauntingtones
of the�naltrack,“StrangeReturn”.
Asubduedshowcaseforamasterful
player. ANDREW PRICE

THE SURFING
MAGAZINES
BadgersOfWymesworld
MOSHIMOSHI

7/10
Garage-rockcollectivecombine
forlivelysecondLP

Formed by members 
of The Wave Pictures 
and Slow Club, The 
Sur�ng Magazines 
have been sitting 
on Badgers Of 

Wymesworld for 18 months, recording 
it pre-Covid and then waiting for the 
right moment for release. The band 

are celebratory and retro but not
easily pigeonholed, combining echo-
tinged rockers “Locomotive Cheer”
and “Nostaw Boogie” with the folky
“I Dreamed When I Was Young”,
bluegrass “Running Scared” and the
gothic horror of “Hard Times”. It’s
a colourful and witty release; think
The Limiñanas only recorded in the
Kent estuary rather than the South
of France, as summarised by
knockabout cracker “I’m Going
Out Tonight To Play Some Pool”.
PETER WATTS

TOBACCO CITY
TobaccoCity,USA
SCISSORTAIL

7/10
LanguidreworkingoftheGram/
Emmyloutemplate

There’s an argument 
that the best modern 
country music 
manages to balance 
both reverence and 
irreverence for the 

traditions from which it draws. There’s
certainly an argument that Tobacco 
City are at their best when they lean 
hardest on the latter. There’s nothing 
at all wrong with the Flying Burrito 
Brothers homages which constitute 
much of the Chicago group’s debut 
album – “Blue Raspberry” and “Neon 
Lights” are especially de�ly wrought. 
But the clear highlight is “AA Blues”, 
a wry romp recalling one of Robbie 
Fulks’ deadpan duets.  
ANDREW MUELLER

VANISHING TWIN
Ookii Gekkou FIRE

8/10
Avant-poptroupe’sspookedgrooves

Vanishing Twin 
look like a circus act 
anddulyconjure
analluringworld
ofsoundonOokii
Gekkouusingsmoke

and mirrors andsleight-of-hand.The
London quartetarestillenchantedby
the so�er shadesofStereolab,butthe
e�ortless spiderygrooveoftheir�rst-
class rhythmsection–bassistSusumu
Mukai and drummerValentina
Magaletti – allowsthemtoshape-shi�
into any imaginablearrangement.This
gives their thirdalbumadeliciously
slippery qualityastheywaltz from
space-jazz (“InCucina”) todisco-dub
(“Phase OneMillion”)andlibrary
scat-funk (“TubErupt”), thewhole
thing tied togetherbyCathyLucas’s
dusky delivery. PIERSMARTIN

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Das Wasteland:Berlin1&2
WASTELAND

7/10
Deutschland‘21–qualityBerlin-
related electropopfromNME
snapper’s label

Conceived as a local 
band comp, this 
double album from 
legendary former
NME photographer 
Martyn Goodacre’s 

labelhasbust itsborderstore�ect
thecity’s freespiritmorethanits
geography. Intelligentelectronic
compositionwitharomanticswoon
isafoundationalo�eringhere(wesee
youinthebeltedmaconthestation
platform,StLeonard),whileDrabCity’s
“TroubledGirl” isaspookyhighpoint
withachillinglyblankexpression.
Therearebiggernames(TimBurgess;
thewryly-rockingArtBrutongood
form)buttheirrelativelyelevated
statusshouldn’tdetract fromthenicely
measuredEurozonetonethat isbeing
curatedhere. JOHN ROBINSON

BRIAN WILSON
AtMyPiano
DECCA

6/10
Pared-backBeachBoysclassics

Wilson’s �rst studio
e�ort since 2015’s
No Pier Pressure is
a curious beast: an
instrumental set of
well-thumbed songs

from the back catalogue, rendered
on unaccompanied piano. There’s
something undeniably moving about
hearing “God Only Knows” or “I Just
Wasn’t Made For These Times” in this
format, with Wilson’s vulnerability
carried solely on the beautiful
simplicity of the melodies. And while
the same applies to “Surf’s Up” and
“You Still Believe In Me”, many of these
songs also feel like polite recital pieces,
stripped of high drama, so that Wilson
o�en sounds like a shadow of himself.
ROB HUGHES

DANNYGEORGEWILSON
AnotherPlace
LOOSEMUSIC

7/10
Chiefchampgetspersonalonfirst
soloalbumsince2005

Already a big noise
on the UK Americana
scene with the
band Danny &
The Champions Of
The World, Wilson

broadens his heartland country
canvas on a solo album that �nds him
saddling up with one of his modern-
day heroes. Je� Tweedy adds a lyrical
guitar solo to a cover of Spirit’s “We’ve
Got A Lot To Learn”, imbuing the
original’s sun-kissed West Coast vibes
with a smidgen of soul. Elsewhere,
Wilson’s weather-beaten voice is
an atmospheric conduit for tales of
troubled romance (“Lost Future”,
“Giving Away Too Much”) and hopes
for happier times ahead (“I Wanna Tell
You”), all delivered with an intimacy
that gives the impression of a one-on-
one confessional. TERRY STAUNTON

Deliciously 
slippery: 
Vanishing 
Twin

Danny 
George 
Wilson: 
hopes 
and tears
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TAKE 295

1 RADIOHEAD (P40)
2 JOHN COLTRANE (P43)
3 THE POP GROUP (P45)

4 JOHN PRINE (P46)
5 DONNA SUMMER(P49)
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“All these years I’ve been wandering around/Wondering how come nobody told me”

W
HEN the album
and �lm that
shared the
title Let It Be
appeared in
the spring of
1970, they were

not greeted with the usual warmth. As the arrival
of a new decade consigned the ’60s to history,
they seemed an unwanted reminder that an era
responsible for so much pleasure had ended badly.
It felt like these �nal Beatle documents had been
sanctioned by people who no longer recalled nor
cared what had been on their minds when they got
together in the �lm studios at Twickenham at the
beginning of the previous year, even then unsure
whether they were rehearsing for a stage show or
putting together the material for a new album.

The legend tells us that by
the time the sessions for Let It
Be began, the Fab Four could
no longer stand the sight of
each other. It’s certainly true
that the claustrophobia of
Beatlemania had taken the
gloss o� the camaraderie
forged in Hamburg. But for
once a special deluxe edition,
with the outtakes and o�cuts,
does function as a corrective to
the historical record.

The premiere of the Let It Be
�lm on May 20, 1970 and the

appearance of the accompanying album 
were shrouded in the acrid smokescreen 
that by that time enveloped the quartet’s 
disintegration. Released a� er the polished 

Abbey Road, which had been recorded 
subsequently, these randomly assembled, 

ill-assorted and largely unloved jottings formed 
a sour postscript to the most joyous of stories. 

A reminder of that original sense of joy came in last 
Christmas’s � ve-minute teaser for Peter Jackson’s 
forthcoming three-part, six-hour Disney+ TV series, 
based on 56 hours of unused footage shot for the Let 
It Be movie by the director Michael Lindsay-Hogg 
at Twickenham and Apple studios. The advance 
clip shows them seemingly at ease in each other’s 
company, even relishing it, for all the row that led 
George Harrison to absent himself for a couple of 
weeks, the decision to work without George Martin and 

the tensions created by disputes 
over how to handle their 
business and � nancial a� airs 
a� er Brian Epstein’s death.

The audio releases preceding 
Jackson’s � lm include a remix 
in stereo, 5.1 surround DTS and 
Dolby Atmos of the original 
album by Giles Martin and Sam 
Okell, who performed the same 
function in recent years for Sgt 
Pepper, the ‘White Album’ and 
Abbey Road. This is not the Let 
It Be Naked sanctioned by Paul 
McCartney that appeared in 

THE BEATLES
Let It Be (Special Deluxe Edition)

APPLE CORPS LTD/CAPITOL/UME

Myth-busting box of remixes, rehearsals and jams from the 
Fabs’ most controversial album. By Richard Williams

REISSUE
OF THE
MONTH

8/10
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2003, but a modern mix that leaves Phil Spector’s 
in� uence largely intact, except for a de-emphasis 
on the classical harp on “The Long And Winding 
Road” specially requested by the song’s composer. 

The package also includes the version of the 
album submitted in 1969 by Glyn Johns, who 
engineered the sessions, for potential release 
under the title ‘Get Back’, plus 27 tracks from the 
recording and rehearsal sessions at Twickenham 
and Savile Row and from the � nal concert on 
the Apple roof on January 30, 1969 (the entirety 
of which, also shot by Lindsay-Hogg, will be 
featured in one of Jackson’s episodes). There’s a 
four-track disc recreating The Beatles’ � rst release 
in the Soviet Union: “Let It Be”, “Across The 
Universe” and “I Me Mine”, plus “Don’t Let Me 
Down”. A 12x12 hardback includes a scene-setting 
piece by John Harris and a satisfyingly detailed 
track-by-track analysis by Kevin Howlett.

Available separately from the package of discs is 
a much chunkier 40-quid co� ee-table hardback, 
The Beatles: Get Back, in which many stills 
from the sessions and the roo� op concert are 
accompanied by transcripts, edited by Harris, of 
the conversations between the members of the 
group and others as they went about their work. 
These are culled from 150 hours of the original 
quarter-inch mono audio tape recorded on a Nagra 
machine and then stolen, to be recovered by police 
in the Netherlands about 15 years ago. 

Martin and Okell have revitalised the basic 
album without disturbing its essence, to the
extent that Joh
an oldies medl
later re-recorde
his � rst solo alb
historical curi
is brighter, mor
dimensional. Y
to hear Let It B
a� er this. And y
may even conc
that Spector did
not, a� er all, 
do such a 
discreditable 

job on the two songs, 
“Let It Be” and “The Long 
And Winding Road”, for 
which he was been most 
savagely attacked. It’s 
interesting to discover 
from the transcripts of the 
studio conversations that 
McCartney had always 
thought of adding brass 
and strings to the latter.

As for “Let It Be”, a song 
with a very complicated 
recording history, the 
transcripts reveal that 
during the � � h day of work 
at Twickenham on January 
8, 1969, it was Harrison 
who suggested it would be a good song for Aretha 
Franklin. McCartney’s enthusiastic response led 
to an acetate being sent to the Queen of Soul, who 
created a small masterpiece that came out just 
ahead of The Beatles’ own version. 

Listening to the remixes, rehearsals and jams 
(including a fabulously raw version of “Oh! 
Darling”, one of several Abbey Road songs which, 
as Harris points out, took shape during these 
sessions), it seems clear that the focus was less 
on the actual music than on negotiating some 
sort of collective dynamic that might sustain 
their future. Paul is clearly trying to prod the 
group into the direction that Wings would take, 

piling themselves 
t and driving up 
 impromptu gig 

encouraged by 
ee how it might 
ers have their own 
rently expressed. 
y”, we get glimpses 
Must Pass” and 
Some Truth”, 
er of which will 

ve a future on a 
eatles record. 
he inclusion 

of Billy Preston’s brief rendering of “Without 
A Song” provides a bracing li�  to a di� erent 
level of musicianship. “I feel much better since 
Billy came,” Harrison remarks in the January 21 
transcript a� er Lennon has pointedly introduced 
a passing George Martin to the American pianist 
as “our A&R man”.

The intimacy of these documents persuades us 
we’re � nding new truths in them. Perhaps we are. 
But Let It Be – the album, that is, in whatever form 
– remains a scrapbook of something falling apart, 
its participants impatient for something new to 
begin. Even the spontaneous jokes and japes 
included in Jackson’s teaser are actually being 
performed by four men familiar since A Hard 
Day’s Night with the techniques of cinéma vérité 
and now so used to cameras that they know what 
to show and what not to show.

“The things that have worked out best ever 
for us haven’t really been planned any more 
than this has,” Harrison remarks to Lennon 
before McCartney arrives at one of the sessions, 
in a fragment of dialogue included among the 
outtakes. “You just go for something and it does it 
itself, whatever it becomes.” How wrong could he 
have been? It’s as if they needed to misunderstand 
the past in order to break with it and begin their 
own future. 

SLEEVE NOTES
DISC 1: Let It Be (new stereo
mix of original album)

DISC 2 (Get Back – Apple 
sessions)
1 Morning Camera 
(speech – mono)/Two Of
Us (take 4)
2 Maggie Mae/Fancy My
Chances with You
3 Can You Dig It?
4 I Don’t Know Why I’m 
Moaning (speech)
5 For You Blue (take 4)
6 Let It Be/Please Please
Me/Let It Be (take 10)
7 I’ve Got A Feeling 
(take 10)
8 Dig A Pony (take 14)
9 Get Back (take 19)
10 Like Making An 
Album? (speech)
11 One After 909 (take 3)
12 Don’t Let Me Down (first
rooftop show)
13 The Long And Winding
Road (take 19)
14 Wake Up Little Susie/
I Me Mine (take 11)

DISC 3: Get Back – 
Rehearsals and Apple jams
1 On The Day Shift Now/
All Things Must Pass 
2 Concentrate On 
The Sound
3 Gimme Some Truth
4 I Me Mine 
5 She Came In Through 
The Bathroom Window
6 Polythene Pam 
7 Octopus’s Garden
8 Oh! Darling (jam)
9 Get Back (take 8)
10 The Walk (jam)
11 Without A Song (jam)
– Billy Preston with John 
and Ringo
12 Something
13 Let It Be (take 28)

CD4: Get Back LP – 
1969 Glyn Johns Mix
1 One After 909
2 I’m Ready (aka Rocker)/
Save the Last Dance For
Me/Don’t Let Me Down
3 Don’t Let Me Down
4 Dig A Pony

5 I’ve Got A Feeling
6 Get Back
7 For You Blue
8 Teddy Boy
9 Two Of Us
10 Maggie Mae
11 Dig It 12 Let It Be
13 The Long And 
Winding Road
14 Get Back (reprise)

CD5: Let It Be EP
1 Across The Universe 
(Glyn Johns 1970 mix)
2 I Me Mine (GJ 1970 mix)
3 Don’t Let Me Down 
(original single) 
4 Let It Be (original single)

BLU-RAY: Let It Be Special 
Edition audio mixes

Produced by: Glyn Johns, 
George Martin, Phil Spector
Remixed by: Giles Martin 
and Sam Okell 2021
Recorded at: Twickenham 
Studios, Apple Studios, 
Abbey Road 1968–1970

You can’t do that: 
the rooftop concert, 
January 30, 1969

“DIG IT”
Chosen by Glyn Johns for his ‘Get Back’ album,
this formless jam on the three-chord “La 
Bamba” riff resembles a homage to the Latin-
soul hits made by Bert Berns and to “Like A 
Rolling Stone”, a line Lennon sings as he delivers 
a stream-of-consciousness lyric. The sort of 
amusing snippet they once consigned to their 
Christmas fanclub flexi-discs.

“TEDDY BOY”
Also picked by Johns, this is a rough version
of a song which finds McCartney using 
sophisticated chords behind a homespun story. 
In the background, Lennon shouts square-
dance instructions, which might or might not be 
a comment on his partner’s tendency to come 
up with the kind of song that seemed to be 
presented on a lace doily with a dollop of cream.

“I’VE GOT A FEELING”
An early take of a song constructed – like “A Day 
In The Life” and “We Can Work It Out” – from 
sections written separately by Lennon and 
McCartney. On this more restrained, faster but 
funkier version, John and Paul begin to play 
around with gospel-influenced call-and-
response vocals, encouraged by Billy Preston’s 
churchy electric piano. 

Y...

A GOOD TIME
Three delights from the new Let It Be boxset
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Selectingthe
outtakeswasacase
oftryingtoshowthe
creativeprocess”

IsLetItBeyourbiggestBeatles
undertakingsofar?
It’s certainly one of the most technically
challenging projects, because of the
varied source material. We decided
we were going to mix it the same way
as we’d done the previous ones – Sgt
Pepper, the ‘White Album’ and Abbey
Road – but Let It Be is weird because
not all four Beatles were involved by the
end of it. Famously, Paul was unhappy
with it. Ringo, John, George and Allen
Klein got Phil Spector in and took the
recordings from the Get Back sessions.
I phoned up Paul and said that, even
though we’ve already had Let It Be…
Naked [2003], it didn’t make sense not to
touch the album that everyone
knows. And he went, “You’re
absolutely right.”

Sowhatwereyouaiming
for,ultimately?
You start mixing and soon
realise that this album is
unusual because it’s a hodge-
podge. You’ve got the original
recordings, sessions from Savile
Row, the roo�op session and
then “I Me Mine”, the last new
thing The Beatles recorded,
which was just three of them.
So as well as Phil Spector’s
production, you’ve Glyn Johns’
recordings and my dad getting
involved. With three producers
it’s like a modern-day record. In a way,
part of what we were trying to do was to
create some sort of unity for the album
in terms of sound.

Whataboutthetechnical
challengesofworkingfromthe
TwickenhamStudioslivemixes,

Let It Be remixer 
Giles Martin on the 
challenge of working 
with “a hodge-podge”

whichGlynJohnsrecordedonto
monotapeintheabsenceofa
multi-trackrecorder?
You’re limited to what you can remove
or mix from those early sessions, but
some of those Nagra tapes are very good
anyway. The Beatles always sounded
good. At that stage, they weren’t sure
if they were recording or rehearsing
for the live show. There are a lot of
outtakes here from Twickenham, but
they’re interesting and sort of tell a
story. Selecting the outtakes was a case
of trying to show the creative process.
They’re just bashing things out, really
going for it.

Theperceivedwisdom
surroundingLetItBe isthatThe
Beatlesjustweren’tgetting
along.ButsomeoftheApple
sessions,particularlythe
jamsandrehearsalsondisc
three,showarealsenseof

camaraderie…
hink The Beatles themselves
e responsible for that
isconception, funnily enough.
et It Be came out at a time when
he Beatles were suing each
her and the court case was
the Evening Standard every

ight, so they were under that
hadow. But, of course, it was
ecorded before Abbey Road.
he album and �lm – which
m also working on, with Peter
ackson’s team – are really good

documents, because the band
are aware of their impending

doom, if you like. My belief is that Let It 
Be is like a couple that’s on the brink of 
separating. They still love each other, 
but they’re going on date nights, trying 
to rekindle what they had. It’s not really 
acrimonious though, as you can hear on 
the tapes.

Did you learn anything revelatory 
during this experience?
The � lm stu�  is interesting, because you 
see how the dynamic works between 
Paul and John. And you see why George 
walked out. He’s got this amazing body 
of work that he’s been preparing, which 
John refers to as “Harrisongs”. Even 
when they’re doing “All Things Must 
Pass” or “Something”, John’s attitude is, 
‘Carry on writing, you’ll come up with 
something’, as opposed to, ‘Let’s work on 
this one together.’ Not that he and Paul
were ostracising him, he just wasn’t in
their songwriting team. Y’know, why
are there no Lennon-Harrison songs or
McCartney-Harrison songs? But I think
that was self-imposed as well, from
George’s point of view. He was writing
some quite intricate songs, going in a
di�erent direction.

Apparently,TheBeatlesweren’t
tookeenonhavingyourdad
involvedinthesessions,but
hedidseemtohaveapositive
effectwheneverheshowedup…
I think they didn’t want him around
because they were rehearsing for a live
show, so why would they want a record
producer there? But on the days that
he would go to Twickenham or Savile
Row, they’d do way more songs than
usual. Don’t forget that he was also their
record company boss, as well as being
the person they’d looked up to for a long
time. He’s there going, ‘So what are you
going to do? What’s the plan? What
are you going to play on the roo�op?’
Whereas Glyn is going, ‘Hey, you’re
doing a great job, guys.’ I think my dad
said to them: “He’s very good to you,
this boy, isn’t he?” So I think my dad’s
role was to be their conscience. And
sometimes you don’t really like having
your conscience around. But when he
was there, he got things done.

Whatareyourownpersonal
favouritesonhere?
In terms of the �nal album, it’s hard to
believe some of that stu� is recorded on
a roo�op in January 1969. The vocals
sound amazing. From the outtakes, I
like Take 8 of “Let It Be”, which is faster,
with a great vocal. There’s something
very soulful about it. In fact, I love all
the songwriting elements in progress,
even Ringo going through “Octopus’s
Garden”. I was really trying to make
people feel as close as possible to those
sessions, where you think, ‘God, I feel
like I’m there.’ Audio is very powerful
like that, if you can get it right.
INTERVIEW: ROB HUGHES

Q&A

The Beatles at 
Twickenham: 
“trying to rekindle 
what they had”
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R
IDING high on their 
career-crowning post-
rock masterpiece OK 
Computer, Radiohead 
could have gone 
anywhere. And they 
did. Partly in reaction 

to the depression, writer’s block and 
nausea that Thom Yorke experienced in 
the wake of huge critical and commercial 
acclaim, the Oxford quintet radically 
changed their writing methods and sound 
palette. Guitar-centric rock songs were out, 
replaced by avant-jazz mood pieces and 
electro-classical soundscapes. Melody 
was deconstructed, rhythms scrambled, 
vocals mangled and manipulated, lyrics 
spliced into cut-up collages. No longer 
seeking to emulate Scott Walker, Björk, Je� 
Buckley and DJ Shadow, Radiohead were 
now aiming for a plateau beyond rock: to 

Aphex Twin and Arvo Pärt, Mingus and 
Messiaen, Can and Eno and Penderecki.

Repackaging sister albums Kid A and 
Amnesiac with an extra disc of alternate 
cuts and lost tracks, this boxset revisits the 
most divisive chapter in Radiohead’s career. 
Released in October 2000, Kid A certainly 
wrong-footed many reviewers: hipper 
gatekeeper critics deemed it derivative and 
self-congratulatory, while mainstream 
pundits found it impenetrable and wilfully 
obtuse. But two decades later, it mostly 
stands up as a boldly ambitious experiment 
for a major rock band, from the spiralling 
lounge-jazz incantation “Everything 
In Its Right Place” to the piledriving 
cyber-funk earworm “Idioteque”, the 
sumptuous orchestral ballad “How To 
Disappear Completely” and the gorgeous 
ambitronic reverie of “Kid A” itself. For 

all its challenging 
elements, the album 
became Radiohead’s 
�rst transatlantic 
chart-topper.

Recorded during 
the same sessions 
but released in May 
2001, Amnesiac 
seemed at least 
partially designed 
to soothe more 
conservative 
Radiohead fans 
unsettled by Kid 

A. It certainly feels richer and broader 
overall, with more conventionally 
melodic, guitar-focused numbers like the 
swooping, circling “Knives Out” and the 
luminous torch song “You And Whose 
Army”, on which Yorke takes veiled 
potshots at Tony Blair in a plaintive Chet 
Baker falsetto. There is even an inspired 
guest appearance by veteran jazz icon 
Humphrey Lyttleton and his band, who 
clothe Yorke’s paranoid anti-fame ballad 
“Life In A Glasshouse” in bluesy, woozy, 
half-drunk swirls of New Orleans brass.

Even so, the experimental pieces on 
Amnesiac are as uncompromising as 
anything Radiohead have ever recorded: 
the desiccated techno chatter and 
squished vocalese fragments of “Pulk/
Pull Revolving Doors”, the electro-jazz 
sizzle and throb of “Hunting Bears”, the 
deliciously wobbly disintegration loops of 
“Like Spinning Plates”.

Radiohead have always been more Bowie 
than Prince with their unreleased tracks, 
recycling rather than hoarding. They 
famously spent years honing lost gems 
like “Nude”, “Li�” and “True Love Waits” 
before unveiling their o�cial versions. So 
it comes as no surprise that the extra disc 
Kid Amnesiae mostly puts a fresh spin on 
pre-existing material, with just a handful 
of previously unheard compositions.

Already widely trailed as a promotional 
teaser, the most fully realised all-new 
song here is “If You Say The Word”, a fairly 

RADIOHEAD 
Kid A Mnesia
XL

9/10
Radiohead revisit their divisive avant-rock 
sister albums Kid A and Amnesia with 
an extra disc of previously unreleased 
material. By Stephen Dalton

Uncompromising: 
Radiohead in 2001
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SLEEVE NOTES
CD 1
1 Everything In Its 
Right Place
2 Kid A
3 The National
Anthem
4 How To
Disappear
Completely
5 Treefingers
6 Optimistic
7 In Limbo
8 Idioteque
9 Morning Bell
10 Motion Picture
Soundtrack

CD 2
1 Packt Like
Sardines In A
Crushd Tin Box
2 Pyramid Song
3 Pulk/Pull
Revolving Doors
4 You And Whose
Army?
5 I Might Be Wrong
6 Knives Out
7 Morning Bell/
Amnesiac
8 Dollars & Cents
9 Hunting Bears
10 Like Spinning
Plates
11 Life In A
Glasshouse

CD 3
1 Like Spinning
Plates (‘Why Us?’
Version)
2 Untitled V1
3 Fog (Again Again
Version)
4 If You Say The
Word
5 Follow Me
Around
6 Pulk/Pull (True
Love Waits
Version)
7 Untitled V2
8 The Morning
Bell (In the Dark
Version)
9 Pyramid Strings
10 Alt. Fast Track
11 Untitled V3
12 How To
Disappear Into
Strings

straightacoustic-heavyballadthatwas
reportedlyshelvedduringthesessionsfor
beingtoo“tasteful”.Overnimbleswing-
jazzpercussion,�ngerpickingguitaranda
glisteningpatinaofOndesMartenot,Yorke
croonsaquali�edmessageofempathy
lacedwithtypicallybarbedasides:“When
youchangeyourfriends, likechanging
yourclothes.”Whilenotquiteastone-cold
classic, this isanunusuallyhigh-calibre
trackforanybandtositonfor20years.

First heard on the soundtrack to
Meeting People Is Easy, Grant Gee’s 1998
Radiohead tour �lm, “Follow Me Around”
is a camp�re strum of jungle-jangling
mourning with a sinister stalker lyric. This
arrangement is slightly slower and more

polished than previously released live 
and compilation versions, with an extra 
nasal twang of rustic Americana in Yorke’s 
layered vocals.

More interesting for fans of Radiohead’s 
avant-rock side is an alternate reading of 
B-side track “Fog”, its dark nursery thyme
lyric here couched in luminous burbling
electronica, sounding cleaner and brighter
and more unapologetically lovely than the
gnarly, knotty version released with the
“Knives Out” single. And die-hard deep-
cut devotees will already be slavering over
“Pulk/Pull (True Love Waits Version)”,
which marries the mechanised rhythm
bed of “Pulk/Pull Revolving Doors” to the
soaring, imploring vocal from much-loved
cult rarity “True Love Waits”. While not
the best version of either track, this is an
enjoyably playful mash-up experiment.

A handful of short instrumentals,
mostly untitled, are mildly diverting but
fairly inessential studio sketches. Far
more engaging is the romantic piano
version of “Like Spinning Plates”, its
tumbling arpeggios largely uncloaked
by studio fuzz, and the sumptuous
string arrangement of “How To
Disappear Completely”, its legato
swoons and gleaming glissando
gradients sounding like Mahler
remixed by Mica Levi. Sublime.

In a superb 2007 retrospective piece
on OK Computer for Uncut, the late, great
music writer David Cavanagh lamented
how few bands rose to the challenge
of Radiohead’s millennial post-rock
masterpiece. But Radiohead themselves
did, and it led them to Kid A and Amnesiac.
These fertile musical experiments
shattered the band into multiple new
identities, from Jonny Greenwood’s avant-
classical �lm scores to Yorke’s electro-
heavy side projects Atoms For Peace,
Tomorrow’s Modern Boxes and more.

Taken together, these kaleidoscopic
dual albums remain game-changing
landmarks in the spirit of Bowie’s Berlin
trilogy or Remain In Light by Talking
Heads. Hearing them again two decades
later, the shock of the new has faded,
but the sonic richness and meticulous
attention to detail endures. Behind the �zz
and crunch and crackle lies a surprisingly
lush, soulful beauty.

Speaking to Uncut around the release
of Amnesiac in 2001, Thom Yorke
reflected on Radiohead’s more experimental 
working methods, mixed reactions to
their new direction, and making music
while depressed…

“If we’d split up at the end of OK Computer, it would have all 
been nice and neat and tidy. Everybody would have been 
happy. We should have split up while the going was good.”

“The band is a lot more healthy democracy wise 
now, partly as I was so uptight about not getting 
my own way. Growing a beard and starting to 
bake your own bread and stuff has made me 
realise that maybe I’m not right all the time.”

“Itwaslikestartingtheband again in some ways, because 
alotofthetimeyouwould have something written and go 
in and just bash through it. But now ideas come from all over 
the place, which is much better.”

“Music that involves depression or any form 
of self-expression where perhaps the artist 
suffers from depression, well you know, that 
artist is a freak and will get attacked for it. And 
it will reflect back in the music. And I think that 
absolutely fucking stinks.”

“It was weird to spend that long on Kid A and just have 
journalists unzip their trousers and pee all over it, then walk 
away thinking how clever they were.”
INTERVIEW: STEPHEN DALTON

YORKE NOTES

THE BLACK KEYS
ElCamino(reissue,2011)
NONESUCH

7/10
10thanniversaryreissue,with
orchestraofbellsandwhistles

ElCamino,The
BlackKeys’seventh
album,wasaproduct
ofexhaustion,
madeinthetimea
road-knackeredDan

AuerbachandPatrickCarneybought
themselvestimebycancellingatour
theycouldn’t face.Thestrengthofthe
albumwasthatitsoundedquitethe
opposite.Producedandco-written
byDangerMouse,ElCamino isa
largelyupbeatandevenjoyfulalbum,
thesoundofmusiciansreminding
themselveswhytheywantedtomake
musicinthe�rstplace.Thegiddyglam
rockabillyof“GoldOnTheCeiling”
and“RunRightBack”areindeed
excellentreasons.ElCamino isalso,
initsway,aresignationtoimminent
mega-stardom:thesongssound
writtenlikethey’dbefuntoplay,a
lot, tolargecrowds.Thepickofthe
bonusesavailablewiththisreissue
–apreviouslyunreleasedconcert
inPortland,Maine–con�rmsthat
thiswasthecase.
Extras:7/10. Varywithformat,but
super-deluxeeditionalsoincludes
linernotesbyDavidFricke,photo
book,poster, lithograph,and“newcar
scent”air-freshener.
ANDREW MUELLER

AtoZ
This month…
P42 DAVID CROSBY
P42 ELP
P43 JOHN COLTRANE
P44 ECHO & THE BUNNYMEN
P45 THE POP GROUP
P46 JOHN PRINE
P48 ARTHUR RUSSELL
P49 DONNA SUMMER

Two decades
on, Kid A stands 
up as a boldly 
ambitious 
experiment 
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TOM DISSEVELT
FantasyInOrbit (reissue,1963)
WEAREBUSYBODIES

7/10
Ear-pleasingproto-electronica
fromNetherlandsexplorer

There’ssomething
particularlysuggestive
aboutthewayTom
Disseveltapproaches
electronicsonFantasy
InOrbit,his�rst

soloalbuma�eracollaborationwith
KidBaltan,TheFascinatingWorldOf
ElectronicMusic, fromfouryearsprior.
Framedasan“aroundtheworld”set,
therearemomentswhereDissevelt
getsabitham-�stedwithit–see
thetinny,tweeversionof“Waltzing
Matilda”,somethingno-oneneed
hearin2021–butmoreo�enthannot,
he’songreatformhere, layeringbusy,
nervoussyntharpeggioson“Anchor
Chains”,followedbytherustling
Tikiexoticismof“Tropicolours”and
theglisteningproto-glitchcycles
thatstructure“Gamelan”.If itrisks
beingtouristic,Dissevelt takes
enoughrisksintranslationtomake
it feel likegenuineengagementand
experiment.WeAreBusyBodiesare
alsoreissuingFascinatingWorld–a
morestraightforwardlymelodicsetfull
ofmid-centurycharm,tooweirdtobe
loungemusic.Extras:None. JON DALE

ELECTRIC PRUNES
ThenCameTheDawn:
CompleteRecordings
1966–1969 CHERRYRED

8/10
Allthejuiceandmore

Forvariousreasons
theElectricPrunes
neverquitemadeit
ontotheA-listof ’60s
WestCoastpsych
bands.Anamewhich

soundedlikeaBonzoDogspoofdidn’t
help,nordidtheperceptionthatthey
weremanufactured,likeahippertake
onTheMonkees.“IHadTooMuchTo
Dream(LastNight)”and“GetMeTo
TheWorldOnTime”weremasterful
psych-garageNuggetsartefactsbut

weren’t written by the group. Their 
third album, the extraordinary Mass In 
F Minor, was hardly a group recording 
at all but a vehicle for the auteur visions 
of composer/arranger David Axelrod. 
By the follow-up, 1968’s Release Of An 
Oath, the original band members were 
nowhere to be seen. This six-disc set 
for the � rst time collects together their 
� ve studio albums in mono and stereo 
mixes and is a cornucopia of wide-eyed 
and innocent period delights.
Extras: 7/10. Garage-rock demos, 
recorded in 1965 when they were 
known as Jim &The Lords, eight 
previously unreleased live tracks 
recordedinStockholmin1967,
includingversionsoftheirtwobig
hitsandasplendid36-pagebooklet.
NIGEL WILLIAMSON

EMERSON, LAKE
& PALMER
OutOfThisWorld:Live
(1970–1997) BMG

6/10
10LP,7CDmonolithcelebrates
progpioneers’50th

ELP’s second gig was 
on a hot Saturday 
a� ernoon at the 
1970 Isle Of Wight 
festival, to a crowd of 
600,000 recovering 

from Miles and waiting for The Doors. 
The shaky shock of the new gives this 
� rst of � ve career-spanning shows its 
power. “Pictures At An Exhibition” is 
an unwieldy, bolted-together monster 
at this stage, but as Greg Lake’s fragile 
voice meets Keith Emerson’s Moog
laser � re, pastoral nostalgia vyingwith 
futuristic abrasion, the musical and 
showbiz ambition is vast. The following
year’s Pictures At An Exhibition, not 
included, was their most thrilling live 
album, thanks to Newcastle City Hall’s 
football terrace fervour, and the ELP 
phenomenon had dimmed by this 
set’s later shows, from 1974’s California 
Jam to two ’90s reunions. The closing 
medley at the Albert Hall in 1992 still 
o� ers a cacophonous challenge, their 
virtuosity never quite smoothed away. 
Extras: 6/10. Photo-book with liner 
notes. NICK HASTED  

COME
Don’tAskDon’tTell (reissue,1994)
FIRE

8/10
Grindingguitarpowerand
redemptiononremastered,
expandedsecond

Come’s’90srep
wasforcrushingly
heavyblues,ableak
beautyadmiredby
sympatheticspirit
KurtCobain.There’s

certainlyasmuchgravitationalpull
asvelocitytoDon’tAskDon’tTell,but
itworksonawideemotionalcanvas,
o�eringbalmwithitsblues.Borrowing
itstitlefromtheUSmilitary’sthen
policyforgayrecruits,itssongsare
havensforoutsidersunderunspeci�ed
threat.“YrReign”hascalibrated,tidal
intensity,butisfollowedbythewarm,
so�interludesof“Poison”.“Let’sGet
Lost”nodstowastedChetBaker,but
itssuspended,narcoticecstasyhasa
reason:“’CosIloveyou/...’Costhey’ve
foundus/’Coswe’refoundout”.“German
Song”,mysteriousandmelancholy,
o�ersmorerefugeepromises,beforethe
musicrisesup,breakingagainstlimits.
ThaliaZadek’shuskyvoicerarelyroars,
insteado�eringgravellycomfort.These
wavesofmusicwashyouclean.
Extras:8/10. Asecondalbum’s
worthofB-sidesanddemosthat
almostequalstheoriginal.
NICK HASTED

DAVID CROSBY
IfICouldOnlyRememberMy
Name (reissue,1971)
RHINO

9/10
Folk-jazzmasterpiecegetsthe
deluxetreatment50yearson

Stilldevastatedbyhis
girlfriend’sdeathina
carwrecktheprevious
year,Crosby’sgreatest
musicalstatement
wastheproductof

grief, itscreator�ndingrefugeinWally
Heider’sBayAreastudiointhelate
summerandearlyautumnof1970.A
ra�offamousfriends(JerryGarcia,
JoniMitchell,PhilLesh,NeilYoungand
GrahamNashamongthem)gathered
forsupport,makingforahighlyorganic
andfabulouslywoodyimprintof
folk, jazzandpsychedelia,burnished
withscatharmonies.CSNYbreak-up
allegory“CowboyMovie”formsthe
centrepiece,butexquisitemoments
abound,fromloosejam“MusicIsLove”
tothegorgeous“TractionInTheRain”
andthewhollyimprovised,echo-laden
vocalshowcase“I’dSwearThereWas
SomebodyHere”.
Extras:7/10. Bonusdiscfeaturingover
adozenrareandunreleaseddemosand
sessionouttakes.Somearewordless
experiments;otherworks-in-progress
–“Games”,“Laughing”and“Coast
Road”–areplaintivelybeautiful.
ROB HUGHES

Futuristic 
abrasion: 
ELP in 1972
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HERBERT
EIMERT
Epitaph 
Für Aikichi 
Kuboyama 
WERGO, 1966

German composer Eimert 
co-founded the Studio Für 
Elektronische Musik, an early home 
for fellow avant-gardist Karlheinz 
Stockhausen. This is Eimert’s most 
powerful work, a careening, 
delirious electronic transmutation of 
human voice, deriving the most alien 
and unsettling tonalities from the 
most minimal resources.  9/10

HALIM EL-
DABH
Crossing Into 
The Electric 
Magnetic 
WITHOUT FEAR, 2000

Egyptian-American polymath El 
Dabh composed his first piece of 
tape music in 1944, “The Expression 
Of Zaar”. An excerpt appears here – 
a spooked spirit-divination from a 
wire recorder – alongside work from 
subsequent decades, all poetic
and provocative, in love with the 
possibilities of tape, tones and 
technology. 8/10

IANNIS 
XENAKIS
Electro-
Acoustic 
Music 
NONESUCH, 1970

For Xenakis, electronics were
just one means to realise his 
vision of what music could 
be. Trained as an architect, he
brought a similarly structural 
focus to his electronic compos
This astonishing LP compiles m
from the late ‘50s and early ‘60
“Orient-Occident III” still sings
into being. 10/10 JON DALE

HOW TO BUY...

EARLY ELECTRONICS
More pioneering work in the vein of Tom Dissevelt

Sonic architect:  
Iannis Xenakis  
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HE was large and
gentle, Melody Maker
reported, most
unlike his music.
Rather than busy
and animated, the
John Coltrane who

played host to the musician and writer
Mike Hennessey in a French hotel room
was placid, devotional and calm. He
unselfconsciously rehearsed his music
for an hour. He ate a meal of egg yolks,
soup, peaches and water, and spoke of
“rediscovering” God.

His still waters hid strong currents.
A month before, Coltrane and a cast of
10 additional players had recorded the
freeform Ascension album, a �erce unison
blowout based on a simple bluesy reveille.
The previous night, meanwhile, Coltrane
and his quartet had ba°ed the audience
at the Antibes Jazz Festival by playing
his piece A Love Supreme in its entirety,
pushing at its boundaries and busting
them with 15 further exploratory minutes.
The audience and organisers, expecting
polished sophistications, instead found
themselves witness to an ongoing search.

ALoveSupremewasrecordedon
December9,1964.Inanothercornerofthe
musicworld,RingoStarrwasinhospital
recoveringfromtonsilitis,whileColtrane
andhisquartet–ElvinJones(drums),
McCoyTyner(piano), JimmyGarrison
(bass)–inonesessioncreatedajazzsuite
thathopedtoacknowledgeandgivethanks
toGodforguidance.Thepieceisbuilton
arecurringfour-notethememurmured
bythegroup, thendepartsonajourney
that feelsspiritualbutalsoseasonal.

Somethingsubstantial isplantedonSide
One(“Acknowledgement”/“Resolution”)
andthis thenbursts into±oweronthefreer
andmore far-reachinggroupplayingon
thesecondside(“Pursuance”/“Psalm”).

It was a composed piece, serious
from the opening gong to the
ecclesiastical titling. Everything from
the solemn overdubbed Coltranes of
“Acknowledgement”, to the enquiring
expression of the leader on the sleeve �x
it in our minds as that complete entity:
a classic album. Coltrane’s actions,
however, suggested the music was a
beginning, not an end. In the studio
he experimented: trying a version of
“Pursuance” with Archie Shepp and
bassist Art Davis expanding the band.

That version didn’t make it, but in his
sleevenotes Coltrane said he hoped he
“would be able to further the work that
was started here”. There were no repeated
performances of the music or A Love
Supreme theatre residencies where the
band doubled down to maximise sales.
Instead, Coltrane was led much more by
his own intuition, what he felt was right
for the audience.

Indeed, on his second night in Antibes,
Coltrane responded to the mood and
played a set more rooted in crowd-pleasing
tunes, reverting to “My Favourite Things”
and “Impressions”. For a long time,

the � rst night Antibes set was thought 
to be the only live recording of A Love 
Supreme. It now transpires that a couple 
of months later, September 30, 1965 – in 
the same session as the recording of the 
posthumous 1971 release Live In Seattle – 
Coltrane played A Love Supreme again.

The performance, convened at the Seattle 
Penthouse club in front of a small audience 
for Jim Wilke’s regular Thursday-night 
jazz show on local radio, sounds more 
like music from the later part of the 1960s: 
performed by musicians in dashikis, not 
suits. The band is expanded (the quartet 
are joinedbybassist/±autistDonald
Garrett,andbysaxophonistPharoah
Sanders),butthensoisthemusic,as if
additionalwindowshavebeen�ttedto
analreadyspaciousandserenebuilding.
Fourinterludes,mainlyfeaturingduelling
bassesplusoccasionalprayerbell,provide
additionalvantageonthespiritualview.

Elvin Jones supplies a classic and
resourceful swing throughout, but a newer
sense of carpet-level informality pervades
the music. Percussion is rattled through
the 20-minute “Acknowledgement”.
McCoy Tyner’s chords ±oat into view.
Coltrane’s playing responds to the mood
with relatively beati�c contributions,
allowing Pharoah Sanders room to
speak in more forceful tongues. Come
the 15-minute treatment of “Pursuance”,
Tyner’s solo clari�es the similarities and
di�erences. This is still music with a lot of
virtuosity, and a great many notes, but it
and its players are living its adaptability,
as the evidence reveals all we have
previously believed this composition to
be, a con±uence of free improvisation
and what later became “spiritual jazz”.
At the very end of the end of the session,
a snippet of conversation can be heard.
“I think that’s it…” “…It’d better be.”

Perhaps inevitably, though, it wasn’t the
end of Coltrane’s quest, even for this week.
The day a�er this show, he took his players
from the previous night (adding Joe Brazil,
who had taped the show) to the studio
of Seattle C&W drummer Jan “Kurtis”
Skugstad.Theyrecordedasessionreleased
a�er Coltrane’s death, the album Om,
featuring a chant from the Bhagavad Gita.

Radio DJ Jim Wilke
recalls the concert

Howcomeyouwere
atthisshow? Iwasat
KING-FMinSeattle,working
avarietyofprogramming
–billedasa“showcaseof
thelivelyarts”.Oneofthe
featureswasaweeklylive
broadcastfromaclubcalled
thePenthouse. Itwasalong,
narrowroom,thestageon
theleftasyoucomein,astep
upwithamirroredceiling
overthebandstand.Basically
itwasdevotedtoseating
aroundcocktailtables.

Howwastheplaying?
Traneneverspoketothe
audience,hejuststoodup
andplayed.WhenIdidthelive
introduction,andPharoah
Sandersmadethefirst
sounds,hewassqueaking
andsquawkingandIturned
tohimandsaid,“Man, Idon’t
knowwhatyou’redoing,but
we’reontheair.”Theywere
playingandTranecameover

andsatdownwhereIwas
mixingandmotionedforthe
headphones.Henoddedhis
approvalandsaidtome,“This
willprobablygoonlonger
than30minutes.”

Whatdidyouthinkof
theplaying? MyselfandI
thinkmanyintheaudience
wereexpectingmoreofthat
sideofJohnColtranethan
theonetheygot.Theywere
kindofstunned.Itwasmyfirst
experienceoflivefreejazz,
andIwasstilltryingtosortit
out. Ithinkalotofpeoplewere.
INTERVIEW: JOHN ROBINSON

SLEEVE NOTES
1 A Love
Supreme, Pt 1 –
Acknowlegement
2 Interlude 1
3 A Love Supreme,
Pt II – Resolution
4 Interlude 2
5 A Love Supreme,
Pt III – Pursuance
6 Interlude 3
7 Interlude 4
8 A Love Supreme,
Pt IV – Psalm

Label: Impulse!
Recorded:
September 30,
1965
Venue: The
Penthouse, Seattle
Personnel: John
Coltrane (tenor
saxophone/
soprano
saxophone),
Pharoah Sanders
(tenor saxophone),
McCoy Tyner
(piano),
Jimmy Garrison
(double bass),
Donald Garrett
(clarinet [nb 1],
double bass),
Elvin Jones (drums)

Q&A

Divinely inspired: 
Coltrane hoped 
to “further the 
work that was 
started here”
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JOHN COLTRANE
A Love Supreme – 
Live In Seattle IMPULSE

10/10
Seeing the light: archival jazz gold, with 
a spacious and uplifting take on Coltrane’s 
masterpiece. By John Robinson



I
N late1985,Echo&TheBunnymen
releasedasinglescompilation,Songs
ToLearn&Sing.Thealbumprovideda
glorioussummaryoftheband’sfertile
earlyyears:anthemicchoruses,haunting
vocals,bighair.ButSongsToLearn&Sing
alsoincludedonenewsong,“BringOnThe

DancingHorses”,whoseshimmeringbutstatic
synthesiser lineshintedatsomethingelse:creative
paralysis.By1985, theBunnymenhadnothingle�
togive.Thetrajectoryof theband’sprevious�ve
yearshadbeenuphillandsteep:havingdescribed
1984’sgrandOceanRainas“thegreatestalbum
evermade”, they’dset themselvesanimpossibly
highbar.Wherecouldtheygofromthere?

Veterans of Liverpool’s punk scene, The
Bunnymen simultaneously appear of the time and
outside it. In many ways, they are an exemplary
post-punk band. They shared the same audience
mobilised by Joy Division: earnest, overcoat-
clad young men. Their sound – especially on
the �rst two albums – �ts in with the prevailing
mood for monochrome and minimal. Listen to
“Crocodiles” – with Will Sergeant’s choppy guitar
lines, Les Pattinson’s cavernous bass and Pete
De Freitas’s urgent drumming – and you have a
snapshot of 1980. But, vocally
and lyrically, Ian McCulloch
is clearly elsewhere. As the
song whips itself towards its
climax, McCulloch’s voice
assumes a devastating baritone
reminiscent of Jim Morrison’s
imposing howl. Elsewhere, the
organ lines on “Do It Clean”
and the noir-ish intro to “Read

It In Books” show how deep The Doors’ in±uence
ran. But which Doors are we talking about? The
Bunnymen are not so interested in the songs per
se – the 12-bar roadhouse blues of The Doors – but
the atmosphere and mystery they conjure up.

“ShowOfStrength”,theopeningtrackfrom1981’s
HeavenUpHere,showshowtightPattinsonandDe
Freitas’rhythmsectionhasbecome.Theirsolidity
givesSergeantroomtoroam:onanygivensong
–“WithAHip”,say–hemovesthroughseveral
di�erentrhythmicstyles.Oneminute,he’splaying
rhythmicpunk-funk,thenextaneedlingguitar
soloandthenontolyricalsequencesofcascading
notes.On“TurquoiseDays”,he’sbothTomVerlaine
andRichardLloydinthespaceofonesong.There

is a recorder – that least post-punk instrument – 
on “All My Colours”. At over six minutes, “Over 
The Wall” is another powerful showcase for the 
musicians, while McCulloch – “Out on the road 
coast to coast” – takes a trip into the void. “I can’t 
sleep at night,” he moans. “How I wish you’d hold me 
tight… Hold me tight/To my logical limit.”

By 1982, the Bunnymen had entered their 
imperial phase. Opening with two of their 
strongest singles – “The Cutter” and “Back Of 
Love” – Porcupine continues with singular 
con� dence. There are moments of pure 
abstraction like “My White Devil” – McCulloch’s 
ode to Jacobean playwright John Webster – or the 
acoustic dramas of “Porcupine” that foreshadow 
“The Killing Moon”, the sitar-soaked urgency of 
“Heads Will Roll” and the torrential Television 
ri� s that climb and soar across “Clay”. There are 
strings, too – a richening of the band’s palette 
in advance of Ocean Rain. And McCulloch? He’s 
in the thick of it, revelling in the band’s magical 
musical set-pieces. His baritone sets o�  the 
atmospheric intros to “My White Devil” and 
“Higher Hell”, dives into the chorus of “Back Of 
Love” and swoops through “Gods Will Be Gods”.

If Porcupine was the natural climax of their 
work so far, for Ocean Rain, they move forwards 
by stepping sideways. Aside from McCulloch’s 
croon – more Sinatra than Morrison, this time 
out – there’s very little that’s recognisable here 
from the � rst three albums. Instead of massive 
opening ri� s, spartan production, tight rhythm 
section and dambursts of heavy noise, Ocean Rain
is sumptuously psychedelic, string-dappled and 
borne alo�  by acoustic guitars. That’s not to say 
it isn’t dramatic. Strings are in constant motion, 
darting and stabbing – playfully (“Silver”), 
thrillingly (“Nocturnal Me”), regally (“Ocean 
Rain”). For all its swing and polish, Ocean Rain is 
a mighty strange record. McCulloch’s lyrics veer 
from the quasi-religious (“Thorn Of Crowns”) to the 
sinister (“I’m the yo yo man/Always up and down”) 
and the eccentric (“You think you’re a vegetable/
Never come out of the fridge”). The pace – frequently 
mid-tempo with Sergeant’s guitars in slow motion 
– makes the rare moments where the songs erupt 
all the more intense. A frosty pallor hangs over the 
proceedings. By the time “Ocean Rain” sails over 
the horizon like a stately galleon, the Bunnymen 
had created a unique, three-dimensional world. 
There would be other peaks – but nothing to match 
thispeerless run of early albums.

Whatdoyou rememberof
theCrocodilessessions?
WILLSERGEANT:Werecorded
“Rescue”and“Pride”withIan
Broudieproducing.Wewere
keentohavehimproducethefull
album,buthewasjustinterested
inthesingles.SoBill[Drummond]
andBalfey[DavidBalfe]called

themselvesThe
Chameleonsand
theystepped
up.Theywere
morelikevibe
merchantsreally.

Howeasywas
ittofollow-up
withHeaven
UpHere?

Bythetimewecametorecord 
HeavenUpHerewewerepretty 
tight.HughJoneswas very into 
gettingustouseodd instruments 
andweweregameto try anything. 
Hegotsomebloketo come and 
playrock’n’rollrecorder. I played 
theguitarwithapair of scissors 
on“AllMyColours”.We were sort 
ofanti-synthatthetime, but we 
allowedBalfeytoadd some synth 
on“OverTheWall”. It sounded a bit 
Hawkwind-ishtome and I liked that.

Porcupineopens with two 
greatsingles:“The Cutter” 
and“TheBackOf Love”. 
Howdidtheytake shape?
Bothwereearmarked as singles 
fromtheoff,sothey were recorded 

separately. More time, care and 
attention to detail was given to 
these tracks. I think “Back Of Love” 
was the first time Adam Peters 
worked with us. He layered up the 
cello. That took us into a different 
dimension and opened our eyes to 
all kinds of possibilities. It paved the 
way for us to think of him to work on 
the orchestrations on Ocean Rain.

Is Ocean Rain still “the 
greatest album ever made”?
Why not believe in yourself? It was 
our opinion. The greatest album 
ever made could be Ocean Rain
or any one of thousands. Forever 
Changes, Ziggy Stardust, Piper At 
The Gates Of Dawn, Strange Days… 
INTERVIEW: MICHAEL BONNER

Q&A

The Bunnymen in March 
’82 (l-r): Les Pattinson, Will 
Sergeant, Ian McCulloch 
andPeteDeFreitas
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ECHO & THE BUNNYMEN
Crocodiles/Heaven Up Here/Porcupine/
Ocean Rain(reissues, 1980, ’81, ’83, ’84) RHINO

8/10, 8/10, 8/10, 9/10
An imperial phase that started early. By Michael Bonner
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tapesunearthedbyIanMastersof
PaleSaintsandrestoredbyWarren
DefeverofHisNameIsAlive.Inthrall
toTheVelvetUndergroundand
contemporarieslikeSpacemen3and
theMaryChain,thissix-trackdebut
castsMagicRoundaboutasinspired
amateurscopyingtheirheroes,which
isasitshouldbe.There’sametallic
snarlto“CarolInYourEyes”and“Cast
YourSadness”,withitsprimitiveBobby
Gillespie-styledrums,while“She’sA
Waterfall”mimics“I’mWaitingForMy
Man”.Twenty-minute�nale“Alice’s
PaperPlane”isacollageoffeedback,
spideryguitarsandspoken-word
menace.Chaoticandmisshapen,but
notwithoutcharm.
Extras:None.
PIERSMARTIN

THEPOPGROUP
YInDub
MUTE

7/10
DennisBovellMBEdubbingoutwith
Bristolpost-punkers’debut

The Pop Group were 
always particularly 
dub-wise, in ethic if 
not always in practice: 
their fractured take 
on post-punk, ±inty 

and jittery, o�en made them sound 
like a funk gang lost in an echo chamber, 
or a free-jazz troupe �ghting through 
a hailstorm of delay-drenched noise. 
So by handing the tapes for their debut 
album, 1979’s Y, back to dub legend 
Dennis Bovell, the record’s original 
co-producer, they’re really just following 
through on an unspoken premise from 
decades ago. Bovell’s take doesn’t 
suggestnewapproaches,somuchas
reinforceandhighlightwhatwasalready
there.Theseethingruptureattheheart
ofThePopGroup,theheadwrecking
disorientationthatmadeYso
compelling,isampli�edattimes,the
bestmomentsherebeingwhenBovell
reallypushestheenvelope,aswiththe
delirious,careeningspace-dubof“Don’t
SellYourDreams”,or“SavageSea”’s
woozy,uncomfortablenarcolepsy.
Extras:None.JONDALE

JOE GRUSHECKY &
THE HOUSEROCKERS
AmericanBabylon:25th
AnniversaryEdition
CLEVELANDINTERNATIONAL

8/10
Springsteenjoinsupforaconference
ofAmericanworking-classrockers

Pittsburghnative
Grushecky’searly
1970s–’80swork
concoctedapowerful
mixofblue-collar
realitywithpowerful,

straightforwardrock’n’roll–prime
example:theIronCityHouserockers’
1980masterpieceHaveAGoodTime
But...GetOutAlive!.Butastheyears
passed,hebecamemoresuccessfulasa
schoolteacherthanasinger-songwriter.
BruceSpringsteen,seeingartisticand
thematicsimilarities,tookGrushecky
underhiswinginthe1990s,acting
asproducer,co-writer,harmonist
andsidemanforAmericanBabylon.
“DarkAndBloodyGround”,withits
desperatevocalsandragingguitars,
beganBabylon’sstormycycle;balladry
aboutraisingafamily(“Homestead”)
answersback.AsstrongasBabylon is,
theliverecordingsherearefull-force
gusto.Withpoundingpercussion,
Springsteen’srabble-rousingguitar
andGrushecky’srawvocals,every
moment–from“WhatDidYouDoIn
TheWar”to“AmericanBabylon”–is
vervepersoni�ed.
Extras:7/10. ThreeSpringsteen-related
studiodemos(highlightedby“Only
LoversLe�Alive”)anda12-track
Grushecky/Springsteenlivesetfrom
the1995OctoberAssaultTour.
LUKETORN

JAMIROQUAI
TravellingWithoutMoving:
25thAnniversaryEdition
SONYMUSIC

7/10
Reissueofthe1996best-sellerwhich
madeJayKayaglobalsuperstar

Jamiroquai’s third 
album is not only 
the biggest seller in 
the band’s catalogue 
(shi�ing more than 
eight million units 

worldwide) but it is also listed in the 
Guinness Book Of World Records – rather
incredibly – as the biggest selling funk 
album of all time. Its success comes from
the ubiquity of its two big singles – the 
piano-led “Virtual Insanity” and the 
Philly-string-heavy “Cosmic Girl” – 
and there is certainly some �ller here 
(“Dri�ing Along” is a rather da� little 
reggae skank that sounds like a Police 

B-side, while “Didjerama” is one of the 
band’s dreary pan-global didgeridoo 
odysseys). The album’s hidden hero is 
bassist Stuart Zender (formerly of the 
idiotic journo band Fabulous), who le� 
Jamiroquai shortly a�er this record. 
His propulsive counter-melodies add 
a sense of drama to the Roy Ayers-ish 
ballad “Everyday”, the fuzz-funk of 
“High Times”, the Earth Wind & Fire-ish 
“You Are My Love” and the pulsating 
salsa funk of “Use The Force”.
Extras: 7/10. Updated cover, double 
yellow-vinyl pressing, featuring a 
previously ultra-rare Dimitri From Paris 
remix of “Cosmic Girl” (which has great 
fun by isolating the disco strings), plus 
new sleevenotes by Jay Kay.
JOHN LEWIS

JUDAS PRIEST
50 Heavy Metal Years 
Of Music 
SONY/LEGACY

7/10
NostoneunturnedforRobHalford’s
durablerockers

If timelines are your 
thing, it’s tempting 
to view Judas Priest 
as a bridge between 
the early-’70s might 
of Zeppelin, Sabbath 

or Purple and the nascent New Wave 
Of British Heavy Metal. There’s plenty 
of time to ponder such theories across 
an extraordinary 42-disc breezeblock 
of a release that brings together every 
o�cial studio and live album, as well 
as �ve discs of previously unissued 
material dating as far back as a 1976 
audition demo. Undoubtedly initially 
inspired by the grand masters, Priest 
adapted and survived in a post-punk 
climate with the urgent brevity of 
1980’s British Steel and the following 
year’s even radio-friendlier Point 
Of Entry. Frequently, the key to the 
band’s longevity is their combination 
of respectful nods to rock history, a 
willingness to explore lesser-trodden 
roads and a healthy appetite for 
self-e�acement whenever they 
came perilously close to pomposity. 
Re�ections, a hugely scaled-down 1CD 
or 2LP précis, is also available for those 
dipping a tentative toe in the waters.
Extras: 7/10. Five discs of rarities and 
unheard cuts.  
TERRY STAUNTON

MAGIC ROUNDABOUT
Up
THIRD MAN

7/10
Noisylong-lostC86erssalvagedby
JackWhite

MagicRoundabout
wereayoung�ve-
orsix-pieceindie
bandwhoexisted
inManchesterin
thelate1980sand

releasedonesongduringtheirbrief
lifetimecalled“She’sAWaterfall(Parts
1And2)”onacassettecompilation
puttogetherbyPulp’sMarkWebber
in1987.Beyondthat,nothing–until
ThirdManRecordstrackeddownlost
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THE POP GROUP
Mark Stewart and Dennis Bovell on Y In Dub

and haunted studios

REVELATIONS

“R idge Farm is such a 
spooky place,” Mark 
Stewart recalls, 

reflecting on The Pop Group’s 
sessions for their 1979 album, 
Y. “I think it’s a portal.” The 
group bunkered down with 
dub legend Dennis Bovell, who 
was, as he recalls, looking for 
“a chance to prove that I was 
capable of a non-reggae 
production”, to record one of 
post-punk’s most feverish, 
elemental debuts.

“There were stories of a will-
o’-the-wisp there and 
demented hauntings in the 
pond,” Stewart continues, 
reflecting on the studio’s 
ghostliness. They got this 
atmosphere down on tape, an 
apparitional force about to be 
unleashed again by Bovell’s 

recent reworking of the album, 
Y In Dub, premiered live at 
Terry Hall’s Home Sessions, 
where the group “were
able to present the audience 
with a deconstructed dub 
showcase that met with their 
approval and was joyous to all,” 
says Bovell.

Y In Dub also reconnects
The Pop Group to one of
their key musical loves. For 
Stewart, dub and roots are 
foundational: “They have been 
a pillar of strength to me ever 
since I first heard Rupie 
Edwards. I started frequenting 
the brilliant Bristolian blues, 
and the amazing visiting
sound systems, especially 
Metro Media and other 
Jamaican ones.”
JON DALE



REDISCOVERED 
Uncovering the underrated and overlooked

ELVIS PRESLEY
Elvis Back In Nashville RCA LEGACY

8/10
TheKing’sfinalrecordingsinthecountry
musiccapital

Elvis Presley was more 
ambitious than his late-
career output might suggest. 
During 1971 sessions in 
Nashville, he cut tracks for 
his dream project: a folk-rock 

record featuring songs by Bu� y Sainte-Marie, 
Kris Kristo� erson and others. Sadly, it never 
saw the light of day, and tracks from those 
sessions were scattered across cookie-cutter 
collections throughout the ’70s. Elvis Back 
In Nashville collects those recordings in one 
place, showcasing his stylistic range (gospel, 
carols, standards… you name it) and o� ering 
a glimpse of what might have been. Despite 
being sold as a nostalgia act, Elvis was 
absolutely devoted to whatever he song he
was singing. He immersed himself in the
story and invested each line with nuance
and character, whether it’s the casually 
funky “Put Your Hand In The Hand” or the 
delicate “The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face”
(recorded while he had the � u). 
Extras: 6/10.Archival photos and liner notes 
by rock historian David Cantwell.
STEPHEN DEUSNER

JOHN PRINE
Fair & Square (reissue, 2005) OH BOY

8/10
Vinylreissueoflong-unavailable
latetriumph

By the time John Prine’s 15th 
studio album was released in 
2005, he had long since – and 
deservedly – ascended to the 
stature of national treasure: 
the Grammy he won for Fair 

& Square was awarded as much for being John 
Prine as for making this album, and quite 
rightly. The considerable charm of the record 
lies in the fact that Prine was clearly enjoying 
himself at this point. His punchy backing 
group are given licence to tear it up gleefully 
– most notably on a rollicking version of AP 
Carter’s “Bear Creek Blues”. Prine’s signature 
character sketches – “Safety Joe”, “I Hate 
When That Happens To Me” – are as de� 
and witty as ever. On the married man’s 
lament “Other Side Of Town”, recorded
live, he laughs at his own droll punchlines 
along with a delighted and/or mildly 
scandalised audience.
Extras: None, but it is available on black or 
green vinyl, or as a limited “Irish Edition”
on green and orange vinyl. ANDREW MUELLER

THOUGH every cratedigger 
dreams of such moments, few 
enjoy the exhilaration Mike 
Nishita, Money Mark’s brother, 
felt in January 2018 a� er his 
latest visit to The Roadium, 

a swap-meet in Gardena, California. Digging 
through a haul of reel-to-reel tapes, he noticed 
many came from Sea-Saint Studios, the New 
Orleans establishment co-owned by legendary 
songwriter and producer Allen Toussaint. 

Plenty of this material, Nishita discovered, 
was rare, some entirely unreleased. Among 
its most precious treasures were recordings 
marked with the name Leo Nocentelli, founding 
member and lead guitarist of Toussaint’s house 
band, The Meters. Contacted by The LA Times 18 
months on, Nocentelli was shocked. “Those,” 
he said, “are tapes I thought were destroyed.” 
They nearly were: Nishita soon learned they were 
rescued a�er the studio was swamped by 2005’s 
Hurricane Katrina.

Nocentelli hadn’t intended them to be shelved 
but, as the ’70s unfolded and his band enjoyed 
increasing success, they were set aside, then 
presumed lost. Their rediscovery is a revelation. 
Though his accompaniment displays the same 
restraint from which The Meters bene¥ tted, and 
his technique remains unmistakable, Nocentelli 
plays a nylon-stringed guitar on 10 tracks owing 
as great a debt to folk as funk. He calls it “my 
country-and-western album” and, though 
misleading, this indicates how far they are 

from his day job’s work. Had these songs been 
available in 2002, one might even have assumed 
Beck had modelled parts of Sea Change on them.

Another Side opens with “Thinking Of The 
Day”, a quiet, shu¦  ing tune of exquisite longing, 
and “Riverfront”, a tale of poverty inspired by 
stories Aaron Neville shared of dock work, its 
initial acoustic blues soon replaced by a groovier 
shu¦  e. “Give Me Back My Loving” is more upbeat 
still, while Toussaint’s keyboards lend “I Want 
To Cry” an enviable soulful warmth matched by 
Nocentelli’s rich vocal on “Getting Nowhere”. 
His falsetto on its most ‘rock’ track, “Tell Me 
Why”, could meanwhile have echoed through 
Laurel Canyon. In fact, Another Side displays the 
e� ortless intimacy of Bill Withers and – to name 
another artist ‘salvaged’ by Light In The Attic – 
Rodriguez. Cold Fact’s “Crucify Your Mind” could 
certainly have been cut from the same early-’70s 
cloth as “Pretty Mittie”, a character study whose 
spoken introduction would also have suited Lee 
Hazlewood’s Trouble Is A Lonesome Town. 

The album ends with a cover of Elton John’s 
“Your Song”, Nocentelli wailing “how wonderful 
life is while you’re in the world”, before breezily 
whistling us to a seemingly unresolved 
conclusion. Half a century a� er it was recorded, 
Another Side’s story ¥ nally achieves its own 
denouement and these words poignantly 
encapsulate its freshly unboxed, redemptive 
second life. If justi¥ cation were needed for the 
loneliness of the crate-digger, here it is.
WYNDHAM WALLACE

LEO NOCENTELLI
Another Side

LIGHT IN THE ATTIC

9/10
Previously unknown 1971 recordings by � e Meters’ 

pioneering guitarist resurface
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John Prine: 
a national 
treasure

The Meter man live 
in New Orleans: 
Leo Nocentelli
(cover shot of 
Another Side)
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REM
New Adventures In Hi-Fi 
(reissue, 1996) CRAFT

8/10
End-of-an-era’sexpanded25th-
anniversaryedition

The last of the 10 full albums 
made by REM’s founding 
quartet, prior to drummer 
Bill Berry’s departure, is a 
patchwork a� air, largely 
recorded in various locales 

across the US while touring its predecessor, 
Monster. Consequently, it perhaps lacks 
the uni¥ ed personality that comes from 
a one-stop studio base, but nonetheless 
bene¥ ts from a sense of spontaneity. The 
mellow jangle of “New Test Leper”, written 
on the hoof during a soundcheck, echoes 
with the baroque undertones of Out Of Time, 
the angular post-punk of Document gets an 
airing on “Binky The Doormat”, and Patti 
Smith’s mannered vocal gives “E-Bow The 
Letter” a sparse Americana atmos. The lasting 
impression is of a record whose most tangible 
identity is that of a band on the verge of 
change contemplating their own back pages.
Extras: 7/10. Bonus disc of 13 period B-sides 
and rarities. Top-of-the-range deluxe edition 
adds an hour-long ¥ lm of outdoor projections 
used to promote the original album, and a 52-
page hardcover book. TERRY STAUNTON

ARTHUR RUSSELL
Another Thought (reissue, 1993)
BE WITH

9/10
Newvinyleditionoffirstposthumous
compformaverickcomposer

When Arthur Russell died 
in 1992, not even his closest 
intimates understood the 
wealth of music he’d le�  
behind. This trove’s enormity 
necessitated an excavation 

project that’s now lasted three decades. It 
began with this 15-song set, assembled by 
Point Music’s Don Christensen with Russell’s 
partner Tom Lee and composer Mikel Rouse. 
Released in 1993 while the loss was still fresh, 
Another Thought was inevitably more of a ¥ rst 
dra�  than a de¥ nitive primer yet it captures 
the beautifully indeterminate nature of the 
oeuvre that has since emerged. And while the 
selection emphasises the kind of hazy voice-
and-cello compositions that ¥ lled Russell’s 
World Of Echo, the title track and “This Is How 
We Walk On The Moon” hint at the folk and 
pop aª  nities that were just as fundamental to 
Russell’s music as avant-garde classical and 
mutant disco.
Extras: 8/10. Gatefold double-LP and 
digipack CD include booklet with Russell’s 
lyrics and reprint of Lee’s original liner note.
JASON ANDERSON

STEREO TOTAL
Chanson Hystérique 1995-2005  
TAPETE

7/10
Berlin-basedduo’soff-kilter
first decade

This seven-album set 
o� ers a comprehensive 
survey of the early career of 
Berlin-based duo Françoise 
Cactus and Brezel Göring. 
Cactus died in February, 

THE early years of this Belgian 
multi-instrumentalist and 
composer, who made his ¥ rst 
public appearance on classical 
piano at the age of six, just 14 
years before touring Europe 

with the Quincy Jones Orchestra, point to a 
long and productive career. He enjoyed both, 
but rather than taking the straight highway, 
Vandroogenbroeck chose the exploratory
side roads. 

He’s best known as the leader of Brainticket, 
the experimental band he founded in 1969 
whose sound was a fusion of jazz, kosmische 
and cosmic rock/prog, with his � ute and 
keyboards paramount and electronics added. He 
steered Brainticket through various incarnations 
and lay-o� s until his death in 2019, aged 81, 
but it wasn’t Vandroogenbroeck’s entire life’s 
work. In 1980 he started working for Germany’s 
Coloursound Library and over the next 10 years 
recorded (and produced) around 20 albums of 
“mood music”, either anonymously or under 
aliases – Joel, JVDB, Eric Vann and VDB Joel. It 
wasn’t a launch into the complete unknown for 
either party, though: the Belgian had released a 
solo ambient album (as 
VDB Joel), L’Immagine Del 
Suono, in 1972 for Italian 
label Flirt.

Far View is a collection 
of 15 tracks drawn 
exclusively from across 
Vandroogenbroeck’s 
years with Coloursound, 
in remastered analogue 
form. If the titles
necessarily leave little to
the imagination, styles
and moods range far and
wide, though as you’d
expect, many re�ect the

trends of their time. “Fairy Tale” is a strong 
opener, a burbling, Can-like invocation with a 
haunting � ute motif and shakers strikingly high 
in the mix. Li� ed from 1980’s Contemporary 
Pastoral And Ethnic Sounds, it’s one of the LP’s 
few collaborative e� orts: also credited is W 
Rockman, who founded the library-music label 
Sonoton under his real name, Gerhard Narholz. 
He also features on “Rocks”, from the same 
album but very di� erent: with its ’60s spy-� ick 
mood, employing keyboard honks, judicious 
guitar splashes and again, hissing shakers, 
it’s reminiscent of a David Holmes creation. 
“Group Meditation” and “Summer Clouds” 
(from Meditations Vol I, 1980) are of a New 
Age kind, the former (at 14 minutes) re� ecting 
Vandroogenbroeck’s visit to Bali, the latter his 
admiration for Tangerine Dream and Klaus 
Schulze. At the other end of the mood spectrum 
are “Oil Tankers” (Industrial Retrospect, 1981), 
which adds languidly funky keys accents to 
head-nodding beats and echoey electronics, and 
the terri¥ cally titled “Chipland Liquids” – from 
1987’s Digital Project, it’s clearly in� uenced by 
Chicago house and Detroit techno. “Easy To 
Love”, from 1982’s However, is a rather queasy 

mix of New Age wa� 
and jazzy so�  rock,
but it squeaks under 
the wire on grounds of 
historical interest.

Archival library-music 
albums can sometimes 
play as slight, relying too 
heavily on their value 
as cultish obscurities to 
carry them. Far View, 
though, is a fascinating 
and substantial sampler of 
one chapter in a maverick 
artist’s long career.
SHARON O’CONNELL

JOËL VANDROOGENBROECK
Far View

DRAG CITY

8/10
Intriguing library music comp from the Brainticket leader

THE SPECIALIST

Mood music 
maverick: Joël 
Vandroogen-
broeck in 2016
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bringingStereoTotal toapremature
end.Theboxshowshowtheymarried
themannersofcabaret, thekitschof
Frenchyé-yé,andaDIYpopaesthetic
that�ickeredbetweenthecomic
explorationsofSergeGainsbourgand
theelectro-catastrophesofTheNormal
(see“MilkyBoyBourgeois”).Arethey
serious?Notentirely.Thecattythrash
“MiauMiau”soundsasyou’dexpect.
Theydooddthingsto“PushIt”and
“ChelseaGirls”. JaneBirkin’s“ExFan
DesSixties”isplayedstraight,and
“Ringo,ILoveYou”isawittysliceof
Beatlemania.Cactuswasmultilingual,
butmostendearinginFrench(thejolie
“Cosmonaute”).Still,shebringssultry
knowingnesstoHarpo’s“Moviestar”,a
songwhichunderstandsthattheonly
thingtorhymewithJamesDeanis
SteveMcQueen.
Extras:6/10.AbookofCactus’sart.
ALASTAIR McKAY

DONNA SUMMER
I’mARainbow
(reissue,1996)
CRIMSON

7/10
Overhaulofanalbumwithan
alreadychequeredpast

Although I’m A 
Rainbow ¥ rst reached 
record racks in the mid-
’90s, it was recorded 
and originally due out 
in 1981, before label 
boss David Ge� en 
ordered it to be shelved

just weeks before the scheduled 
release. Fearing that the Giorgio 
Moroder and Pete Bellotte production 
sounded datedand out-of-step with 
burgeoningR&B trends, he brought 
in QuincyJones (immediately prior to 
starting Michael Jackson’s Thriller) to 
work on an entirely new set of songs. 
Slimmed down from 18 to just 10 tracks,
this21st-century package receives 
a fresh lick of paint from an array of 
producers(Junior Vasquez, Ladies 

On Mars), addinghe�totheMoroder/
Bellotte tapes.There’srefreshedclarity
to, especially, thestatelyballadtitle
track and theEurodisco-meets-pop-
metal grooveof“HighwayRunner”,
while the elegantgrandeurof“Sweet
Emotion” echoeswiththeseductive
strains of bygonePhiladelphiasoul.
Extras: 6/10. Radioeditsandextended
mixes of ¥ ve tracks.
TERRY STAUNTON

THE SYN
Flowerman:RareBlooms
From TheSyn GRAPEFRUIT

8/10
Horticultureshock:Yes-men’s
psychedelicadolescence

Unimpressedby
“CreatedByClive”,
thetin-panalleycurio
foistedonTheSyn
byDeramRecordsas
their1967debutsingle,

guitarist PeterBanksdismissedthe
Carnaby Streetpasticheas“Created
By Morons WithBadTaste”.Banksand
bassist ChrisSquire’sunhipfuture
careers in YeswouldslightlyqueerThe
Syn’s pitch infreakbeatcircles,butif
the north Londonersweren’tasgroovy
as The AttackorTheAction,theyhad
a fabulously punkysingerinSteve
Nardelli. B-side“Grounded”isabona
¥ de mod banger,whilethetrackson
their only othersingle,“Flowerman”
and “14 HourTechnicolourDream”,
are both ¥ rst-gradeWhoSellOut-style
pop-art. Theirswasnodisgrace.
Extras: 7/10.Trackssalvagedfrom
scratchy acetatesandamateur
recordings (includingfragmentsof
The Syn’s multi-part“GangsterOpera”
recorded in ascouthutinBarnet)
give extra backdrop,whileone-time
Marquee ClubhabituéPhilCollinsgives
the band an enthusiasticsleevenote
write-up. JIM WIRTH

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Do What YouLove–TheTrunk
Records 25thAnniversary
Collection
TRUNK

7/10
Library musiclabel’sout-there
compilation

You’dimaginethat
a� er aquarter-
centuryinthe
nation’sarchives
he’d bedone,but
JonathanBenton-

Hughes is still there, digging for 
treasure. Better known as Jonny 
Trunk, he’s salvaged a mountain 
of forgotten or overlooked movie 
scores, library music, advertising 
soundtracks and other sonic 
esoterica, thus giving it fresh 
cultural signi¥ cance. Re-evaluation 
comes with hindsight, arguably 
warpedbythelensofnostalgiaand
witha(post)modernrelishforthe
strangeandsingular,butthere’sno
denyingTrunkhasreissuedsome
superiorrelics–thesoundtrackto
TheWickerMan, forstarters.This
33-trackcollectionroamsfarand
widestylistically,sodroppingthe
needleatrandomisarewardingway
tolisten,yieldingdelightslikeKarin
Krog’skiller“AQuietPlace”(arare
singlefrom1970),“LuxEterna/Aurora
Borealis”(fromTheRemarkable
EarthMakingMachine,a1974
privatepressing),whichsuggests
aprimary-schoolchoirderailedin
theirrenditionof“She’sARainbow”,
andattheotherendofthespectrum,
instructionsonhowbesttousea
telephoneandthebrief, frankly
bonkers“TheLadies’Bras”.
Extras: None.
SHARON O’CONNELL

VARIOUS ARTISTS
ThinkI’mGoingWeird:
OriginalArtefactsFrom
TheBritishPsychedelic
Scene1966-68
GRAPEFRUIT

9/10
Lysergicfive-discsetdigsdeep
underground

Therehave
beennumerous
compilations
attemptingtocurate
aUK-equivalent
ofNuggets,Lenny
Kaye’shalcyon
collectionof’60s

Americanpysch,butthissurelyhasto
bethede¥nitiveiteration.Whilethe
USactsmostlyhadastronggarage
aesthetic,Britishpsychedeliawas
alwaysmorehallucinatoryandfey
andthisepicanthologylivesupto
itstitle.Featuring123di�erentacts,
tracksbycelebratedpioneerslike

Traªc,Family,ISB,ProcolHarum
andArthurBrownsit felicitously
alongsidecosmicallydeepcuts
bymoreobscurebutnowfamiliar
cultnamessuchasTomorrow,
Kaleidoscope,ArtandElmerGantry’s
VelvetOpera.Butthecompilers
havedugdeeperstillandturnedup
previouslyunheardeldritchgems
bythelong-forgottenEyesOfBlond,
TinselArcade,CrystalShip,OneStep
Beyondand117.
Extras:9/10. Thescholarshipisas
mind-blowingasthemusicandwho
theyallwereisbrilliantlyexplainedin
anaccompanyingbookwithtrack-by-
trackannotationsrunningto60pages
and25,000words.
NIGEL WILLIAMSON

SUBSCRIBE
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GREAT
SAVINGS

COMING NEXT
MONTH...

F
OURTEEN years on,
Robert Plant and Alison
Krauss follow-up Raising

Sand with their second album
together, Raise The Roof. We’ll
also be taking a look at new
releases from Lana Del Rey,
Richard Fearless, Houeida Hedfi
and some enticing others
that are, as we go to press,
unannounced. Meanwhile, in
the archive section, we’ll be
casting an eye over deluxe
reissues of The Doors’ LA
Woman, Air’s 10,000Hz
Legend, Bruce Springsteen
& The E Street Band’s The
Legendary 1979 No Nukes
Concerts, Pretenders’ first two
albums, and much more.
EMAIL: TOM.PINNOCK@UNCUT.CO.UK

Jonny 
Trunk

Stereo Total: 
Cactus and 
Göring 
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AEG PRESENTS  IN ASSOCIAT ION WITH UTA AND ITB

MON 23.05.22    SWANSEA ARENA

WED 25.05.22    LONDON THE O2

FR I  27.05.22    MANCHESTER AO ARENA

SAT  28.05.22    GLASGOW THE SSE HYDRO

MON 30.05.22    BIRMINGHAM RESORTS WORLD ARENA 

WED 01 .06 .22    LEEDS FIRST DIRECT ARENA

A E G P R E S E N T S . C O . U K • A X S . C O M • T I C K E T M A S T E R . C O . U K

PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS

A L I C E C O O P E R . C O M    T H E C U L T . U S

THE
CULT

LONG AWAITED UK RETURN

A E G P R E S E N T S . C O . U K  •  A X S . C O M  •  T I C K E T M A S T E R . C O . U K

Sat 11 Jun 22
GLASGOW THE SSE HYDRO
Mon 13 Jun 22
MANCHESTER AO ARENA
Wed 15 Jun 22
BIRMINGHAM
RESORTS WORLD ARENA

Sat 18 Jun 22
LONDON
THE SSE ARENA, WEMBLEY
Sun 19 Jun 22
CARDIFF MOTORPOINT ARENA
Tue 21 Jun 22
LEEDS FIRST DIRECT ARENA

PLUS VERY SPECIAL GUESTS

AN AEG PRESENTATION IN ASSOCIATION WITH ITB AND ARRANGEMENT WITH ANOTHER PLANET MANAGEMENT

AEG PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH UTA AND RAW POWER MANAGEMENT

OFFICIALDAMNED.COM AEGPRESENTS.CO.UK AXS.COM TICKETMASTER.CO.UK

THE ORIGINAL LINE-UP

FOR ONE 2022 TOUR ONLY

SAT 12 feb

MANCHESTER
O2 APOLLO

FRI 11 feb

GLASGOW
O2 ACADEMY

WED 16 feb

BIRMINGHAM
O2 ACADEMY SMALL TOWN TIGERS

+ SPECIAL GUESTS

LONDON
EVENTIM
 APOLLO

sat 19 feb

SMALL TOWN TIGERS

+ SPECIAL GUESTS
FRI 18 feb
+ SPECIAL GUESTS

SMALL TOWN TIGERS

NOVEMBER 2021
SUN 07

BIRMINGHAM SYMPHONY HALL
TUE 09

MANCHESTER O2 APOLLO
THU 11

NOTTINGHAM ROYAL CONCERT HALL
MON 15

LONDON PALLADIUM
WED 17

BRIGHTON CENTRE
FRI 19

SOUTHEND CLIFFS PAVILION

SUN 21
OXFORD NEW THEATRE

WED 24
GLASGOW SEC ARMADILLO

FRI 26
NEWCASTLE O2 CITY HALL

MON 29
LIVERPOOL EMPIRE THEATRE

DECEMBER 2021
WED 01

PORTSMOUTH GUILDHALL
THU 02

BOURNEMOUTH INTERNATIONAL CENTRE

AEGPRESENTS.CO.UK • AXS.COM • TICKETMASTER.CO.UK
AEG PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH ITB

THEWHO.COM

ACOUSTIC • ELECTRIC • Q&A • CLASSICS • SOLO HITS & RARITIES
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Theruraldeal:
cityescapee
JackCooperin
hisfavourite
field,northEssex

E emerge from the woods 
onto Jack Cooper’s favourite 
field. It’s a golden slope of 
freshly harvested wheat, 
with a thicket of dark pines 

on the south side. On the other a hidden brook, 
a tributary of the River Cam, slowly runs.

“It looks American to me, somehow,” says 
Cooper, as he guides Uncut on one of his regular 
walks. “When we moved up here in December, it 
was just mud. Just over there they were growing 
flax and it was a sea of blue. That must be the 
point when they harvest it, because within a 
couple of days of it being blue, they cut it down.”

This area of north Essex seems to be something 
of a rural idyll for Cooper, the latest stage in the 
songwriter’s slow journey from Lancashire’s 
Fylde Coast to Manchester and then London. His 
musical trip, too, has been gradual and often 

surprising, moving from the American-
influenced indie and garage-rock of Mazes and 
Ultimate Painting to the more experimental, jazz-
influenced Modern Nature a few years ago.

“I feel like there has to be a progression and a 
development for me personally, or my interest in 
it tails off a little bit,” Cooper explains.

“Jack’s a student of a very eclectic array of 
musics,” says saxophonist Jeff Tobias, Cooper’s 
closest collaborator in Modern Nature. “He has 
a much wider range than just the guitar-based 
stuff he might have been known for. As an artist, 
he really cares about challenging himself to do 
new things, but also works to keep the music of 
a very high quality, which is hard to balance in 
‘experimental music’.”

Modern Nature’s upcoming second album, 
Island Of Noise, is a culmination of his work so 
far – an ambitious examination of the UK, 

specifically England, in our strange present age, 
refracted through the kaleidoscopic lens of 
Shakespeare’s mystical play The Tempest. 
Featuring experimental luminaries Evan Parker 
and John Edwards, it’s an expansive mix of rock 
and jazz, reminiscent of records by Robert Wyatt 
or Talk Talk.

“Improvisation is the colour to this music,” 
Cooper says. “So my role in the studio was 
providing a motive and structure in which people 
could play freely. You can’t really tell someone 
like Evan Parker to play like someone else…”

To create Island Of Noise, Cooper put in some 
serious work and thought after, as he sees it, 
“compromising for too long”. He’s learnt to write 
musical notation, continued to immerse himself 
in increasingly freeform music and spent the last 
couple of years crafting his ideas, first in his tiny 
London studio and now in his country cottage.
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“Jack is soft-spoken, and
he’s one of the funniest people 
I’ve ever met,” says old friend 
Andrew Savage of Parquet
Courts. “But he has a real
creative vigour, and a vision.”

As Cooper takes Uncut
yomping round the Essex
countryside, then down into his 
cellar studio, he explains just 
what’s driven him, from the 
days of zookeeping, into
garage-rock and now into
avant-garde exploration.

“I often used to make
concessions to certain things,” 
he says. “Since Britpop, the tag 
of pretentiousness has been 
bandied around like a really 
bad thing. But if you’re trying to 
communicate with people, or 
convey your inner self through 
music, then you should be
taking it seriously. You should 
be reaching for something.”

AT the start of last year, 
Jack Cooper and his wife Tsouni decided 
to leave London. Now, they can’t 

imagine returning. “Maybe I’ll start pining for 
the city,” Cooper muses. “But I don’t think so. 
Of course, I’m aware I’m talking from a position 
of privilege, because a lot of people who live in 
cities have no choice.”

“The move made sense to me,” says Jeff Tobias. 
“I spent a week at Jack’s house recently. It was 
really a dream. It was the right kind of quiet, 
with woods very close nearby in seemingly 
every direction.”

As we check out an overgrown pillbox – defence 
against a German invasion that never came – talk 
turns to Cooper’s earlier projects. Growing up 
near Blackpool, he fell in love with music through 
following the trails laid down by The Stone Roses, 
back to Forever Changes, The Notorious Byrd 
Brothers and If Only I Could Remember My Name. 
“I think that record exists outside genres in a 
way,” he says of Crosby’s album. “Hearing ‘Song 
With No Words (Tree With No Leaves)’ was such 
a shock at the time. At first I thought, ‘This is 
cheating, he hasn’t written lyrics.’ That may 
well have been the case! But it had a profound 
impact on me.”

After leaving school,
Cooper went to work at
Blackpool Zoo – “I was on
a trainee scheme; I’d work
in the office but be trained
up to be a zookeeper as
well” – before heading to
Manchester where he
narrowly escaped major-
label stardom when his
then-managers set up an
industry showcase for him. 
“Itwascompletetorture,one 
of the most traumatic things, but a lucky 
escape. My heart wasn’t in it anyway.”

Keen to go his own way, he began 
backing Jim Noir, before he and the rest 
of the band formed The Beep Seals. 

Their debut single, “I Used To Work At The Zoo”, 
recounted the tale of Cooper’s early employment. 
In something of a recurring issue, though, he was 
far from satisfied with the resulting album, 
Things That Roar.

“We were really inspired by 
Elephant Six bands like The 
Olivia Tremor Control as 
well as more interesting 
psychedelic stuff. We had 
some good songs and ideas. 
There was a really good 
record to be made, but we 
didn’t make it. I felt like we’d 
missed the opportunity that 
was within our grasp.”

Mazes were a noisier 
prospect, with Cooper 
channelling the insouciance 
and fuzz of Pavement and Guided By Voices. Their 
second album, 2013’s Ores & Minerals, introduced 
a richer palette of sounds, almost nodding 
towards Modern Nature’s future debut. But fresh 
opportunities intervened and Ultimate Painting – 
Cooper’s new collaboration with Veronica Falls’ 

mes Hoare – took off. 
 was exciting, because 
ople were really into 

 Mazes had never 
eemed to really 

nnect with people 
that’s my perception 
 it anyway. Ultimate 
inting seemed 

ery immediate.”

The duo’s music was all about limitations: 
exploring what can be done within the 
framework of two guitars, bass, drums and a 
collection of Flying Nun records. By the time they 
made 2015’s Green Lanes, though, Cooper was 

already feeling the confines.
“I’ve always been into 

jazz,” he says. “In my late 
teens I really liked Miles 
Davis and Chet Baker, 
and over the last 10 years, 
I’ve gravitated to it a lot 
more. What I was looking
for, I could find less and 
less in rock music. I’m 
after openness and 
expansiveness now – jazz, 
but also free improv and 
20th-century classical. 

I’m really excited about records that were made 
60 years ago!”

A home-recorded solo album, 2017’s 
Sandgrown, showed Cooper a path away from 
Ultimate Painting, even as the group were 
recording a fourth, final and never-released 
album, Up!. “Sandgrown was a loose collection of 
songs about Blackpool. I found working within a 
framework like that a bit of an epiphany. I felt 
stupid really, because I couldn’t figure out why it 
hadn’t occurred to me before – almost every other 
art form, whether it’s a play or a book or a film, 
has – no matter how abstract – a framework.”

“Mazes was that moment and Ultimate Painting 
was that moment,” explains Andrew Savage. 
“Modern Nature is Jack’s newest thing, but 

hey’re all Jack. None of it is surprising. I can 
ee the continuity between all those projects.”

WE’VE reached the furthest extent 
of Cooper’s favourite trail. Ahead, 
there’s a country estate with no 

public right of way, a reminder that the old 
structures of British society are still very 
much in force, especially in these bucolic JA
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The woods band: 
Modern Nature in 
2021– (l–r) Jim 
Wallis, Jeff Tobias
and Jack Cooper 

ED DEEGAN
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Cooper 
(centre) 
with The 
Beep Seals 
in 2007…

…and with 
Mazes (left)



Inside Island Of 
Noise’s artwork

MODERN Nature’s 
artwork has always 
featured animals, 

from the mice or voles on 
the cover of the “Nature” 
EP to the various birds of 
How To Live and Annual. Yet 
Island Of Noise blows out 
those geometric designs 
to present a menagerie of 
British wildlife and more. 

“The album cover is a bit 
more of a literal take on 
the subject of the album,” 
says Cooper. “So there’s 52 
different things on the cover, 
and they’re all life forms 
associated with the UK. 
Some are indigenous, some 
are not, and then there’s a 
couple of mythical things on 
there too, like Black Shuck. 
I’m particularly fond of the 
battery hens.”

surroundings. “Maybe we’re best turning 
back, anyway…”

So we head back to Cooper’s village, an 
ancient church looming over the red and grey 
roofs, to discuss the birth of Modern Nature.

“I got to a point where I started thinking about 
the music in a different way, rather than an 
attempt to carve out a career,” he says. “I’ve 
tried to make the band have a definite theme – 
it’s difficult to explain what it is, though it does 
seem very defined in my head.”

“I met Jack at a performance we were both 
doing with Andrew Savage in Brooklyn back in 
2017,” recalls Jeff Tobias. “I was familiar with 
Ultimate Painting but hadn’t heard Jack’s solo 
music. My most vivid memory from that night 
was when his group played ‘Sandgrown Part 2’, 
which I recall comparing to Dave Brubeck and Paul
Desmond’s ‘Take Five’. Later he sent me some music – I 
don’t even think he pitched it as a band. Eventually, it was 
revealed to me that the music had been collected into the 
‘Nature’ EP, it had a name and there was more on the way.”

That first EP and debut album How To Live were also 
made with assistance from assorted musicians like 
Beak>’s Will Young and Aaron Neveu of Woods, who both 
helped Cooper to get the project off the ground. Central to 
those records – and indeed, everything Modern Nature 
have created – was the discovery of the all-analogue 
Gizzard Studios, run in east London by producer and 
engineer Ed Deegan.

“We had a cup of tea and chatted about different 
recording approaches,” recalls Deegan. “We were very 
much on the same page and shared a lot of influences. I 
love working with musique concrète and tape loops, so it 
was nice to get a chance to use some of these techniques 
on a production.”

“It was a pleasure to see that technology being used
with such affection,” enthuses Evan Parker. “The studio
is all analogue – 24-track on two-inch tape.”

Cooper was still in London when Modern Nature began, 
not far from Hollow Ponds, the tip of a green belt 
stretching up to Essex’s Epping Forest. Yet, even as he 
worked out his new songs in an un-soundproofed room 
under railway arches, his music had become heavily 
tinged with the rural. It was there in the droning 
melancholy of the opening “Bloom” and closing 
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“Devotee”, in the mystical, weightless 
“Turbulence”, in “Nature” – an examination
of what we’ve done to the natural world.

After How To Live’s release in summer 2019, 
deas were already circulating for the follow-up. 

Finding plays to be perfect on-tour reading, 
Cooper had rediscovered The Tempest and 
pinned a passage from it to his studio pinboard 
on his return: “Be not afeard, the isle is full of 
noises,” it begins.

“There’s some thought that The Tempest was 
hakespeare trying to sum up a lot of things,” 

he says. “I know people say it’s his take on art 
r the theatre itself, which I’ve always found 

nteresting. People were more knowledgeable 
bout witchcraft and the supernatural then, 
o it probably didn’t seem quite as out-there as 

it does to us.”
As Cooper explains, while the play has influenced 

countless pieces of art over the centuries, he’s taken the 
idea of the strange, isolated island, its air of unreality and 
its complex power struggles to represent the UK today. So, 
on “Bluster”, the “island drifting” alludes to Britain’s 
isolation on the world stage, even while “old glories, stories 
of the fight” keep the populace happy in their nostalgia.

“The vague idea of the record is an abstract painting of 
the country or where we’re at, something as expansive or 
vague as that,” he says, adding: “I still feel European, 
that’s the ideal to feel like that – even though with Brexit 
and the pandemic, we’re sort of stuck here now.”

THE cellar in Jack Cooper’s house is a testament to 
his musical interests. Sitting on his desk is the tape 
machine he used to record Sandgrown; a guide to 

notation nestles next to a book of neat musical workings, 
open on the ‘systems’ for his and Jeff Tobias’s recent 
Tributaries tape; his trumpet perches on a Fender amp. 

“I started playing trumpet at the start of last year,” he 
says. “It wasn’t popular in a one-bedroom flat. I wanted 
to play something that was monophonic rather than 
polyphonic. But my playing has suffered since we moved 
here – I think Jeff had this idea we’d be duetting by now, 
but it didn’t work out like that.”

A rack of guitars in the corner is dominated by his 
current favourite, a vintage Epiphone Sorrento, hollow-
bodied and designed for jazz. It was this guitar, tuned to 

a unique open-major tuning, that Cooper used to 
write and record Island Of Noise. “‘Ariel’ started 
with the verse guitar part – I would just go 
backwards and forwards with that progression, 
and I always found myself in a slightly meditative 
state just playing that over and over again.”

Recording was fairly simple, the role of 
bandleader relatively easy for Cooper, but only 
because of his intense preparation before the 
collective entered Gizzard for 10 days. Tobias, 
inevitably, had to record his parts in America, 
leaving Deegan to painstakingly line up his 
contributions on the tapes. “There were a few rules 
that Jack wanted to put in place on the LP,” says the 
producer. “There were to be no artificial sounds, 
only organic, so the oscillators and Radiophonic 
effects that we used on How To Live would be a 
no-go. At first I thought this was a bit of a shame, 
but no-one said anything about tape loops with 
organic sounds, so we had some fun with that.”

The resulting 10 songs are an immersive odyssey 
in sound, ranging from the Can-like “Performance” 
to the spacious explorations of “Symmetry”, 
culminating in the six-minute crescendo of 
“Build”. That Modern Nature’s main stage set at 

Tape head: 
Cooper at 
all-analogue 
Gizzard 
Studios in 
east London
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Thepeaksofthe
songwriter’sworksofar

MAZES
ORES & 
MINERALS
FATCAT, 2013
The group’s 
second album 
pushed the 

boundaries of their distorted sound, 
from the seven-minute opener 
“Bodies”totheinstrumentalminiature
“SignificantBullet”.7/10

ULTIMATE 
PAINTING
ULTIMATE 
PAINTING
TROUBLE IN MIND, 
2014
Epitomised by 

Cooper’s title track/band theme, this 
is a 10-track gem of lazy garage-pop, 
organicandeasygoing.VeryChills,
andverycool.8/10

JACK
COOPER
SANDGROWN
TROUBLEINMIND,
2017
Thebeginningof
thesongwriter’s

workwithconceptualthemes,hissole
soloalbumexamineshisyouthnear
Blackpooloverchiming,slightlyjazzy
guitars.7/10

MODERN
NATURE
HOWTOLIVE
BELLAUNION,2019
Thestartof
somethingspecial,
withTobias’s

saxophonesfloatingabovesynths,
organandpickedguitars,sometimes
weightless,sometimesdrivenby
motorikbeats.8/10

MODERN
NATURE
ANNUAL
BELLAUNION,2020
Thelabelaskedfor
anEP,butCooper
gavethemafine

mini-albumdealingwiththechanging
seasons.Itasca’sKaylaCohenguests
on“Harvest”.8/10

MODERN 
NATURE
ISLAND OF 
NOISE 
BELLA UNION, 2021
A refined, magical 
examination of 

Britain today, with experimental 
horns, double bass and the strange 
aura of the rustling countryside. 9/10

End Of The Road last month 
consisted only of the new album in
order suggests how pleased they 
are with the final result.

The album is initially seeing 
release only as a vinyl boxset, 
including a lavish booklet with 
contributions from various artists 
and writers, along with a second 
LP, an instrumental, mono 
version of the album dubbed Island
Of Silence. On these reworkings, 
Cooper switches to his Acetone 
organ like Lancashire’s answer to 
’70s Miles, allowing Tobias and 
Parker free rein.

“Modern Nature emphasises 
melody and balance,” says Tobias, 
“but there’s always room for 
expression and spontaneity. 
I think Jack takes a lot of cues as 
a bandleader from Miles Davis, in 
the sense that he enlists people he 
trusts and doesn’t micro-manage.”

“I always prefer the music before the vocals are on 
it,” admits Cooper. “On this record I’d paid such close 
attention to the arrangements and the scores I’d 
written out for people – people had had a lot of 
freedom too – that there was so much music that was 
of interest that didn’t work once the vocals were on it. 
I soon realised we could make another record that was
more impressionistic.”

Among Cooper’s influences on Island Of Noise, Talk 
Talk and Mark Hollis seem to be especially important, 
in both sound and approach, and he shares methods
with the likes of David Sylvian and Scott Walker –
coincidentally or not, the latter pair enlisted Evan
Parker for their own sessions. “Jack had very clear
ideas about what he wanted from me,” explains Parker.

“He had a few things in notation, but 
nothing was strictly prescribed. This 
was not unlike the experiences of 
working with both Scott Walker and 
David Sylvian, each of whom clearly 
had an idea of what my contribution may
make to the finished result, but only had 
a rough outline for me to work with.”

“I STARTED thinking about music 
as just my life,” says Cooper, 
ushering Uncut out to his 

garden. “Not that I want to be taken 
seriously or thought of as an important 
musician, but I’ve felt over the last few 
years that music is so important – and 
that if this is my vocation, then I need to 
put all of myself into it.”

“It’s inspiring to see him really 
fearlessly embrace this type of 
creativity,” says Andrew Savage.

If Island Of Noise is different from last 
year’s Annual mini-album – itself a 
departure from the first Modern Nature 
album – then the future is sure to be a 
progression, too. In particular, Cooper is 
keen to move away from rigid rhythms 
and, perhaps, sometimes even from 
lyrics. “I feel like I want to push it 
towards being even more open in all 

aspects, whether that’s timing, or 
moving towards non-idiomatic 
music and trying at least to 

anscend the genres that we find 
rselves in. That’s the trick, isn’t 

? It’s not an easy thing to do.”
“I feel Jack wants to ultimately 
ve no limits on where a 
rformance can go,” says Ed 

eegan. “So I think we are heading 
wards a far less metered 

pproach for future recordings.”
Though he’s proud of his lyrics 

on Island Of Noise, he’s also 
considering what else he can do 
without the distraction of words; 
perhaps in keeping with his 
collaboration with Tobias, 
Tributaries, or Modern Nature’s 
recent improvised guitar-and-synth 
7”, “Rydalwater”. “I like singing at 
home, I like singing on records and 
stuff,” he says. “But with the 
direction I want it to move in, I’m 
not sure how lyrics or words fit in 
with that. I’m not saying I’m going 

to transition to being a trumpet player instead, but it’s 
just something I’m thinking about…”

Ultimately, it’s not hard to sense that Cooper – 
having left the city’s fringes for full immersion in 
nature and sound – is just getting started on his most 
interesting endeavours.

“I hope when people listen to this record that it will 
feel really fresh, and optimistic,” he says, as his cat 
appears out of the undergrowth to watch the birds in 
the tree above. “I wanted to expand a world that was 
a lot truer to myself – truer to the things I was
interested in, in my perception of everything.”

Island Of Noise is released on November 19 via 
Bella UnionJA
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MICHAEL CHAPMAN | 1941–2021

With MICHAEL CHAPMAN’s passing, we have lost a true
original: an indefatigable singer-songwriter who bridged 
the gap between the visionary guitarists of the ’60s and 

their 21st century counterparts. In this interview from 2016 
– much of it previously unpublished – Chapman talks Tom 

Pinnock through the many highlights of his remarkable and 
enduring career: “All there is, is freedom.”

M
ICHAEL CHAPMAN quit music just the 
once. Returning from America in 1971, 
where he’d supported Cannonball 
Adderley, been threatened by Black 
Panthers and very much failed to be 
paid, he vowed to leave it all behind. His 

new life lasted about three days.
“A promoter friend of mine in Holland called,” the 

songwriter recalled in 2016. “I told him I’d retired and he said, 
‘Oh, you don’t want to tour with The Everly Brothers, then…’ 
I said, ‘When does it start?’ ‘Tomorrow.’ Since then, no, I’ve 
not wanted to give it up. It’s not plain sailing, you know, it’s 
not a regular job. But there’s a saying around here, ‘If you 
can’t shit, get off the pot.’”

For the next 50 years, Chapman resolutely stayed on that 
pot, releasing records and touring at a rate that would exhaust 
most musicians. When he passed away last month at the age 
of 80, at the rustic house set between the north Pennines
and Hadrian’s Wall where he’d lived since failing to quit the 

business a half-century before, he was revered – a 
no-nonsense legend, always authentic, the fully qualified 
survivor that the title of his second album had promised. He 
had gigs booked for 2022 and was busy practising.

“Very few of us make any money,” Chapman told Uncut. 
“That’s what we do it for, the free T-shirts and stories. But 
you’re always welcome at a dinner party.”

The occasion for our trip north was the release of 50, 
Chapman’s penultimate solo album and his first proper 
‘American’ album, on North Carolina’s Paradise Of Bachelors 
label. In that wild landscape, Uncut found an artist excited 
about music, the album and the interview, keen to share his 
stories, his guitars and his impressive wine collection. The 
trucker cap stayed on everywhere except the house, where 
Chapman fixed visitors with a stare through his aviator 
glasses, warmly teasing them in his gruff, Yorkshire tones, 
while genuinely interested in learning their thoughts on life 
and music. He wasn’t always laughing, but he was, it seems, 
always joking.
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“I’ve never wanted to 
be part of the club”: 
Michael Chapman in 
London, May 30, 1969
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The house was a marvel, a step back in time, heated
only by an Aga and a wood fire – the kind of place
where, in Chapman’s case anyway, you keep your
cowboy boots on in the lounge. The walls were
adorned with artful pictures of Chapman and his wife
Andru, LP sleeves, posters and, of course, a huge
record collection, which the guitarist would plumb
throughout the evening. A Grant Green record was
replaced by an electric Django Reinhardt rarity, in turn
followed by a CD-R of Daniel Land live at London’s
Lexington. And so on, long into the night.

50, produced by Steve Gunn and featuring the crème
of young US folk musicians, marked the zenith of
Chapman’s slow return to fame, especially in America,
where he’d been gradually embraced by a new
generation of fans and musicians over the previous 25 years, such as
Thurston Moore, Jack Rose, William Tyler and Gunn. Typical,
then, that one of Chapman’s own favourite periods in his career
was when heavy drinking and a heart attack sent him back to
obscurity, playing pubs to initially uninterested punters.

“Give me half an hour and I’ll shut the audience up, either
by playing so quiet or so fucking loud,” he laughed, sitting
back in his armchair. “I found it quite fulfilling: a bunch of
people who don’t give a toss, and then they’re buying CDs
like vegetables. Great fun.”

Though he grew up with jazz and blues rather than traditionals,
Chapman came out of the folk scene and frequently shared stages
with the likes of Bert Jansch and John Renbourn, John Martyn
and Roy Harper. Jimi Hendrix played his guitar one night at Les
Cousins while Chapman was taking a nap, whle his influence on
many songwriters and performers, notably David Bowie and
Elton John, was significant.

Many of those, both contemporaries and acolytes, fell by the
wayside while Chapman endured, fuelled by constant touring and
bottles of fine red. Meanwhile, his wife Andru, companion,
muse and truth-teller, remained as crucial to his work
as his bone-dry wit and ragged, powerful picking.

In his eighth decade, he even pushed boundaries
with his trio of experimental albums such as The
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Resurrection And Revenge Of The Clayton Peacock and 
Pachyderm. And the fact that 50 and what became his 
final album, 2019’s True North, also produced by 
Gunn, were up there with early triumphs such as 
1970’s Fully Qualified Survivor and the following year’s 
Wrecked Again was testament to his continuing power 
as a writer and performer.

Here we present largely unpublished material from 
our 2016 stay at Chapman’s country abode, plus a 
warm tribute from friend and collaborator Steve Gunn.

“Django Reinhardt was one of the greatest guitarists, 
so was Hendrix, and you can see a progression in the 
way they played,” Chapman explained. “There are 
several friends of mine, whose names I won’t mention, 
that are still making records like they were when they 

were 35. I don’t want to do that. I’ve got a very low boredom threshold.”

UNCUT: You’ve written so much over the last 50 years – 
have your methods changed? How do you write now?
MICHAEL CHAPMAN: As best I can. I’ve never been able

to be professional about it. You hear of writers who have 
breakfast, write 10,000 words and then go to the pub… That’s 
not me. I used to write on anything that would move: in the 

back of the car, on a plane, on ferries. Very rarely have I just 
sat where you’re sitting and written a song. I wish I’d had a 

portable recorder, thinking about the hundreds of songs that 
have disappeared on the motorway.

“Aviator” [from 1970’s Fully Qualified Survivor] sadly still 
feels very relevant: “There’ll be nothing left if this madness 

runs its course/Except the gleaming buildings to the sky…” 
Yeah – nobody had heard of ecology when that song came out. It’s 
about a tax bill – I got a tax bill for £28 and I didn’t have £28. I thought 
if you didn’t pay it that day you were in big bollocks, all that paranoia 
came out. I used to work in the woods, so I’ve always had huge 
respect for them.

What did you do out in the woods? When I was at college, I 
had to get a job in the summers. Luckily, I fell 

“If it feels right, it is 
right”:  Chapman in 
the ’70s, the days 
of constant touring 
and fine red wine
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into working in the 
woods in North 
Yorkshire for Lord 
Mexborough. I’m 
a city boy, I’m from 
Leeds, but that 
turned me into a 
country boy. Years 
later, I ended up 
living here and my 
country-boy dreams 
came true. I don’t 
know whether you 
know, but I’ve got 
five woodpiles. 
Foresting’s a great 
job – it’s like guitar 
playing, there’s no 
two days the same. 
If [music] hadn’t 
happened to me I 
would’ve gone back 
there like a shot.

You were mainly 
playing jazz at art school and after, weren’t you? I always 
wanted to be like Kenny Burrell or Grant Green, but I was never good
enough. So I played with anybody that would offer me £2 or £3 a 
night. I was in the Kenneth Baxter Orchestra, which was every drunk
musician who wasn’t working that night. I was also in a band where I
had to dress up as a teddy bear. The previous guy had got the sack 
and I got his suit. God, it stank. Can you imagine wearing a suit made
of that thick teddy bear material, playing rock’n’roll?

When you played at the Count House in Cornwall on that 
now-mythical night in 1966, were you writing already? No, 
I had no idea people like me could write, not a clue. When you’re 
playing in rock or jazz bands, at the end of the night you’re on the 
street on your own. But this was very sociable – “Come back to our 
place, have a beer, a cup of coffee, roll a joint…” I’d never come across 
that before and I just thought, ‘This is lovely.’ The Count House was 
like the United Nations. People from all over the world, incredible.

And no-one knew about you when you walked on stage there? 
No, not a clue. I wouldn’t have even walked into the place if it hadn’t 
been raining. I started off just playing blues things and then began 
writing my own stuff later. It made me so happy to have written a new 
song that I was going to play it whether people liked it or not, I didn’t 
care. I still don’t care whether people like what I play. If you don’t like 
it there’s a door at the back: use it. I like it when a few people walk out, 
otherwise I don’t feel I’ve pushed the envelope far enough. When I 
played with Thurston Moore in Bristol a few years back, one guy was 
enraged! He stood at the front of the stage and screamed at us. Me
and Thurston were just curling over laughing.

Have you stolen any tunings off Thurston? I know you like 
alternate tunings, but he’s got so many. No, he leaves me miles 
behind. His are just too weird to consider. The other guy that left me 
behind was Nick Drake. I don’t know how he’d come across some of 
his tunings without going to Brazil. They were just fantastic. 

Did you ever meet Nick? Yeah, he came to play in Hull. We 
rounded up some friends and went to see him in this folk club. It 
was a tankard-beer-swigging club and he hated it. After the gig, 
we were standing on the pavement outside having a bit of a natter 
and Andru noticed him standing underneath a lamp with his guitar. 
So she said, “Forget about those arseholes, we brought some 
musicians who know what’s what and they loved it, thank you very 
much.” So he came back to our place, opened his guitar case, took 
out a guitar and three joints, and we were off. Got up the next 
morning and he’d gone, not a sign. I was talking to John Martyn C
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Steve Gunn on his exploratory friend and collaborator

M ICHAEL’S 
exit was 
incredibly 

sad and shocking. 
I’m really feeling 
for all the people 
that are close 
to him, but at 
the same time 
there’s a beauty 
in the way he 
left. You know, 

he went his way. He lived such an 
incredibly full life. He just kept going 
and going and going. I think there was 
no way for him to stop. He was never 
in need of someone to take care of 
him – of course, he and Andru had this 
incredible companionship, and they 
took care of each other – but he played 
guitar until the end, he was thinking 
about gigs until the end, he probably 
was listening to his favourite jazz record 
before he went to bed, you know?

I met Michael when Jack Rose, who 
was my friend, passed away very 
young. Michael and Jack had become 
friends. I feel like Michael took a real 
liking to Jack because of his work ethic 
and his ability to play and just the kind 
of guy he was – they got along like a 
house on fire, as Michael would have 
said. When Jack passed, Michael 
came to Philadelphia for the memorial 
and he and I really connected and 
became fast friends. I felt like there 
was a sort of transition, like I was part 
of this link between Jack and Michael. 
I really looked up to Jack and I certainly 
looked up to Michael – in a lot of ways, 
he was this pseudo-father figure to 
me, he’d been on the road and seen it 
all. He was extremely nurturing and I 
value that friendship a lot.

He was an outsider – he couldn’t be 
pigeonholed. He wasn’t in the more 
traditional English folk scene, he 
wasn’t exactly a blues musician per 
se, he wasn’t exactly a straight-up 
songwriter, he was more exploratory. 
He hit a lot of hard times, about 30 
years ago, but he always persevered. 
He was incredibly well-read, 
passionate about other music and 
constantly listening to and trying to 
learn new stuff and experience new 
things. He never once was ungracious 
or bitter. We’d be in the middle of 
nowhere sleeping on a floor, and he’d 
be like, “Aren’t our lives great?”

Do I have a favourite Michael story? 
There are so many! I remember 
Michael and I played in Boston and 
got a bus to New York the next day for 
another show. We were getting close 
to the city, when the bus just stopped 
on this elevated highway. It had gently 
hit the car in front, and the driver was 
like, “This bus can’t go anywhere. I have 
to get the cops involved…” Forty-five 
minutes goes by, then another hour 
and everyone’s starting to freak 
out about the gig. I could see on my 
phone that it was only two miles to 
the subway, so I said, “Michael, what 
do you want to do?” And he’s like, 
“All right, let’s do it. Let’s just get off.” 
We convinced the driver to open the 
luggage compartment and Michael 
and I pulled our two guitars out from 
under the bus, and we just started 
walking on the shoulder of the highway 
for about an hour to the subway. 
Michael had no complaints, he was 
never like, “This sucks…” We got to the 
station and Michael fell asleep on the 
subway, and we just made it to our gig! 
That was a funnyday.
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In Wales, 2018, 
recording True 
North with (l–r) 
Sarah Smout, 
Bridget St John, 
BJ Cole, Steve 
Gunn and Jimmy 
Robertson
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about him and he said, “Yeah, that’s what Nick 
always did.”

Did you see John a lot at that time? Yeah, 
yeah. There were a lot of college and university 
gigs where you’d do double headers. John was 
nuts, but there you go.

I’d like to take you back to the Fully Qualified 
Survivor era. How did you first hear Mick 
Ronson, just from seeing The Rats live? 
That’s right. They were awful, but Mick had ‘star’ 
written across him. Once he switched from a Strat 
to a Les Paul, wow, that was something. As soon 
as he switched, he started playing like Mick 
Ronson. But nobody wanted him when I got him 
down for the Survivor sessions: “We’ve got all 
these London guys that can really play” and I 
said, “No, no, I’ve got this guy from Hull who can 
play their arses off.” But Mick didn’t want to leave 
The Rats, he was very loyal.

You know, and knew, pretty much everyone 
– all these young American musicians too. 

It just seems like all my 
American friends have 
come out with great records 
this year – William Tyler’s 
Modern Country is the 
guitar record of the year, 
I think. Hiss Golden 
Messenger’s has got to be 
a big hit album. Nathan 
Bowles’ banjo album is 
lovely. I’ve been seeing 
Steve Gunn now for roughly 
10 years and every time I 
catch up with him, he’s just 
got better again. It’s great to see it happening for 
him, he deserves it. They’re all a third my age, but 
it just seems like it’s my turn.

I know the late Jack Rose was a big deal for 
you too. Oh, he was a monster player. There are 
so many American kids trying to imitate him, 
but they haven’t got it. We just got on, from the 
get go. But in the mid-’90s, before I met Jack, 
touring with the No-Neck Blues Band broadened 

my horizons as to what was 
music, what was harmony, 
what was rhythm. It was 
like a musical education to 
me. Then I met with Jack.

How did you find being 
produced by Steve Gunn 
on 50? In a way, no-one 
produced it, Steve just said, 
“Yeah”, “Good”, “Do that 
again”… I didn’t want to 
produce it, because I knew 
what I would have done. 

The takes were pretty much all live, which is 
difficult for me because I haven’t recorded like 
that in a long time. Me not being a perfectionist, I 
don’t want to be doing 47 takes. If it feels right, it is 
right. But the sound of that thudding Gibson 
guitar is what I wanted on it and that’s what I got.

How did you approach writing the new 
material on 50? I hadn’t written a song for about 
four years. I’d written over 300 and I was thinking 

maybe that’s all there was in the tank. But I 
suddenly wrote three new songs for the 
album, not actually thinking ‘I must write 
them, I must write them’, because that’s 
never really worked for me. The other songs 
I picked because I knew the guys would like 
to play on them. You don’t get a bunch of 
guys as good as that and not turn them 
loose, you’ve got to let them play. I’m 
constantly amazed that they’ve bothered to 
find out about me and really wanted to work 
with me. I take that as a huge compliment 
because they’re a third my age. So I just 
picked some songs I knew they’d like to play 
on, stuff that had never seen the light of day 
in America, because the album was 
primarily for America.

You’ve made it! How long did it take to 
cut the tracks for 50? It was a week in the 
studio, and I didn’t stay for the mix. It’s still 
not the mix I would’ve done – it’s not the 
record I would’ve made either – but that, in 
a way, was the point. I used to use a studio 
just eight miles up the road from here, but 
the records I made tended to be of a genre; to 
move over to the States and work with those 
guys, I had to get rid of a few of my long-held 
ideas. At first I was not happy with the mix, 
but Andru talked to me.

Do you prefer things a bit starker? There 
are two ways of mixing a record: you can put 
everything flat across the front, which I 
always do, or you can make it very dense, 
and that’s 50. It’s just a different way of 
mixing records.

The bonus tracks are great, too. There’s 
a lovely guitar sound on “Navigation”. 
There’s another version of that from years 
ago, on an album I did in South Wales. I fell 
out with the people on the last day and I 
said, “If you put that out, I’ll hang your 
bollocks on a barbed wire fence.” I needed 
to remix two tracks, it would’ve taken me 
two hours, but they wouldn’t give me any 
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Playing guitar the 
easy way: in a 
recording studio, 
September 1978
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rn up to the first gig they’d booked. I got booked to open for John
Hull University in 1968 and they cancelled. So I played the
hole thing by myself and it taught me I could keep an audience

r two hours. Thanks, John! A lot of those guys couldn’t work
n Europe, like Roy Harper or Al Stewart. Too many words for
eople with English as a second language. With me, you get a
t of guitar and a few short lines and it works fine over there.

ou never really desired success in that material way,
hough, did you? I don’t want a complicated life. I never made
dime on [1971’s] Wrecked Again, for instance. Just before it
me out I went to see EMI and I said, “What’s the promotion
dget?”, and they said, “There isn’t one, Gus [Dudgeon,

oducer] spent it on the LSO.” Management never got me any
g advances. Very few people ever recorded my songs, they
l think the guitar playing’s so difficult, and it’s not. If it’s
fficult, I’m not going to do it.

ou’ve always been incredibly productive – but since
ou hit your seventies, your work rate might even
ave sped up. I’ve finally come to realise I’ll never see 30
gain, so I’m trying to take it easy, but I’m not doing very
ell W en I was touring with Bill Callahan, a guy at the

d to me, “Your mate Bert [Jansch] makes a
record every 10 years, you make one every 10
minutes.” I said, “Well, I like doing it!” I’ve
always had that thing – if somebody wants
me to work I’m afraid to say no in case they
don’t ring me again. I love playing. I’ve
never used a setlist, I’d be bored to tears.
That’s the point in playing solo to me; there’s
no restriction. All there is, is freedom.

more studio time, so it’s never come out. And that
“Navigation” track is on it; it’s an amazing version of
it. That’s from what Andru calls ‘Michael Chapman:
The Missing Years’. I was drinking too much, fucking
up gigs and being a bit of an arsehole – more than a
bit of an arsehole.

Did that just come from the drinking? There
seems to be this desire to press the destruct button in
musicians. I’ve never been able to understand it. I’ve
done my share of drinking and doping, but I never
went anywhere near hard drugs. Davy Graham went
to Morocco and came back well fucked up. I don’t
know what did it, but it was very successful. It was a
tragedy – I did gigs with him where he was just stood in
the dressing room for an hour laughing at the clock. But
I had a heart attack, couldn’t play for a year, and when I
came back people had forgotten about me, so I was doing
bar gigs. In a perverse way, I found that enthralling.

I get the impression you’ve always enjoyed being
an outsider. Oh yeah, I’ve never wantedtobeapartof the
club, the same way I’ve never wanted to move to London.
They had that acoustic guitar mafia at the Half Moon a while
back – you could stretch your hand out and touch a guitar
player there, Ralph [McTell], Bert [Jansch], Wizz [Jones],
John Renbourn. Bert and I skirted around each other for
years. Down in Cornwall, people would say, “Oh, can you
play ‘Needle Of Death’?” I’d say, “Even if I could, I wouldn’t.”
I then found out who Bert was – I was playing at a club in
York and they said they’d had Bert Jansch last week: “Oh he
was good. You know, he never really finished
some beer and smoked a few cigarettes.” I
thought, ‘I can’t get away with that!’

Didn’t you play with them later, 
though? John Renbourn was my lucky
token! Him and Bert were notorious for not
turning up; they would take a gig and then
they’d get something a bit nearer and not C
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Trucker’s 
capped and 
cowboy 
booted: 
Chapman at 
home, 2011
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R L  HIS I
Michael Chapman’s essential records

FULLY 
QUALIFIED 
SURVIVOR
HARVEST, 1970
Chapman’s second 
album, a favourite 
of John Peel’s, is still 
stunning 51 years 
on. “Aviator” slowly 
unfolds over almost 
10 minutes, the 
perfect introduction 

to the treasures within: 
“Kodak Ghosts”, 
“Stranger In The Room”, 
“Postcards From 
Scarborough” and 
more. 10/10

WINDOW
HARVEST, 1970
Though more obscure 

than its predecessor, 
Chapman’s third LP 
is almost as strong, 
with a bunch of 
rocking classics in 
“Lady On The Rocks/
Song For September” 
and “Landships”, and 
acoustic laments 
such as “Among The 
Trees”. 9/10

TRAINSONG: 
GUITAR 

COMPOSITIONS 
1967–2010
TOMPKINS SQUARE, 
2011

A double CD of instrumentals from 
across Chapman’s career, newly 
recorded, this is a masterclass in post-
Fahey guitar work: ragged, earthy and 
powerful, far from the filigrees of more 
courtly, reserved players. 8/10

PACHYDERM
BLAST FIRST PETITE, 2012
The guitarist’s most experimental 
work, one meditative, 24-minute 
piece centred around a slowly 
changing chord, “a one-finger job”, 
according to its creator. There are 
echoes of other acoustic explorers, 
but something about the tonality and 
the bluff, no-frills atmosphere makes 
this unmistakably Chapman. 8/10

50
PARADISE OF BACHELORS, 2017
A celebration of Chapman’s half-
century career, with new songs and 
old rarities recorded by a crack team 
of American musicians, including Steve 
Gunn, James Elkington, Nathan Bowles 
and more. It’s denser and glossier 
than much of his work, but that, as he 
explained, was the point. 9/10

TRUE NORTH
PARADISE OF BACHELORS, 2019
His final album, a quieter, moodier 
affair than 50, featuring Gunn, 
cellist Sarah Smout and pedal-
steel maestro BJ Cole. Throughout, 
Chapman is ruminating on life, death 
and missed chances before finally 
deciding just to let the good times roll. 
Nothing changes. 8/10

BUYER’S 
GUIDE
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Songsof t e lan , 
t e sea and
             t e stars

A
NYONE lucky enough to see 
The Waterboys in 1989 was in 
for a wild ride. Building on the 
momentum of the previous 
year’s Fisherman’s Blues

album, the band had evolved into a 
supercharged roots-and-rock collective, 
tearing through Ireland, Britain, Europe and 
North America. On a good night, the new 
seven-piece seemed almost mystically 
attuned to a higher musical plane. The title of 
one song summed it up: further up, further in.

“It was amazing to be part of,” says fiddler 
and longstanding Waterboy Steve Wickham. 
“I remember talking to Donal Lunny, the 
great Irish trad musician, who came to a gig 
we played way down the country in one of 
those funny little ballrooms. Donal came up 
to me afterwards and said it was like looking 
at a juggernaut heading straight down the 
road towards you. He meant it in a really 
good way. It was a powerful thing, all right.”

A Waterboys show at this time could 
include almost anything: reels, rockers, 

reshaped originals, new songs, ancient 
gospel numbers, jigs, jives, country tunes, 
Beatles and Dylan covers. Friends, pipe 
bands and waltzing couples were invited
on stage. Off stage, in buses and planes, 
dressing rooms, pubs and hotels, the party 
continued. “We were dizzy with music,” 
says Waterboy-in-chief, Mike Scott. 
“Playing all the time. We were surrounded 
by music.” For John Dunford, the band’s 
veteran sound man, immortalised on 
Fisherman’s Blues’ “Dunford’s Fancy”: “It 

The Waterboys 
recreate the sleeve 
of Fisherman’s 
Blues, with 
producer Barry 
Beckett (back row, 
third from left)  



Riding high on the creative momentum of Fisherman’s Blues, in 1989
reconvened at their new spiritual home on the west coast of

Ireland to make the follow-up, with a seven-piece live band that had been hitting
rare heights of roots rock rapture on tour. Mike Scott’s plan to broaden the sound
didn’t quite go to plan, but as a new box-set reveals, Room To Roam was far from

the misfire it was initially dismissed as. Graeme omson gets the whole story
from the artists formerly known as “ e Magnifi cent Seven”

Photo by CYRIL BYRNE 
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was some of the greatest music I’ve ever 
been involved with in my life.”

If the question was how to capture it all on 
record, then the answer – Room To Roam, 
released in October 1990 – hardly lacked 
ambition. “I know Mike saw Room To Roam
as The Waterboys’ Sgt Pepper,” says Dunford. 
“Anything was allowed. There were no 
rules.” The album is a kaleidoscopic swirl of 
sounds and styles – not just Celtic folk but 
rock, pop, Dixieland jazz, circus tunes, 
country-blues, psychedelia, cosmic koans, 

singalongs and spoken word samples. One 
track features a didgeridoo. Not even these 
carnivalesque attractions, however, could 
quite harness the full majesty of the seven-
piece line-up. “I thought we were a lot
wilder and more exciting than the record 
conveyed,” says Scott. “It’s something I can 
only really see now. When I listened to the 
DATs from the live concerts, it was very 
powerful – more powerful than I’d been 
aware of at the time.”

Thirty years later, that power has been 

unleashed. The Magnificent Seven: The 
Waterboys Fisherman’s Blues/Room To Roam 
Band 1989-90 features the original album 
alongside four further discs of demos, 
outtakes, live cuts, alternate versions, rough 
mixes and covers. It’s a stirring document of 
a 15-month creative peak during which, to 
borrow a line from Room To Roam’s “A Life Of 
Sundays”, “dream and life entwined.” “They 
were really wonderful times, I loved every 
second,” says accordionist Sharon Shannon. 
“The music is so magical.”



FOLLOWING the success of 
The Waterboys’ third 
album, This Is The Sea, and 

its anthemic single, “The Whole Of 
The Moon”, Mike Scott 
felt he had taken the 
cinematic sweep of the 
‘big music’ as far as he
could. Early in 1986,
Scott headed west: first
to Dublin, then to
Galway. The second
side of Fisherman’s
Blues had been
recorded at Spiddal
House, a faded Anglo-
Irish pile overlooking
Galway Bay on the
wild west coast of
Ireland. For the next
album, Scott went
further into the Celtic
dreamtime.

“With Fisherman’s Blues
he’s just landing in the world
of trad music, but by Room
To Roam he’s gone much
deeper,” says Wickham.
“Mike is one of those people,
wherever his laser beam of
interest goes, whether its
punk rock or Memphis soul,
it’s deep and full on. He’s
totally committed to it.”

The core Waterboys quartet on Fisherman’s
Blues was Scott, Wickham, saxophonist/
mandolinist “Anto” Thistlethwaite and bassist
Trevor Hutchinson. Once the British tour had
ended in March 1989, Scott set about recruiting
more bodies. He added Dublin drummer Noel
Bridgeman, a veteran of Phil Lynott’s early band,
Skid Row. Described by Wickham as a “four
horsepower” rather than “six horsepower”
drummer, Bridgeman was the perfect foil for the
next iteration of the band. “I was not thrilled
continuing to make bombastic rock and roll,”
says Scott. “I wanted to make gentler music,
and I knew Noel was the man we needed.”

ScottishflautistandwhistleplayerColinBlakey,
formerlyofScottishfolk-punksWeFreeKings,also
joined.Perhapsthemost inspiredadditionwas
SharonShannon,the20-year-oldaccordionist
fromCountyClarealreadymakingwavesonthe
tradscene.“Differentaccordionplayers, like
different fiddleplayers,havedifferentvoicesto
theirplaying,”saysScott.“Sharon’smusicalvoice
whensheplayedherbox–asshealwayscalledit–
wasincrediblydistinct.Abright, fresh, luminous
tone.Combiningthatwiththemasteryofher
playing, itwasjust incredible.”

In June, the expanded Waterboys lineup tested
the water in the ballrooms of rural Ireland and
halls of southern England. Tracks from the
boxset, including a scorching version of the
traditional “On My Way To Heaven” taped in
Mallow, illustrate how quickly they gelled. “It was
very fast and instant, but it was also work,” says
Scott. “I had my head under the bonnet, joining
the wires together, figuring out arrangements and
who should play what. There was also a self-
organising process within the band.”

“It was a follow-our-noses 
hing,” says Shannon. 
Different every time. On 
tage there was a lot of 
mprovising. We were all 

atching Mike and listening 
very closely to him, and to 
one another, just getting the 
feel of where to go next.”

Shortly after this new-look 
septet played Glastonbury, 
Shannon, Bridgeman and 
Blakely officially joined The 
Waterboys. They spent the 
summer playing festivals 
throughout Europe, making 
music anywhere and 
everywhere. Flying to Lorient 
in Brittany in August, the 
entire plane was caught 
up in the whirl. “The 
cabin crew got into it to 
such an extent that
there was no seatbelt 
warning or anything, 
we were still playing 
as we were landing,” 
says Dunford. “It
never stopped.”

“We were playing
tunes all the time,”
says Wickham. “Mike 
was the bodhran
player in a trad band, 
basically, when we
weren’t playing
Waterboys songs on 
stage. The Waterboys 
almost – I say almost – 
seemed peripheral. We 
would literally come off 
stage and play for three 
hours more in the dressing 
room, or on the way on the 

bus, and the gig was a small part. There’s a little 
bit of hyperbole there, but not much.”

In the autumn, The Waterboys toured North 
America. Some of most exhilarating tracks on The 
Magnificent Seven are culled from these shows. 
The spirit is wild and high, the music majestic. A 

pped-up “A Pagan 
ace” ends with a blast of 
els; “This Is The Sea” 
ars into Dylan’s “New 
orning”. Fresh songs 
pt appearing. Some – 
n Search Of A Rose”, “A 
an Is In Love”, “Natural 
ridge Blues” – would
o through various 
etamorphoses before 

nding up on the album. 
ther gems, such as 
How Many Songs Til I 
et Home”, “My Morag” 

nd igherbound”, missed the 
ut. “There was always that 
nticipation: My God, what will 
appen tonight?” says Dunford. 
The band was ready to fly at all 
mes, and could move very fast 
om genre to genre. That tour 
as incredible. There were 
ows added everywhere.”

Fittingly, The Waterboys were 
ll playing as the year faded. 

e final show of 1989 took 
ace on New Year’s Eve at 
rrowland in Glasgow. By 

nuary 3, Scott was in 
ngsend Studio in Dublin 
moing songs. “I thought, 

K, he wants to move fast!” 
ys Dunford. “He wants to 
pture what has been going 
 for the past six months.”

Having failed to find a 
uitable location in Munster TI
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Playing tunes all
he time”: Mike Scott 
onts the band at 
lastonbury, 1989

Head boys 
(from top): 
Trevor 
Hutchinson, 
Steve 
Wickham, 
Anto 
Thistlewaite
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streamlined and economised
the whole thing. These were
fully formed 90-second
symphonies, little jewelled
pieces – and I loved them!
They were a little art form.”

The boxset reveals the full
canvases, including the
glorious 11-minute
instrumental, “Three Ships”.
With an overdubbed vocal, 50
seconds of it was included on
Room To Roam as “She’s All
That I Need,” a coda to “How
Long Will I Love You”. “‘Three
Ships’ should have been on
the album,” says Scott, “But
then we’d have had to lose
four other songs!”

The sessions were “very
easy and enjoyable,” says
Shannon. “It was different for
every song. Sometimes we
would just jam and play

ound the same riff for ages, it could be 45 
inutes, and then hit on something that 

ventually gets used. At other times, Mike took 
tal control and knew exactly what he wanted.”
“Room To Roam was played on the road before 

 recorded it,” says Wickham. “It was beautiful 
that way, a little snapshot of a band that had 
en playing those songs and tunes the year 
fore. It was totally harmonious.”

“The introduction of Sharon into that seven-
ece had a softening effect,” says Dunford. “The
mosphere changed. Sometimes prior to that
ere were tensions within the band. Mike liked

an edge, he’s an edgy type of guy, but for that
period of time there was a great vibe, great
camaraderie. Peace reigned, and it was lovely. It
had a sense of family and community about it.”

This “softening” was reflected in Scott’s voice.
“I didn’t have that rasp on call that I’d always had
before,” he says. “We did over 100 shows in 1989,
and my voice was very tired. I’d been smoking for
seven years, and that was taking its toll. It was
harder for me to hit notes, as well. My pitching
had become more tricky. I developed this way of
singing where I would almost hit the note but not
quite, and give myself a split second to navigate
the note. That’s all over Room To Roam. I
managed to turn the tiredness in my voice into a
stylistic thing that gives it a delicacy. I wasn’t
singing on top of electric guitars, I was singing
over a restrained ensemble with accordion, flute
and fiddle, and that required a gentler type of
singing. I gave myself fully to that.”

Itallowedtheband’smoreplayful,humorous
sidetoflowthrough.Scottwaswritingsongsfor
friends, fullof in-jokesandlocalreferences.Songs
of theland,theseaandthestars,ofcomfortand

The Waterboys’ ‘otherwordly’ home to Roam

BUILT in the early 1800s, with further 
additions made in 1910, Spiddal House 
was formerly the seat of Lord Killanin, 

President of the International Olympic 
Committee, before being taken on by Mavis 
Buckley, who rented it to The Waterboys. “It 
was an amazing place,” says Steve Wickham. 
“There was something a bit William Morris about 
it, that arts and crafts vibe; sculpted panels and 
sculpted stone around 
the garden. It just 
felt otherworldly, 

and out of our scope. Most of us lived in urban 
flats and houses, and now we were working in 
this completely new environment looking out 
over Galway Bay. It was really beautiful, but 
kind of spooky. It was faded, decrepit, but at 
the same time magical. It informs the music, 
totally. I believe that music is very much affected 
by the geography of not just Spiddal House, 
but the west of Ireland. You can hear it in that 

record, for sure.” These days, under new 
ownership, it has been painted a proud 

shade of tangerine.

in which to record, The Waterboys headed back to 
Spiddal House at the beginning of February. 
Room To Roam was a bigger and more expensive 
undertaking than the Fisherman’s Blues Spiddal 
sessions. This time, Scott wanted to record and 
mix the entire album in situ. “The dining room 
was the studio,” he says. “That was where all the 
microphones and sound baffles were set up, and 
that’s where we actually laid down the record. 
The middle room, the lounge, was the band room. 
That’s where all the jamming happened.”

Band and crew stayed in holiday cottages and 
rented bungalows nearby. The house was deemed 
too run down to live in – “It was pure luxury 
compared to what I was used to!” says Shannon – 
while Scott felt it prudent to keep it purely as a 
working space. Everyone cycled to Spiddal House 
each morning, gathering in the kitchen to eat, 
smoke and chat. The shabby upstairs bedrooms 
offered room for more solitary reflection.

Scott was enjoying a prolonged songwriting 
streak. Having demoed several new songs in 
Dublin in the summer, he continued writing in 
his cottage – “no phone, no TV or radio, no 
distractions”. Many of these demos are included 
on the boxset. “Having a phase of songwriting is a 
wonderful thing,” he says. “Having a full-tilt 
song-a-day phase is like surfing. Nothing beats 
that. It’s as if the angels of song have descended.”

Whereas previously The Waterboys had 
stretched out wide, now Scott favoured 
miniatures. Ten of the 17 tracks on Room To Roam
clock in at under two-and-a-half minutes; six last
less than 90 seconds. “It seemed very quirky and
innovative,” says Wickham.

“I’d done these before, things like ‘Spirit’ on 
This Is The Sea,” says Scott. “I’d noticed how 
much I liked them, and decided to use it as a style.
Working with traditional music values, tunes 
generally are short. ‘Song From The End Of The 
World’ has as many verses as ‘Fisherman’s Blues’
but if you took off the outro, it’s gone in 1:20.” 
Although working within the trad vernacular, 
Scott was harking back to a punk purity: get into 
the song, do your business, then get out. “I had

Mike Scott: “He 
knew exactly 
what he wanted”
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A “softening” 
influence: 
Sharon 
Shannon at 
Glastonbury, 
1989



Theoverduerehabilitation of a Waterboys hit that never was

WHENEllieGouldingtook“How Long Will 
ILoveYou”toNo3in2013, it felt like a 
long-delayedvindication for RoomTo

Roam’spurestpopsong.Atthe
time,Chrysalishadoverlooked
itspotential.“Ihadameeting
withChrisWrightandhetold
me,‘Oh,therearen’tanysingles
onthealbum,’”saysMikeScott.
“It’sarecordcompanyclassic,
thatone!Isaid, ‘Therearetwo
singlesonthealbum.Theywere

designed as singles, they’re on side two: “How 
Long Will I Love You” and “The Raggle Taggle 
Gypsy”.’ And he hadn’t fucking heard them! He’d 

istened to side one and made 
up his mind. There was never 
a [British] single from Room To 
Roam.” The Magnificent Seven
ncludes the remixed version of 
the song – with new lead vocal 
and restored bass – which was, 
inally, issued as a single for 

Record Store Day 2021.

reassurance.Songsofadventure, full of the joys 
andpassingheartachesofalifebeing lived. 
Riddles.Puzzles.“TheStarAndThe Sea”, zen-like 
initsbrevityandsimplicity,and“A Bigger Picture”, 
agentlegaspofcosmicconsciousness, are mini-
masterpiecesofstonedphilosophising. Scott 
laughs.“AlthoughI’msurealotofpot was smoked, 
I thinkthemischiefonRoomToRoam was more 
fromthecombinationofcharacters. We had seven 
playerswithsevensetsof influences and seven 
styles.Thatwastheplasticineweworked with.”

There remained room for some of the grandeur 
of old. The lush, woozy ballad “Something That Is 
Gone” was inspired by the caustic snap of Dylan’s 
“What Was It You Wanted?”, recently released
on Oh Mercy. “The Dylan song is describing 
something but never says what it is; I liked that,” 
says Scott. “‘Something That Is Gone’ is 
describing something, but we never know what.” 
The song came to Scott in the shower of the LA 
Hyatt – you can hear the precise moment of 
inspiration on The Magnificent Seven.

“A Life Of Sundays” evolved from a tentative 
strum in a Salthill hotel room into the record’s 
sole rocker, spurred by Bridgeman’s bluesy yells 
and Blakey’s psychedelic flute. Elsewhere, a 
punchy canter through the traditional “The 

Raggle Taggle Gypsy” became an allegory
of The Waterboys’ rejection of music industry 
conventions in favour of wilder, unmapped 
pleasures. “I don’t think we had our eye on what 
the pop press was saying or what the music world
was doing,” says Wickham. “We weren’t really 
clued into what the zeitgeist was. We were really 
clued in to each other, and who would come up 
with a tune or a bit of craic.”

Burned out from the 
experience of producing 
Fisherman’s Blues, Scott 
hired Barry Beckett for 
Room To Roam, a former 
keyboard player in the 
Muscle Shoals rhythm 
section, who had recorded 
with everyone from Aretha 
Franklin to The Rolling 
Stones. “We had the sound 
and the spirit, we just 
needed someone who could 
help us get the music down and could take 
the pressure off me,” says Scott. “And there 
was no question that Barry understood music, 
because of all the great records he’d played 
on and produced.”

Recording at Spiddal House, 
1990 (c/wise from bottom left): 
Sharon Shannon, Trevor 
Hutchinson, Noel Bridgerman, 
Colin Blakey, Anto Thistlethwaite, 
Mike Scott, Steve Wickham
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“I didn’t know the Muscle Shoals connection at 
the time,” says Wickham. “He was just this big 
American guy with a Southern accent who smoked 
a lot of cigarettes and said, ‘You guys just gotta 
have fun: F.U.N.!’ He was like our happy uncle, 
sitting over in the corner telling us he was great.”

The personable Beckett brought some formality 
to proceedings. He had watched the band 

rehearse prior to recording, 
and asked them to refine 
their parts. He was also in 
favour of the musicians 
overdubbing individual 
contributions rather than 
recording together live, as 
they had largely done on 
Fisherman’s Blues. Scott 
brokered a compromise: 
the rhythm section would 
lay down the basic track 
before Wickham, Shannon, 
Blakey and Thistlethwaite 

overdubbed as an ensemble. “He was cool 
with that,” says Scott. “With hindsight, if we 
had recorded it all live it might have been 
a better record.”

The musicians were particularly frustrated by 
the producer’s use of an electronic time-keeping 
device. “I’m sure when they were making 
Aretha’s records at Muscle Shoals, there was no 
beeper!” says Scott. In the end, Beckett’s 
“beeper” was liberated and buried in the grounds 
of Spiddal House, where presumably it still 
resides. “We were terribly mischievous,” says 
Wickham. When recording halted at the end of 
March 1990 for a three-week break, Beckett went 
back to Nashville and did not return. “Mike had a 
vision for that album,” says Dunford. “I don’t 
think Barry quite got it.”

With Scott now overseeing proceedings, the 
sessions continued into early summer. There was 
a “legendary” football match against The Saw 
Doctors, boat trips to the Aran Islands, and 

MIKE SCOTT



expeditions around the local 
area. “Mike was head down 
most of the time with [engineer] 
Tim Martin,” says Wickham. 
“The musicians would go in and
do overdubs and sessions, but 
when we weren’t doing that we 
were cycling around Spiddal, or 
hill climbing in Connemara, or 
myself and Anto would go out 
to Carraroe.” “We had lots of 
informal sessions,” says 
Shannon. “That part continued 
while we were recording, in Spiddal House and at
Hughes’s Pub in the village.”

With the arrival of an SSL console, imported at 
great expense from the UK, Spiddal House turned 
into a mix studio. “We had two generators on 
standby, because the electric power supply from 
Spiddal was so bad,” says Dunford. On June 9,
the album wrap party was held in Hughes’s Bar. 
There was a pressing deadline. Five days later, 
Scott got married in Dublin to Irene Keogh, studio 
manager at Windmill Lane.

THERE is another auspicious line in “A Life 
Of Sundays”: “All that ever stays the same
is change.” Fluidity was built into The 

Waterboys ethos. Thistlethwaite had told 
Scott at the start of the seven-piece adventure 
that it wouldn’t last. Scott laughs. “And Anto 
was right, man!”

By the time Room To Roam was finished, 
the “dizzy” spell was over. “I knew that our 
grand experiment of blending rock music 
with trad music wasn’t going to work,” says 
Scott. “It had worked on Fisherman’s Blues 
but not on Room To Roam. I knew that before 
the record came out. I still thought it was a 
good record, but I knew that it wasn’t the 
future of The Waterboys, or the future of 
music. I thought that other people would think
the same – and they did!”

The album left everyone faintly dissatisfied. 
Reviews, when they came, ranged from 
lukewarm to hostile mockery. Wickham feels the 
polished production and overuse of overdubs 
tempered the band’s natural wildness. Says 
Dunford, “I’m not sure a studio album could 
realise the potential of that seven-piece.”

The record company were unimpressed. Having 
given Scott a free hand to make Room To Roam, 
Chrysalis MD Chris Wright “didn’t like the 
record,” says Scott. “He was still waiting for This 
Is The Sea part two, which he was never going to 
get. They actually tried to get us to not release it. 
That was singularly unattractive to me. I wasn’t 
going to sell out my band companions by saying, 
‘OK, drop the record and I’ll make another one 

without them.’ And I didn’t want to 
make another one anyway.” Time has 
vindicated him. The album has aged 
elegantly. “Anyone who doesn’t like 
that music is missing something really
special,” says Shannon. “There are 
loads of gorgeous songs on it.”

Nonetheless, the magnificent seven 
had reached an ending. “By the time

he record was finished I 
wanted to get back to playing 

lectric guitar and making 
ock’n’roll music again,” says 

Scott. “We decided to bring in a
new drummer who would play 
ougher. Anto and I left Steve 

t of that decision, foolishly, 
nd he wasn’t happy. He left 
nd the band imploded.”
“I thought it would go on 
rever, it took me completely by

urprise,” says Wickham. “I 
lked into the rehearsal studio

e day and Noel Bridgeman 
s walking out. I’m sure he was

fired very gracefully but I was completely floored. 
Noel was the perfect foil for the acoustic side of the
band. He had sensitivities to what was going on in
the music. I felt that a rock drummer would 
obliterate me, Sharon and Colin. We couldn’t 
compete sonically.” In short order, Shannon and 
Blakey also departed. “I remember feeling, this 
dream is over,” says Dunford. “I was gutted.”

The Waterboys toured the gentle intricacies
of Room To Roam with a rock’n’roll quartet, 
featuring drummer Ken Blevins alongside Scott, 
Thistlethwaite and Hutchinson. They made a big,
messy noise. “That four-piece couldn’t match up 
to the magnificent seven,” says Dunford, who 

rked on the 
r. “They 

uldn’t 
licate what 
s on the 

album.” “It was very, very tough indeed,” shrugs 
Scott. “Nothing much more I can say about it.”

Musically, it marked the end of The Waterboys’ 
Irish adventure. Within a year, Scott had 
relocated to New York, signed to Geffen and 
minted a fresh vision of the band with a gang of 
US session players. Following a solo spell in the 
’90s, he reunited with Wickham, rebooted
The Waterboys and returned to live in Dublin. 
There have been many more adventures since, 
encompassing everything from Southern soul to 
an album of WB Yeats adaptations. The band are 
currently touring their latest album, Good Luck, 
Seeker, and will release a new record in 2022.

“For Mike, the music is the most important 
thing in the world,” says Shannon. “The music is 
Mike’s heart, and he has to follow it. I remember 
him saying to me one time, ‘Nothing should 
get in the way of the music.’ So whatever 
decisions he might have made over the years 
that some people might not like, as far as Mike 
is concerned the music is more important than 
anything else. That’s very admirable. I love his 
passion for music.”

“Mike is a creative artist,” says Wickham, who
remains an integral part of The Waterboys. “If you
play to the gallery as an artist, you might have a
hit record but you’ll have a miserable artistic life.
Mike chose his path when he put that record out.”

“I went deeply into the Room To Roam
adventure, the dream of that band, and was
committed to it,” says Scott. “The record was what
it was, with its charms and flaws alike, and stood
as a document of the band at this moment. It was
real. And time has been kind to Room To Roam.
When appraised for what it is, rather than what
it’s not – Fisherman’s Blues part two, or a return to
‘the big music’ – it stands tall on its own values.”
With the unveiling of The Magnificent Seven, it
stands taller still.

The Magnificent Seven – The Fisherman’s 
Blues/Room To Roam band, 1989-1990 is 
released by Chrysalis Records on December 3 M
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Mike Scott 
guests with the 
Saw Doctors, 
Féile festival, 
Tipperary, 
Ireland, 1991

The band’s 
“happy uncle”, 
Barry Beckett 
(left) and 
(below) Noel 
Bridgerman



EDWARD LARRY
GORDON
CELESTIAL VIBRATION
SWAN,1978

Thezithergoeshitheronanethereal,
exploratorydebut,recordedsitting
inthelotuspositionandinatrance

I bought my first
zither from a
pawn shop just
to fool around
with it. I was
pawning my
Yamaha guitar

and had this cosmic direction not to
swap it for money, but for another
instrument. I tuned the zither to one
of my favourite piano chords and
turned it electric and found rhythms
while experimenting with it.

At the same time, I was studying
with different spiritual teachers,
going to meditation groups. The
zither gave me a new instrument to
hang out with in meditative mode.
I could go into a trance and explore
the instrument without being
concerned about right or wrong
because I was using an open tuning.
The more I experimented, the more
I expanded my vocabulary.

I started playing on the sidewalks
and parks of New York on a daily
basis. I sat with my eyes closed in
the lotus position, where I found
that harmonic beautiful tunings
influenced people to slow down,
listen and shift their vibration. I met

a guy at a lecture at a 
holistic centre in New York 
City who was a lawyer. He 
offered to finance a 
recording of my music. So 
I went into a studio for the 
first time with my electric 
zither and improvised
while deep in a trance
on two side-long pieces,
“All Pervading” and
“Bethlehem”. That first
album was the only one I released
under my birth name. The following
year I decided to become Laraaji. It’s
partly Hindu or Sanskrit – Ji – and
also Egyptian – Ra, for the sun god
and source of solar energy. It’s also
a pun on my birth name, Larry
Gordon. But I took the sun as a sense
of centring because I felt I was
moving within a cosmos rather than
a personal tradition.

LARAAJI
AMBIENT 3: DAY
OF RADIANCE EDITIONSEG,1980

Laarajihadneverheardtheword
‘ambient’untilBrianEnofoundhim
playingintheparkonenightand
invitedhimintothestudioto
recordanalbumthathelpedto
definethegenre
I was playing in an area of
Washington Square Park that was
conducive to quieter music. One
particular night, after counting the
change people had put in my zither

case, I found this piece of paper
that looked like it had been
ripped from a very elegant
notebook. On it, somebody had
written with a very fine pen, “Dear
Sir, kindly excuse this straggly piece
of paper but I’m wondering if you
would you like to meet to consider
a recording project?” It was signed
“Brian Eno”.

I had heard of him through other
people, who told tell me that his
music had an affinity with mine.
About a month earlier two people
had been talking to me in the park
about “Fripp and Eno”. I wasn’t
quite sure what they were saying. I
thought maybe it was the name of an
organisation, but they kept saying,
“You should listen to this music.” I
didn’t have a chance to check it out.

I called Brian early next morning
and arranged to meet. He was living
in a Greenwich Village penthouse.
We had a two-hour discussion and
decided that we should go into a

studio and create an ambient 
recording. It was the first time 
I had heard the word ‘ambient’. 
I didn’t have an easy time 
getting my head around it – 
probably because I was already 
doing it. He said it was music 

that creates a space for people 
to think in and to be 
themselves in. Music with 
no beginning or ending.
The music I played for Brian 

was hammered zither music. 
But in the second half of the 

session I went into my more 
meditative and calm music. When 
we listened back, we realised there 
was some distortion on the softer 
music – there was machinery in the 
building that was getting picked up 
while I was playing. It delayed the 
album for six months while we 
found another studio where we 
could record.

Brian was gentle and very easy to 
be with. His input was essentially 
as a producer. He encouraged me to 
double track the zither, which was 
something I hadn’t done before. He 
did a mystical treatment with a 
harmoniser. We called the three 
faster tracks “Dance” and the 
two gentler tracks “Meditation”. 
There wasn’t any need for more 
complicated titles. Brian allowed me 
to choose what the album cover 
would look like. We stay in touch, 
and I visit him when I get a chance.

A
MBIENT pioneer, New Age trailblazer, street musician, 
serial collaborator, zither-player extraordinaire, sound 
healer and teacher of “laughter meditation”, Laraaji’s 
uniquely spiritual music has been soothing, entrancing 
and transporting his listeners to another place for more 

than 40 years. Born Edward Larry Gordon some 78 journeys around the 
sun ago, the story of how Brian Eno discovered Laraaji playing in a New 
York park has entered rock’n’roll folklore, while the music they made 
together launched a quiet but profound revolution. His latest album, 
Circle Of Celebration, in collaboration with composer Christopher Bono’s 
NOUS ensemble and his partner and fellow sound healer Arji OceAnanda, 
has just been released. 

“With Laraaji, I instantly felt like he was as present as space or wind
or water,” Bono says. “You can’t really know Laraaji in a conventional 
sense – he seems to have always been there, like the elements.” Uncut
caught up with Laraaji, between meditation sessions and dressed as 
ever all in orange, at his home in Harlem, and invited him to talk us 
through some of the highlights of his extraordinary sonic journey.
NIGEL WILLIAMSON

Cosmic zither improvs, orange togs,
atmospheric landmarks and beyond

Laraaji
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LARAAJI
ESSENCE/UNIVERSE
AUDION,1987

Backinthestudioafteralengthy
hiatus,Laarajicreatesacelestial
soundtracktoanewage

It was seven 
years before I 
was able to 
make another 
commercially 
released album
but all that time

I was still playing on the sidewalk 
and was receiving many offers to 
perform for healing, yoga and 
meditation groups. They asked me 
for long-playing cassettes of my 
music for their private use, so I 
recorded a series of home-made 
tapes. I sold them on the street and 
took them around New Age stores. 
My intent was to use the music as a 
guide to deep transcendental 
meditation or to prompt altered 
states, or to suggest the flowing of 
energy. Meditation and yoga 
allowed me to feel the presence of 
the sound of the cosmic field – the 
music of the spheres. Eventually I 
was invited to Washington DC to 
record the album which I called 
Essence/Universe. I didn’t come 
with a plan. I wanted to let the music
suggest itself. I came up with two 
30-minute-long pieces, very 
immersive trancescapes, washes of 
zither in a modal pattern with lots of

reverb and an ethereal spaciousness
stretching out into infinity. Such
music slows the mind down and
softens the heart, allowing one to
reconnect to a deeper sense of
integration, union, oneness.

The session was produced by
Richard Ashman and the photo of
the clouds on the cover I took myself
from an aircraft window on a flight
from New York to Heathrow, just as
I was waking up. People have
compared it to the music of Terry
Riley and Harold Budd and some
of Brian Eno’s recordings. But I
identified with this New Age sound,
because it was so unique. I
repurposed the zither as a symbol
for new experience, new awareness.
It’s a sound that creates a backdrop
for a mass New Age awareness.

LARAAJI
FLOW GOES THE
UNIVERSE ALLSAINTSRECORDS,1982

EnoreturnsandintroducesLaraajito
MichaelBrook,whoproducesoneof
thefinestalbumsofhiscareer

Brian put 
together a 
group of like-
minded people 
and designed a 
tour called Opal 
Evening, in 

which there were light sculptures to 
go with the concerts. He flew me 
over to England to rehearse and 

Michael Brook was already on board 
and that was how we met. He had 
his so-called ‘infinite guitar’ which 
he had modified to let him sustain a 
note forever. It seemed to have a 
connection with what I was doing in 
my music. He also used an EBow 
and he got me to use it on the zither, 
which created wonderful harmonic 
feedback. We went on tour and the 
album was recorded at concerts in 
Japan and elsewhere and in various
impromptu sessions. The track 
“A Cave in England” was recorded 
in a cave in Ambleside in the English
Lake District. There was a lake in the
cave and the rain was falling and 
you can hear all that in the 
cavernous acoustics. “Space 
Choir” was recorded on a Korg M1 
synthesiser. The album’s longest 
track, “Being Here”, is about being 
in the moment and letting it flow, 
trusting the feeling and letting it 
come through in a stream of 
consciousness – not focusing on 
what the structure’s going to be, but 
letting what I call the celestial 
structure spontaneously unfold.  
The album ends with “Mbira Dance”,
played on an African thumb piano. 
The mbira has other names such as 
kalimba and I discovered it when I 
heard Maurice White of Earth, Wind
& Fire playing it. After the tour 
Michael took the tapes and compiled
them into the suite of pieces you 
hear on Flow Goes The Universe. Its 

music that is very transformative.
We can suddenly feel like we’re 
under a waterfall, or on a mountain 
top – or in a cave in England.

CHANNEL LIGHT VESSEL
AUTOMATIC GYROSCOPE. 1994

Songsandspeaking-in-tongueson
ararefull-groupproject

Out of the blue I 
got a message 
saying, “Let’s 
put together a 
group and can 
you come to 
England to 

record at Real World.” It was a 
collaboration with Roger Eno, Bill 
Nelson, Kate St John and the cellist 
Mayumi Tachibana. They came up 
with the name Channel Light Vessel 
and the first album Automatic did 
well enough for a second album, 
Excellent Spirits (1996). 

It was fun and exciting to work in a 
group context because it wasn’t my 
usual way of working. We spent two 
or three days at Real World. It was a 
more song-based approach and I 
think some of the others had 
material prepared, but my 
contributions were created on the 
spot. I used my voice on these
records in a new way. On “Haiku
Detour (Bop Kyoto)” on the second
CLV album, I was speaking in
tongues, forming sounds and tones
that bypass the linear, rational

The park 
ascending: 
Laraaji 
influencing 
people to “shift 
their vibration” Hang a gong: Laraaji 

in his usual “radiant 
and positive” orange
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mind. It’s about the energy rather
than the intellect.

When I sing, I never think of
separate words, it’s a stream of
sound. A feeling may be translated
into a recognisable word, but I am
not conscious of saying words in that
time. It also relates to laughter as a
form of non-verbal communication.
I run meditation laughter
workshops, starting with a kind of
hum you create with your mouth and
which vibrates through the head.
A good 15 minutes of laughter is a
way of relaxing into the meditation.
I was a stand-up comedian earlier
in my life and people think it’s a
strange transition from that to being
an ambient musician. But laughter
is very musical.

DIVINATION
SACRIFICE META,1998

Inspiredambientdubwithsonic
adventurerBillLaswell,totally
improvisedandrecorded“onthefly”

Bill reminded 
me recently that
he was there 
that night in 
Washington 
Square Park in 
1980 with Brian

Eno. I didn’t see him, of course, 
because I was in a trance and 
playing with my eyes closed. I later 
met him at a yoga centre in New York
which was run by his ex-wife. It was 
she who approached me and 
suggested we should record 
together. Sacrifice was one of a 
series of albums he recorded under 
the name Divination in a series I 
think he called ‘Ambient Dub’. I was
unfamiliar with his bass-playing 
but I like the way he uses the bass 
not so much as a rhythm instrument
but takes it on a tonal journey. We 
went to his studio in East Orange, 
New Jersey, and recorded all four
tracks totally on the fly, first take. It
was easy to be in that space with
him and let sounds happen. I
remember sitting there; he had this
effects pedal called the Big Muff,

which you hear on the record and
gives it a dubby ambience. Would
I call it a New Age record? For some
the New Age tag is tricky, but I’m
happy to own any term you want to
give me. To me new equates with
the now – new music always in the
now. When I make music, whether
on Sacrifice with Bill or with
anyone else, I’m in the moment,
improvising and channelling and
bringing forth new music. That’s the
real meaning of new age. There’s an
ebb and a flow, but the focus is
continuously on the now and being
here in present time.

LARAAJI
MY ORANGENESS
VELNET,2001

Timeforsomethingmorerhythmic
andupbeatonasparkling
collaborationrecordedwithnon-
English-speakingItalianmusicians

Someone said 
that I’d been 
putting people 
to sleep for long 
enough and it 
was time to 
wake them up! 

I thought about that and after I’d 
made so much music that was 
serene and flowing I decided it was 
time I went for a more rhythmic 
approach – something that maybe 
would make you dance and sing. 
My Orangeness was recorded with 
a group of Italian musicians led by 
Mario Volpe, who founded the 
VelNet label. He invited me to 
perform at the 1998 Space Festival in
Italy. The following year, he invited 
me back to record an album in the 
converted stable of an old country 

house in Bari. Mario didn’t speak
English and I didn’t speak Italian,
so we had a translator – but it didn’t
matter, of course, because music is
a universal language. We recorded
spontaneously and ended up with
over six hours of music on tape. I left
Mario to edit and mix it into an
album, and when I heard it I was
totally surprised by the quality. I’d
forgotten how good it was!

The opening track tells the story 
of a traveller called Cosmic Joe 
who discovers a sacred place called 
Holy Mo. People suppose that it’s 
autobiographical, but it’s actually 
about a US Air Force colonel I met 
called Joe Tucker who had become 
very spiritual. As for the orangeness,
I started dressing in orange in 1979. I
used to go the restaurant of the Hare
Krishna Temple in New York every 
day to eat their five dollars lunch. 
You had to walk through their shop 
and there was lots of inexpensive 
orange clothing. It’s a spiritual 
colour and it’s radiant and positive. 
It’s energising and celebrates the 
sun as a divine entity and I’ve been 
wearing nothing else ever since.

LARAAJI & SUN ARAW
PROFESSIONAL 
SUNFLOW SUPERIOR VIADUCT, 2016

Trippyandpsychedelichook-up,
recordedliveontourinEurope

I’m always 
interested in 
working with 
different people
and seeing 
what comes out
of an exchange 

of musical ideas. So I was very 
interested when my booking agent 
told me that Cameron Stallones, 
who records using the name
Sun Araw, wanted to do a project 
with me. It all happened very 
spontaneously, which is how I like
it. Cameron works in a spirit of
generosity and adventure and he
flew in from California and we
found a New York loft and began
rehearsing, although he didn’t want

“For some, the
New Age tag
is tricky…”

LARAAJI

Laraaji in the 
studio recording 
his latest album, 
Circle Of 
Celebration 

to structure what we did other than 
to know what key the zither was in. 
Then we went to Europe in 2014 to do 
some concerts, some of which were 
billed as The Play Zone. We were 
joined by Alex Gray, who on the 
record is credited with “computer 
synthesis”. The album consists of 
two half-hour live performances, 
both named after the towns in which 
they were recorded: “Leipzig” and 
“Lausanne”. Both pieces start very 
minimally and then grow more 
expansive. It was all heavily 
improvised. Is there something more 
European in the sound that reflected 
our environment? Possibly. People 
say they can hear something in the 
rhythms that draws on Can and 
other krautrock bands.

LARAAJI
MOON PIANO/SUN 
PIANO ALL SAINTS, 2020

After decades of zither ambience, 
Laraajicomesfullcircle,playingthe
pianoinanemptyBrooklynchurch...

Piano was my 
first instrument. 
Then in the 
1970s, I played a 
Fender Rhodes 
in a jazz-rock 
band called 

Winds Of Change. But to make an-all 
piano album so many years later felt 
like taking a dream off the shelf. I 
didn’t have one at home until 
recently, but over the years I have 
played the piano whenever I could 
get my hands on one, purely for 
personal joy. Matthew Jones at Warp 
Records suggested that I do a piano 
album and we recorded almost two 
years ago in an empty Brooklyn 
church. It felt like a connection to 
my first experience of piano, which 
was also in a church. I sat down, 
touched the piano and through free 
association it became an instrument 
for the imagination to suggest higher 
or finer worlds, to suggest a joy, bliss, 
also relaxation and contemplation. 
After two days of improvisation, we 
realised that we had more than 
enough material for one album, so 
why not go for three albums and edit 
the music in such a way that gave 
each album a specific character. 
Sun Piano is the more vibrant, 
danceable outgoing music. The 
more introspective, quiet, sedate, 
feminine, lunar pieces we put 
together as Moon Piano. There’s 
a third volume called Through 
Luminous Eyes, on which I put the 
piano and zither together, trying to 
create a luminous celestial path to
a higher way of consciousness.

Circle Of Celebration by Nous, 
Laraaji & Arji OceAnanda is out on 
November 12 on Our Silent CanvasJA
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THE MESSENGER
Poet, jazz musician, rap pioneer, radical activist… 

GIL SCOTT-HERON broke a lot of ground during the 
early ’70s. As his landmark album Pieces Of A Man turns 

50, collaborators and eyewitnesses tell Sam Richards 
about Scott-Heron’s creative peak, the power of his
songs and the importance of what he was saying: 
“He was serving the entire community, the entire

world, by bringing these things to light…”

GIL SCOTT-HERON
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O
N April 19, 1971, Gil Scott-Heron and Brian Jackson
were still essentially students in “ratty jeans”, being 
suspiciously eyeballed by the seasoned jazz and soul vets 
who had gathered to record their first album of proper 
songs at RCA Studios in New York City. On bass was Ron 
Carter of Miles Davis’s second great quintet; on drums 
was Aretha Franklin’s musical director Bernard “Pretty” 
Purdie; on flute, established bandleader Hubert Laws; 
and conducting them all was The Impressions’ arranger, 
Johnny Pate.

“Terrifying, that’s the best way I can describe it,” says 
Brian Jackson today. “I was like, ‘Wait a minute – who am I, what am I 
doing here?’ I hadn’t even turned 19 and here are some of my biggest 
heroes all assembled in one place to play the music that I wrote. I 
remember Ron Carter having a little joke with me, questioning me about 
one of the chord changes. I was so intimidated that I said, ‘Well, what do 
you think it should be?’ And he was like, ‘No, man, I’m just kidding ya!’ 
and they all laughed at me. Which broke the ice. More than that, it 
demonstrated to them that we knew what we wanted.”EC
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Talk show: Gil 
Scott-Heron 
holds court 
circa 1971
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The Midnight Band from 1973–78. 
“He was serving the entire community, 
the entire world, by bringing [these] 
things to light.” Yet Scott-Heron always 
claimed that he wanted to be a writer 
rather than a pop star or a politician, 
hinting at a vulnerability beneath 
the charismatic, wisecracking 
exterior. “He was a humble person,” 
confirms Bowen. “He never considered 
himself an important mouthpiece. 
In his mind, I’m sure he was just one 
of the guys.”

Ultimately, this internal tension 
would become too much for Scott-
Heron to bear. It was a bitter irony that 
the man who sung so empathetically 
about the misery of addiction on 
“Home Is Where The Hatred Is” would 
himself succumb to a cocaine habit that 
torpedoed his career. Between 1982’s 
Moving Target and his death in 2011, 
he spent more time in prison than he 
did in the recording studio, releasing 
only two further albums. “There 
seemed to be a part of Gil that could 
never really relax,” says Jackson. “Of 
course his mind was extremely quick, 
and there was a lot expected of that 
mind. It’s a pressurising situation, as 
with many people who are out front. 
They turn to different forms of relief 
and maybe that was his.”

RAISED in Jackson, Tennessee, and 
then New York City, Gil Scott-Heron 
rocked up at Lincoln, a historically 

black university in rural Pennsylvania, 
in the turbulent autumn of 1967. He was hoping to 
follow in the footsteps of his hero, the poet Langston 
Hughes, but he was not alone in soon becoming 
disillusioned by the curriculum on offer. “I had 
expected it to be a little more Afrocentric,” explains 
Brian Jackson, who joined Scott-Heron at Lincoln two 
years later. “That turned out to be a real drag. There 
was absolutely nothing Afrocentric about Lincoln 
except the people who went there!”

Already an accomplished pianist, Jackson ended up 
spending “an inordinate amount of time in the piano 
practice rooms”, where he was soon introduced to 
“this kid with the biggest ’fro I’d ever seen in my life”. 
Scott-Heron immediately sat down and played a song 
he’d written, “Where Can A Man Find Peace”. Jackson 

“There seemed 
to be a part of 
Gil that could 
never relax”
BRIAN JACKSON
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And when Gil Scott-Heron opened his mouth, 
everyone listened. His was not a classic soul voice; 
instead you were struck by the offbeat phrasing, wise 
tone and lyrical concision, something akin to a black 
Bob Dylan – a man with his finger on the pulse of a 
jittery and divided but still optimistic nation. 
Saxophonist Carl Cornwell, who used to jam with 
Scott-Heron in the practice rooms at Lincoln University 
before joining his backing band later in the 1970s, says 
that his vocal style was always unconventional. 
“When ‘Winter In America’ came out, we would 
always joke about how it was such a great song but he 
still couldn’t sing! But with the message he was 
delivering, it really didn’t matter. He wasn’t trying to 
be Bill Withers, he was trying to be a messenger.”

Pieces Of A Man flew out of the traps with the 
unforgettable wake-up call of “The Revolution Will Not Be 
Televised”. But Scott-Heron also tackled the plight of the junkie
and the laid-off factory worker with hitherto unmatched empathy. 
Unafraid to point the finger directly at the white establishment, 
he also came armed with practical solutions for those at the sharp 
end: “Lady Day And John Coltrane” offered music as a balm for 
depression, while “When You Are Who You Are” was a rousing 
self-empowerment anthem.

Released in the slipstream of Marvin Gaye’s What’s Going On, 
Pieces Of A Man’s soulful street-level sermons were more specific, 
and have arguably proved to be more influential, with trailblazing 
rappers Chuck D and KRS-One directly citing Gil Scott-Heron as the 
founding father of hip-hop. When his fellow musical firebrands tired 
of the fight in the mid-’70s, Scott-Heron kept fearlessly hitting bigger 
and uglier targets: Watergate, apartheid, nuclear weapons.

“I loved what he said and the way he said it,” says Danny Bowens, 
another Lincoln alumnus who played bass with Scott-Heron and 

“He was 
a humble 
person”: 
a young
Gil in the 
early ’70s

Best man: Brian 
Jackson with the 
Midnight Band in 
Atlanta, 1975



was “overwhelmed – I couldn’t believe that a 19-year-old 
could write a song with such depth of meaning and 
vision. I started doing math: I got a box of songs here, I’m 
writing lyrics at the average of about one every six 
months… Maybe this guy could help me out.”

A formidable songwriting partnership was instantly 
forged. “I would just shoot songs at him, one after the 
other,” says Jackson. “He didn’t have a chance to look 
up! [I’d tell him] what I was trying to express or describe, 
or the feeling I felt when I was writing this song, and he 
would take it from there. He’d take out his pen – he never 
wrote in pencil because he never needed to erase anything, 
basically. I’ve seen books of his lyrics and they barely had 
a scratch-out.”

Initially their songs were performed by The Black And 
Blues, a nine-piece band who’d tour other universities in 
the region. Scott-Heron was considered one of the lesser 
vocal talents in the group, and always assumed his future 
would be as a writer. During his second year at university, 
he took a break from studying to live in the back of a 
dry cleaners and hammer out his pulp novel, The 

Vulture. Yet his talents as a 
communicator were beginning to 
come to the fore in other ways. 
Returning to Lincoln after his 
sabbatical, he led a student 
revolt that erupted when a fellow 
undergraduate died as a result 
of inadequate medical provision 
on campus.

“Gil was always outspoken 
and the things that he said were 
always to the point, always 
spot-on,” says Jackson. And he 
wasn’t afraid to use more than 

words: when a group of local 
Klan members invaded the 

niversity grounds, shooting 
p at dorm-room windows, 
cott-Heron rallied an ad-hoc 
efence force. “We gathered 
ur machetes and whatever 
lse we could find and started 
riving around,” says 

ackson. “We never found 
hem – maybe they got the 
ord, because they 
ever came back on 
ampus after that. 
ut we were ready to 

confront them if that’s what it took!”
Scott-Heron got his break when a book of his 

poetry, published in a limited run alongside 
The Vulture, found its way onto the desk of jazz 
producer Bob Thiele, who’d recently left Impulse! 
to launch his own label, Flying Dutchman. “He 
was starting this label from scratch, it was not like he 
had a lot of money,” explains Bob Thiele Jr, current 
administrator of the Flying Dutchman catalogue. 
Hence Thiele began putting out low-cost, high-
impact spoken word albums featuring the likes of 
Angela Davis and H Rap Brown. “My dad could sense 
what was going on with the times, these emerging 
voices of what you could call black nationalism. It 
was a new scene – and Gil was really magnetic and 
convincing… and sexy!”

Thiele and Scott-Heron struck a deal. “Initially Gil 
wasn’t into just reading his poems, ’cos that sounded 
kinda boring to us,” says Jackson. “Plus we were 
excited about getting our music out there. So Bob 
said, ‘Look, tell you what: why don’t you record this 
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GIL SCOTT-HERON

REVOLUTIONS
PER MINUTE
Buyer’s guide to Gil Scott-Heron

PIECES OF A MAN
(FLYING DUTCHMAN, 1971)
The imperious proto-rap of “The Revolution Will 
Not Be Televised” is the one that hijacks your 
attention, but the primary mode of Scott-
Heron’s first full-band album – and what a 
band! – is sublime, socially conscious, jazz-
inflected soul. 10/10

WINTER IN AMERICA
(STRATA-EAST, 1974)
Gorgeously stripped-back effort that makes 
a virtue of limited studio time. “I came up with 
the bassline for ‘The Bottle’ kinda on the spot,” 
reveals Danny Bowen. “I can’t remember if it 

was one or two takes – we rarely did more than that. 
And that was actually the first song I ever recorded! 
I can’t believe how popular and timeless it became.” 
9/10

FROM SOUTH AFRICA TO SOUTH 
CAROLINA (ARISTA, 1975)
While transitioning towards the smoother jazz-
funk of the Arista era, Jackson and Scott-Heron 
broaden both their targets and their musical reach. 
“Johannesburg” is an early anti-apartheid anthem, 

while “Essex” (penned by saxophonist Bilal Sunni 
Ali) is their most far-out moment. 8/10

I’M NEW HERE (XL, 2010)
With XL’s Richard Russell in the Rick Rubin role, 
Gil’s stark and rueful parting shot is very different 
to anything else in his catalogue – surprise Smog 
cover included. The album-length reimaginings 
by Jamie xx and Makaya McCraven are also well 
worth seeking out. 7/10

album of poetry and if it does OK, then we’ll talk 
about it.’ In a sense it felt like a set-up because 
how many people are going to buy an album of a 
guy reading poetry? So we thought, what could 
we do to jazz this up a little bit? We happened to 

know a few guys who played congas, and we’d just seen 
The Last Poets – they had come to visit us and we 
thought, ‘Let’s do something like that.’”

As it appeared on the resulting album Small Talk 
At 125th And Lenox, “The Revolution Will Not Be 
Televised” was a fairly brazen steal of The Last 

Poets’ “When The Revolution Comes”, but crucially 
Scott-Heron took the message to the next level with an 

injection of whipsmart satirical humour inspired by an 
evening watching TV news. “All these commercial products 

were being sold to us by using our own music and our 
own vernacular in many cases,” explains Jackson. “It 
occurred to us that if they can sell things that we don’t 
need with popular music and popular sayings, why 
can’t we sell revolutionary thought in the same way?”

Even in its stark, spoken-word form, “The Revolution 
Will Not Be Televised” was undeniable. Along with the 
equally slam-dunking “Whitey On The Moon”, it was 
picked up by specialist radio, forcing Bob Thiele to 
honour his side of the bargain and put together a crack 
team to re-record “Revolution…” for Pieces Of A Man. 
Jackson remembers the moment he heard the 
propulsive, Ron Carter-assisted version blasting out of 



speakers on a New York street corner as
confirmation that, “Hey, we’re kinda legit
recording artists!”

But Scott-Heron was not so sure. Instead, h
threw himself into the writing of a second no
blagged his way onto an MA course and even
English for a while at a federal college. “I think it was
a defence mechanism,” reckons Jackson. “He knew he
could write but he wasn’t very confident in his ability
to sing. He was always thinking, ‘This is my fallback.’
The band basically had to tell him, ‘Look, you’re the
frontman, all right? Just get over it.’”

Commandeering a couple of floors in an artists’
commune on Washington DC’s Logan Circle, Jackson
and Scott-Heron recalibrated. After parting ways with
Thiele and hooking up with cult jazz label Strata-East,
they found themselves recording 1974’s Winter For
America on a tiny budget in a cramped studio where
they had to unplug the water cooler to record the
vocals. “We got in the studio and realised it was only
us,” laughs Jackson. “Were we supposed to call some
people? Initially we thought, ‘Hey, we can do this,’
because we watched Bob Thiele and he was so cool –
he’d just sit there with his pipe and point to a couple of
knobs and the engineer would move them. We had no
idea what a mixing console was.”

Despite only deciding to add bass and drums on the
final day of recording, the duo somehow conjured up
another hit, based on Scott-Heron’s sympathetic chats
with the alcoholics who congregated outside his local
liquor store. “He was able to articulate something that
was sort of local and make it appreciated universally,”
observes Danny Bowen, who added a crucial last-
minute bassline to “The Bottle”. The song remains an
infectious funk staple, covered by everyone from Joe
Bataan to Paul Weller.

It also caught the ear of music mogul Clive Davis,
who made Scott-Heron the first signing to his new
label, Arista. In a striking show of solidarity, the
singer insisted that Jackson get equal billing on the
front of his albums. “He recognised that the magic
of the music was in our chemistry,” says Jackson
proudly. “We were best friends, we were brothers.”AF
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“The magic of the 
musicwas in our 
chemistry”: Scott-
Heron (right) with the 
Midnight Band, 1978 

nd while Davis attempted to recoup his investment by 
unting their newly formed Midnight Band out on tour with 
re commercial acts – “KC & The Sunshine Band and The 
ners, that was a good one!” – Scott-Heron responded by 

ore directly political material. “Johannesburg”, 
eptively jaunty lead single from 1975’s From South 
a To South Carolina, was one of the first records to 
rt Americans to the horrors of apartheid; 1978’s 
crets tackled everything from mining disasters 

o wrongful imprisonment.
“That was the whole purpose,” confirms Jackson. 

“So yeah, why not start talking about nuclear 
meltdown? Why not start talking about the 
xperiments that they were doing in Tuskegee on 
frican-American men? We had the audience and 
were gonna use it to the best of our ability.”
t Jackson’s desire to stretch out musically was 
nning to chafe against Scott-Heron’s insistence 
n straightforward messaging. “I’d put together

a stellar band, but sometimes we went too far,”  
Jackson concedes. “Solos would last forever. Gil did 
spend a lot of time on the side playing tambourine, 
and in retrospect maybe that wasn’t so cool. At one 
point he told me, ‘I’m a blues singer, y’know.’ My job 
was to help Gil express himself,  and when I wasn’t 
able to do that any more I felt a little ashamed.”

FRUSTRATED and exhausted, Jackson begged for a 
break: “I said, ‘If I have to play “The Bottle” one 
more time I’ll probably murder somebody!’” But 

while on holiday in California, he discovered that 
Scott-Heron had simply continued touring without 
him. Jackson was persuaded to come back and help 
record the synth-driven 1980, but sessions proved 
ractious and the pair wouldn’t speak again for 14 

years. “In retrospect, probably one of the reasons 
hat he was so terrified about us taking a hiatus was 
he fact that maybe he needed more money than I 
hought he did,” says Jackson. “Little signs like that, 
ttle differences in personality. But it was only two or 

hree years later that I started hearing he was having 
ome substance problems.”
When Jackson returned again to contribute to 1994’s 
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GIL SCOTT-HERON

himself up... 
he felt people 

were using him”
CARL CORNWELL



Spirits, he was shocked by what he 
found. “The first time I saw Gil 
after that time period, somebody 
had to point him out to me. He 
looked old enough to be my 
grandfather. It was heartbreaking. 
He still had his sense of humour, 
he always had that, and when he 
was breaking down things that 
were happening in the world he 
was still as concise and clear. But 
the rest of him was not as together, 
and that was difficult for everyone 
who loved him. I tried [to make our 
partnership work again], but one of 
the things that an addict will sometimes do is push 
away everybody who means something to them. He 
had certainly done that with a lot of people, and 
eventually he did that to me too.”

Although fully estranged by the time of Scott-
Heron’s final LP I’m New Here, Jackson viewed its 
fractured personal monologues as a way of making 
amends. “He was attempting to clear the slate, maybe.
There were definitely some words in there that rang 
true to me. When you’ve lived a life, you need at some 
point to reflect on some of the decisions that you’ve 
made, and I think that was his attempt to do that.”

The album presented a very different 
side to Scott-Heron from the smooth and 
confident raconteur of his 1970s albums, 
who punctured America’s myriad 
hypocrisies with laser-like precision. 
But Jackson says that in person Scott-
Heron was always a lot more conflicted 
than he let on: “He thought it unusual 
that everybody should come to him to 
find out what they should think about 
this or that. At one point he said, ‘Listen, 
I’m not trying to be anybody’s role 
model.’ He accepted it with relative 
grace, but I think it took a toll on him.”

“Personally I think he was a very 
troubled soul,” adds Carl Cornwell, who 
as a member of both The Midnight Band 
and their successors The Amnesia 
Express bore close witness to Scott-
Heron’s sad decline. “He wasn’t really 
able to open himself up to people. I think 
he felt that people were using him all the 
time... they needed something in their 
own life that they thought he would be 
able to provide, and he didn’t see it that 
way. And as a result he could be very 

short and almost dismissive.
That dichotomy ate away at him 
towards the end of his life, because 
he wasn’t the person that you 
could see he wanted to be.”

AT least the 50th anniversary
of Pieces Of A Man provides
a chance to celebrate Gil

Scott-Heron as he’d prefer to be 
remembered: witty and sharp, 
compassionate and wise. As 
Cornwell states, he was “a person 
who was very aware of the times in 
which he lived and how that fit into 
history – and [who had] a very 
strong desire to express that in a 

way that other people could reflect on”. 
Not only were the album’s messages universal, they 

remain relevant today: racial divisions still exist; job 
security is still a pipedream for many; addicts still 
don’t get the help they need; and capitalism still 
strives to co-opt and destroy radical movements.
Few albums since have managed to pack in so much 
while remaining so musically agile and uplifting.

“Gil Scott-Heron is more popular and more 
appreciated now than he was in 1971,” reckons Bob 
Thiele Jr, “even with an album as monumental as 
Pieces Of A Man. It’s become really incisive and 

necessary over time. My god, the licences that 
have come in for ‘Revolution…’, especially over 
the last few years – it’s pretty impressive.”

“I’m just happy that people got what we
were trying to say,” says Jackson. “I can 
remember when Kind Of Blue celebrated
its 50th anniversary, and to think that
people are treating Pieces Of A Man in
that same way just blows my mind. I think
that the young Gil and Brian would have
been dumbstruck.”

The AAA vinyl reissue of Pieces Of A Man is 
due on Flying Dutchman/Ace in early 2022;  
Brian Jackson’s new album, JID008,
is out now on Jazz Is Dead

“I’m not trying to 
be anybody’s 
role model”: Gil 
in the ’90s, and 
(below) in 2010

Brian Jackson: 
“We were best 
friends, we
were brothers”

“HIS VOICE IS 
SO POWERFUL”

Chicago jazz kingpin 
Makaya McCraven reveals 

what it was like to work 
posthumously with Gil on 
2020’sWe’reNewAgain

I FOUND “The 
Revolution Will 
Not Be Televised” 
going through 
my dad’s box of 
cassettes when 
I was a middle-
schooler. Hearing 
that track I was 

like, “What is this?”’ – just the mind-
blowing energy and the spirit of the 
music. As I started to get into hip-hop, 
I was listening to Public Enemy and 
the like. I was interested in the political 
nature of it, of speaking truth to power 
and using music as a vehicle for that, so
Gil’s music really resonated with me.

What he’s doing is coming out of the 
blues tradition. His music is a bridge 
from blues and politically oriented 
jazz to the hip-hop era. I love that 
he called himself a bluesologist; 
I think he was really digging at the 
heart of this music. Pieces Of A Man
is probably his most quintessential 
album. That definitely moves me – 
it’s gut-wrenching at times. The 
honesty and straightforward 
soulfulness is inspiring. 

When I was approached by Richard 
Russell to reimagine
Gil’s final record 
[2010’s I’m New 
Here], they passed 
me everything 
they recorded as 
well as a couple 
of interviews and 
some footage of Gil 
playing. There were
tapes of Gil singing 
different songs and playingpiano
for himself. So I just went through it 
and tried to put myself into it – I didn’t 
want to flippantly flip it! There was 
so much bass coming off his voice, 
I had to really figure out how to fit 
my track in, because his voice is so 
powerful on its own.

I lived with his words and his music 
a lot, and his stories and the talk 
around his life, and I feel like I came 
away with something from that. I 
didn’t know he was born in Chicago; 
that was a cool thing to discover. 
Just the depth and truth and honesty 
behind how he approached music 
is my biggest takeaway. Whether 
he was talking about his own 
personal ups and downs or whether 
he was talking about “Whitey On 
The Moon” – which is very relevant 
right now! – it took courage to do that, 
and that’s really inspiring to me. To 
see how his influence permeates 
into the deep corners of our culture, 
both domestically and globally, is 
really powerful. 

Makaya McCraven’s new album 
Deciphering The Message is released 
by Blue Note on November 19
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“I
T all started when Roger Waters and Nick Mason saw a film I’d done 
in 1971 called Long Drawn Out Trip, which was shown on BBC2. 
They both decided that they wanted me on board, because, as 
Roger told me, they thought I was ‘fucking mad’. I was a bit 
befuddled initially because I didn’t really know their music – I was 
a political cartoonist. But I bought a leather jacket and some jeans, 
which was about as rock’n’roll as I ever got, and met them at Nick’s 

house in Kentish Town. All four of them were there. It was a slightly awkward meeting 
because I didn’t know what they wanted from me. But they didn’t look like hotel room 
destroyers! They were charming and bourgeois. Then I went to see them perform Dark 
Side Of The Moon at the Rainbow and the theatricality of it was fantastic – with an 
aeroplane on fire coming over my head and crashing on stage. I thought, ‘I can work 
with these guys because they’ve got a very visual sense of what they want to do.’

“I did some sketches and animations for Wish You Were Here and the In The Flesh 
Tour and then Roger Waters came up with The Wall. He’d been talking about it to me
for years. I was one of the first to hear the tapes, when they were just very raw songs 
sung by Roger to a synth. He said from the outset he wanted it to be an album, a show 
and a film, although I admit that I never thought the film would happen.G
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  “The wife as praying 
mantis with her hair on 
fire, which seemed an 
obvious metaphor. She’s 
one of the figures who can 
get behind the wall and 
stab you because she 
knows your weaknesses. 
I have to admit the 
drawing is not very woke. 
Would I get away with it 
today? Possibly not. 
Roger and I share the 
same cruel, acerbic wit.”
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“I had to create all the characters – the
wives, the mother, the teacher and all
these semi-cartoon figures – very quickly
because the album was coming out. The
band were in the South of France and I
kept flying down to meet them. I actually
designed the album cover on Roger’s
kitchen table.

“The live show was incredibly ambitious,
with my original illustrations turned into
inflatable puppets. Then we did the film,
which was tough and very difficult. I’d
drive to Pinewood at 9am with a bottle of
Jack Daniel’s on the front seat and I had to
take a slug before I went in.

“But as a visual artist The Wall was
fascinating for me to work on because
there was so much to dig into and explore.
All the images were out of my head. Roger
was the originator, but my drawings were
my translations of his visions. He had his
own views, but he accepted what I did. It
was a strange marriage really, but we
became very close friends.

“Looking back, I’m amazed that it has
become what it has. It’s an iconic piece
of work and I’m proud that allying my
visuals to their sounds seemed to
work. To this day I still get emails and
commissions from Pink Floyd fans
all around the world.”

The Art of Pink Floyd The Wall by
Gerald Scarfe is published by Little,
Brown on November 11

“Thatwastaken
veryearlyoninour
friendshipatCheyne
Walk.Notsurewhat
weweredoing–just
playingsillyarses.
Peoplecalledme
andRogertheodd
couple,butwegot
onextremelywell
andwentskiingand
onholidaytogether.
Weplayedalotof
snookeranddrank
alotofCarlsberg
SpecialBrew,
andthatwashow
TheWallbeganto
takeshape.”

  “This was my first 
drawing for them and 
was used in the tour 
programme for Wish 
You Were Here. Were 
they flattered by it? 
Probably not, but 
they took it well! 
Caricature is a cruel 
art, but they knew my 
work and so they 
knew what they 
were getting into – 
there’s usually a 
grotesque element in 
whatIdo.IthoughtI
capturedthem.”

  “That’s Bob 
[Geldof] as Pink in 
the film, in LA, high
on drugs, and he 
imagines he sees his 
vicious wife come to 
hurt him. I turned her 
into a praying mantis, 
which was a bit 
misogynistic, I 
suppose. She was 
actually based on 
someone I knew, 
although I’m not 
saying who…”
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  “The Frightened Ones from 
‘Goodbye Blue Sky’, which is 
possibly my favourite song on 
the album. The gas masks were a 
fearful memory for me. I grew up 
in London in World War II and 
remember having to wear this 
horrible, rubber-smelling gas 
mask in the air raid shelter. I was 
asthmatic, too, so as a child it 
was a frightening experience.”
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“That’stheWallLord,asIcall
him.Inthesequenceagolden
eagleturnsintoanaeroplaneand
thenintothismonstrousfigure. It’s
meanttobetheultimatesymbolof
thehorrorofwar.Iknewfromthe
startthatIcouldn’tdrawthe
charactersasordinarypeople
andtheyhadtobememorable.”

  “In my animation the wall was 
a moving being travelling across 
the countryside, and everything 
that fell within its shadow was 
violently transfigured and 
transformed. What’s happening 

here is that a baby has been turned 
intoakillingbeastandisaboutto
clubthemantodeath.”

  “The army of hammers is 
probably the most successful of all 
my paintings for The Wall, I think, 
and is used on the front cover of my 
new book. The image came to me 
in a flash of inspiration when I was 
searching for something that 
represented fascist cruelty. What 
could be more unforgiving and 
relentless? Then I made the 
hammers goosestep and added 
the flags and banners.”

“That’stheinflatablemother
beforeoneoftheshowsatEarls
Court,withmeandMarkFisher
onthegantry.Markwasbrilliant.
IcoulddrawthefiguresbutI
couldn’tmakethem–hedidthat.
Hewasanarchitectandan
engineer,aboffinreally. I likemy
worktobeseen,soitwasan
incrediblefeeling,seeingthose
giantinflatablesonstage.”

  “This is a very early storyboard 
for the film. It’s all done on a single 
piece of paper and a lot of the 
ideas didn’t get used, but a lot of 
them did. My original concept 
was that the film should start with 
the band on stage and move out 
from there into the story. I was 
originally going to direct, but it all 
got too fraught.”
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“Onstageduring
TheWallTour,
whichstartedin
2010andranfor
aboutthreeyears.
I likethatshotalot.
It’sRogerranting
asafascistdictator
andhe’sincostume,
likeanactor. Idid
somenewdrawings
forthetourand
wentandsawthe
showsandwas
hugelyimpressed
bythewayRoger
hadexpandedit.”

  “At work in my 
studio. I love painting, 
and it’s amazing the 
way the commissions
for pictures from The 
Wall are still coming 
in from all over the 
world. I’ve done 
murals and big 
canvases – the lot. 

This was for a 
commission from 
Italy and helped to 
keep the boredom 
atbayduring
lockdown.”

  “The skeleton 
figures represented 
the sadness and 
awfulness of war. 
The direct reference 
was to World War
II, in which Roger’s 
father died, but
over the years The 
Wall has come to 
represent a universal 
commentary on
all wars, I think. I 
wasn’t aware of
it at the time, but
I can now see the 
influence of Paul 
Nash’s WWI 
paintings in the 
blitzed trees inthe 
background.” 

PINK FLOYD
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T
EN years to the day since REM 
announced they were splitting 
up, it seems � tting that Mike 
Mills and Michael Stipe are on 
the line from Athens, Georgia 

to discuss a song about endings. The 
elegiac closing track on their 1996 album 
New Adventures In Hi-Fi, “Electrolite” is 
su used with the kind of � n-de-siècle 
wistfulness which de� ned earlier
REM classics “Perfect Circle”
and “Nightswimming”. 

Based around a lilting piano motif 
which Mills composed in his girlfriend’s 
apartment while “goo� ng around”, 
“Electrolite” viewed the coming 
millennium through the lens of Los 
Angeles, the quintessential 20th-century 
city. A happy-sad hymn to the notion of 
LA as an avatar of surface brilliance and 
inner emptiness, Stipe’s lyrics reference 
Mulholland Drive and three shining 
lights of Hollywood: James Dean, Steve 
McQueen and Martin Sheen.

“The title of the song references what I’d 
refer to as the electrolyte blanket, looking 
out at Los Angeles at night from the hills, 
or looking down from an airplane,” says 
the singer. “The idea that, particularly in 
the American west, if you took a giant, 

universe-sized steam shovel and just 
scraped away the surface of the place, all 
that would be le�  is earth. Our impact is 
actually quite shallow. LA represents that 
very well as a relatively new place, as the 
last place to be colonised in America, but 
also as somewhere that represents hope.” 

The last REM record made with 
drummer Bill Berry, New Adventures 
In Hi-Fi was a return to rootsy, rocky 
spontaneity, the songs written and 
recorded during the 1995 US tour for 
Monster. “When you go on a long tour, 
soundchecks are this perfunctory thing,” 
says Mills. “Peter [Buck] decided it would 
be interesting to make the a� ernoons 
creative and fun, instead of playing 
songs we already knew.” The bones 
of “Electrolite” were taped during a 
soundcheck in Phoenix, the rhythmic 
rasp of the guiro ushering in Mills’ hyper-
melodic piano, Buck’s plangent banjo and
one of Stipe’s loveliest vocals.

The result is Thom Yorke’s favourite 
REM track, although it transpires that he, 
and we, were lucky to hear “Electrolite” 
at all. “I didn’t think that it was worthy 
of being on an album,” says Stipe. “The 
guys convinced me. I capitulated and said,
‘We’ll just bury it somewhere near the end’

Tacked on the end of New Adventures…, this happy-sad elegy to Hollywood 
was initially disliked by Stipe, but “turned out to be one of our best songs ever”

Electrolite
by REM 

– and it turned out to be one of our best 
songs ever. It just goes to show: sometimes 
you don’t or can’t see what you are doing 
when you’re in the thick of it. I love the 
song now.”
GRAEME THOMSON 

MIKE MILLS: I was visiting my girlfriend at 
the time in Chicago. The apartment had 
a piano, I sat down and started messing 
around and that song came out fairly 
quickly. Everything. The whole song was 
done. Actually, I was thinking of Michael 
when I wrote the chorus part. I thought it 
might be something he would enjoy. 
MICHAEL STIPE: Mike is extremely 
melodic. Peter would be more 
experimental, o� en. I think as a singer 
himself, it’s easy for Mike to imagine a 
voice over his chord progressions, so those 
songs tend to be easy to � nd a melody to.
MILLS: I took it into our next rehearsal 
and showed it to the guys. Peter is always 
trying to shake things up and he decided 
to play banjo. We had the guiro on there, 
the Latin percussion instrument, we 
had Nathan December play that. We got 
our friend Andy Carlson to play a � ddle 
on it, we decided that would work as the 
solo. We made those decisions as we 
went along, in the middle of the organic 
process. I remember doing this at John 
Keane’s studio in Athens. It may have
been pre-rehearsals.
STIPE: I don’t remember hearing it for the 
� rst time, I just remember responding to it 
with the lyric – and then not thinking that 
it was very good. 
MILLS: Most of the time Michael would 
drop by the [rehearsal] studio at some 
point. Quite o� en we would make 
cassettes for him, even at this point. He 
liked to work on a really crappy little 
cassette player, because it’s real easy to 
stop it and run it back. 
STIPE: I was writing on a Psion, which was 
a very UK device to have in your pocket 
at the time. You remember those? It feels 
archaic now, of course! 
BERTIS DOWNS: They were embarking on 
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Michael Stipe
Vocals; co-writer; 
co-producer

Mike Mills
Vocals; co-writer; 
co-producer

Bertis Downs
Band lawyer,
later manager

REM in 1996: 
“We’ve always 
been creative
on the road…”
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their � rst tour in � ve years. The decision to
record on the road was: ‘Why not make it 
a little more interesting?’ They’ve always 
been creative on the road; in the early ’80s
they would write multiple songs a week 
on tour. So the ideas was, ‘Let’s put down 
some tracks and see what we get.’ 
MILLS: We essentially wanted a record
of being on the road, of songs written in 
that environment. We all thought that 
sounded great. 
STIPE: It sunk the record! People thought 
that it was a live album and nobody 
realised that it was new songs that we had 
just recorded. 
DOWNS: New Adventures… was a 
successful record, it did � ne, but I do 
think it was a little perceived as not a real 
‘studio’ record, that it was somehow an 
a� erthought. It was underrated when
it came out. 
MILLS: You never know what will come 
out of a live session in this environment. 
If it didn’t need to be redone we’d keep as 
much from the live recording as possible. 
With “Electrolite”, we kept most of it. We 
may have put the guiro back on. 
STIPE: I was rarely at the soundchecks. I 
was more likely to be o  at an art museum 
or exploring the town. When we were 
touring, I was 100 percent focused on 
performing. That required a lot of head 
space, it didn’t leave a lot of room for 
lyric writing and creation. I was at some 

of those soundchecks, but it was
really Peter, Mike and Bill testing
those songs and coming up with
arrangements. We did write 
and we tried out some of those 
songs on that tour, but for me it 
was more a time of presenting 
and performing. A� er the tour 
I was able to sit down with the 
work. It was rolling around in 
my head the whole time. 
DOWNS: They � nished the tour,
had a holiday, and then convene
Seattle in January ’96 for several m
working in a real studio. They used a
mobile studio on the road to get tracks, 
and then they � nished the album. 
MILLS: Generally speaking, the lyrics 
and the melodies were the last thing. We 
would whip the song into shape before 
Michael even heard it. I think “Electrolite” 
was fairly fully formed by the time he 
came in. Lyrics are like law-making and 
sausages: you don’t really want to see the 

process, just the results. Michael was like 
that about his work. Generally, we didn’t 
hear it until he was done. That was always 
a great reveal for us.
STIPE: I think the lyric came pretty easy. 
Maybe that’s why I didn’t like it, because 
it felt too pat. But o� en the work that you 
don’t struggle with turns out to be the 
better work. When you have to really work 

that usually indicates trouble. 
hatever we think a song is 
’t matter, because whatever 
hael turns it into is what it 

ecomes. There were various 
ongs over the years, from 

“World Leader Pretend” all the 
way back to “Catapult”, which I 
hought would turn out a certain 
ay, and by the time Michael 

ad � nished with them they were 
mething completely di erent. 
ctrolite” I didn’t exactly see 
g, but it’s not that dissimilar from 
visioned when I wrote it. 

I : I had chosen Los Angeles as my 
second base, over New York. New York 
felt very tired to me in the early ’90s, very 
worn out. New York really took a hit with 
AIDS, and as my second home it was a 
really di©  cult place to be for a while. I saw 
too much there, I went through too much 
and I experienced too much. I needed 
distance, and LA provided that for me. My 
best friend had moved to a beach hut o

“It’s very sweet, warm and 
wistful. Musically, it tugs
you in a lot of different 
directions” MIKE MILLS
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� nish this one and I’m 
really glad he did, but 
having � nished it he 
wasn’t all that thrilled 
about it for a while. But 
he came around. 
STIPE: I really honestly 
didn’t like it much. It 
felt to me very obvious.
I’m going to pull up the lyric so I can
read it. [Reads the words aloud] Yep, it’s a
pretty good lyric! I just didn’t realise it at
the time. By the way, it’s not ‘plasticine’,
it’s ‘Pleistocene’, which is a [geological]
era. O�en online, the lyrics are horribly
wrong. We did the video with Peter Care
and Spike Jonze, two people I hold in
really high regard. I realised that if they
were interested enough in the song to put
together this truly hysterically ground-
breaking, funny, insane video, there
was something they were responding
to. Through that I realised there was
something to the song. Thom Yorke really
loves that song, too – and that guy has
really good taste!
DOWNS: When Peter Buck was touring
with Robyn Hitchcock in 2007, they were
playing Oxford one night, and Mills,
Stipe and I all converged on the show.
That same night, Thom Yorke turned
up and Peter and Robyn decided to put
“Electrolite” in the setlist as a little treat
for him. They did an arrangement with no
piano, for four minutes it was just a guitar
song, and it sounded quite good! It was a
little treat for their bud Thom.
STIPE: It’s easy to sing. It’s hard to hit a bad
note. The easy-to-sing ones were always
a joy for me.

MILLS: Is it a happy song? Is it a sad song? 
I don’t really know. For me, it’s happy, but 
it’s not e ervescent. It’s a calm, gentle 
happiness. It’s very sweet, warm and 
wistful. Musically, it tugs you in a lot of 
di erent directions. There are couple of 
passing chords on the piano that I really 
love, ninths and minor sevenths, which 
are very evocative.
STIPE: It is a happy song and it also 
recognises the need to step out of the 20th 
and into the 21st century. At the end, the 
protagonist is really saying, “I’m out of 
here, I’m done with this, I’m moving into a 
more progressive and more utopian future 
than the one I see here.” But there’s an 
acknowledgement of the great characters 
that created that atmosphere of LA. I 

medrop James 
n, Michael Sheen 

d Steve McQueen, 
presenting that. 
LLS: Michael’s 
agery is fantastic. 

here is a really great 
ality of memory to 
t song. Memories 
t you may not be 

ble to put your � nger 
n but they’re there, 
onetheless. 
TIPE: A Martin 
heen footnote. I

had a dentist in LA who was really, really
eccentric. He also had Martin Sheen
as a patient. I went to see him one day
and he said, “I want you to meet Martin
Sheen. It’ll be �ne, he’s a great guy, really
sweet.” I said, “No, no, I really don’t want
to meet Martin Sheen in a dentist chair.”
He dragged me in, and there was Martin
Sheen, his mouth was numb and held
upon with a bunch of devices like in A
Clockwork Orange. My dentist introduced 
me to him, and I said, “Hi Martin, it’s
really nice to meet you, I’ll talk because
I know that you can’t.” He was like,
“Mgghhkay!” I said, “I’m the singer for
the band REM, we have a song coming out 
called ‘Electrolite’ and we reference you
directly in the song. I just want you
to know that it’s an homage to you and
your work, I am in no way making fun
of you. It is in fact comparing you to two
other of my favourite actors: James Dean” 
– he nodded – “and Steve McQueen”
– and he nodded again. It was very
awkward and embarrassing, but he was
very generous. We met again years later.
He had beautiful teeth.

REM’S 25th anniversary reissue of 
New Adventures In Hi-Fi is released
on October 29

the Paci�c Ocean and had a spare room, 
and I moved base for a couple of years. 
That provided me with a whole new area of
interest in terms of lyrics and observation.
I was able to absorb the American west in
a way that I never had before. 
MILLS: “Electrolite” has this kind of weird 
folky feel, and the banjo contributes to 
that. It’s this loping thing that Michael 
turned into this interesting elegy for 
Hollywood, and whatever else you care to 
read into it.
STIPE: In exploring the American west 
I had written songs that were much 
more nuanced in their description of 
the cultural, intellectual and spiritual 
atmosphere of the west, like “How The 
West Was Won…” and “Low Desert”. 
“Electrolite” felt to me very surface-y and 
name-droppy. As it turns out, of course, 
that’s ideal for trying to describe Los 
Angeles! It’s very surface-y and name-
droppy and ambitious, and ultimately – 
and this works its way into the song – one 
of the most isolating places on earth. That’s
built into the cultural fabric of that town, 
it’s part of being a single industry town. 
MILLS: We presented Michael with a lot
of material, he didn’t always feel inspired 
to �nish it. He was at least inspired to 

“ThomYorke really loves
thesong and that guy
hasreallygood taste!”
MICHAELSTIPE

TIME LINE

Written by: Bill
Berry, Peter
Buck, Mike Mills, 
Michael Stipe
Produced: Scott 
Litt and REM
Recorded:
Soundcheck at 
the Desert Sky 
Mall, Phoenix, 
November 4, 
1995; Bad 
Animals, Seattle
Released: 
December 2, 1996
Personnel: Bill 
Berry (drums, 
percussion), Peter 
Buck (bass guitar, 
banjo), Andy 
Carlson (violin), 
Nathan 
December (guiro),  
Mike Mills (piano), 
Michael Stipe 
(vocals)
Highest chart 
positions: UK 29;
US 96  
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Orange crush: REM 
on the Monster tour 
Milton Keynes 
National Bowl, UK, 
July 29, 1995
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March 1, 1995
Bill Berry suffers a brain 
aneurysm on stage in 
Switzerland and the 
remaining European
tour dates are
cancelled  

May 15, 1995 With Berry 
recovered, the North 
American leg of the 
Monster tour begins. The 
band begin recording 
material at soundchecks 
and in concert  

November 4, 1995
“Electrolite” is recorded 
during soundcheck at
the Desert Sky Mall
in Phoenix  
Early 1996 The album is 
completed with studio 

sessions in Seattle,
Athens and Los Angeles 
September 9, 1996
New Adventures In
Hi-Fi is released 
December 2, 1996  
“Electrolite” is released as 

a single in the UK, and 
comes out in the US on 2 
February 1997
November 18, 2008 
REM perform “Electrolite” 
at their last ever full 
concert in Mexico City





BECAUSE 
YOU’RE 
YOUNG

DAVID BOWIE
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On the cusp of a new century, what does 
DAVID BOWIE do? Having plotted a dramatic 

course forward across four decades, 
he decides instead to revisit a number of songs 

from the earliest days of his career. 
But the album he records, called TOY, is 

consigned to Bowie's vaults, where it has been 
the subject of much intense speculation ever 

since. To celebrate its imminent release - 
21 years late! - we bring you the definitive 

account of David Bowie's legendary lost album 
as told by Bowie's closest collaborators and 

confidants. “It’s a ghost album,” Tony Visconti 
tells Peter Watts. “I’m so glad people are now 

getting to hear it, because I think some of 
David’s finest work is on Toy.”

Photo by FRANK W. OCKENFELS 3 © FRANK W. OCKENFELS 3



“Seeing my 
past to let it
go”:  Bowie in 
autumn 1999
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ANHATTAN Center,
New York, August
1999. David Bowie is
coming face to face with
one of his former selves. But
it’s not the Thin White Duke,
Halloween Jack or Ziggy –
but an earlier incarnation
of Bowie, one almost
nobody knows or has
long since forgotten.

The occasion is VH1 Storytellers, a show in which
songwriters talk about and perform choice moments from
their back catalogue. Among hits like “Life On Mars?” and
“China Girl”, Bowie suddenly pulls out one of the first
songs he wrote: an R&B thumper called “Can’t Help
Thinking About Me”. He prefaces it with a lengthy impression
of Steve Marriott – before confessing that the song contains
“two of the worst lines I’ve ever written”. The audience laugh
appreciatively. What no-one – perhaps not even Bowie himself
– realises is that this brief detour back to 1965 will launch an
unexpected and extended reckoning with Bowie’s past.

Accompanying Bowie on guitar in New York was
Reeves Gabrels, Bowie’s musical right-hand man
since 1988. It transpires that Gabrels has suggested
Bowie give “Can’t Help Thinking About Me” a long-
overdue airing. “I had it on a compilation record
when I was about 14,” he tells Uncut. “You’d get
three vinyl discs for a dollar if you sent in a coupon.
They were like anthology records. I had a bunch of
them as they were so affordable. I’d heard ‘Can’t Help
Thinking About Me’ almost before I knew anything else
David had done. Then we were in Chung King Studios inPI
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New York mixing ‘hours...’ and drawing up the 
setlist for VH1 Storytellers. I said it as a joke. 
David paused and he thought and he said, 
‘You know, that might be a good one.’ Next 
thing I knew, we were playing it.”
In fact, the enthusiastic reception to “Can’t 

Help Thinking About Me” encouraged Bowie to 
dig deeper, unearthing other lost songs including 

“The London Boys” and “I Dig Everything”. What sent 
him on this unexpected detour back to his pre-fame days? 

His love of the internet might have been partly responsible. 
“I must’ve had 743 singles come out before ‘Space 

Oddity’,” Bowie told Uncut in 1999. “And half of them 
daft as a brush. And the other half – well, there may 
have been potential, but only so much. Ha! But it’s 
kinda fun now, actually – I see sites on the internet 
where they study those areas very intimately. You 
can see them picking through the peppercorns of

my manure pile. Looking for something that might 
indicate I had a future. They’re few and far between, 

but they have come up with some nuggets.”
When Mark Plati took over from Gabrels shortly after 

the VH1 show, he and Bowie decided to take Bowie’s lost 

“HE WAS 
PEELING 

BACK THE 
LAYERS”

GERRY LEONARD
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ove to go back and remake certain albums... This
ave David the perfect opportunity to rework those

old songs, which, from the beginning, proved that he
was always a great songwriter. It meant he could go
back and shine a light on his earlier stuff. It’s a bit of
a ghost album, it’s a transitional album. And I’m so
glad people are now getting to hear it, because I
hink some of David’s finest work is on Toy.”

BY the time Bowie stepped into Sear Sound in
New York to begin work on Toy, he was once
again cycling through changes at a speed to

ival his ’70s transformations. Black Tie White
Noise had seen a return to solo recording after Tin
Machine, while the inventive soundtrack for The

uddha Of Suburbia helped Bowie reconnect with
is explorative instincts. As it progressed, the ’90s
ecame a decade of change and experimentation
sometimes successful, sometimes not. He

e-teamed with Brian Eno for concept album
Outside, dabbled with drum’n’bass on Earthling

nd briefly DJ’d at festival dance tents under the
ame the Tao Jones Index – until fans cottoned

“nuggets” and make what they called the “’60s 
album”. Recorded immediately after Bowie’s 
triumphant June 2000 show at Glastonbury, 
Toy should have been Bowie’s first release of 
the incoming millennium – old skin for a new 
century. Instead, it was shelved – the victim of 
an unsympathetic label and Bowie’s own 
impatience. Now, 21 years later, Toy is finally 
appearing on the Brilliant Adventure boxset, 
which collects Bowie’s studio albums and 
additional material from 1992–2001, and then 
on Toy:Box in January, featuring Toy, outtakes 
and bonus material. These twice-lost arcana
from another age are getting their moment in the 
sunshine, offering a glimpse into Bowie at the 
other end of his career; before, in some instances, 
he was even ‘Bowie’. “These songs give a little 
glimpse of his teenage soul,” says Emm Gryner, 
backing singer on Toy.

“Some of them were so old that they dated even 
before my time with him,” says Tony Visconti, 
who was drawn back into the Bowie fold during 
the Toy sessions. “I think many artists would KE
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A performance for  VH1’s
Storytellers – and Reeves 
Gabrels’ (far left) last live 
appearance with Bowie, 
August 23, 1999
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on and started requesting “Fame” or “Ziggy Stardust”.
An early adopter of new technologies, Bowie

remained one step ahead of the music industry. He
released a download-only live album, LiveAndWell.
com, after his label, Virgin, passed on a commercial
release. 1999’s ‘hours...’ was the first album by a major-
label artist to be made available as a download and
included lyrics chosen from fans’ entries to his
website. Elsewhere, Bowie found himself celebrated
by two of the most exciting bands in America and
England – Nirvana and Suede. The trajectory was
entirely upwards. “He’d had a good ’90s, a lot of good
stuff with Reeves,” says guitarist Earl Slick. “It wasn’t
a hits period, but it was a damn good music period.”

“Tin Machine had been a reset,” explains Gabrels.
“He felt he had lost his way after Let’s Dance. He didn’t
like where he was going and wanted to change it, so Tin
Machine fell on that grenade. Black Tie White Noise was
an attempt to go overtly commercially right away. But
after that we tried to forget about external pressures
and just make music. In the ’90s, he enjoyed all the
possibilities he wanted to explore having, through
Tin Machine, built up more armour. He was more
impervious to criticism. The ’90s were an adventure.”

Although such a progressive approach has always
been a critical part of Bowie’s arsenal, there were signs
that he was starting to look back. For Black Tie White
Noise, he reunited with Let’s Dance producer Nile
Rodgers as well Mick Ronson, who played on a cover
of Cream’s “I Feel Free”. Alongside Eno, other alumni
Mike Garson and Carlos Alomar featured on 1. Outside.

“I think his forgiveness quotient went up,” says
Garson. “The music business is pretty rough andFR
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relationships on the road can be tricky. Then you look 
back 20 years later and you realise those people were 
your friends. I thought it was big of him. He said to me at 
one session in the early ’90s that he needed to get back 
to his essence. Let’s Dance was such a big hit, it threw 
him and he lost his centre. For an artist like David that 
was very disturbing. On Outside, he was able to get 
that back and then he began to look at his catalogue.”

The signs became too big to ignore. He had 
referenced his past in songs and costume before – 
most conspicuously on “Ashes To Ashes” – but it 
escalated during the 1990s. The Ziggy hair returned for 
Earthling, while ‘hours...’ included a song called “The 
Pretty Things Are Going To Hell” whose video featured 
puppets of four Bowie’s past selves. Older songs began 
to appear in the setlist, often slyly recast. By June 2000, 
he played a greatest-hits set to a quarter of a million 
people at Glastonbury. “He turned 50 and he realised 
– later than everybody else – what his stature and 
importance was in contemporary music,” says Gabrels.

“When we toured 1. Outside, he did not want to do the 
old stuff,” says bassist Gail Ann Dorsey. “He made 
peace with that for whatever reasons and saw that 
with all the different incarnations of the band over this 
period we could bring new life to those songs each 
time, which made it exciting for him. It felt good, it 
didn’t bug him. On each record and each tour he 
seemed happier and happier.”

Blissfully married with a child on the way,
playing in a fine band and widely admired by his 
peers, Bowie was in a good place in 2000 – more 
comfortable in his own skin then perhaps ever before. 
Guitarist Gerry Leonard began playing with Bowie
on Toy, joining the band for Heathen and Reality. 
He says, “On the Reality record and tour, he
was very much about taking down the façade
and presenting himself as himself, as David Bowie, 
rather than as a character or through a filter.
Toy was the beginning of that process, where he was 
peeling back the layers.”

NEWS of Toy broke in early 2000, when Bowie 
announced on his web journal that he would 
be revisiting his old material for a new album – 

“not so much a ‘Pin Ups II’ as an ‘Up Date I’”. 
Rehearsals for Toy and Glastonbury took place 
simultaneously at Big Mike’s rehearsal space in New 
York’s Meatpacking District. The group listened 
dutifully to Bowie’s early singles and the best of the 
Deram recordings before beginning work on their own 
versions. With Bowie sporting long, flowing locks – 
similar to those he had on the original The Man Who 
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“TIN MACHINE 
HAD BEEN A 

RESET. HE FELT 
HE HAD LOST 

HIS WAY”
REEVES GABRELS

Thursday’s child 
at 52: publicity 
shot from the 
October 1999 
release of ‘hours…’

Little wonders: (l–r) 
Zachary Alford, Reeves 
Gabrels, DB, Gail Ann 
Dorsey and Mike Garson 
at the 1996 VH1 Fashion 
Awards in New York
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“THERE’S 
250,000 PEOPLE 

WHO WANT 
TO SEE DAVID…”

Inside Bowie’s momentous 
headlining slot on the 

Pyramid Stage

BOWIE’S Glastonbury 
headlining slot is essential to 
the spirit of Toy as it created 
a bonding moment for 
the band and gave Bowie 

the confidence to revisit the past in 
more detail. “There was a lot of 
camaraderie after Glastonbury,” 
says Emm Gryner, while Mike 
Garson adds that “Glastonbury 
was a very big high for everybody. 
He was returning to the scene of the 
crime after 30 years.”

“Glastonbury was a big deal for 
him and it’s probably the one time 
he might have been a little nervous 
before a show,” says Gail Ann 
Dorsey. That nervousness was 
noted by Garson, who says Bowie 
dealt with it using a trick he’d 
learnt decades before.

“The highlight of Glastonbury 
was David looking at the audience 
and I think he got scared,” he says. 
“So he told me to go out and warm up 
the audience with solo piano playing 
‘Greensleeves’, that old traditional song. 
That was pretty scary, there’s 250,000 
people who want to see David and I’m 
banging away at the piano. You don’t 
forget that so easily. I was his guinea 
pig, but he had done the same thing 
at Hammersmith 30 years earlier 
and it worked then!”

“A very big high 
for everybody”: 
Bowie returns 
to Glastonbury 
29 years later, 
June 25, 2000



Sold The World sleeve – the band played two shows at 
New York’s Roseland Ballroom in June 2000. At the 
second, they revived “The London Boys”.

“I asked if he was serious,” says Garson. “He was 
just, ‘It’s in the set, Mike. Play the part.’ He didn’t need 
to justify it to me.”

Along with Garson, another old face had returned to 
Bowie’s circle. Earl Slick was back for the first time 
since the Serious Moonlight Tour. “Somehow David’s 
office got my cell number and left a cryptic 
message,” he says. “I was told David was 
producing an album and he wanted me to play 
guitar, which I thought was kind of odd – we’d 
been out of contact for a long time. I finally got it 
out of them that he was really interested in me 
joining the band. They asked me to sit in. I said 
that sounds a lot like an audition and I already did 
an audition for David in 1974. They apologised, I 
flew to New York and walked into the room with 
David and the band. It all clicked instantly.”

“Slicky was a wild card but he really gelled,” 
says Plati. “It was the last piece of the jigsaw 
puzzle. That Glastonbury band was like being in 
The Rolling Stones. It was the thing I’d dreamed 
about since high school, and that series of gigs 
was incredible. After Roseland we came to England and
played TFI Friday. Then we did Glastonbury. There were
some butterflies but that went away when we hit the
stage. We did a BBC Radio Theatre show a few days later
when the pressure was off. Glastonbury was done and
he’d killed it, so this was dessert. In some ways, we
played even better. It was a small audience and a really
interesting set.” This BBC session is available in full as
part of the Brilliant Adventure box.

The band was drawn from all periods of Bowie’s
career. Garson and Slick had been around since 1972
and 1974. Plati played rhythm and Gail Ann Dorsey was
on bass. Drummer Sterling Campbell had joined forBR
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“Thiswasdessert”:
Bowieandbandat
theBBCRadio
Theatre,twodays
afterGlastonbury,
June27,2000

Back to stay: 
Earl Slick
 and Bowie 
backstage at 
the BBC, 2000

Black Tie White Noise – but his musical epiphany came in
1978 at 14 when a neighbour gave him a ticket to see 
Bowie at Madison Square Garden. That neighbour was 
Bowie’s drummer Dennis Davis. It changed the course of 
Campbell’s life and by 2000 he was an important member 
of the band. “Sterling was the backbone,” says backing 
singer Holly Palmer. “He really understood a lot about 
David. He was like a student of David’s music and that 
formed a core. It all branched from that, with Gail on bass 
creating a structure that was very aware of this music and 
of this man.”
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Recording began in July at Sear Sound on 48th 
Street – former site of The Hit Factory, where Bowie 
had mixed Station To Station and Slick had recorded 
Double Fantasy with John Lennon. The songs selected 
ranged from his debut single “Liza Jane”, released in 
1964 as Davie Jones With The King Bees, all the way 
up to 1971’s “Shadow Man”, originally recorded 
during the Ziggy Stardust sessions. The bulk of the 
tracks came from the mid-’60s – both sides of 1965 
single “You’ve Got A Habit Of Leaving”/“Baby Loves 
That Way” and 1966’s “I Dig Everything”. Some 
songs were unfamiliar even to Bowie’s long-serving 
musical collaborators – when Garson first heard 
“Shadow Man” he thought it was a new song, even 
though it was written just one year before he first 
played with Bowie.

The intention was to capture the energy of 
Glastonbury. Musicians arrived at the studio in the late 
morning, where they would often chat with studio 
owner Walter Sear. Sear was a former business partner
of Bob Moog. He played on soundtracks and the lobby 
of the studio was lined with garish B-movie posters 
from films he’d been involved in like Zombie 
Holocaust. Sear was a fan of old-school recording 
methods and had a stack of exceptional mics and 
equipment including a desk from Abbey Road, so was 
horrified to see that Bowie was recording digitally. “He
was not impressed,” says Plati. “One time he came in, 
looked at our rig and just shook his head.”

Sessions began at 11am with Bowie laying down a 
live vocal. The band would then use that vocal as a 
guide while they worked out their parts. Most songs 
were recorded in two or three takes, with Bowie using 
additional takes to add a harmony or double his lead. 
Everybody mucked in: Holly Palmer played 
percussion on a couple of tracks, while Emm Gryner 
and Dorsey bust out their school clarinets for “The 
London Boys”. “With David, we usually used the first 
take that didn’t have any mistakes,” says Slick. “And 
that normally worked because the first correct take 
has the best feel.”

Working at a steady pace, with lunch ordered in so it 
didn’t disrupt the flow, they were able to record a song 
a day. It was, by all accounts, a good-spirited, light-
hearted session. Bowie engaged with his past in a way 
that was meaningful to the present. He updated the 
arrangements so they became of a piece with the vast 
body of work he had produced in the years since they 
were originally written. The range and quality of 
Bowie’s vocals were especially impressive, as he 
brought renewed emotional depth to the atmospheric 
“The London Boys”, the jagged “I Dig Everything” and
a 1969 song, “Hole In The Ground”, that had never 
been officially been released. 

Why was he revisiting this ’60s material? The general
consensus among the band is simply that it gave him 
a kick. “Maybe he was just tripping on the idea,” says 
Campbell. “He worked at such a fast pace that even he 
couldn’t appreciate what he was doing until later on. LE
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Still from the cine-
literate video for  
“Jump They Say” 
from 1993’s Black 
Tie White Noise

BRILLIANT ADVENTURE
What’s in it apart from Toy?

BLACK TIE 
WHITE NOISE
1993
Bowie reunites with Nile Rodgers 
for his most commercial 
work in decades, securing a 
Top 10 hit with “Jump They 
Say”, his first since “Absolute 
Beginners”, even though the 
song is about the suicide of 
his half-brother Terry.

THE BUDDHA 
OF SUBURBIA
1993
Bowie wrote the soundtrack 
for this BBC adaption of 
Hanif Kureishi’s Bromley-set, 
Bowie-based coming-of-
age classic. The theme tune 
is stunning, while the rest 
represents an absorbing 
but low-key return to more 
experimental music. “An art 
record, not a money record,” 
says Reeves Gabrels.

1. OUTSIDE
1995
Dense, difficult, dystopian 
concept album with echoes 
of Diamond Dogs. Musicians 
improvised in the studio while 
Bowie painted their portraits 
- Eno and Bowie then pieced 
together a record from the 
sessions. “I told people at the 
time that nobody would listen 
to it for 30 years but then they’d 
start to appreciate it,” says 
Mike Garson.

EARTHLING
1997
Inspired by Nine Inch Nails and 
The Prodigy, Bowie make his 

dance-tinged album – although 
he never saw it that way. 
“My favourite from this era is 
Earthling,” says Gabrels. “It 
all came together with that. 
David was a magpie, so those 
elements would get thrown 
into it, but never with the 
intention of masquerading 
as it or becoming it.”

“HOURS...”
1999
A more conventional singer-
songwriter album after the 
three preceding curios - and not 
coincidentally Gabrels’ last 
album with Bowie. Highlights 
include singles “Thursday’s Child” 

and “Survive”.

BBC RADIO THEATRE
2000
Recorded two days after 
Glastonbury, this intimate 
performance and classic-
packed set is remembered by 
the band as one of their finest 
shows. Fifteen tracks were 
released on 2000’s Bowie At 
The Beeb – this is the complete 
set, including “The London 

Boys”, “Starman” and “Heroes”.

RE:CALL 5
2021
Three discs of hard-to-find 
material, including B-sides, radio 
edits and movie soundtracks. 
There’s a great alternative 

version of “I Can’t Read” for 
Ang Lee’s The Ice Storm, a 
surprising cover of “Pictures 
Of Lily” and a duet with 
Angelo Badalamenti on “A 
Foggy Day in London Town”.

“WE USED THE FIRST 
TAKE THAT DIDN’T 
HAVE MISTAKES”

EARL SLICK



But he had this great band in the late ’90s and that
gave him something new to play with.”

Circumstances, no doubt, played some part. He’d lost
Reeves Gabrels, his co-writer for much of the ’90s. In
the absence of any new material and eager to capture
the Glastonbury spirit on tape, revisiting lesser-known
songs from his past made some sense – because the
band was so hungry to work, everybody approached
the project with enthusiasm, determined to make sure
these songs wouldn’t be overlooked a second time.
Bowie didn’t explain why he had chosen these songs
in particular, but all agree the material was strong.

“I might be wrong, but I have a memory of him
bringing cassettes of old songs he had done as a
teenager for us to listen,” says Dorsey. “I had a
conversation with him about writing songs when he
was 16. He said he approached it like a school text,
with a dictionary. He was very methodical about how
his favourite songs were put together. He was
educating himself. We talked about this while he was
looking back at his early material.”

“Doing those songs was so different to the rest of
his material,” says Emm Gryner. “They felt different
rhythmically and the rhymes are so funny because
they are so simple. I was the youngest person in the
band and I’d never experienced that vertical jangly
’60s guitar thing. I’m from the Britpop generation and
grew up with the people David influenced, so it was
interesting going back to that original stuff. It made me
think that for him, doing it at that age, must have been
so much fun. He really lit up, he was in a very happy
place. It felt like he was cool with his story.”

Towards the end of the sessions, yet another old face
appeared on the scene: Tony Visconti. Bowie and
Visconti had discussed reuniting in 1999, but this was
the first time they worked together since Scary
Monsters. “We hadn’t spoken to each other for a long
time,” he says. “I got a call from someone, saying that
David was trying to contact me. It was like, ‘He wants
to know if you’re friendly’ or ‘mentally competent’,
something like that. I don’t know, it was a weird
message. This was the beginning of David and I
working together again, until the day he died. I was a
trusted friend and we had a method of communication
that was near-on telepathic. It was as natural as
putting your shoes on in the morning.”KE
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Talkin’ about his 
generation: in New 
York recording 
‘hours…’ May 24, 1999

Visconti’s stately string arrangement for “Conversation 
Piece” caps one of the stand-out songs on Toy. Dorsey 
compares Bowie’s vocals on Toy to the great crooners – 
Sinatra, Bennett, Walker – and it is a formidable display. 
“‘Conversation Piece’ is one of the greatest things he 
did,” says Campbell. “His image is so strong, you can 
get blinded to the mastery of the music but lyrically his 
phrasing is so incredible – it’s the favourite thing I ever 
played on because it’s like playing on one of the 
classics. It’s like Joni Mitchell once said of ‘Both Sides 
Now’, he’s singing it now, when the maturity in his voice 
and experience has caught up with the sentiment… 
Everybody played the right stuff on that song.”

It was fun, but Garson got some insight into the 
challenges of being David Bowie, even during the 
good times. “The playing is the playing and you either 
hit the magic or you don’t,” he says. “But the thing I 
really remember, my deepest memory, was this. After 
the sessions he asked me to walk him down the street 
to his car, he needed somebody to come with him and 
his bodyguard was off that day. He said to me, out of 
nowhere: ‘Mike, you wouldn’t want my fame.’ That was 
a pretty heavy statement. I thought about it for years.”

AFTER the initial sessions in July, everybody 
took a break. Bowie’s daughter, Alexandria, 
was born in August. By autumn, Plati and 

Bowie were ready to resume mixing, this time at Philip 
Glass’s Looking Glass Studio in New York. Plati called 
in additional musicians to augment the basic backing 
tracks. Lisa Germano brought violin, accordion, 
recorder and mandolin, while Gerry Leonard added 
guitar to “Shadow Man”. Trumpet came from Cuong 
Vu, who Bowie had spotted backing Holly Palmer
at a gig. Leonard was called back to later sessions, 
recording parts for two new original Bowie songs – 
“Uncle Floyd” and “Afraid” – that later appeared on 
Heathen (“Uncle Floyd” was rewritten as “Slip Away”). 
Plati does not see these songs as part of the Toy
sessions because “they are from a different headspace 
– they were written from scratch, which is the first 
time he’d written solo in quite a while.”

There was one new Bowie original on Toy, however. 
The (semi) title track, “Toy (Your Turn To Drive)”, was 
assembled from a jam that took place at the end of “I 
Dig Everything”. Plati and Bowie took different musical 
sections and spliced them together to create an entirely 
new song. Bowie then overdubbed a lyric. As this was 
assembled in the studio, Garson heard it for the first 
time in September 2021. “I didn’t know I had played on 
it,” he says. “The piano part is crazy. I play a scale and 
then make that scale more complicated and then it 
repeats at the end; it’s hypnotic and not a typical Mike 
Garson set of notes. So it came from a jam? That makes 
sense. We were in top form, we’d been touring and we’d 
jam before every show, which was often my favourite 
moment and sometimes we did that in the studio.”

Toy was finished – but that’s when Bowie’s problems 
began. He wanted a quick release but Virgin 
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DAVID BOWIE

ACOUSTIC 
TOY!

Mark Plati reveals 
“a happy accident”

DURING the Toy sessions, 
Earl Slick suggested adding 
acoustic guitars to all the 

tracks. These would be placed 
into the mix, adding a percussive 
element to bind it all together – a 
trick he had picked up from listening 
to Rolling Stones records. “Slick 
and I would usually add acoustic 
guitars to the basic track once that 
it finished,” explains Plati. “When we 
were mixing, at one point I had the 
vocal and acoustic guitars soloed. 
David heard it and suggested we 
record some versions like that… one 
of a hundred happy accidents that 
happen in the recording studio.”

These “Unplugged & Somewhat 
Slightly Electric” versions are now 
being released for the first time in 
January’s Toy:Box. “It got a little more 
involved - in addition to acoustic 
guitars I’d add Lisa Germano’s violin, 
maybe some background vocals, or 
the odd electric guitar effect,” says 
Plati. “I finished those this year for this 
collection. Personally, I love them - 
they have a very different energy 
from the full band recordings, of 
course, and they’re more naked - 
the vocals really stand out.”

“‘CONVERSATION 
PIECE’ IS MY, 

FAVOURITE THING”
STERLING CAMPBELL
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Everythinghas
changed: Bowie 
backstage at the 
post-9/11 Concert 
For New York City, 
October 20, 2001
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dragged their heels. In January 2001, he told fans it 
was coming out in March – but that soon moved to 
May. Virgin were experiencing financial difficulties 
and executives kept kicking Toy – covers of songs that 
nobody had taken seriously first time round? – into the 
long grass. The death of Bowie’s mother in April 2001 
caused a further, understandable, shift in priorities. 
By October, Bowie had given up. He announced he 
was recording an album of new material with Visconti. 
Heathen eventually came out on his own label ISO, the 
relationship with Virgin damaged beyond repair.

The Toy band, watching from afar, assumed this was 
another example of Bowie moving fast, already with 
one head in the new project. “David always has these 
moments where he has a brilliant idea that might not 
pan out how he wants to or he might change his 
mind,” says Campbell. Even Plati, who was closer to 
the album than anybody bar Bowie, says, “The point 
of the record was just to get it out and Virgin could not 
act fast enough for him. He was already moving on 
and it wasn’t happening fast enough.”

But Visconti says it was a rejection – and one that 
hurt Bowie.  Given the nature of the recordings – 
almost all from an era when he couldn’t catch a break 
– he might have felt the songs were cursed. “It was 
unbelievable,” says Visconti. “To add insult to injury, 
Virgin told him to rent a house in Philadelphia and
go back and make another Young Americans. I hope 
that person was fired soon afterwards. It was awful, 
especially from Americans, because this was Virgin 
America we were dealing with.”

Bowie buried his disappointment, using some tracks 
from Toy as bonus material and B-sides. Nothing more 
was heard until 2011, when a version of Toy leaked on 
the internet. Plati says he’s “tried not to listen” to these 
rough and incomplete mixes. And that was that. 
Consigned to the archive, the album became part of 
Bowie’s mythology. “The many mysteries of Toy,” 
laughs Visconti. Until now, that is.

PLATI began preparing mixes for the official 
release of Toy in 2021, tidying up loose ends at 
his home studio, Alice’s Kitchen in New York. 

This included mixing “Can’t Help Thinking About M
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Me” – the song that had kicked off the entire 
enterprise but hadn’t actually been finished back in 
2000. Toy:Box has two albums of additional material. 
There’s the “Unplugged & Somewhat Slightly 
Electric” mix of the album, and another containing 
alternative mixes, among them a “Tibet version” of 
“Silly Boy Blue” recorded at Looking Glass with Philip 
Glass on piano along with versions of “Liza Jane” and 
“In The Heat Of The Morning” that don’t feature on 
the official Toy release.

For many members of the band, listening to Toy
for the first time in 20 years throws them straight 
back to Sear Sound and their own precious moments 
with Bowie – whether it’s Gryner and Bowie falling 
asleep on the sofa together, or the time Campbell 
turned up to the studio wearing an outfit Bowie 
described as “Beatnik”. It’s also a memory of a 
golden summer, invariably tied to that epic 
Glastonbury performance. 

For fans, it’s a chance to hear Bowie reckoning 
with his past during a particularly bucolic period in 
his life, able to throw all that positivity and excitement 

nto his performance. “His life is in that voice,” 
ays Palmer. “There are so many things that 
ade him a magnificent artist. But when 

omebody has a story and a point of view, 
hat those do to a voice is immeasurable and 

nvaluable. That’s why we love David so much. 
e brings so much to the music. His voice is a 

eflection of his big soul.”
When Reeves Gabrels ended his musical 

relationship with Bowie, it was partly in reaction to 
something Bowie had told him during the recording of 
‘hours...’. “He said to me that ‘he wanted to make music 
for his generation’,” says Gabrels. “I wasn’t sure what 
that meant for me as I am 10 years younger. Part of the 
reason I left was I felt a resistance to experimentation.” 

Yet while making Toy, Bowie told Gryner that one 
day he “hoped to make music that is so uncommercial, 
I have no audience left”. And in some ways, that 
mindset underscored Toy. The songs were catchy, 
but they were considered so uncommercial that the 
label wouldn’t even release them. Bowie wanted to 
drive away his audience? Well, these songs came 
before he even had an audience to lose. Rejected in the 
1960s, rejected again in 2001, they finally find their 
official and valued place in Bowie’s catalogue almost 
six years after his death.

“It’s fucking ridiculous it’s taken so long,” says Slick. 
“But then I always say that in all the time I spent with 
David, the one thing is that you live with and thrive on 
the surprises. Nothing was ever by the book. And even 
now he’s gone for five years or more, the surprises 
keep coming.”

David Bowie 5. Brilliant Adventure (1992–2001) is 
released on November 26 by ISO Records Via 
Parlophone. David Bowie Toy (Toy:Box) is released 
on January 8, 2022 by ISO Records via Parlophone
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TIME TO
DRESS UP
Visconti in the Toy:Box

TWO of the 
alternative 
versions on 

Toy:Box are by 
Tony Visconti, who 
became more closely 
involved with Bowie 
in 2001 as they 
prepared to record 
Heathen. Visconti did 
an alternative mix of 
“The London Boys” 
and also recorded a “Tibet version
of “Silly Boy Blue”.

“Yes, that was wonderful,” says 
Visconti. “I think we have Philip 
Glass playing piano on that, 
tinkling away. I know he did the 
concert with us as well, at the 
Tibet House. Once a year he does 
the Tibet House concert. That 
was an amazing track to do."

Visconti has his own theory on 
why Bowie was revisiting these 
songs for Toy. “Back in those early 
days it was four-track recording, 
possibly even three-track,” he 
says. “Given the technology of 
the day… the production wasn’t 
very good. It was kind of cheesy 
and a little bit insensitive. So to 
make an updated version of 
them was proving to people that 
these were good songs in the first 
place and that they just needed 
a great production. We always 
felt that they were great songs 
and that they should be listened 
to. And now that you know who 
David Bowie is and what he’s 
accomplished, those songs are 
completely valid. And they make 
sense. They should be heard. And 
if you dress them up again, as I’ve 
done with remixes, it’s worth it.”

Move on:  
publicity 
shot for 
2002’s 
Heathen

“WE ALWAYS FELT 
THAT THEY WERE 
GREAT SONGS ”

TONY VISCONTI
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asonic DNA massage,” admits keyboardist 
Danalogue, although evidently it’s the 
type of massage where someone pummels 
your back into submission. 

In the midst of all this, Jonny 
Greenwood’s rare solo set is a brief 
moment of calm. Hunched over his Ondes 
Martenot, he plays a selection of music 
from his soundtracks to �lms such as 
There Will Be Blood and Phantom Thread, 
accompanied by a small chamber group. 
There is a gasp of anticipation when 
Greenwood picks up his guitar, but it’s to 
play Steve Reich’s “Electic Counterpoint” 
– impressive, but not the secret Radiohead 
encore many were hoping for.

Sundaya�ernoon’sGardenStagefolk 
billprovidesthehangovercure,although 
JimGhedi’s takeontraditionalsong is not 
quite theeasygoingridesomehadmaybe 
anticipatedwhile lazingagainstahedge. 
Playinghisexcellentrecentalbum In 
TheFurrowsOfCommonPlace fromstart 
to�nish, theseareancient(orancient-
sounding) talesof impoverishment,
maladyandloss,accompaniedby
mournfulviolinanddoublebassorthe 
ominousdroneofaharmonium.It’s
sometimesharrowingstu�,butbeautifully 
deliveredandwarmlyreceived.

Nothing quite beats the love shown 
to ShirleyCollins, however, a genuine 
national treasure and living encyclopedia 
of folksong. Most artists start their set 
with an old one, to get the crowd on side; 
Collins’ �rst number is from 1580. There 
are also sheep-shearing songs, songs 
learned from an “Arkansas mountain 
woman” and a song written with Davy 
Graham in 1965 that Collins recently found 
in a drawer. Each one has an illuminating 
origin story – and some even come with a 
morris dancer, to the delight of the crowd. 
She may not be LittleSimz, but Collins 
knows how to entertain.

ArabStrap also play a kind of folk 
music, a document of contemporary 
mores played out through lewd tales and 
sticky situations. Recent comeback album 
As Days Get Dark found Aidan Mo�at 
moving from protagonist to narrator, 
and as a result its songs sometimes lack 
the piquant cringe factor of the band’s 
�nest work. But their new meatier sound 
ampli�es the drama of old favourites 
like “New Birds” and “Love Detective”. 
They �nish of course with “The First Big 
Weekend” – and this one, too, has seemed 
to last forever, in the best way possible.

Playing a secret bonus set late on
Sunday night, BlackCountry,NewRoad
bring the curtain down with a pungently 
bittersweet cover of MGMT’s “Time To 
Pretend”. No need for pretending any 
more, though. As DamonAlbarn noted of 
his emotional sundown set earlier in the 
festival, “It was musical, it was heartfelt… 
and it happened.” It really, really, really 
did happen.   
MARK BEAUMONT & SAM RICHARDS

F
OR those of us who’ve
barely le� the house
for 18 months, End Of
The Road’s wooded
wonderland of disco ships,
cider buses, neon cactuses
and actual peacocks

feels almost overwhelmingly vivid.
Thursday’s bill seems designed to ease
us in gently: the untethered kosmische
journeys of paisley-shirted Tokyo psych
revivalists KikagakuMoyoare laced with
an endearing delicacy, while Woods Stage
headliners Stereolabare the perfect
band to bridge the mildly agoraphobic
period between lockdown isolation
and rock’n’roll communalism. There’s a
timeless reassurance to their evocations
of ’60s lounge pop, but also an urgency to
their jazzy sci-� grooves which speaks
to the tensions and fears of 2021.

JohnGrant begins in unusually
subdued fashion with the minimalist
electronics and re¢ective moods of
recent ��h solo album The Boy From
Michigan. It’s only with “Black Belt” that
he begins striking poses and �ring up
synth-rave maelstroms, while “Queen Of
Denmark” now sounds like ABBA’s “The
Winner Takes It All” constructed in an
industrial smelting plant. A�er a spot of
Bond-sized electronica, Grant rounds up
with stunning piano epic “GMF”: “I am
the greatest motherfucker that you’re ever
gonna meet”, he declares. Seconded.

HotChip’s boys from school are now
dads pulling their kids around the site in
one of those little trailers, but a sense of
not-quite-belonging lingers somehow,
lending even their most straightahead
thumpers a sense of emotional intimacy.
The likes of “One Life Stand”, “Night And
Day” and the deathless “Over And Over”
are enhanced by gonzo house piano,
four-part harmonies and some impressive
formation dancing, while a speculative
tilt at Beastie Boys’ “Sabotage” at least
ful�ls some teenage fantasies.

By Saturday a�ernoon, End Of The
Road enters its most suggestive state:
palpable, submissive, ready for anything.
Anteloper are a great new discovery,
a joyous experimental duo led by jazz
trumpeter Jaimie Branch in a giant
multicoloured cape. She spends much
of the set triggering ripples and gurgles
from a desk of electronic gizmos, but when
she does eventually pull out the trumpet,

it’s a piercing, imperious sound, like an
elephant about to stampede.

HenOgledd are also in receipt of the
capes memo: Richard Dawson wears
a blue one while his bandmate Rhodri
Davies sports a magni�cent yellow
number, decorated with what looks like
an ancient fertility goddess. Collectively
they resemble a troupe of medieval
sorcerers who’ve accidentally magicked
themselves onto the Woods Stage from the
13th century. They sing enthusiastically
and in an array of British accents about
role-playing videogames, intergalactic
golf and a cat called “Trouble”. The latter
may even be the purest pop moment of the
whole weekend – and certainly the only
one to feature a bass and harp solo.

Squid incite mayhem on a largely sedate
Garden Stage with their idiosyncratic
clash of funk-punk, hypnotic noise
squalls, elasticated guitars and
cumulonimbus atmospherics. The
random collection of art-pop yelps,
hiccups, growls and belches that
constitute the voice of singing drummer
Ollie Judge can be irritating, but that’s
negated when the band build to an
almighty noise climax, as on “Narrator”
and closer “Pamphlets”. This sense of
righteous rage, channelled through wild
experimentation into something euphoric,
is infectious. You can feel it in the gonzo
dance-punk of Canadian oddbods Crack
Cloud, in the pulverising, shirtless
avant-techno of GiantSwan, and even in
a cathartic headline set by SleafordMods,
who’ve accessorised some of their ravier
new numbers with a strobing lightshow.

TheCometIsComing wearvests,combat
trousersandheadbandsasif they’rethe
lastsurvivorsofanapocalyptic ’80ssci-�
horror�lm;theycertainlyplayasif their
livesdependonit.“We’vebeendeveloping

Shirley Collins 
may not be Little 
Simz, but she 
knows how
to entertain

END OF THE ROAD
Larmer Tree Gardens, Wiltshire, 
September 2–5
Its mere occurrence is a miracle, but this 
gently adventurous festival has magic to spare
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Richard 
Dawson in 
Hen Ogledd

Hot 
Chip

Shirley 
Collins



Jaimie 
Branch of 
Anteloper

Shabaka 
Hutchings 
of The Comet 
Is Coming

Jonny 
Greenwood

John 
Grant

Aidan 
Moffat of 
Arab Strap

Damon 
Albarn

Black 
Country, 
New Road



dance� oor thumpers (“Subculture”, 
“Bizarre Love Triangle”). New Order 
somehow always make the machines 
sound human and emotional: Gillian 
Gilbert’skeyboardssoar in“AgeOf
Consent”andthestatuesque“Your
SilentFace”,while“VanishingPoint”is
assublimeasever. It’snotallaboutold
glories, though.“Restless”,“Plastic”and
earworm“TuttiFrutti”hail from2015’s
MusicComplete,whilelockdownsingle“Be
ARebel”seemstohavegrowninstature
sinceitsArthurBakerremix.NewOrder
areparentsnow,andthesongsoundsa
noteofreassurancetoatroubledyouth
(“You’re justdi�erent,andthat’sOK”).With
Sumner’soccasionallywaveringvocals
givenatouchofdubecho,hesoundslike
he’sreallyenjoyingsingingagain.

As their laser show becomes ever more
sci-�, the band’s electronic milestones
underline their legacy to modern pop.
“We can beat Covid!” cries Sumner, as
“Blue Monday”, “True Faith” and the
shimmering “Temptation” all trigger
outbreaks of joyful, occasionally wobbly
dancing. New Order regularly perform
Joy Division songs these days, and here
spoil us with no less than three. Giant
slow-motion images of Curtis illustrate a
hymnal “Atmosphere”; “Transmission”
throbs and rages; and “Love Will Tear Us
Apart” cements its metamorphosis from
bleak heartbreak single to a universal
anthem sung at massed gatherings from
football matches to weddings. All in all, a
dizzying, o�en euphoric comeback from
a band who have emerged from cold
storagebangontheirgame. DAVE SIMPSON

W
HEN New Order’s 
Bernard Sumner 
and Stephen Morris 
were in Joy Division, 
they played Halifax’s 

Good Mood club in 1978 to an audience of 
just one person. There were only around 
20 more people in attendance when they 
returned the following year, the now 
legendary band comically billed as “JOY 
DEVISION – top Manchester attraction” 
(admission 50p before 10.30pm).

It’s a very di§erent story now. A� er being 
forced o§ the road by the pandemic, New 
Order are making their live return in what 
must be one of the most visually stunning 
venues in the country. Halifax’s Piece Hall 
is a 7,500-capacity Georgian quadrangle, 
the last of the famous cloth halls from that 
era. An adjoining spire points at the sky 
behind the stage, lit up by a succession of 
computer graphics and lasers.

Lonelady makes an ideal New Order 
support act. Having already covered 
the headliners’ 1981 gem “Cries And 
Whispers” to dazzling e§ ect, here 
she channels the spirit and sounds of 
Factory Records-era Manchester through 

contemporary production. Flanked by a 
keyboardist and a percussionist playing 
’80s-style electronic pads, her music is a 
shapeshi� ing collision of A Certain Ratio, 
Madonna and Christine & The Queens.

“It’s been a strange couple of years,” 
begins Sumner as the mostly black-clad 
New Order take to the stage in moonlight. 
“We’re gonna try and do a lot of catching 
up.” Few bands are better placed to pour 
hardship into music. Having endured 
the deaths of Ian Curtis, producer Martin 
Hannett, manager Rob Gretton and label 
boss Tony Wilson, as well as founding 
bassist Peter Hook’s acrimonious 2007 
departure, they have always somehow 
bounced back. Now a � ve-piece, their 
latest reinvention is as a brutally eª  cient, 
militarily rehearsed live act.

The 19-song setlist visits every corner 
of their career. There are guitar-driven 
songs (“Regret”, “Ceremony”), early rock/
dance crossovers (“Ultraviolence”) and 

NEW ORDER
The Piece Hall, Halifax, September 8

 
 

Blow by blow: 
Bernard Sumner 
with New Order
at the Piece Hall 
Halifax, Sept 2021
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Their latest reinvention 
is as a brutally efficient 
live act

SETLIST
1 Regret
2 Age Of Consent
3 Restless
4 Ultraviolence
5 Ceremony
6 Your Silent Face 
7 Tutti Frutti
8 Be A Rebel
9 Guilt Is A Useless 

Emotion
10 Sub-culture
11 Bizarre Love 

Triangle
12 Vanishing Point
13 Plastic
14 True Faith
15 Blue Monday
16 Temptation
ENCORE
17 Atmosphere
18 Transmission
19 Love Will Tear 

Us Apart 



“Second Home By The Sea”. Here we get 
to experience the less conciliatory side 
of Genesis at work. It’s a protean prog 
throwback, Tony Banks driving the engine 
as Mike Rutherford and bassist/guitarist 
Daryl Stuermer stoke the rhythm, feeding 
o� one another’s energy.

Faithfully rendered hits from their 
commercial peak – “Land Of Confusion”, 
“Invisible Touch”, “I Can’t Dance”, “No 
Son Of Mine” – go down well enough. 
But an acoustic mini-set, for which all 
members huddle close to Collins, is more 
engaging. A�er a too-brief “The Lamb 
Lies Down On Broadway”, the band shi� 
into a version of “Follow You Follow Me” 
that’s less so�-rock sap and more gentle 
folk lullaby, revealing a vulnerability that 
feels more in keeping with the Genesis of 
2021. This sense of exposure is heightened 
during “Fading Lights”, promoted to the 
setlist a�er nearly 30 years’ absence. 
Rutherford sidles over to Banks as Collins 
turns directly towards them in his chair, 
singing: “Like the story that we wish was 
never ending/We know some time we 
must reach the �nal page.” The lines are 
delivered like a private valediction, as if 
the rest of us aren’t even here at all. It’s an 
unexpectedly moving moment.

Apparently, it was Banks’ idea to 
punctuate The Last Domino? with a 
question mark, though Collins has 
recently asserted that Genesis will be 
over when the tour closes in Boston this 
December. If this is indeed the end, it’s not 
a bad way to go. ROB HUGHES

A
FAULTY generator means
that Genesis take to the stage 
75 minutes behind schedule. 
“Sorry about the delay,” 
says Phil Collins, “but shit 

happens.” It isn’t the only obstacle to slow 
the trio’s progress recently. Never mind 
that the pandemic has already pushed 
back The Last Domino? tour twice. Collins 
has been su�ering from severe nerve 
damage, amid other health issues, which 
means that he can no longer play drums. 
Walking is di�cult too, requiring him 
to shu�e out with the aid of a stick. But 
Genesis refuse to be denied; with Collins’ 
20-year-old son Nic now convincingly 
manning the drumkit, the band deliver
an epic set be�tting the broad scope of 
their impressive 53-year career. 

Unsurprisingly, the running order sticks
close to that of The Last Domino? – The 
Hits, the best-of comp issued just prior 
to the tour. It’s a set carefully weighted 
between radio favourites and the more 
involved pieces that �rst gave them a 
fanbase. “Mama” is a successful meeting 

of those two camps, with a seated Collins
growling out the verses over a sheet 
of art-rock noise and an eerie synth 
whine. Similarly there’s a rare outing for 
1980’s “Duchess”, which is little short 
of euphoric, its heart su�used with real 
melodic warmth. But the band truly dazzle 
with a scintillating version of the Peter 
Gabriel-era hit “I Know What I Like (In 
Your Wardrobe)”.

Collins brie¨y takes his leave as “Home 
By The Sea” transitions, naturally, into 

GENESIS
AO Arena, Manchester, September 24
�e Last Domino? It certainly seems that 
way. But the prog-pop giants are going out 
with a bang

Let there be lights: 
Genesis live at
the Manchester 
Arena, Sept 2021

Collins has 
asserted that 
Genesis will be 
over when the 
tour closes

SETLIST
1 Behind The 

Lines/Duke’s End
2 Turn It On Again
3 Mama
4 Land Of 

Confusion
5 Home By 

The Sea
6 Second Home 

By The Sea
7 Fading Lights
8 The Cinema 

Show
9 Afterglow
10 That’s All 

(acoustic)
11 The Lamb 

Lies Down On 
Broadway 
(acoustic)

12 Follow You 
Follow Me 
(acoustic)

13 Duchess
14 No Son Of Mine
15 Firth Of Fifth
16 I Know What 

I Like (In Your 
Wardrobe)

17 Domino
18 Throwing It All 

Away
19 Tonight, Tonight, 

Tonight
20 Invisible Touch
ENCORE
21 I Can’t Dance
22 Dancing With 

The Moonlit 
Knight

23 The Carpet 
Crawlers
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REVIEWED THIS MONTH
THE INVISIBLE
LIFE OF
EURIDICE
GUSMAO
Directed by
Karim Ainouz
Starring Carol
Duarte, Julia
Stockler
Opens
October 15
Cert Tbc
8/10

Hollywood directors. When he’s on, though, 
he’s on – and this thriller shows Schrader 
on prime idiosyncratic form. Matching the 
intensity of 2017’s superb First Reformed, it’s 
one of his occasional Lonely Men On The 
Edge dramas – along with American Gigolo, 
Light Sleeper and, of course, Taxi Driver, 
which he scripted.

Oscar Isaac plays one “William Tell” – an 
expert card sharp who travels America, 
cleaning up at blackjack games while 
deliberately playing for stakes as low as 
the pro�le he keeps. Comic actress Ti�any 
Haddish slips convincingly into dramatic 
mode as La Linda, an agent in the gambling 
world who’s eager to sign up Tell for the poker 
circuit. But he’s otherwise engaged sounding 
out a potential protégé (Tye Sheridan), a 
young man who wants Tell to join him in 
a revenge mission. It’s all to do with Tell’s 
dark past – which is where the �lm delves 
audaciously into the nightmare territory 
of Abu Ghraib, one of the most hideous 
episodes of modern American history.

What’s mesmerising about The Card 
Counter is how it manages to balance 

elements of absolute extremity – the prison 
�ashbacks – with an absolute glassy cool. 
Complementing this, Isaac performs with 
perfect Man-Who-Isn’t-There detachment. 
It’s a story of moral perdition with hints of 
Dostoevsky – and, as is o�en the case with 
Schrader, French cinema’s transcendental 
grand master Robert Bresson. But it’s also a 
sharply honed gambling movie, while the 
�irtatious play between Isaac and Haddish 
has an irresistible lightness. It’s one of 
Schrader’s – and the year’s – best.

THE INVISIBLE LIFE OF EURIDICE GUSMAO  
To call this Brazilian melodrama “vibrant” 
doesn’t begin to do it justice. It kicks o� with 
a riot of colour, setting phosphorescent green 
against lush lysergic red, and that’s just the 
title sequence. Set in 1950s Rio, it’s about two 
sisters. Guida (Julia Stockler) runs away with 
a Greek sailor, later returning home alone 
and pregnant; while pianist Euridice (Carol 
Duarte) dreams of attending conservatoire 
in Vienna. Instead she marries an oversexed 
dork, giving us one of cinema’s outstanding 
bad weddings. As the two women grow 

L
AST NIGHT IN SOHO  While 
property prices make even 
the Soho of the 1990s a distant 
memory, the district in its 
older bohemian prime really 
is a long-lost Atlantis. But it 

resurfaces vividly in Edgar Wright’s Last 
Night In Soho, a cinematic séance with the 
spirits of the West End’s bygone glory. A 
love song to ’60s fashion, pop and glamour 
– while peeling back the dust covers 
over a squalid past – Last Night is a ghost 
story about a retro-loving ingénue, Eloise 
(Thomasin McKenzie), who comes to the big 
city to study fashion. Alienated, anxious 
and alone, she is haunted by visions of 
Sandie (Anya Taylor-Joy), an aspiring singer 
in the 1960s who falls in with a dashing 
king of clubland (Matt Smith). Sharing 
Sandie’s adventures as she sleeps, Eloise 
soon discovers the grubbier side of London’s 
brilliant parade.

This dizzily imaginative �lm feels like the 
best of Julien Temple’s Absolute Beginners
infused with the nightmare spirit of Roman 
Polanski’s 1965 chiller Repulsion. It’s 
dazzlingly executed, visual trickery turning 
Eloise and Sandie into mirror-image sisters 
as they swirl around Piccadilly’s nightspots. 
McKenzie and Taylor-Joy gel superbly as yin/
yang sisters under the skin; the narrative 
twists deviously; and the �lm makes canny 
use of those authentic icons of ’60s Britain, 
Rita Tushingham, Terence Stamp and the 
late Diana Rigg. Scripted by Wright and 
Krysty Wilson-Cairns, this is also a sharp 
post-#MeToo vision, reminding us that the 
’60s sexual revolution was also a �eld day for 
the old predators who had always considered 
showbiz their feeding ground. It’s a bit too 
ghoul-heavy in its �nal stretch, but overall, 
this is an exhilarating, inventive blast of the 
past. Dave Dee, Dozy, Beaky, Mick and Tich 
– the �lm is named a�er one of their songs – 
would be proud.

THE CARD COUNTER  Paul Schrader has 
long been one of the most erratic of veteran 

A love letter to the 
old West End, a high-
stakes thriller, and an 
‘unfilmable’ sci-fi tale, 
erm, filmed again...
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Just deserts:  
(l-r): Timothee 
Chalamet 
and  Rebecca 
Ferguson 
in Denis 
Villeneuve’s 
Dune

LAST NIGHT
IN SOHO
Directed by
Edgar Wright
Starring
Thomasin
McKenzie,
Anya
Taylor-Joy
Opens
October 29
Cert Tbc
7/10

THE CARD
COUNTER
Directed by
Paul Schrader
Starring Oscar
Isaac, Tiffany
Haddish
Opens
November 5
Cert Tbc
8/10

THE FRENCH
DISPATCH
Directed by
Wes Anderson
Starring
Benicio Del
Toro, Adrien
Brody
Opens
October 22
Cert Tbc
7/10

DUNE
Directed by
Denis 
Villeneuve
Starring
Timothée 
Chalamet, 
Rebeca 
Ferguson
Opens
October 22
Cert 12
6/10
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older, seemingly separated for good, they pursue 
di�erent dreams to stay sane. Writer-director 
Karim Ainouz has previously been known 
especially for LGBT-themed �lms (Madame 
Satã, Future Beach) but here he concentrates 
on women’s experiences, o�ering a concerted 
critique of misogynistic oppression – a theme 
with particular weight in the period depicted, 
but no less relevant now under Brazil’s regressive 
Bolsonaro regime. 

Apart from its brief moments of comedy 
and ecstasy, Invisible Life might come across 
as unbearably bleak – if not for the verdant 
arti�ce of its visuals. Harking back to the great 
melodramas of ’40s and ’50s Hollywood, Invisible 
Life is a lush yet caustic experience, fabulously 
shot by Hélène Louvart – telephones blazing 
red, green sheets hanging in a hot orange night. 
It’s superbly acted too – a �lm that could bring 
tears to your eye, either from emotion or just from 
squinting at its kaleidoscopic intensity.

THE FRENCH DISPATCH  Any Wes Anderson 
�lm – for that matter, any single shot of a Wes 
Anderson �lm – is like a meticulously ordered 
gallery vitrine comprising drawers within 
drawers within drawers. His �lms reached a peak 
of neurotic sublimity with his last live-action 
epic, The Grand Budapest Hotel. But even fans 
might feel he’s taken his fractal obsessiveness 
too far with The French Dispatch, a portmanteau 
of tales set in a purely Andersonian alternative 
France. Conceived as a set of stories in an 
apocryphal magazine – a Francophile version 
of The New Yorker – the �lm boasts a luxury cast 
including Benicio del Toro, Timothée Chalamet, 
Je�rey Wright as a languid James Baldwin �gure, 
Tilda Swinton as a regally verbose art critic and, 
as the editor, the mandatory Bill Murray.

Channeling French cinema from the ’30s 
through to Jean-Luc Godard’s late ’60s Maoist 
years, the �lm is a fond tribute not just to all things 
Gallic, but to vintage American journalism. The 
problem is, it’s droll rather than particularly 
funny – a hazard Anderson is usually de� 
enough to avoid. Its visual meticulousness calls 
out for microscopic freeze-frame analysis, yet it 
doesn’t �ow as an overall movie. Anderson does 
�nd some new tricks, notably some otherwise 
un�lmable comic sequences executed in drawn 
animation. Otherwise, you feel the cogs of his 
magni�cent machinery grinding this time with 
pedantic deliberation.

DUNE  There’s more of Timothée Chalamet in 
Dune, in considerably less whimsical mood, and 
more Oscar Isaac too – just as saturnine as in The 
Card Counter, but behind a severe fatherly beard. 
This long-awaited blockbuster is cinema’s third 
stab at Frank Herbert’s supposedly “un�lmable” 
science �ction epic. Outré visionary Alejandro 
Jodorowsky tried, but it never happened, while 
David Lynch did pull it o�, but to somewhat 
murky e�ect. Now comes Denis Villeneuve 
(Sicario, Arrival) with a Dune for the CGI age. 
His version certainly takes the novel seriously, 
and itself, too. It’s unfailingly sombre, as if 
determined not be written o� as merely Star 
Wars sprinkled with sand. Chalamet plays Paul 
Atreides, scion of a planetary dynasty given the 
contract to extract the priceless material “spice” 
from the deserts of arid planet Arrakis. That 
pallid youth Paul may be the foretold Messiah 
who will one day bring about the liberation of 
Arrakis’s desert-dwelling Fremen – could this be 
any more of a “white saviour” fantasy?

Still, it seems that Villeneuve won’t get round 
to grappling with that problematic issue until 
Episode 2, if it ever gets made (the most ominous 
closing words in recent cinema: “This is just 
the beginning”). This �lm gets as far as landing 
Paul and his mother (Rebecca Ferguson) in the 
desert: ’til then, we get a lengthy caravanserai of 
austere set pieces, a beautiful platform for Patrice 
Vermette’s extraordinary designs, and various 
striking performances. Stellan Skarsgård is the 
levitating villain Baron Harkonnen; Charlotte 
Rampling is her icy best as an intergalactic Mother 
Superior; Josh Brolin and Jason Momoa are burly 
bruisers with beards. The design will feed earnest 
discussions of this Dune being indirectly about the 
Gulf War, and perhaps it’s only by taking the �lm at 
earnest face value – or as an imposing, if soulless 
objet d’art – that one can really get the most from 
it. Nowhere near as enjoyable as Villeneuve’s 
inspired Blade Runner 2049, Dune is an 
achievement for sure, but watching it is rather like 
having huge marblemonolithsdroppedonyou for 
two and a half hours,totheresoundingclang of a 
Hans Zimmer score. JONATHAN ROMNEY

Villeneuve’s 
Dune takes the 
novel – and itself 
– very seriously

ALSO OUT...
HALLOWEEN KILLS
OPENS OCTOBER 15
Masked maniac Michael Myers 
marauds again. The second 
episode of the recharged slasher 
series, with David Gordon 
Green again stepping into 
John Carpenter’s old gore-
stained sneakers.

SEVEN SAMURAI
OPENS OCTOBER 15
A revival for Kurosawa’s 1954 
masterpiece. The Japanese epic 
that wowed the world, and 
Hollywood – remade as The 
Magnificent Seven, it also informed 
the mythology of Star Wars. But 
Toshiro Mifune could eat Han Solo 
for breakfast.

AZOR
OPENS OCTOBER 15
A Swiss banker delves into 
nefarious financial dealings in 
1980s Argentina, in a hypnotically 
sinister thriller that feels like a 
boardroom version of Conrad’s 
Heart Of Darkness.

SPENCER
OPENS NOVEMBER 5
KristenStewartplaysPrincess
Diana,grindingherteeththrougha
verybadRoyalFamilyChristmas.
TimothySpallplaystheequerry
chargedwithkeepingherunder
control.Apoignantbuttartlycomic
number,writtenbyStevenKnight
(PeakyBlinders)anddirectedby
PabloLarraín(Jackie,Ema)

ETERNALS
OPENS NOVEMBER 5
Whether or not this is the best use
of Chloé (Nomadland) Zhao’s
talents, she won’t have to worry
about her mortgage for a while.
Marvel’s latest epic revives a 1970s
Jack Kirby creation, with Gemma
Chan, Richard Madden and Salma
Hayek among the immortal clan.

Halloween 
Kills

Spencer
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LOOKING back, there have always 
been clues. The Stones’ “Stray 
Cat Blues”, with its 15-year-old 
protagonist. Ted Nugent’s “Jailbait”. 
Iggy Pop’s “Look Away” – the lyrics 
referencing the relationship between 
teenage model Sable Starr and the 
New York Dolls’ Johnny Thunders. 
There are “countless” instances 
of what Runaways co-founder 
and songwriter Kari Krome calls 
“little girl songs”. So many, 
she says, that “it’s become a thing 
that’s normalised”.

The music industry has yet to 
experience a #MeToo movement of 
the size and scale of that which hit 
Hollywood and other industries 
in 2017. For Krome and the other 

women interviewed in Look Away, 
this normalisation is partly to blame. 
Of the stories that anchor director 
Sophie Cunningham’s narrative, 
none are new – Cunningham 
told Sky News that “money and 
power” prevented her from sharing 
allegations made by other women. 
But the bleak, brutal way in which 
they are presented would, one 
hopes, give encouragement to others 
who feel ready to come forward.

Cunningham’s primary focus is 
on teenage girls preyed upon by 
older male rock stars during the 
’70s and ’80s - and, strikingly, the 
infrastructure that supported them. 
There’s Rodney Bingenheimer’s 
English Disco on Sunset Boulevard, 
which had no door policy and 
“looked like Oz” to the young Kari 
Krome. There’s the roadie who 
shrugs his shoulders, says nobody 
was checking ID – and, by the way, 
his time with the band ended in “a 
drug addiction and a divorce”. The 
manager who giggles as she recalls 
hiding a musician from the police in 
her house and arranging settlement 

of a contested assault charge: “I did
what managers do.” 

Julia Holcomb never wanted to 
share her story. Her name appeared 
in a supermarket tabloid a� er 
Aerosmith’s Steven Tyler named her 
in a memoir. She met Tyler when she 
was 16 and the singer, enamoured, 
sought legal guardianship so he 
was able to cross state lines with the 
teenager when on tour. Holcomb, 
now a devout Catholic and anti-
abortion advocate, sounds almost 
wistful as she recalls their � rst night
together: “All we could see was each
other,” she remembers. “We talked 
’til about 3am.” 

They were, a� er all, just girls, says 
Jackie Fuchs. The former Runaways 
bassist, who has alleged that she 
was raped by the band’s manager 
Kim Fowley at a New Year’s Eve 
party when she was 16, is clear that 
her teenage bandmates and friends 
should not be held accountable 
for the attack. The blame, she 
says, lies only with Fowley and 
two other adult men present, all of 
whom are now dead. Fuchs keeps 
her description of the attack brief, 
refusing to identify as a victim or 
perform for an imagined media 
audience who “feed o¡  watching 
women cry talking about their 
sexual assault”.

Signing o¡  with a demand for the 
industry’s day of reckoning, Fuchs 
takes aim at the bystanders. “What 
happened to me was not rock’n’roll at
all,” she says. “And it wasn’t OK.”C
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“It wasn’t OK”: 
Jackie Fuchs (aka 
Fox) second leftwith 
The Runaways, 1976

TOM PETTY
SOMEWHERE YOU FEEL 
FREE: THE MAKING OF 
WILDFLOWERS
TRAFALGAR 

8/10
Behindthescenescirca1994

In 2020, an archive 
of � lm shot around 
the making of Tom 
Petty’s 1994 solo 
album Wild� owers
was discovered. 
Mary Wharton’s � ne 
documentary expands 
this footage to capture 

Petty at a crossroads – excited by the 
prospect of collaborating with Rick 
Rubin and refreshed by stepping away 
from the politics of the Heartbreakers 
(most of whom, confusingly, played on 
Wild� owers anyway). The new recent 
re¦ ections of his collaborators and 
Petty’s astute contemporary analysis 
add up to a richly detailed portrait.
ANDREW MUELLER

THE THE
COMEBACK SPECIAL
CINEOLA

8/10
MattJohnson’sregalreturn

Tim Pope’s concert 
� lm captures The 
The at the Royal 
Albert Hall during 
the group’s � rst 
run of shows in 16 
years. While it is 

essentially a straightforward document 
of the show, Pope’s renowned knack 
for capturing the intimacies of 
performance makes it more than just 
a souvenir of the occasion. The group 
tread a � ne line between intensity and 
bombast across 24-song set: even Matt 
Johnson raises something very like a 
smile on the singalong of “This Is The 
Day”, however.
Extras: Released as part of a multi-
format boxset, as well as a standalone 
DVD and a Blu-ray; the � lm also plays 
in regional cinemas during November.
ANDREW MUELLER

THE NOWHERE INN
MODERN FILMS; DOC’N ROLL REGIONAL CINEMAS

7/10
Meta-docstarringStVincent

That nothing is 
played straight in 
a � lm written and 
produced by Carrie 
Brownstein and Annie 
Clark (and directed by 
Portlandia’s Bill Benz) 
is no surprise, but 
this docu-com carries 

its meta� ctional load lightly. With 
nods to Gondry and Kaufman, it tells 
of Brownstein and Clark’s attempt to 
document the latter’s life as St Vincent, 
but the project is derailed by identity 
crises, egos and dilemmas of artistic 
and personal authenticity. Deep it isn’t, 
but basic truths cut through the drollery 
and high style.  SHARON O’CONNELL
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W
HEN Primal Scream 
were still a feeble 
indie band playing 
in half-empty 
rooms above pubs, 

Bobby Gillespie was asked by Creation 
Records boss Alan McGee who he wanted 
to produce the band’s debut LP. Not 
untypically, the spectacularly unmusical 
singer showed ambitions way beyond 
his station. “I suggested Jimmy Page or 
Prince,” he writes in his Walter Mitty-
ish memoir Tenement Kid. “I was one 
hundred per cent serious.”

Self-belief, dumb luck and an inability 
to stay in his musical lane have taken 
Gillespie a long way from his austere 
upbringing in Glasgow, his wonky, 
psychedelic-infused conception of punk 
rock helping him to become the Mick 
Jagger of the acid house generation. 
Having le� school at 16, Gillespie followed
his trade unionist father into a job as a 
printer, before he was lured away to a life 
of credibility-enriched penury as a side-
mouse in Factory glumsters The Wake and
then the volatile Jesus & Mary Chain. 

“I seemed to live in a dream world of 
my own making, starring in a movie 
that I was constantly directing,” writes 
Gillespie. Undeterred by a lack of natural 
talent (“You’re not a proper singer like Al 
Green or Marty Pellow,” one friend told 
him), he aimed high with Primal Scream, 
although the band were �ailing until DJ 
Andrew Weatherall deconstructed their 
Stones-y “I’m Losing More Than I’ll Ever 
Have” to become the massive “Loaded”. 
A huge hit in 1990, it pointed the way 
towards 1991’s Screamadelica, an era-
de�ning album pretty much willed into 
being. If some of the E’d-up myth-making 
in Tenement Kid seems implausible, 
perhaps the greatest wonder is that many 
of Gillespie’s dreams came true.

CHUTZPAH incarnate, Granada TV 
presenter Tony Wilson rang up a Harlem 
record store in 1981 to ask whether 
he could sign hip-hop superstar 
Grandmaster Flash to his Factory label, 
only to receive the curt response: “Fuck 
o�, whitey.” A humiliation, but also 
another demented tale to weave into the 
self-curated legend of a man of whom 
Morrissey harrumphed, with a degree of 
professional jealousy: “He has to make 
sure he’s the biggest star in Manchester”.

A Wilson protégé of sorts, ex-NME pop 
theorist Paul Morley has honoured an 
unspoken promise by completing From 
Manchester With Love, a gigantic, 
haphazard and unexpectedly emotional 
monolith dedicated to the “irritating 
dilettante”, “pretentious charlatan” and 
“huckster extraordinaire” who put his 
city on the musical map. The Factory 
empire Wilson founded with Rob Gretton 
and Alan Erasmus was a dope-addled 
hippy-punk consortium that became an 

accidental money-spinner, thanks in no
small part to the suicide of Joy Division
singer Ian Curtis. The subsequent
success of New Order, and Factory’s
funnelling of their pro�ts into the
Haçienda nightclub, sparked the
rejuvenation of a whole city. “Modern
Manchester stands on the investment
of Ian Curtis’s life,” says Factory design
guru Peter Saville, perceptively.

With the help of Wilson’s family
and close associates (including fellow
Granada TV faces Richard Madeley and
Judy Finnegan), Morley shows how Wilson
sort of made the magic happen, but also
catches some of the collateral damage
in terms of broken marriages, neglected
children and ruined friendships. At the
helm of a ship he never really knew how to
steer, Wilson inadvertently ploughed into
gangland drug wars in the Haçienda’s acid
house pomp, and was le� traumatised
when a deranged stalker broke into his
home and stabbed his second wife.

In his own impossibly baroque manner,
Morley captures Wilson’s vainglorious
chaos. “You were there just to orbit him,”
Manc scenester Liz Naylor shrugs. “He

was the sun and you were some little
planet.” The man/myth Wilson died
aged 57 in 2007, but here he burns on
fantastically bright.

TIRED of watching heroin, acid and
alcohol zombify her beloved older
brother, Shane MacGowan’s sister
Siobhan signed the forms that had the
Pogues singer sent to a Dublin mental
hospital in 1988. The former Nipple
Erector cried betrayal, but Siobhan
replied curtly: “Look, Shane, I’m doing
what Phil Lynott’s sister wishes she
had done.”

Richard Balls’ A Furious Devotion
shows how ine�ective all attempts to
save the singer from himself have been.
Enlivened by a series of conversations
Balls had with the now immobile
MacGowan as the singer watched slasher
movies and drank in his Dublin �at, it
stands as a monument to the 63-year-old’s
superhuman constitution, his talent,
and the extremes he has gone to waste
it, with substance abuse and serious
mental health issues cocooning him from
anything like a normal existence. “If he’s
saying he wants to live, he’s a liar,” snaps
Sinéad O’Connor, who shopped him to
police in London for heroin use in 1999
in an extreme act of tough love.

The many tales of excess make for
queasy reading, but contributions
from the singer’s inner circle (plus the
English teacher who saved MacGowan’s
childhood writing because he thought
he would grow up to be a great writer)
are a reminder of the �erce intelligence
that continues to lurk inside the 63-year-
old somewhere. He could have been
someone better. JIM WIRTH

An inability
to stay in his
lane has taken
Gillespie a
long way

Dreams come
true: Bobby 
Gillespie, High 
Wycombe, 1997
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TENEMENT KID 
BOBBY GILLESPIE
WHITE RABBIT, £20
7/10

FROM 
MANCHESTER 
WITH LOVE: THE 
LIFE AND OPINIONS 
OF TONY WILSON 
PAUL MORLEY
FABER, £20
9/10

A FURIOUS 
DEVOTION: THE 
AUTHORISED 
STORY OF SHANE 
MACGOWAN 
RICHARD BALLS 
OMNIBUS, £20 
7/10

REVIEWED
THIS MONTH



A
Sateenager growing 
up in She�eld in the 
1970s, Richard Kirk 
swi�ly discovered that 
the only entertainment 

to be had was self-made. The 
solution to his boredom “turned 
out to be making weird electronic 
music” and by 1973 he had teamed 
up with Chris Watson and Stephen 
Mallinder to form Cabaret Voltaire, 
named a�er the Zurich nightclub 
credited as the birthplace of the 
Dadaist movement. In�uenced by 
Brian Eno, the trio’s early sound 
collages were soon translated into 
provocative live performances 
and the band signed to Rough 
Trade in 1978.

Their early recordings had a 
DIY spirit that linked them to the 
ethos of punk, but there was an 
experimental edge to their dark, 
dense industrial soundscapes that 
de�ed easy categorisation. Watson 

departed a�er 1981’s Red Mecca and 
The Cabs developed an even more 
eclectic approach over a series of 
albums for Virgin and then EMI, 
incorporating elements of synth-
pop, hip-hop and acid house. “A�er 
Chris le� we carried on in a totally 
di�erent direction,” Kirk told The 
Irish Times in 2020. “A lot of people 
said it was rubbish. Fortunately, I 
think it has stood the test of time.” 

The Cabs’ name was mothballed 
a�er Mallinder quit in 1994, but by 
then Kirk already had a proli�c solo 
career based on “too many ideas 
and taking a lot of amphetamines”. 
His in�uential bleep techno project 
Sweet Exorcist (with Richard 
Barratt) were the �rst act to release 
an album on Warp Records. 
Overall he recorded under around 
40 di�erent aliases, including 
Biochemical Dread, Destructive 
Impact, Dr Xavier, Multiple 
Transmission, PSI Punky Dread 

Allstars and Wicky Wacky. 
Kirk eventually resurrected the 

Cabaret Voltaire brand; in 2014 he 
gave their �rst live performances in 
20 years, although with Mallinder 
still absent the focus was solely 
on new music, some of which 
eventually found its way on to 2020’s 

acclaimed Shadow Of Fear. O�ered 
large amounts of money to reform 
the original band, he steadfastly 
refused, insisting that the Cabs were 
“always about breaking new ground 
and moving forward” and that to 
become a nostalgia act would negate 
everything for which they had stood.

Not Fade Away
Fondly remembered this month…

StatusQuobassist
�1949�2021�

AfoundermemberofStatusQuo
withschoolfriendFrancisRossi,
Lancasterplayedon16albumsand
alltheband’shitsinglesuntilhewas
�redin1985.Ironically,hislastgig
wasthebiggestofQuo’scareerwhen
theyperformedatLiveAid.Thebitter
disputewithhisformerbandmates
�nallyendedin2013whenthey
reunitedonthe“FranticFour”tour.

Blaxploitationfilmmaker
andactor
�1932�2021�

Peebleswasanovelist,playwright
andcomposerbutmadehisgreatest
culturalcontributionasapioneer
ofblackcinema.Hisbreakthrough
camewhenhedirectedWatermelon
Man(1970),a�erwhichheturned
hisbackontheHollywoodstudios
andlaunchedhimselfasafearless
independent�lm-makerwith
themilitantSweetSweetback’s
BaadasssssSong(1971),creditedwith
launchingtheBlaxploitationgenre.

He also acted in many of his own 
moviesandreleasedsevenalbums.

Ethio-jazzsinger
�1941�2021�

One of the stars of Ethio-jazz’s 
“golden age” in the ’60s and ’70s, 
Eshete was known to domestic 
audiences as “the Abyssinian Elvis” 
and “the Ethiopian James Brown”. 
He later attained a wider cult status 
when his music was made available 
internationally via the in�uential 
ÉthiopiquesCDseries.

  
Jazzorganist
�1942�2021�

SmitharrivedinNewYorkCitywith
hisHammondB-3inthemid-1960s
andformedanin�uentialjazz
quartetwithGeorgeBenson.Benson
playedonhis1967solodebutFinger
Lickin’GoodSoulOrganandSmith
wentontorecordmorethan30LPsas
abandleader,manyofthemforBlue
Note.His�nalalbum,2021’sBreathe,
includedabraceofimprobable
collaborationswithIggyPop.

NewportFestivalsfounder
�1925�2021�

Wein was a �ne musician in his own
right but it was as the creator of the 
Newport Jazz Festival that he made 
an indelible mark. Wein launched 
the festival in 1954 and it became 
a showcase for everyone who was 
anyone in jazz from Duke Ellington 
to Miles Davis. He later added the 
Newport Folk Festival, where 
Dylan “went electric” for the �rst 
time in 1965.

Labellesinger
�1945�2021�

“Voulez-vouscoucheravecmoi?”
DashsangonLabelle’s1975Allen
Toussaint-producedchart-topper
“LadyMarmalade”.Itwasthe
biggesthitofthevocaltrio’s
15-yearcareerbuttheydisbanded
soona�er.Dashwentontoenjoy
asolohitwith“SinnerMan”and
sungbackingvocalswithKeith
Richards’X-pensiveWinosside
projectandontheStones’1989
albumSteelWheels.

BlackOakArkansasguitarist
�1949�2021�

Reynolds formed the Knowbody Else 
in the mid-1960s before the band 
moved to LA in 1970 and renamed 
themselves a�er their home state and 
town. A string of big-selling albums 
followed in a style the band dubbed 
“raunch’n’roll”. Apart from a short 
hiatus in the 1980s, Reynolds and 
singer Jim Dandy remained the two 
constants in Black Oak Arkansas, 
releasinganewalbumin2019.  

Jazzdoublebasstitan
�1944�2021�

Born in Czechoslovakia, Mraz 
moved to the US in 1968 and swi�ly 
became an in-demand double 
bass player. He started o� in Dizzy 
Gillespie’s band, spent two years 
on the road with Oscar Peterson, 
and six as a member of the Thad 
Jones/Mel Lewis Orchestra. He went 
on to play with Stan Getz, Charles 
Mingus, Chet Baker, Bill Evans and 
countless other jazz greats. DA
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Cabs driver: 
Richard H 
Kirk in 1982  

 
�1956�2021�



S
ITTINGin the back of 
James Brown’s tour bus, 
Pee Wee Ellis wrote the 
arrangements for some 
of the Godfather of Soul’s 

greatest hits – and in the process 
helped to create funk. As musical 
director and sax player, Ellis 
co-wrote 26 songs with Brown, 
his jazz sensibilities combining 
with Brown’s vocal swagger in an 
irresistible rhythmic dialogue. 

“Say It Loud (I’m Black And I’m 
Proud)” was written in the a�ermath 
of the assassination of Martin Luther 
King in April 1968. One night, Brown 
called Ellis into his dressing room 
and told him he had an idea for a 
song that would speak for the entire 
African-American community 
as a response to King’s murder. “I 
rehearsed the band, getting the 

horn parts right and the next day Mr 
Brown showed up. He had the words 
he’d written on a napkin and by the 
time we played it through a couple of 
times, we knew it was working,” he 
recalled to The Independent.

Ellis, whose own stepfather 
was stabbed in a racist killing for 
dancing with a white woman, 
took saxophone lessons from 
Sonny Rollins as a teenager and 
spent several years playing the 
jazz clubs before joining Brown 
in 1965. He le� four years later but 
continued playing funk with the 
JB Horns, a group of former Brown 
sidemen. He also had a long stint 
as Van Morrison’s arranger and 
bandleader, playing on a dozen 
albums starting with 1979’s 
Into The Music through to 1999’s 
Back On Top.

RickWakemanbassist
�1948�2021� 

As a member of the English Rock 
Ensemble between 1974 and 1976, 
Newell played bass on three Rick 
Wakeman albums, Journey To The 
Centre Of The Earth, The Myths 
And Legends Of King Arthur and No 
Earthly Connection. He was later a 
member of Marty Wilde’s Wildcats 
andworkedasamusicjournalist.  

Frenchnewwaveactor
�1933�2021�

When Jean-Luc Godard discovered 
Belmondo, he knew he had found 
French cinema’s answer to James 
Dean. Belmondo became the
face of nouvelle vague in Godard’s
À Bout De Sou�e (1960). Further
�lms with Godard included A 
Woman Is A Woman (1961) and
PierrotLeFou(1965).

SidemantoDylanandCohen
�1945�2021�

A top Nashville sessioner, Cornelius 
played guitar on Leonard Cohen’s 
Songs From A Room and Songs Of 
Love And Hate and was a member of 
his backing band The Army at the 
Isle Of Wight festival in 1970. That 
same year he backed Bob Dylan on 
the Self Portrait sessions and also 
played on its follow up New Morning.

�eWireactor
�1966�2021�

A�ermakinghismoviedebut
alongsideTupacShakurin1996’s
Bullet,Williams’career-de�ningrole
cameinTheWireasthegay,shotgun-
totingOmarLittle.Healsostarred
inBoardwalkEmpire,TheSopranos,
Law&Orderand12YearsASlave.

Gaygospelpioneer
�1944�2021�

AnLGBTQrightscampaigner,andan
archbishopintheUnityFellowship
Church,whichhefounded,Bean
recordedthegayrightsanthem“IWas
BornThisWay”forMotownin1977.
Hisgospel-inspireddiscoanthem
wascitedbyLadyGagaasinspiration
forher2011albumBornThisWay.

GirlsAloudsinger
�1981�2021�

Hardingscored20consecutive
Top10singleswithGirlsAloud–
includingfourNo1s–asthegroup’s
smartpopwonasurprisinglywide
fanbasethatincludedthelikesof
BonoandChrisMartin.

AmboyDukessinger
�1947�2021�

A bandmate of Ted Nugent in the 
Amboy Dukes, Drake sang lead on 

their 1968 hit “Journey To The Centre
Of The Mind” but le� a�er the band’s
second album and formed the John 
DrakeShakedown.

Backingsingerextraordinaire
�1932�2021�

With vocal trio The Ladybirds, Moore
backed everyone from Sandie Shaw 
(on Eurovision winner “Puppet On 
A String”) to Jimi Hendrix (backing 
“Hey Joe” on Top Of The Pops). She 
was also a talented composer and 
arrangerinherownright.

NewOrleansbassist
�1945�2021�

Dunlap made his name with the 
Watts 103rd Street Rhythm Band. He 
played on the group’s 1970 “Express 
Yourself”, later sampled by NWA. He 
then joined Bill Withers, appearing 
on hits including “Lean On Me” and 
“UseMe”.

Greekcomposer
�1925�2021�

When Theodorakis composed the 
score for the 1964 �lm Zorba The 
Greek he put his nation’s traditional 
music on the world stage. Yet there 
was far more to him. He composed
in folk, classical and popular
idioms, went to prison for his 
political views and served as a 
government minister.

Nashvillesessionman
�1932�2021�

As a memberofNashville’sA-Team
in the 1950sand’60s,Mooreplayed
bass on over17,000documented
sessions.Theyincludedrecordings
by Elvis PresleyandRoyOrbison,
andallofPatsyCline’shits.

Cajunswamp-popdrummer
�1937�2021�

Storm’s careertooko�witha1958
solo charthit,aversionofthe
country standard“Prisoner’s
Song”. Hespentthe1960sdrumming
with swamp-poppioneersThe
Shondells.Lateinhiscareerhe
enjoyed aresurgencewiththeCajun
supergroupLil’BandOfGold.

Popmusicwriter/biographer
�1919�2021�

Fleet Street’s�rstspecialist
entertainmentcolumnist,Zec
joined theDailyMirrorbeforeWWII
and was alreadyaveteranwhen
he interviewedTheBeatlesin1963
under theheadline“Fourfrenzied
Little LordFauntleroyswhoare
making £5000everyweek”.It
was their�rstsigni�cantnational
press coverageandZecwenton
to interviewthemnumerous
times, includingamemorable
encounterwithJohnandYokoatthe
Amsterdambed-in. NIGELWILLIAMSON

Sax 
machine: 
Ellis on stage  
in 1958
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WATTSCOOKIN’
Thanks for your great feature on
Charlie Watts in the November issue
[Take 294]. It brought back memories
of an evening at the Marquee Club in
1964. I had gone to see Long John
Baldry and his band. There was a
crowd of about a couple of hundred.
I walked into the bar and who
should be sitting at a table there but
the Stones drummer. He was on his
own browsing through Melody
Maker. I was a bit wary of speaking
to him, but he acknowledged me so I
sat down a chatted to him. He was so
warm and friendly and absolutely
made my evening. So sad he has
passed and we all will miss him.
David M Stanton,
Bridgwater, Somerset

…Just curious – as an Uncut
subscriber, my November issue has
a black-and-white cover photo of the
great Charlie Watts, but your ad for
the same issue has a different colour
cover photo of the original Stones. Is
the black-and-white cover for
subscribers only?
Grahame Reed, via email
Hi, Grahame. It’s a beautiful shot
and we didn’t want to clutter it with
coverlines, so we decided to run
with it for the subscriber’s edition.
[MB]

LANCASTERBOMBERS
Sad to hear of original Quo bassist
Alan Lancaster’s passing. While not
a big fan of the band at the tender
age of 15 (still besotted by Jimi
Hendrix and Rory Gallagher), I’d at
least tried to master “Paper Plane”
and B-side “Softer Ride” on my
cheap semi-acoustic guitar but once
dragged by a zealous mate to see
them live at Newcastle City Hall in
September 1973 at the tender age of

15, my eyes (and ears) were opened.
After a solid support slot from blues
rockers Savoy Brown then featuring
the great Jackie Lynton (later of
support regulars Jackie Lynton’s
Grand), the smell of patchouli thick
in the air, with no airs and graces
and at full head-splitting volume,
the Quo forged through a relentless
and surprisingly melodic set of rock
and boogie, the crowd going batshit
crazy from the off! Ninety minutes
of frantic headbanging later, with
greatness still ringing in my ears,
exhausted and soaked in sweat,
I stumbled from the hall only to
discover a huge phlegm ball on the
back of my denim jacket… evidence
of a crime committed by an over-
enthusiastic ahead-of-their-time
punk precursor perhaps! Still, it was

all worth it, and I had to thank
my mate for his persistence. The 
original Quo will be sorely missed.
Ian Bailey, Durham

…RIP Alan Lancaster. Another 
lynchpin of ’70s rock has left us.
It’s been mentioned already how 
important Quo were to those of us in 
our teens in the devil-may-care days 
of ’70s youth. They were no ELP type 
virtuosos, that’s for sure, but they 
rocked as hard as their peers à la 
The Who, Queen – with none of the 
preening – and made double denim 
respectable... for a little while.
Paul Lloyd via Facebook

SO SIOUX ME
I have been a subscriber to Uncut
from Take 1 (still have the full 
collection much to my wife’s 
chagrin!) and I have rarely enjoyed 
any article as much as the feature
on Siouxsie & The Banshees in the 
November edition. I remember the 
1979 tour well, having purchased 
advance tickets for the gig at de 
Montfort Hall, Leicester and how 
disappointed I was when hearing 
about the McKay/Morris departures. 
As I recall, the first post-departure 
gig was at Bradford with Leicester a 
couple of days later? Despite all the 
upheaval, it was a fantastic event – 
the circumstances mean it is one of 
my most memorable.

I am now resident in Surrey and, 
on a pedantic note, I would love to 

be able to get a train from 
Leatherhead to Waterloo in 25 
minutes! Keep up the hard work.
Mark Osborne, via email
Yeah, that was my fault, Mark. As a 
Surrey native, I should have known 
better about that Leatherhead to 
Waterloo route. Glad you enjoyed 
the piece, though! Long overdue,
I thought.

HAVANA BALL
I appreciated your article on the 
Buena Vista Social Club album in 
your October issue [Take 293]. It was 
so interesting to read Ry Cooder’s 
account of this most magical 
ensemble and the recording 
process. Years on from its original 
release I will still call it one of my 
most beloved albums in a very 
broad collection. Furthermore I 
remember well in 1999 leaving the 
Kino cinema in Cork completely 
uplifted after watching Wim 
Wenders’ film on these veteran 
musicians. I vowed that day to 
sometime in the future visit
Cuba for myself.

It would be 18 years later that I 
finally went to Havana and on my 
first day there, very jet-lagged, I 
walked around various parts of the 
city taking in the sights and sounds. 
Much seemed unchanged from what 
we saw in Wenders’ documentary:
a timeless place, steeped in a 
turbulent history but with an eternal 
soul and resilience. Music is in the 
life blood there, with beautiful 
sounds pouring from most taverns 
in the evenings. I could see why Ry 
Cooder wanted to return there after 
experiencing this, years earlier. 
What he captured in 1996 with 
Buena Vista Social Club was 
dreamlike and sublimely beautiful.
Seamus Quaide, County Limerick 

LIKE A ROLLING STONE
Re: Richard Thomas’s letter in the 
September issue [Take 292]: Bob 
Dylan was, in fact “having a bad 
day” during his filmed encounter 
with John Lennon in 1966. 
Unfortunately, it wasn’t in Dont 
Look Back, but in the never-officially 
released Eat The Document. Lennon 
did reminisce about it in his 
mammoth Rolling Stone interview
a few years later, however…
Ian Mitchell, Oshawa, Ontario

TEXAS ANGEL
I was incredibly lucky to see Nanci 
Griffith over 200 times both in the 
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Warmand
friendly:
CharlieWatts,
August1964

The Quo’s Alan 
Lancaster (right) 
with Francis Rossi, 
London, January 
17, 1974

Email letters@uncut.co.uk. 
Or tweet us at twitter.com/uncutmagazine 



ANSWERS:TAKE293
ACROSS
1ABiggerBang,10ForFree,
11Watford,12GetBack,
13+20DLoveAndTheft,
16+24ADon’tDeleteThe
Kisses,18Skin,19Hurts,
21Geno,26+28ASisterRay,
30+14DFaceDances,32TFI,

33RCA,34+7AShaLaLa,
35Relf

DOWN
2+5DBornToBeWild,3
Garlands,4EdenKane,
6+18DNativeSons,8And,
9Coda,10Fugs,15Muse,
17Beck,22+36AHeartOf

Gold, 23 Cherish, 24 Desert, 
25 Sea, 27 Star, 29 Yeah ,
30 Flag, 31 Coil

HIDDEN ANSWER
“Higgs Boson Blues”

XWORD COMPILED BY: 
Trevor Hungerford

UK and Ireland and on two separate 
occasions in Texas. I first heard her 
on a compilation tape and, while 
impressed, I didn’t think any
more of it. However, I was a bar in 
Glasgow and someone put her
on as background music. Although
I had only heard one of her songs, I 
immediately recognised her voice 
right away. After that I was smitten 
and when I left the pub I went
and bought as many of her albums 
as I could.

This was in the mid-’80s and she 
appeared in the UK as part of the 
New Country scene. Of course, I 
wanted to get tickets and see her 
play live. Following that first 
concert my aim was always to get 
front row seats, which I often did.
At the end of the show, I would give 
her roses and slink embarrassed 
back to my seat. This happened
a number of times until she
actually said to me, “Why don’t
you come backstage?”

From then on, I went to most gigs 
on the tour – including many trips to
Dublin where she was especially 
loved. Her father had Welsh origins 
and her mum Scottish and the
a cappella song “The Road To 
Aberdeen” celebrates this. But she 
was especially fond of Ireland. 
Given her Texas background, often 
reflected in her songs, I wanted to go
there, particularly to walk down the
streets of Austin as reflected in 
“Love At The 5 And Dime”. I got to 
meet her sister and brother-in-law 
and her father drove me from Dallas
to Houston. I also have nice 
memories of dinner with her after 
her final show with the Fort Worth 
Symphony Orchestra and getting 
invited on the tour bus on a trip to 
the Giant’s Causeway on a rare
day off.

Nanci Caroline Griffith was a 
strong, independent woman who 
ploughed her own path – which 
didn’t help her career. Despite 
selling out show after show 
including multiple nights at the 
Albert Hall and big venues in 
Dublin, she should have been 
bigger. Other people had hits with 
her songs.

When I heard the news [of her 
death] I was devastated, but she was
latterly very frail and had fought off 
at least two bouts of cancer. I’m 
feeling very down but will cherish 
all the special memories of 30 years 
of shows and being in her company. 
She was always incredibly kind
and generous to me. She was also
on the side of the angels. I could go 
on, but it would be embarrassing. 
Hopefully, she will keep me a place 
at the bar.
Howard Young, Helensburgh

CROSSWORD
AcopyofDeanWareham’s IHaveNothing
To SayToThe MayorOfLA

HOW TO ENTER
The letters in the shaded squares form an anagram of a song by David Bowie. When you’ve 
worked out what it is, email your answer to: competitions@uncut.co.uk. The first correct 
entry picked at random will win a prize. Closing date: Wednesday, November 10, 2021.  
ThiscompetitionisonlyopentoEuropeanresidents. 

CLUES ACROSS
1 Well, that sounds like a No 1 hit for The 
Beach Boys. But I’m afraid they’ll have to 
re-record the song (2-2-5)
6+4D A very bruising session with The 
Rolling Stones (5-3-4)
9 “This could be _________ or anywhere”, 
1996 (9)
10 (See15 across)
11 (See 14 down)
12 They created just a Murmur to start with 
(3) 
13 Alexis Korner’s band who charted with 
cover of “Whole Lotta Love” (3)
15+10A Telephone Stan about a Stone Roses
number (8-5)
16+18A George Harrison album, title of 
which became the name of his record label 
(4-5)
17 Men At Work’s frontman position is cut 
and dried (3)
18 (See 16 across)
20 “I was standing by the _____  when I saw 
your face”, opening line to New Order’s 
“Touched By The Hand Of God” (5)
23 Compassionate treatment given to a song
by Duffy (5)
24 ___ Fat, their lineup featured Cliff 
Bennett, Lee Kerslake and Ken Hensley, 
who later formed Uriah Heep (3)
25 “Hey ______, is it cold in your little corner
of the world”, opening line of 1985 hit (6)
26 Claret’s turned into something similar by
All About Eve (7)
30 Razorlight song at the end of Sunday-
morning service (4)
31 A bit of a belly laugh as Oasis perform ( 4)

32 Disco medley includes a Prince
album (4)
33 (See 22 down)

CLUES DOWN
1 “Dreamed a dream by the old canal”, from 
a hit in 1985 (5-3-4) 
2 I’d return broken album by Gary Numan 
(8)
3 Adele in transformation to do number by 
alt-J (7)
4 (See 6 across)
5 Chocolate selection all eaten by The 
Stranglers (2-4-6)
6 “Mr ____ ___, you’ve got that certain 
something”, Johnny Cymbal in 1963 (4-3)
7 “Your hair is beautiful”, 1980 (6)
8+17D He let freaky moves come out with 
legendary English drummer who 
performed at Woodstock (4-7)
14+11A Please consent to doing final album 
with Fleetwood Mac (3-3-4)
17 (See 8 down)
18 Record label in shutdown (3)
19 Anthem mainly includes music from Hot 
Chocolate (4)
21 “______, Arapaho, move their body to and
fro”, from Ian Dury’s “Hit Me With Your 
Rhythm Stick” (6)
22+33A TV’s so inane remaking album by 
The Long Ryders (6-4)
27 Marc ____, went “Walking In Memphis” 
(4)
28 Walker Brothers hit “Another ____ Falls”
(4)
29 Band whose 22nd studio album The 
Quest has just been released (3)
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YABBY YOU MEETS
KING TUBBY
WallsOfJerusalem PROPHETS,1976

I’m Caribbean, so reggae and dub was always
around, and in my teens I went further into
my own discovery of it. Maybe it’s because I’ve
listened to loads of King Tubby before, but when
I first heard this it felt like I knew the record

already. There’s such an overarching sense of beauty throughout this record
– it represents how I converse with sound and melody in my own music.
Some of the tracks with Yabby You feel to me like a meditative prayer. Dub
is both my ‘get fired up’ music and my relax music!

HIATUS KAIYOTE
MoodValiant
BRAINFEEDER,2021
I love all their albums – and [frontwoman] Nai 
Palm’s solo stuff – but I’ve been playing this
one non-stop since it came out. “Get Sun” is
a stunning track; it’s got strings by [Brazilian
arranger] Arthur Verocai, which is an amazing 
link-up. It brings a real epic, cinematic vibe

to the record – I don’t mean in a washy strings kind of way, more in an all-
encompassing way; it’s still very tangible and direct. “Stone Or Lavender” is 
a beautiful ballad, but when I saw them live there was a couple of real metal 
ones at the end of the set! It was an amazing journey.

STEVIE WONDER
Innervisions TAMLA,1973

I’m pretty sure my parents had this because it’s
just one of those staples. Innervisions has one
of my all-time favourite tracks on, the opener
“Too High”. I feel like it’s so special: the groove
and the vocals and the lyrics, it feels like a
whole picture. “Golden Lady” is a banger –

they all are. Something that I’ve got from Stevie is that his melodies are so
recognisable and memorable. It’s also really interesting to learn how he
was pushing the technical limitations. As I’ve got further into music, I’ll
look back at these classic records and realise, ‘Yo, they were the first
to fucking do this!’

STEEL PULSE
HandsworthRevolution ISLAND,1978

This was a CD that was in my house growing up 
and I played it over and over again. Because I
was quite young, I didn’t fully understand a lot 
of what they were saying but I recognised the
sound and I wanted to hear more. Years later, I 
found the vinyl in a random shop with a beaten-

up sleeve, and ever since then I’ve rediscovered a whole different realness 
to the record that I hadn’t experienced as a child. [Songs like “Ku Klux Klan” 
were] something that needed to be said. It’s definitely one of my all-time
favourites. There are also some amazing dubs of this record [collected on
the 2015 deluxe edition] that gave it a whole new lease of life.

NINA SIMONE
SingsTheBlues RCA,1967

I’m not a person that watches a lot of videos on
YouTube, but after watching a documentary on
Nina Simone I went on a deep dive. What I really
love about her and this album in particular is
the deep realness. Some of these tracks make
you clutch your chest. The first one, “Do I Move

You?”, it’s deep! Really beautiful. And I love “Backlash Blues”. This whole
record of her singing the blues connected two dots up for me. I was listening
to a lot of jazz-blues – Charlie Parker or Coltrane over a blues structure.
And hearing Nina put this real rawness to the blues in a different way was
amazing to me.

LITTLE SIMZ
SometimesIMightBeIntrovert
AGE101,2021

God, I love it! I feel like she takes us on such a
mad, mad journey… It’s such a brave and honest 
record and very relatable. I really respect that
and I wanna express how hard that is to do.
I feel like I’ve definitely connected with this

album on a spiritual and emotional level. It’s really amazing to hear her
stepping out from what she’s done before, it feels like a real push – there are 
so many layers to the production. The whole story and picture that’s been
created is stunning. I’ve been to a lot of her shows and I keep bumping into 
her recently. We haven’t done anything together [yet], but I’d love that.

ERIC LAU
OneOfMany KILLAWATTMUSIC,2013

I play this album so much. I think I was at uni
when it came out – I heard “Lily Of The Desert”
featuring Georgia Anne Muldrow, which led
me to this record. It’s got that very chill vibe
and it suits so many listening situations, on
tour, wherever. I know this record so well, but

every time I play it I still hear more beautiful things in it. The features on
this record really inspired me; it made me think in a different way about
involving vocals in my music. At the time I could have never imagined
having a conversation [with Eric], but I know him now – he’s lovely, he mixed
one of the tracks on my remix album, so it’s beautiful that our paths crossed.

JOHN COLTRANE
Coltrane’sSound
ATLANTIC,1964

I think I came to this record maybe in my late
teens. I heard Giant Steps when I was a bit
young; I didn’t know how to engage with it.
But I heard this one at the right time and it
completely blew me away. His sound to me is

so full of life, of rawness, the pain and the joy. I’d probably pick a different 
Coltrane album tomorrow, but this is the one I go back to to centre myself
and refocus musically. And also to not do any of that and just listen! Feeling 
how he gets around the horn, it’s a deep lesson – and I’ll continue to learn
from him forever.
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Nubya Garcia
�e new UK jazz figurehead on the “deep lessons” of John 
Coltrane, Nina Simone and more: “It was an amazing journey”

Nubya Garcia’s new remix album Source + We Move is out on October 22 via Concord Jazz; she tours the UK from October 31 
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